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PREFACE

According to the 2012 World Investment Report issued by the United Nations the foreign affiliates of
MNEs employed an estimated 69 million workers, who generated $28 trillion in sales and $7 trillion in
value-added, some 9% up from 2010. In 1990, when the first edition of this textbook was published, a
total of 24 million workers were employed. This is merely one of many metrics that demonstrate the extent
of the globalization of business. With this increase in scale, the role of human resource management in sus-
taining this increase in international business activity is a central theme of this Sixth Edition of our text-
book. In writing this new edition we have responded to feedback from users of previous editions and
reorganized the format for the Sixth Edition into 10 chapters instead of 12 chapters. In carefully revising
and updating the chapter Endnotes for this new edition we have been very careful to avoid the common
trap of multiple editions – simply piling on more and more endnotes and leaving the reader to wade
through the growing lists. By carefully culling Endnotes and the Further Reading sections at the end of each
chapter our intention is to provide a reader just being introduced to the fascinating topic of HRM in a mul-
tinational context with a reasonable set of critical references as a starting point for their studies. At the same
time, our more advanced readers will be able to evaluate our assessment of the most recent significant cita-
tions along with what we consider ‘classic’ empirical or conceptual articles and books.

The more significant changes to the Sixth Edition include the following:

l In response to feedback from teaching and professional colleagues, we have included a new chapter (Chapter 2)
on The Cultural Context of IHRM. We decided to place this new chapter early in the book so that we now cover
Culture in Chapter 2 and the Organizational Context in Chapter 3.

l Chapter 4 is now titled IHRM in Cross-Border Mergers & Acquisitions, International Alliances and SMEs to
provide specific contextual information on these important developments in international management.

l Chapter 6 International Performance Management has been moved from later in the book to earlier to better
reflect the importance of Performance Management in the IHRM process.

l Chapter 7 International Training, Development and Careers has been moved from later in the book to earlier to
better fit with Chapter 6. The important issue of career planning has also been moved to this chapter to better fit
with contemporary IHR practice to link career development more systematically with training and development.

l Chapter 9 International Industrial Relations and the Global Institutional Context has been extensively revised and
updated and replaces two (Chapters 9 and 10) in the previous edition.

Several of the IHRM in Action cases embedded throughout the chapters have been replaced or significantly
updated. These changes will help students grasp the principles and models in the chapter and better apply
these ideas to a range of settings or contexts. The eight in-depth cases at the end of the text have been writ-
ten by the co-authors or solicited from global experts to provide a range of in-depth applications for all of
the major functional areas of IHRM. Extensive teaching notes are provided for adopters of the text. Long
time users of the text will find a more systematic and extensive set of cases, but hopefully our loyal adopters
will still find some of their favorite cases remain as well. Our feedback on these end-of-text cases was out-
standingly positive in the fifth Edition and we feel this new edition builds on that strength.
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As in previous editions, the challenge of this Sixth Edition has been to organize the complexities particu-
lar to HRM activities in MNEs in such a way that provides teachers (of both undergraduate and graduate
students) real choice as to how they will present the material. We have tried to find a balance that is mean-
ingful and appropriate to the varying cultures represented by potential adopters and readers, and across
educational traditions, institutions and forms, while accurately capturing the compelling realities facing
HRM professionals in MNEs. As always, we welcome your comments and suggestions for improvement in
this task.

The author team remains an excellent example of collaborative work (across a significant number of
time zones) in the 21st century with tri-continental representation from the Asia Pacific, Europe and North
America.

PREFACE ix
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WALK THROUGH TOUR

Mode of operation abroad
When addressing the mode of operation, it is helpful to examine this from the level of the local
affiliate. Thus, we turn to firm-endogenous factors to determine the balance between global
standardization and localization. Later in the chapter we will discuss the various modes of for-
eign operations and their associated HRM practices. A study by Buckley et al.36 provides two
examples of how the mode of operation either inhibits or facilitates work standardization. In
late 1978, the Chinese government announced an open-door policy and commenced economic
reforms aimed at moving the country from a centrally planned to a market economy. Western
firms that entered China early were more or less forced to enter into joint ventures with state-
owned enterprises (SOEs), whereas those entering later have been able to establish wholly
owned subsidiaries (WOSs).

One case in the Buckley et al. study is Shanghai Bell – a joint venture formed in 1983 between
a Belgian telecommunications firm (now Alcatel Bell), the Belgian government and the Chinese
Postal and Telecommunications Industries Corporation (PTIC). There was a gradual transfer of
relevant technology by the Belgian firm, with a long-term reliance on Belgian expatriates. The
Belgian firm had limited control over the Chinese employees in the joint venture and was con-
strained by its partner’s expectations and differing goals.

The second case researched was much different. The US telecommunications firm, Motorola,
established a wholly owned operation in Tianjin, China, in 1992. Changing conditions in China
meant that Motorola could effectively build a ‘transplant factory’: importing production equip-
ment, organizational processes and practices from either the parent or other subsidiaries in its
global network. This enabled Motorola to integrate the Chinese operation into the broader cor-
porate network and to localize management. These have been supported by HRM initiatives
such as a special management training program (China Accelerated Management Program –
CAMP)37, English language training and transfer of Chinese employees into the US operations.

TABLE 3.1 Examples of the impact of the cultural and institutional context on HRM practices

HRM practices Impact of the institutional context

Recruitment and selection Education system
The reputation of educational institutions such as public and private uni-
versities varies in different countries. This is reflected in the recruiting
processes (i.e., HR marketing) and selection criteria of the firms in those
countries.

Training and development Education system
Education systems differ between different countries (existence of a dual
vocational training system, quality and reputation of higher education
institutions). This has an effect on the training needs perceived and ful-
filled by MNEs.

Compensation Legislation and industrial relations
Legislation such as the regulation of minimum wages or respective union
agreements with respect to compensation have an impact on the firm’s
compensation choices with Respect to pay mix and pay level.

Task distribution Legislation and norms
Legislations and respective norms Support gender-based division of
labor to a differing extent in different countries. While in some countries
the percentage of female managers is relatively high, in other countries it
is not common that women work at all.

54 CHAPTER 3 THE ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

Tables help to order significant data and trends.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Chapter Objectives

In this introductory chapter, we establish the scope of the book. We:

l Define key terms in international human resource management (IHRM) and consider several
definitions of IHRM.

l Introduce the historically significant issue of expatriate assignment management and review the
evolution of these assignments to reflect the increasing diversity with regard to what constitutes
international work and the type and length of international assignments.

l Outline the differences between domestic and international human resource management, and
detail a model that summarizes the variables that moderate these differences.

l Present the complexity of IHRM, the increasing potential for challenges to existing IHRM practices
and current models, and an increasing awareness of the wide number of choices within IHRM
practices due to increased transparency and faster and more detailed diffusion of these practices
across organizational units and firms.

1

Chapter Objectives appear at the start of every
chapter and help you monitor your understanding and
progress through the chapter.

THE CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

In Chapter 2, The Cultural Context of IHRM, we cover the concept of culture in considerable
detail, so our comments in this introductory chapter are necessarily brief. There are many defini-
tions of culture, but the term is usually used to describe a shaping process over time. This proc-
ess generates relative stability, reflecting a shared knowledge structure that attenuates (i.e.
reduces) variability in values, behavioral norms and patterns of behaviour.18 An important
characteristic of culture is that it is so subtle a process that one is not always conscious of its
relationship to values, attitudes and behaviours. One usually has to be confronted with a differ-
ent culture in order to fully appreciate this effect. Anyone traveling abroad, either as a tourist or
on business, experiences situations that demonstrate cultural differences in language, food,
dress, hygiene and attitude to time. While the traveller can perceive these differences as novel,
even enjoyable, for people required to live and work in a new country, such differences can
prove difficult. They may experience culture shock – a phenomenon experienced by people who
move across cultures. The new environment requires many adjustments in a relatively short
period of time, challenging people’s frames of reference to such an extent that their sense of
self, especially in terms of nationality, comes into question. People, in effect, experience a shock
reaction to new cultural experiences that cause psychological disorientation because they mis-
understand or do not recognize important cues. Culture shock can lead to negative feelings
about the host country and its people and a longing to return home.19

Because international business involves the interaction and movement of people across
national boundaries, an appreciation of cultural differences and when these differences are im-
portant is essential. Research into these aspects has assisted in furthering our understanding of
the cultural environment as an important variable that moderates differences between domestic
and international HRM. However, while cross-cultural and comparative research attempts to
explore and explain similarities and differences, there are problems associated with such
research. A major problem is that there is little agreement on either an exact definition of culture
or on the operationalization of this concept. For many researchers, culture has become an

FIGURE 1.3 A model of the variables that moderate differences between domestic and international HRM

Complexity involved in
operating in different

countries and employing
different national

categories of employees

Attitudes of
senior management

Extent of reliance of
the multinational on

its home-country
domestic market

The industry
(or industries) within

which the multinational
is primarily involved

The cultural
environment

Domestic and
international

activities of the
HRM function

Source: P. J. Dowling, ‘Completing the Puzzle: Issues in the Development of the Field of International Human Resource
Management’, (mir)Management International Review, Special Issue No. 3/99 (1999), p. 31. Reproduced with kind
permission from VS Verlag Für Sozialwissenschaften.
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Figures give a visual representation of key concepts or
data.

In principle, performance appraisal systems are designed carefully and often presumed to be static.
Valid reasons exist for maintaining standard, traditionally used appraisals (e.g., when the system has
been tested, has identified baselines, and reduces future development costs). These reasons are valid
as long as the context of the performance does not change. In the expatriate setting, however, the
performance context does change, and sometimes it changes dramatically. Given a global context,
previous testing and established baselines grounded in domestic situations can become meaningless.

IHRM in Action Case 6.1
A rainy expatriate performance appraisal

Richard Hoffman, a Québécois Chemical Engineer working for a Canadian-based energy firm, was given a three-year ex-

patriate assignment in Venezuela as a technical liaison and environmental protection project manager. His local project

supervisor was Jean, a French engineer who had lived in French Guiana and then Venezuela for over 20 years. Richard

thought that as a Francophone from Quebec, he and Jean would be able to build a quick working relationship. Rich sent

Jean an early email (in French, and not the usual corporate English) containing what he thought of as the five most signifi-

cant goals associated with his assignment – similar to the management by objectives section of the more or less standard

performance appraisal forms he had filled out for years during earlier assignments in Edmonton, Toronto and at corporate

headquarters in Montreal. After several months with no response from Jean, Richard caught Jean in the hallway between

meetings and asked him about the email and his progress to date. ‘Don’t worry about that’, Jean responded blandly, ‘Just

keep working to the deadlines and I will check with your co-workers and the other project managers on your work. Where

did you go to engineering school by the way?’

Richard waited another six months and was becoming increasingly anxious as the firm’s annual review week

approached. He finally caught up with Jean on a rainy Friday in the lobby of the office building as they both waited for their

drivers to arrive. When asked about the upcoming performance review, Jean snorted and said. ‘C’est tout fini, it’s all been

taken care of. Make an appointment with my assistant Louisa next week and we can go over the report we have sent to

Montreal’. As Jean stepped gingerly into the rainy Caracas parking lot, Richard thought back to the last few weeks with his

team, the sometimes loud disagreements with his fellow project managers, and wondered if it was too late in the day to

call his old supervisor in Toronto.

Source: Based on the synthesis of a series of expatriate experiences

170 CHAPTER 6 INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

IHRM in Action cases provide real-life examples of the
concepts and issues covered in the chapter.
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managing international operations.50 These elements are well-established as important factors
for HRM in MNEs, as is the factor Organizational culture which is defined by Kidger as the
‘sense of common identify and purpose across the whole organization’,51 (page 81) and is the
final organizational factor included in the framework. For MNEs seeking a high level of global
integration, this factor may facilitate the development of a global mindset and enhance firm
performance.52 Overall, the model offered by De Cieri and Dowling aims to assist in the cross-
fertilization of ideas to further develop theory and empirical research in strategic HRM in
multinational firms.

THE CHANGING CONTEXT OF IHRM

As Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show, international firms compete in an increasingly complex environ-
ment where the level of challenge of doing business can be highly variable. Internationalizing
firms rely on having the right people to manage and operate their businesses and good IHRM
practices that are appropriate to the context in which they occur. This combination of appropri-
ate people and HR practices has been a constant critical success factor in international business
ventures. For example, the following quotation is taken from a detailed case study of a large US
multinational, where the authors, Desatnick and Bennett53 concluded:

The primary causes of failure in multinational ventures stem from a lack of understanding of the essen-
tial differences in managing human resources, at all levels, in foreign environments. Certain manage-
ment philosophies and techniques have proved successful in the domestic environment: their
application in a foreign environment too often leads to frustration, failure and underachievement.
These ‘human’ considerations are as important as the financial and marketing criteria upon which so
many decisions to undertake multinational ventures depend.

This study was reported in 1978 but many international managers today would concur with the
sentiments expressed in this quote. In this book we attempt to demonstrate some ways in which
an appreciation of the international dimensions of HRM can assist in this process.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter has been to provide an overview of the emerging field of interna-
tional HRM. We did this by:

l Defining key terms in IHRM and considering several definitions of IHRM.

l Introducing the historically significant issue of expatriate assignment management and reviewing the
evolution of these assignments to reflect the increasing diversity with regard to what constitutes
international work and the type and length of international assignments.

l Outlining the differences between domestic and international human resource management by
looking at six factors which differentiate international and domestic HR (more HR activities; the need
for a broader perspective; more involvement in employees’ personal lives; changes in emphasis as
the workforce mix of expatriates and locals varies; risk exposure; and more external influences) and
detailing a model which summarizes the variables that moderate these differences.

l Presenting the complexity of IHRM, the increasing potential for challenges to existing IHRM
practices and current models, and an increasing awareness of the wide number of choices within
IHRM practices due to increased transparency and faster and more detailed diffusion of these
practices across organizational units and firms.
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Summary boxes at the end of each chapter provide a
thorough re-cap of key issues and help you assess your
understanding of key content.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 In the section on the volatility of the global
environment, several world events were listed that
have had profound implications for the global and
local strategies of MNEs. Select a recent world
event, identify the specific HR implications that may
arise from this, and devise policies as to how these
may be handled.

2 Discuss the major factors associated with appraisal
of expatriate managerial performance.

3 One of the dangers of performance appraisal is that,
because the focus is so much on a particular

individual, the teamwork aspect gets lost. In an
international location, it is perhaps desirable to focus
more on how the PCN has settled in and is operating
as part of a team rather than as an individual.

4 Why is it important to include hard, soft and
contextual goals when assessing managerial
performance?

5 In what ways would the role of a manager working in
a non-standard international assignment arrangement
differ from that of a typical expatriate manager?
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Discussion Questions are provided at the end of each
chapter and are designed to give a platform for
classroom discussion.

CASE 2

QUALITY COMPLIANCE AT THE HAWTHORN ARMS

By Allen D. Engle, Sr.

Sitting in his room at the Hawthorn Arms Hotel in
Shannon, Ireland, waiting for a morning flight to Lon-
don and then on to Marseilles, Alistair Mackay reflects
on how uninspiring hotel rooms are. He had just com-
pleted a series of meetings with Irish officials in Limer-
ick, concluding with a debriefing session over a
Guinness with his Irish colleagues to plan their next
move. Negotiations over a potential contract were pro-
ceeding well but there would be labour implications
that would require a formal response. Consequently,
Alistair had missed the last evening flight out to Lon-
don. ‘Another night away from the family. Thank good-
ness I am not missing our wedding anniversary
tomorrow. I must remember to find something really
special in the duty-free shop’.

Six months ago, Alistair was appointed Director of
Personnel Development, European Division, for Tria-
non, an Anglo-French avionics firm. Trianon had
begun as a subcontractor for the Concorde, and grad-
ually had gained a reputation in the 1970s and 1980s
as a high quality, if sometimes undependable subcon-
tractor for major French and British aerospace defence
contractors. Attempts to expand into civilian markets
by gaining contracts for the original European Airbus
were unsuccessful, though today nearly 30 per cent of
Trianon’s sales are through civilian contracts. Now,
under new executive management, Trianon is focused
on major navigational display contracts for the next
generation of Airbus production. Prior to joining Tria-
non, Alistair had worked in the legal department of a
Scottish bank. European Union employment require-
ments had become his speciality, and provided a
springboard into his current position.

His cell phone rings, and he receives an unex-
pected call from his colleague Henri Genadry, General
Director of Joint Ventures, Mergers and Acquisitions,
Display Division. Henri informs him that the expected
outright purchase of a scanner-cathode ray tube pro-
duction facility in Veceses, outside of Budapest, Hun-
gary was not going ahead. Instead, the decision had
been made at corporate headquarters in Marseilles for

a ten-year joint venture with a Hungarian government
backed firm.

Henri goes on to explain that the Hungarian control
and equity interests in this project are expected to
make ministry officials in Budapest happy. Henri was
hopeful the decision will make executives and adminis-
trators at Malev, the state supported airline, friendly to
Trianon in the long term. ‘We will now need a ‘‘Quality
Compliance Manager’’ for a three year assignment in
Hungary. It is an important position as we will need to
keep tight control on this joint venture operation. There
will be some travel to France and Germany – at least in
the first year – until we see how things are working out
with these new partners’.

Alistair asks, ‘When do you expect this ‘‘Quality
Compliance’’ manager to be available?’ There is a
pause on the other end of the line after which Henri
blandly responds, ‘Five or six weeks if we are to meet
corporate timetables. We expect the person to be in
on the ground so to speak. We will need a realistic
assessment of current processes for a start. The per-
son will need to be familiar with the joint venture’s
objectives and targets. We have some details through
the due diligence process but skills audits were some-
what rushed’. Alistair then asks that details, including
a job description, be emailed to his intranet address.

‘Well’ Henry admits, ‘this is out first joint venture
the firm has been involved in outside of the UK, Ger-
many or France. The job description will be very pre-
cise on the technical-‘‘quality’’ side, but vague on the
administrative – ‘‘compliance’’ side. You may need to
fill in the missing pieces as you see fit’.

After a few more minutes of general chatting, Henri
finishes the phone call. Alistair plugs his laptop into the
telephone port on his room’s desk, and after a few
false starts, logs on to the secure corporate web site
and accesses three personnel files from a folder he
had prepared some weeks ago in expectation that he
would be asked for a decision. Of course, he had
expected the position to be that of Project Engineer in
an operation that the firm would have 100 per cent

Longer Cases provide a detailed example of real-life
Human Resource situations. Some cases are
accompanied by figures, tables and notes.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 What is your view of international initiatives to
criminalize foreign bribery?

2 Identify a number of HRM problems that typically
arise with expatriate assignments. In what ways
might the core ethical values and guidelines identified
in this chapter apply to them?

3 Beyond checklists and systemic analysis, what
actions can MNEs take to reduce risks related to
terrorism? What roles can HRM take in these
processes?

4 What IHRM activities would be pertinent to the
sending, by Médecins Sans Frontieres, of a medical
team into a country such as Bangladesh?
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Further Reading and Notes and References allow
you to explore the subject further and act as a starting
point for projects and assignments.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Chapter Objectives

In this introductory chapter, we establish the scope of the book. We:

l Define key terms in international human resource management (IHRM) and consider several
definitions of IHRM.

l Introduce the historically significant issue of expatriate assignment management and review the
evolution of these assignments to reflect the increasing diversity with regard to what constitutes
international work and the type and length of international assignments.

l Outline the differences between domestic and international human resource management
(HRM), and detail a model that summarizes the variables that moderate these differences.

l Present the complexity of IHRM, the increasing potential for challenges to existing IHRM practices
and current models, and an increasing awareness of the wide number of choices within IHRM
practices due to increased transparency and faster and more detailed diffusion of these practices
across organizational units and firms.
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SCOPE OF THE BOOK

The field of international HRM has been characterized by three broad approaches.1 The first2

emphasizes cross-cultural management: examining human behavior within organizations from
an international perspective. A second approach developed from the comparative industrial
relations and HRM literature3 and seeks to describe, compare and analyze HRM systems in var-
ious countries. A third approach seeks to focus on aspects of HRM in multinational firms.4

These approaches are depicted in Figure 1.1. In this book, we take the third approach. Our
objective is to explore the implications that the process of internationalization has for the activ-
ities and policies of HRM. In particular, we are interested in how HRM is practiced in multina-
tional enterprises (MNEs).

As Figure 1.1 demonstrates, there is an inevitable overlap between the three approaches
when one is attempting to provide an accurate view of the global realities of operating in the
international business environment. Obviously, cross-cultural management issues are impor-
tant when dealing with the cultural aspects of foreign operations. Some of these aspects will be
taken up in Chapter 2 where we deal with the cultural context of HRM in the host country
context – indicated by (a) in Figure 1.1. Chapter 9 deals with international industrial relations
and the global institutional context and draws on literature from the comparative IR field –
(b) in the above figure. While the focus of much of this book is on the established MNE – a
firm which owns or controls business activities in more than one foreign country – we recog-
nize that small, internationalizing firms which are yet to reach multinational firm status, and
family-owned firms, also face international HRM issues and many of these issues are
addressed in Chapter 4.

DEFINING INTERNATIONAL HRM

Before we can offer a definition of international HRM, we should first define the general field of
HRM. Typically, HRM refers to those activities undertaken by an organization to effectively
utilize its human resources. These activities would include at least the following:

1 Human resource planning.

2 Staffing (recruitment, selection, placement).

3 Performance management.

4 Training and development.

5 Compensation (remuneration) and benefits.

6 Industrial relations.

FIGURE 1.1 Inter-relationships between approaches to the field

IHRM in the
multinational

context

Cross-cultural
management

Comparative
HR and IR
systems

a b
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The question is of course which activities change when HRM goes international? A model devel-
oped by Morgan5 is helpful in terms of answering this question. He presents IHRM on three
dimensions:

1 The broad human resource activities of procurement, allocation and utilization. (These three broad
activities can be easily expanded into the six HR activities listed above.)

2 The national or country categories involved in international HRM activities:

l the host-country where a subsidiary may be located;

l the parent-country where the firm is headquartered; and

l ‘other’ countries that may be the source of labor, finance and other inputs.

3 The three categories of employees of an international firm:

l host-country nationals (HCNs);

l parent-country nationals (PCNs); and

l third-country nationals (TCNs).

Thus, for example, the US multinational IBM employs British citizens in its British operations
(HCNs), often sends US citizens (PCNs) to Asia-Pacific countries on assignment, and may send
some of its Singaporean employees on an assignment to its Chinese operations (as TCNs). The
nationality of the employee is a major factor in determining the person’s ‘category’, which in
turn is frequently a major driver of the employee’s compensation and employment contract.

Morgan defines international HRM as the interplay among the three dimensions of human
resource activities, type of employees and countries of operation. We can see that in broad terms
IHRM involves the same activities as domestic HRM (e.g. procurement refers to HR planning
and staffing). However, domestic HRM is involved with employees within only one national
boundary. Increasingly, domestic HRM is taking on some of the flavor of IHRM as it deals
more and more with a multicultural workforce. Thus, some of the current focus of domestic
HRM on issues of managing workforce diversity may prove to be beneficial to the practice of
IHRM. However, it must be remembered that the way in which diversity is managed within a
single national, legal and cultural context may not necessarily transfer to a multinational con-
text without some modification.

What is an expatriate?
One obvious difference between domestic and international HRM is that staff are moved across
national boundaries into various roles within the international firm’s foreign operations – these
employees have traditionally been called ‘expatriates’. An expatriate is an employee who is
working and temporarily residing in a foreign country. Many firms prefer to call such employees
‘international assignees’. While it is clear in the literature that PCNs are always expatriates, it is
often overlooked that TCNs are also expatriates, as are HCNs who are transferred into parent
country operations outside their own home country.6 Figure 1.2 illustrates how all three catego-
ries may become expatriates.

The term inpatriate has come into vogue to signify the transfer of subsidiary staff into the
parent country (headquarters) operations.7 For many managers this term has added a level of
confusion surrounding the definition of an expatriate. The (US) Society for Human Resource
Management defines an inpatriate as a ‘foreign manager in the US’. Thus, an inpatriate is also
defined as an expatriate. A further indication of the confusion created by the use of the term
‘inpatriate’ is that some writers in international management define all HCN employees as inpa-
triates. HCNs only become ‘inpatriates’ when they are transferred into the parent-country oper-
ations as expatriates, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Given the substantial amount of jargon in IHRM, it is questionable as to whether the term
‘inpatriate’ adds enough value to justify its use. However, some firms now use the term ‘inpatri-
ate’ for all staff transferred into a country. For clarity, we will use the term expatriate through-
out this text to refer to employees who are transferred out of their home base/parent country
into some other area of the firm’s international operations. In doing so, we recognize that there
is increasing diversity with regard to what constitutes international work, the type and length of
international assignments and the increasingly strategic role of the HR function in many organi-
zations, which in turn influences the nature of some expatriate roles.

Stahl, Björkman and Morris have recognized this expansion in the scope of the field of
IHRM in their Handbook of Research in International Human Resource Management where
they define the field of IHRM as follows:

We define the field of IHRM broadly to cover all issues related to managing the global workforce and
its contribution to firm outcomes. Hence, our definition of IHRM covers a wide range of human
resource issues facing MNEs in different parts of their organizations. Additionally we include compara-
tive analyses of HRM in different countries.8

We believe that this broad definition accurately captures the expanding scope of the IHRM field
and we will use this definition in this book.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DOMESTIC
AND INTERNATIONAL HRM

In our view, the complexity of operating in different countries and employing different national
categories of workers is a key variable that differentiates domestic and international HRM,
rather than any major differences between the HRM activities performed. Dowling9 argues that
the complexity of international HR can be attributed to six factors:

1 More HR activities.

2 The need for a broader perspective.

FIGURE 1.2 International assignments create expatriates

Parent-country
HQ/operations

Subsidiary
operations—

country A

National
border

National
border

HCNs
HCNs

PCNs
PCNs

TCNs Subsidiary
operations—

country B
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3 More involvement in employees’ personal lives.

4 Changes in emphasis as the workforce mix of expatriates and locals varies.

5 Risk exposure.

6 Broader external influences.

Each of these factors is now discussed in detail to illustrate its characteristics.

More HR activities
To operate in an international environment, a human resources department must engage in a
number of activities that would not be necessary in a domestic environment. Examples of
required international activities are:

l international taxation;

l international relocation and orientation;

l administrative services for expatriates;

l host-government relations;

l language translation services.

Expatriates are subject to international taxation, and often have both domestic (i.e. their home-
country) and host-country tax liabilities. Therefore, tax equalization policies must be designed
to ensure that there is no tax incentive or disincentive associated with any particular interna-
tional assignment.10 The administration of tax equalization policies is complicated by the wide
variations in tax laws across host countries and by the possible time lag between the completion
of an expatriate assignment and the settlement of domestic and international tax liabilities. In
recognition of these difficulties, many MNEs retain the services of a major accounting firm for
international taxation advice.

International relocation and orientation involves the following activities:

l arranging for pre-departure training;

l providing immigration and travel details;

l providing housing, shopping, medical care, recreation and schooling information;

l finalizing compensation details such as delivery of salary overseas, determination of various
overseas allowances and taxation treatment.

The issues involved when expatriates return to their home-country (repatriation) are covered in
detail in Chapter 7. Many of these factors may be a source of anxiety for the expatriate and
require considerable time and attention to successfully resolve potential problems – certainly
much more time than would be involved in a domestic transfer/relocation such as London
to Glasgow, Frankfurt to Munich, New York to Dallas, Sydney to Melbourne, or Beijing to
Shanghai.

An MNE also needs to provide administrative services for expatriates in the host countries in
which it operates. Providing these services can often be a time-consuming and complex activity
because policies and procedures are not always clear-cut and may conflict with local conditions.
Ethical questions can arise when a practice that is legal and accepted in the host country may be
at best unethical and at worst illegal in the home country. For example, a situation may arise in
which a host country requires an AIDS test for a work permit for an employee whose parent
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firm is headquartered in the USA, where employment-related AIDS testing remains a controver-
sial issue. How does the corporate HR manager deal with the potential expatriate employee
who refuses to meet this requirement for an AIDS test and the overseas affiliate which needs the
services of a specialist expatriate from headquarters? These issues add to the complexity of pro-
viding administrative services to expatriates.

Host-government relations represent an important activity for the HR department in an
MNE, particularly in developing countries where work permits and other important certificates
are often more easily obtained when a personal relationship exists between the relevant govern-
ment officials and multinational managers. Maintaining such relationships helps resolve poten-
tial problems that can be caused by ambiguous eligibility and/or compliance criteria for
documentation such as work permits. US-based multinationals, however, must be careful in
how they deal with relevant government officials, as payment or payment-in-kind, such as din-
ners and gifts, may violate the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).11 Provision of lan-
guage translation services for internal and external correspondence is an additional
international activity for the HR department. Morgan12 notes that if the HR department is the
major user of language translation services, the role of this translation group is often expanded
to provide translation services to all foreign operation departments within the MNE.

The need for a broader perspective
Human resource managers working in a domestic environment generally administer programs
for a single national group of employees who are covered by a uniform compensation policy
and taxed by one national government. Because HR managers working in an international envi-
ronment face the problem of designing and administering programs for more than one national
group of employees (e.g. PCN, HCN and TCN employees who may work together in Zurich at
the European regional headquarters of a US-based multinational), they need to take a broader
view of issues. For example, a broader, more international perspective on expatriate benefits
would endorse the view that all expatriate employees, regardless of nationality should receive a
foreign service or expatriate premium when working in a foreign location. Yet some MNEs that
routinely pay such premiums to their PCN employees on overseas assignment (even if the assign-
ments are to desirable locations) are reluctant to pay premiums to foreign nationals assigned to
the home country of the firm. Such a policy confirms the traditional perception of many HCN
and TCN employees that PCN employees (particularly US and European PCNs) are given pref-
erential treatment.13 Complex equity issues arise when employees of various nationalities work
together, and the resolution of these issues remains one of the major challenges in the IHRM
field. (Equity issues with regard to compensation are discussed in Chapter 8.)

More involvement in employees’ personal lives
A greater degree of involvement in employees’ personal lives is necessary for the selection, train-
ing and effective management of both PCN and TCN employees. The HR department or HR
professional needs to ensure that the expatriate employee understands housing arrangements,
health care, and all aspects of the compensation package provided for the assignment (cost-
of-living allowances, premiums, taxes and so on). Many MNEs have an ‘International HR Ser-
vices’ section that coordinates administration of the above programs and provides services for
PCNs and TCNs, such as handling their banking, investments, home rental while on assign-
ment, coordinating home visits and final repatriation.

In the domestic setting, the HR department’s involvement with an employee’s family is rela-
tively limited and may not extend beyond providing employee benefits such as health insurance
coverage for eligible family members and some assistance in relocating the employee and family
members. In the international setting, however, the HR department must be much more
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involved in order to provide the level of support required and will need to know more about the
employee’s personal life. For example, some national governments require the presentation of a
marriage certificate before granting a visa for an accompanying spouse. Thus, marital status
could become an aspect of the selection process, regardless of the best intentions of the MNE to
avoid using a potentially discriminatory selection criterion. In such a situation, the HR depart-
ment should advise all candidates being considered for the position of the host country’s visa
requirements with regard to marital status and allow candidates to decide whether they wish to
remain in the selection process. Apart from providing suitable housing and schooling in the
assignment location, the HR department may also need to assist children placed at boarding
schools in the home country – a situation that is less frequently encountered in the United States
but relatively common in many other countries, particularly former British colonies such as Sin-
gapore, Hong Kong, Australia and New Zealand and in Europe.14 In more remote or less hospi-
table assignment locations, the HR department may be required to develop, and even run,
recreational programs. For a domestic assignment, most of these matters either would not arise
or would be seen as the responsibility of the employee rather than the HR department. In a sense
the ‘psychological contract’ is now between the MNE and the entire immediate family of the
international assignee.

Changes in emphasis as the workforce mix
of PCNs and HCNs varies
As foreign operations mature, the emphasis put on various human resource activities change.
For example, as the need for PCNs and TCNs declines and more trained locals become avail-
able, resources previously allocated to areas such as expatriate taxation, relocation and orienta-
tion are transferred to activities such as local staff selection, training and management
development. The latter activity may require the establishment of a program to bring high-
potential local staff to corporate headquarters for developmental assignments. The need to
change emphasis in HR operations as a foreign subsidiary matures is clearly a factor that would
broaden the responsibilities of local HR activities such as human resource planning, staffing,
training and development and compensation.

Risk exposure
Frequently the human and financial consequences of failure in the international arena are more
severe than in domestic business. For example, while we discuss the topic in more detail in
Chapter 5, expatriate failure (the premature return of an expatriate from an international assign-
ment) and under-performance while on international assignment is a potentially high-cost prob-
lem for MNEs. The direct costs of failure (salary, training costs, travel costs and relocation
expenses) to the parent firm may be as high as three times the domestic salary plus relocation
expenses, depending on currency exchange rates and location of assignments. Indirect costs such
as loss of foreign market share and damage to key host-country relationships may be considerable.

Another aspect of risk exposure that is relevant to IHRM is terrorism, particularly since the
World Trade Center attack in New York in 2001. Most major MNEs must now consider politi-
cal risk and terrorism when planning international meetings and assignments and spending on
protection against terrorism is increasing. Terrorism has also clearly had an effect on the way in
which employees assess potential international assignment locations.15 The HR department
may also need to devise emergency evacuation procedures for highly volatile assignment loca-
tions subject to political or terrorist violence, or major epidemic or pandemic crises such as
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and avian influenza.16 For a comprehensive analysis
of the impact of SARS on human resource management in the Hong Kong service sector, see
Lee and Warner.17
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Broader external influences
The major external factors that influence IHRM are the type of government, the state of the
economy and the generally accepted practices of doing business in each of the various host
countries in which MNEs operate. A host government can, for example, dictate hiring proce-
dures, as has been the case until recently in Malaysia. The Malaysian Government during the
1970s introduced a requirement that foreign firms comply with an extensive set of affirmative
action rules designed to provide additional employment opportunities for the indigenous Malay
ethnic group who constitute the majority of the population of Malaysia but tend to be under-
represented in business and professional employment groups relative to Chinese Malaysians
and Indian Malaysians. Various statistics showing employment levels of indigenous Malays
throughout the firm (particularly at middle and senior management levels) were required to be
forwarded to the relevant government department. Many foreign investors regarded these
requirements as a major reason for complaints about bureaucracy and inflexibility with regard
to perceived affirmative action appointments at management level in Malaysia and these com-
plaints are one significant reason for the subsequent revision of these requirements.

In developed countries, labor is more expensive and better organized than in less-developed
countries and governments require compliance with guidelines on issues such as labor relations,
taxation and health and safety. These factors shape the activities of the subsidiary HR manager
to a considerable extent. In less-developed countries, labor tends to be cheaper, less organized
and government regulation is less pervasive, so these factors take less time. The subsidiary HR
manager must spend more time, however, learning and interpreting the local ways of doing
business and the general code of conduct regarding activities such as gift giving and employment
of family members. It is also likely that the subsidiary HR manager will become more involved
in administering benefits either provided or financed by the MNE, such as housing, education
and other facilities not readily available in the local economy.

VARIABLES THAT MODERATE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL HRM

Earlier in this chapter it was argued that the complexity involved in operating in different coun-
tries and employing different national categories of employees is a key variable that differenti-
ates domestic and international HRM, rather than any major differences between the HRM
activities performed. Many firms from advanced economies with limited experience in interna-
tional business underestimate the complexities involved in successful international operations –
particularly in emerging economies. There is considerable evidence to suggest that business fail-
ures in the international arena are often linked to poor management of human resources. In
addition to complexity, there are four other variables that moderate (that is, either diminish or
accentuate) differences between domestic and international HRM. These four additional moder-
ators are:

l The cultural environment.

l The industry (or industries) with which the multinational is primarily involved.

l The extent of reliance of the multinational on its home-country domestic market.

l The attitudes of senior management.

Together with the complexity involved in operating in different countries, these five variables
constitute a model that explains the differences between domestic and international HRM
(see Figure 1.3).
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THE CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

In Chapter 2, The Cultural Context of IHRM, we cover the concept of culture in considerable
detail, so our comments in this introductory chapter are necessarily brief. There are many defini-
tions of culture, but the term is usually used to describe a shaping process over time. This proc-
ess generates relative stability, reflecting a shared knowledge structure that attenuates (i.e.
reduces) variability in values, behavioral norms and patterns of behavior.18 An important char-
acteristic of culture is that it is so subtle a process that one is not always conscious of its relation-
ship to values, attitudes and behaviors. One usually has to be confronted with a different
culture in order to fully appreciate this effect. Anyone traveling abroad, either as a tourist or on
business, experiences situations that demonstrate cultural differences in language, food, dress,
hygiene and attitude to time. While the traveller can perceive these differences as novel, even
enjoyable, for people required to live and work in a new country, such differences can prove dif-
ficult. They may experience culture shock – a phenomenon experienced by people who move
across cultures. The new environment requires many adjustments in a relatively short period of
time, challenging people’s frames of reference to such an extent that their sense of self, especially
in terms of nationality, comes into question. People, in effect, experience a shock reaction to
new cultural experiences that cause psychological disorientation because they misunderstand or
do not recognize important cues. Culture shock can lead to negative feelings about the host
country and its people and a longing to return home.19

Because international business involves the interaction and movement of people across
national boundaries, an appreciation of cultural differences and when these differences are im-
portant is essential. Research into these aspects has assisted in furthering our understanding of
the cultural environment as an important variable that moderates differences between domestic
and international HRM. However, while cross-cultural and comparative research attempts to
explore and explain similarities and differences, there are problems associated with such
research. A major problem is that there is little agreement on either an exact definition of culture
or on the operationalization of this concept. For many researchers, culture has become an

FIGURE 1.3 A model of the variables that moderate differences between domestic and international HRM

Complexity involved in
operating in different

countries and employing
different national

categories of employees

Attitudes of
senior management

Extent of reliance of
the multinational on

its home-country
domestic market

The industry
(or industries) within

which the multinational
is primarily involved

The cultural
environment

Domestic and
international

activities of the
HRM function

Source: P. J. Dowling, ‘Completing the Puzzle: Issues in the Development of the Field of International Human Resource
Management’, (mir) Management International Review, Special Issue No. 3/99 (1999), p. 31. Reproduced with kind
permission from VS Verlag Für Sozialwissenschaften.
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omnibus variable, representing a range of social, historic, economic and political factors that
are invoked post hoc to explain similarity or dissimilarity in the results of a study. As Bhagat
and McQuaid20 have noted, ‘Culture has often served simply as a synonym for nation without
any further conceptual grounding. In effect, national differences found in the characteristics of
organizations or their members have been interpreted as cultural differences’. To reduce these
difficulties, culture needs to be defined a priori rather than post hoc and it should not be
assumed that national differences necessarily represent cultural differences.

Another issue in cross-cultural research concerns the emic-etic distinction.21 Emic refers to
culture-specific aspects of concepts or behavior, and etic refers to culture-common aspects.
These terms have been borrowed from linguistics: a phonemic system documents meaningful
sounds specific to a given language, and a phonetic system organizes all sounds that have mean-
ing in any language.22 Both the emic and etic approaches are legitimate research orientations. A
major problem may arise, however, if a researcher imposes an etic approach (that is, assumes
universality across cultures) when there is little or no evidence for doing so. A well-known
example of an imposed etic approach is the ‘convergence hypothesis’ that dominated much of
US and European management research in the 1950s and 1960s. This approach was based on
two key assumptions.23 The first assumption was that there were principles of sound manage-
ment that held regardless of national environments. Thus, the existence of local or national
practices that deviated from these principles simply indicated a need to change these local prac-
tices. The second assumption was that the universality of sound management practices would
lead to societies becoming more and more alike in the future. Given that the USA was the lead-
ing industrial economy at that time, the point of convergence was the US model.

To use Kuhn’s24 terminology, the convergence hypothesis became an established paradigm
that many researchers found difficult to give up, despite a growing body of evidence supporting
a divergence hypothesis. In an important early paper that reviewed the convergence/divergence
debate, Child25 made the point that there is evidence for both convergence and divergence. The
majority of the convergence studies, however, focus on macrolevel variables (for example,
organizational structure and technology used by MNEs across cultures) and the majority of the
divergence studies focus on microlevel variables (for example, the behavior of people within
firms). His conclusion was that although firms in different countries are becoming more alike
(an etic or convergence approach), the behavior of individuals within these firms is maintaining
its cultural specificity (an emic or divergence approach). As noted above, both emic and etic
approaches are legitimate research orientations, but methodological difficulties may arise if the
distinction between these two approaches is ignored or if unwarranted universality assumptions
are made.26 The debate on assumptions of universality is not limited to the literature in interna-
tional management as this issue has also become a topic of debate in the field of international
relations and strategic studies where international management research is cited.27 For a review
of the convergence/divergence question, see Brewster.28

Cultural awareness and the role of the international HR manager
Despite the methodological concerns about cross-cultural research, it is now generally recog-
nized that culturally insensitive attitudes and behaviors stemming from ignorance or from mis-
guided beliefs (‘my way is best’, or ‘what works at home will work here’) are not only
inappropriate but can all-too-often contribute to international business failure. Therefore, an
awareness of cultural differences is essential for the HR manager at corporate headquarters as
well as in the host location.29 Activities such as hiring, promoting, rewarding and dismissal will
be determined by the legal context and practices of the host country and usually are based on a
value system relevant to that country’s culture. A firm may decide to head up a new overseas
operation with an expatriate general manager but appoint as the HR department manager a
local, a person who is familiar with the host country’s HR practices. This particular policy
approach can assist in avoiding problems but can still lead to dilemmas for senior managers.
For example, in a number of developing countries (Indonesia is one such example) local
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managers are expected (i.e. there is a perceived obligation) to employ their extended family if
they are in a position to do so. This may lead to a situation where people are hired who do not
possess the required technical competence. While this could be seen as a successful example of
adapting to local expectations and customs, from a Western perspective this practice would be
seen as nepotism, a negative practice which is not in the best interests of the enterprise because
the best people have not been hired for the job.

Coping with cultural differences, and recognizing how and when these differences are rele-
vant, is a constant challenge for international firms. Helping to prepare assignees and their fami-
lies for working and living in a new cultural environment has become a key activity for HR
departments in those MNEs that appreciate (or have been forced, through experience, to appre-
ciate) the impact that the cultural environment can have on staff performance and well-being.

INDUSTRY TYPE

Porter30 suggests that the industry (or industries if the firm is a conglomerate) in which a MNE
is involved is of considerable importance because patterns of international competition vary
widely from one industry to another. At one end of the continuum of international competition
is the multidomestic industry, one in which competition in each country is essentially independ-
ent of competition in other countries. Traditional examples include retailing, distribution and
insurance. At the other end of the continuum is the global industry, one in which a firm’s com-
petitive position in one country is significantly influenced by its position in other countries.
Examples include commercial aircraft, semiconductors and copiers. The key distinction between
a multidomestic industry and a global industry is described by Porter as follows:

The global industry is not merely a collection of domestic industries but a series of linked domestic
industries in which the rivals compete against each other on a truly worldwide basis . . . In a multido-
mestic industry, then, international strategy collapses to a series of domestic strategies. The issues
that are uniquely international revolve around how to do business abroad, how to select good coun-
tries in which to compete (or assess country risk), and mechanisms to achieve the one-time transfer
of know-how. These are questions that are relatively well developed in the literature. In a global indus-
try, however, managing international activities like a portfolio will undermine the possibility of achieving
competitive advantage. In a global industry, a firm must in some way integrate its activities on a world-
wide basis to capture the linkages among countries. (Page 12)

The role of the HRM function in multidomestic and global industries can be analyzed using
Porter’s value-chain model.31 In Porter’s model, HRM is seen as one of four support activities
for the five primary activities of the firm. Since human resources are involved in each of the pri-
mary and support activities, the HRM function is seen as cutting across the entire value chain of
a firm. If the firm is in a multidomestic industry, the role of the HR department will most likely
be more domestic in structure and orientation. At times there may be considerable demand for
international services from the HRM function (for example, when a new plant or office is estab-
lished in a foreign location and the need for expatriate employees arises), but these activities
would not be pivotal – indeed, many of these services may be provided via consultants and/or
temporary employees. The main role for the HRM function would be to support the primary
activities of the firm in each domestic market to achieve a competitive advantage through either
cost/efficiency or product/service differentiation.

If the multinational is in a global industry, however, the ‘imperative for coordination’
described by Porter would require a HRM function structured to deliver the international sup-
port required by the primary activities of the MNE. The need to develop coordination raises
complex problems for any multinational. As Laurent32 has noted:

In order to build, maintain, and develop their corporate identity, multinational organizations need to
strive for consistency in their ways of managing people on a worldwide basis. Yet, and in order to be
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effective locally, they also need to adapt those ways to the specific cultural requirements of different
societies. While the global nature of the business may call for increased consistency, the variety of cul-
tural environments may be calling for differentiation.

Laurent proposes that a truly international conception of human resource management would
require the following steps:

1 An explicit recognition by the parent organization that its own peculiar ways of managing human
resources reflect some assumptions and values of its home culture.

2 An explicit recognition by the parent organization that its peculiar ways are neither universally better
nor worse than others but are different and likely to exhibit strengths and weaknesses, particularly
abroad.

3 An explicit recognition by the parent organization that its foreign subsidiaries may have other
preferred ways of managing people that are neither intrinsically better nor worse, but could possibly
be more effective locally.

4 A willingness from headquarters to not only acknowledge cultural differences, but also to take active
steps in order to make them discussable and therefore usable.

5 The building of a genuine belief by all parties involved that more creative and effective ways of
managing people could be developed as a result of cross-cultural learning.

In offering this proposal, Laurent acknowledges that these are difficult steps that few firms have
taken:

They have more to do with states of mind and mindsets than with behavior. As such, these processes
can only be facilitated and this may represent a primary mission for executives in charge of interna-
tional human resource management. (p. 100)

Implicit in Laurent’s analysis is the idea that by taking the steps he describes, a MNE attempting
to implement a global strategy via coordination of activities would be better able to work
through the difficulties and complex trade-offs inherent in such a strategy. Increasingly, multina-
tionals are taking a more strategic approach to the role of HRM and are using staff transfers
and training programs to assist in coordination of activities. We discuss these issues in more
detail in subsequent chapters of the book.

EXTENT OF RELIANCE OF THE MULTINATIONAL ON ITS
HOME-COUNTRY DOMESTIC MARKET

A pervasive but often ignored factor that influences the behavior of MNEs and resultant HR
practices is the extent of reliance of the multinational on its home-country domestic market.
When for example, we look through lists of very large firms (such as those that appear in
Fortune and other business magazines), it is frequently assumed that a global market perspective
would be dominant in the firm’s culture and thinking. However, size is not the only key
variable when looking at a multinational – the extent of reliance of the multinational on its
home-country domestic market is also very important. In fact, for many firms, a small home
market is one of the key drivers for seeking new international markets. The United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in its annual survey of foreign direct invest-
ment calculates what it refers to as an index of transnationality, which is an average of ratios of
foreign assets to total assets; foreign sales to total sales; and foreign employment to total
employment. The ‘top ten’ MNEs ranked by transnationality are shown in Table 1.1. Based on
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this index of transnationality, the most foreign-oriented multinational is Xstrata (United King-
dom), with an average of 93.2 per cent of the three ratios (foreign assets to total assets, foreign
sales to total sales and foreign employment to total employment) located outside of the UK. All
of the top ten firms based on transnationality are European.

The only US firms in the first 30 multinationals ranked by the transnational index are Liberty
Global (Telecommunications) ranked 13, Schlumberger (Consumer services) ranked 25 and
Coca-Cola (Food & beverages) ranked 29. The reason for this lower ranking of US firms in
terms of the transnational index is as obvious as it is important – the size of the domestic market
for US firms. A very large domestic market (for US firms this is in effect the North American
Free Trade Agreement [NAFTA] market) influences all aspects of how a multinational organizes
its activities. For example, it will be more likely to use an international division as the way it
organizes its international activities (see Chapter 3) and even if it uses a global product struc-
ture, the importance of the domestic market may be pervasive.

A large domestic market will also influence the attitudes of senior managers towards their
international activities and will generate a large number of managers with an experience base of
predominantly or even exclusively domestic market experience. Thus, multinationals from small
advanced economies like Switzerland (population 7.7 million), Ireland (6 million), Australia (22
million) and The Netherlands (17 million) and medium-size advanced economies like Canada
(33 million), the United Kingdom (61 million) and France (65 million) are in a quite different
position compared to multinationals based in the USA which is the largest advanced economy
in the world with a population of 306 million. A similar point has been made by Van Den Bulke
and his colleagues in their study of the role of small nations in the global economy.33 As already
noted, US multinationals also enjoy the advantage of a dominant position in the very large
NAFTA market (the USA, Canada and Mexico).

It is worth keeping in mind that the frequent criticism of US companies, US senior managers and
US business schools as inward-looking and ethnocentric may perhaps be true to some extent, but it
is equally true that a focus on domestic US sales and revenue is also an entirely rational response to
the overwhelming importance of the North American market for many of these businesses. The
demands of a large domestic market present a challenge to the globalization efforts of many US
firms. As Cavusgil34 has noted when commenting on internationalizing business education, the task
of internationalizing business education in the USA is a large one. So too is the task facing many US
firms in terms of developing global managers – an issue which we shall return to in Chapter 7.

ATTITUDES OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT TO
INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

The point made by Laurent earlier in this chapter that some of the changes required to truly
internationalize the HR function ‘have more to do with states of mind and mindsets than with
behaviors’ illustrates the importance of a final variable that may moderate differences between
international and domestic HRM: the attitudes of senior management to international opera-
tions. It is likely that if senior management does not have a strong international orientation, the
importance of international operations may be underemphasized (or possibly even ignored) in
terms of corporate goals and objectives. In such situations, managers may tend to focus on
domestic issues and minimize differences between international and domestic environments.

Not surprisingly, senior managers with little international experience (and successful careers
built on domestic experience) may assume that there is a great deal of transferability between
domestic and international HRM practices. This failure to recognize differences in managing
human resources in foreign environments – regardless of whether it is because of ethnocentrism,
inadequate information, or a lack of international perspective – frequently results in major diffi-
culties in international operations. The challenge for the corporate HR manager who wishes to
contribute to the internationalization of their firm is to work with top management in fostering
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the desired ‘global mindset’. This goal requires, of course, a HR manager who is able to think
globally and to formulate and implement HR policies that facilitate the development of globally
oriented staff.35

APPLYING A STRATEGIC VIEW OF IHRM

Our discussion up to this point has suggested that a broader or more strategic view of IHRM
is required to better explain the complexity and challenges of managing IHRM issues. An exam-
ple of a theoretical framework that has been derived from a strategic approach using a multiple
methodological approach is that of De Cieri and Dowling.36 Their framework is depicted in
Figure 1.4 and assumes that MNEs operate in the context of worldwide conditions, including
the influences of industry (global or multidomestic) and regional, national, and local markets
that include geopolitical, legal, socio-cultural, and economic characteristics.

In strategic management practice, the acronym of PEST, which represents the Political, Eco-
nomic, Sociological and Technological acronym and analytical tool, has often been used to describe
the macro-environmental factors that may influence MNEs. Recent additions to this set of factors
include Legal and Environmental/ecological elements (PESTLE). Although this analytical tool is
popular in consulting and management practice, it appears to have received little academic research
attention or usage.37 De Cieri and Dowling suggest that exploration and adoption of the PESTLE
acronym in academic work would help to bring research and practitioner approaches closer to-
gether. They propose that external factors have direct influence on both internal/organization
factors and SHRM strategy and practices and that external factors have a direct influence on MNE
performance. A large body of research has explored these relationships; of particular note is the
Cranet study of European HRM practices in different national contexts.38 There are streams of
research within the international business field investigating the implications of each of the external
factors for MNEs; for example, there is an extensive body of research that has explored the implica-
tions of national culture.39 Further, research in countries undergoing significant economic transfor-
mation, such as China, indicates that the human resource function has been substantially influenced
by the changing external environment.40

FIGURE 1.4 A Framework of Strategic HRM in Multinational Enterprises

External Factors

• PESTLE
• Organizational links with other
 MNEs and with national
 governments
• Asymmetric events
• Environmental dynamics

• Global corporate HR role
• HR practices
• Crisis management and
 coordination• MNE balance of global integration

 and local responsiveness
• MNE structure
• Firm size and maturity
• MNE Strategy
• Corporate governance
• Headquarters’ international
 orientation
• MNE culture

Organizational Factors

HR Function

• Financial performance
• Social performance
• Enterprise resilience

MNE Performance

Source: De Cieri, H. & Dowling, P. J. 2012. ‘Strategic human resource management in multinational enterprises: Developments and
directions’, In G. Stahl, I. Björkman and S. Morris (eds) Handbook of Research in International Human Resource Management, 2nd Ed.
(Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar. Reproduced with permission from Helen De Cieri and Peter J. Dowling.
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Other external factors include organizational links with other MNEs and national govern-
ments, asymmetric events and environmental dynamics. Organizational networks and alliances
may be complex relationship webs based upon personal relationships and may include parent
country managers and employees, host country managers and employees and host country gov-
ernments. Central to network management is an emphasis on human resources that recognizes
that knowledge, power, and perceived trustworthiness are often person-specific rather than or-
ganization-specific.

In the 21st century, the context for international business also reflects heightened concerns
about security, risk and volatility in global markets. In particular, terrorism has been identified
by several IB scholars as an important concern.41 In relatively common usage since the unex-
pected terrorist attacks in New York in September 2001, asymmetric events have been described
by Gray42 as threats that our political, strategic, and military cultures regard as unusual. In
terms of trying to define asymmetric events, Gray notes that they tend to be:

l Unmatched in our arsenal of capabilities and plans. Such events may or may not appear truly
dangerous, but they will certainly look different from war as we have known it.

l Highly leveraged against our particular assets – military and, probably more often, civil.

l Designed not only to secure leverage against our assets, but also intended to work around, offset,
and negate what in other contexts are our strengths.

l Difficult to respond to in a discriminate and proportionate manner. (p. 5–6)

Thus, asymmetric events are not only difficult to deal with when they occur, they are difficult to
plan for, recognize and respond to with specific planning processes and training. The influence
of external factors on MNEs involves complex environmental dynamics. As Andreadis43 has
noted, MNEs operate in a dynamic environment and that environment should be taken into
consideration when evaluating organizational effectiveness.

Organizational (or ‘internal’) factors have been a major focus of international business and
strategic HRM research because these factors are suggested to hold implications not only for
areas such as HRM, but also for overall MNE performance. The first organizational factor
listed in Figure 1.4 is MNE balance of global integration and local responsiveness. The act of
balancing global integration and local responsiveness refers to the extent to which MNEs can
maximize local responsiveness and also integrate units into a cohesive, global organization. To
achieve this balance is no easy task because as Morris et al.44 have noted, replication of HR
practices across subsidiaries may be difficult due to the influences of external factors in the local
context. With regard to MNE structure, the organizational structure literature has shown the
importance not only of the structure of international operations,45 but also of mechanisms of
co-ordination and mode of entry into foreign markets, for HRM in MNEs.46

With regard to Firm size and maturity, for both the MNE overall and for each subsidiary, the
size and maturity of the organization (or unit) may influence decisions with respect to HRM.
For example, staffing decisions and demand for HR practices such as training will be influenced
by the skill and experience mix within the firm and/or subsidiary (Lawler et al., 2010).47 In
terms of MNE strategy, as has been well-documented, organizational strategy in the MNE has
substantial implications for HRM in MNEs.48 With the Organizational Factor Corporate gover-
nance, issues related to corporate governance and incorporation of ethical principles and values
into international business practice have become increasingly important for MNE managers,
particularly in light of cases of corporate wrongdoing.49 HR managers may be required to play
important roles in corporate governance, such as the design, implementation and maintenance
of corporate codes of conduct.

Following on from the pioneering work of Perlmutter, (see Chapter 5) the organizational fac-
tor Headquarters’ international orientation recognizes that international orientation of the
MNE’s headquarters will involve aspects such as the extent and diversity of experience in
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managing international operations.50 These elements are well-established as important factors
for HRM in MNEs, as is the factor Organizational culture which is defined by Kidger as the
‘sense of common identify and purpose across the whole organization’,51 (page 81) and is the
final organizational factor included in the framework. For MNEs seeking a high level of global
integration, this factor may facilitate the development of a global mindset and enhance firm
performance.52 Overall, the model offered by De Cieri and Dowling aims to assist in the cross-
fertilization of ideas to further develop theory and empirical research in strategic HRM in
multinational firms.

THE CHANGING CONTEXT OF IHRM

As Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show, international firms compete in an increasingly complex environ-
ment where the level of challenge of doing business can be highly variable. Internationalizing
firms rely on having the right people to manage and operate their businesses and good IHRM
practices that are appropriate to the context in which they occur. This combination of appropri-
ate people and HR practices has been a constant critical success factor in international business
ventures. For example, the following quotation is taken from a detailed case study of a large US
multinational, where the authors, Desatnick and Bennett53 concluded:

The primary causes of failure in multinational ventures stem from a lack of understanding of the essen-
tial differences in managing human resources, at all levels, in foreign environments. Certain manage-
ment philosophies and techniques have proved successful in the domestic environment: their
application in a foreign environment too often leads to frustration, failure and underachievement.
These ‘human’ considerations are as important as the financial and marketing criteria upon which so
many decisions to undertake multinational ventures depend.

This study was reported in 1978 but many international managers today would concur with the
sentiments expressed in this quote. In this book we attempt to demonstrate some ways in which
an appreciation of the international dimensions of HRM can assist in this process.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter has been to provide an overview of the emerging field of interna-
tional HRM. We did this by:

l Defining key terms in IHRM and considering several definitions of IHRM.

l Introducing the historically significant issue of expatriate assignment management and reviewing the
evolution of these assignments to reflect the increasing diversity with regard to what constitutes
international work and the type and length of international assignments.

l Outlining the differences between domestic and international human resource management by
looking at six factors which differentiate international and domestic HR (more HR activities; the need
for a broader perspective; more involvement in employees’ personal lives; changes in emphasis as
the workforce mix of expatriates and locals varies; risk exposure; and more external influences) and
detailing a model which summarizes the variables that moderate these differences.

l Presenting the complexity of IHRM, the increasing potential for challenges to existing IHRM
practices and current models, and an increasing awareness of the wide number of choices within
IHRM practices due to increased transparency and faster and more detailed diffusion of these
practices across organizational units and firms.
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We concluded that the complexity involved in operating in different countries and employing
different national categories of employees is a key variable differentiating domestic and interna-
tional HRM, rather than any major differences between the HR activities performed. We also
discussed four other variables that moderate differences between domestic and international
HRM: the cultural environment; the industry (or industries) with which the multinational is pri-
marily involved; the extent of reliance of the multinational on its home-country domestic mar-
ket; and the attitudes of senior management. These five variables are shown in Figure 1.3.
Finally, we discussed a model of strategic HRM in multinational enterprises (Figure 1.4), which
draws together a number of external factors and organizational factors that impact on IHRM
strategy and practice and in turn on MNE goals.

In our discussion of the international dimensions of HRM in this book, we shall be draw-
ing on the HRM literature. Subsequent chapters will examine the cultural and organizational
contexts of IHRM; IHRM in cross-border mergers and acquisitions, international alliances and
SMEs; staffing, recruitment and selection; international performance management; training, de-
velopment and careers; international compensation; international industrial relations and the
global institutional context; and trends and future challenges in IHRM. We will provide com-
parative data on HRM practices in different countries, but our major emphasis is on the interna-
tional dimensions of HRM confronting MNEs, whether large or small, when facing the
challenge of managing people globally.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 What are the main similarities and differences
between domestic and international HRM?

2 Define these terms: international HRM, PCN, HCN
and TCN.

3 Discuss two HR activities in which a multinational
firm must engage that would not be required in a
domestic environment.

4 Why is a greater degree of involvement in
employees’ personal lives inevitable in many
international HRM activities?

5 Discuss at least two of the variables that moderate
differences between domestic and international HR
practices.
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CHAPTER 2
THE CULTURAL
CONTEXT OF IHRM

Chapter Objectives

Chapter 1 observed that international HRM differs from nationally oriented HRM predominantly in the
complexities that result from employees of various national origins working in different countries. People
who work in internationally operating companies and customers, suppliers or representatives of
government institutions in the host country often face very different cultural and institutional environments
due to various socialization experiences.

In this chapter we systematically review the environment of international HRM decisions so that the
complexity of these decisions can be better understood and adequate solutions developed. The following
themes are discussed:

l Definitions of culture

l Cultural concepts

l Results of intercultural management studies such as Hofstede, the GLOBE study and others

l Reflections on cross-cultural management research

l Discussion of the development of cultures

These concepts are highly relevant to developing a more comprehensive understanding and explanation
of the complexity of international HRM.
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INTRODUCTION

Consideration of the foreign environment is seen in the literature as a key problem of interna-
tional management.1 Dülfer and Jöstingmeier point out the special situation of professional
employees and managers working abroad, because these individuals are exposed to influences
that greatly differ from their country-of-origin environment.2 An environmental analysis is par-
ticularly useful for identifying human resources issues associated with international operations.
In Europe, the discipline that primarily deals with the comparison of various cultures is called
intercultural comparative research and in the English-speaking world it is referred to as cross-
cultural management. A central role in this discussion is occupied by cross-cultural management
studies by Hofstede3 and the Global Leadership and Organizational behavior (GLOBE) study.4

An overview of other studies will also be provided.

Introduction to cross-cultural management research
The first contributions to cross-cultural management research were made in the early 1960s.
Engagement in this subject area was prompted by the increasing international complexity of the
global economy and the resulting problems experienced by managers when dealing with employ-
ees and with customers and suppliers in various host countries. The resulting unforeseen conflicts
and low performance of many foreign business enterprises began to create doubts about the
assumption that management research and knowledge from the English-speaking world was
readily transferrable to other countries and cultures.5 This problem was initially the focus of
research in US universities6 and is now studied at business schools and universities around the
world, which has led to the well-established broad research field of International Business.

The goals of cross-cultural management studies include:

l Description of organizational behavior within countries and cultures

l Comparison of organizational behavior between countries and cultures

l Explanation and improvement of interaction between employees, customers, suppliers or business
partners from different countries and cultures.7

The common feature of cross-cultural management research is the basic assumption that there
are differences between management practices in various countries and that the respective envi-
ronment is of particular significance in explaining these differences. This perspective rejects the
approach of researchers who assume universal transferability of management knowledge – i.e. a
universalistic, culture-free approach to management.8

Cross-cultural studies have often been the focus of substantial debate and criticism. The rather
atheoretical foundations of some cross-cultural research and methodological weaknesses in many
empirical studies are problematic. These problems have frequently caused contradictory research
results and led to vigorous debate in this field. Criticisms have been voiced on the nature and use
of the construct of ‘culture’, a collective term or residual variable that is undefined or inad-
equately defined and/or operationalized at the start of a research study, as an independent vari-
able for explaining the variation in management practices between different countries. Despite
numerous critical arguments, the knowledge gained from intercultural comparative research is a
first step towards understanding the complexity of international management and HRM. The
next section covers the possibilities of conceptualizing the concept of culture and its content.

Definition of culture
Numerous definitions and concepts of culture are discussed in relevant literature. The term
originated from the Latin word colere, which was used in the context of tilling the soil and
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simply signified plant cultivation. The connotation of cultivation is still obvious in the colloquial
use of the word today, which is often applied in the context of a cultivated life style.9 To date,
there is no predominant consensus on the exact meaning of culture.10 As early as the 1950s,
Kluckhohn and Kroeber had already put together 164 definitions of culture from the English-
speaking cultures and condensed them into a comprehensive, well-established and accepted defi-
nition of culture:

‘Culture consists in patterned ways of thinking, feeling, and reacting, acquired and transmitted mainly
by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups . . . including their embodi-
ments in artefacts; the essential core of culture consists of Traditional [. . .] ideas and especially their
attached values . . .’11

This model was labeled by the well-known Dutch researcher Geert Hofstede as ‘mental pro-
gramming’ or Software of the Mind, the title of his 1991 book.12

‘Using the analogy of the way in which computers are programmed, this book will call such patterns of
thinking, feeling, and acting mental programs, or, as the subtitle goes: ‘‘software of the mind’’. This
does not mean, of course, that people are programmed the way computers are. A person’s behavior
is only partially determined by her or his mental programs: (s)he has a basic ability to deviate from
them, and to react in ways which are new, creative, destructive, or unexpected. The ‘‘software of the
mind’’ . . . only indicates what reactions are likely and understandable, given one’s past.’13

Hansen criticizes many contributions on culture with respect to the lack of a theory and thus ex-
planatory power.14 He describes cultures as the customs of a community that are practiced by a
majority.15 Standardization – in the sense of consistent collective behavior – can come up in spe-
cific situations. Among the many contributions on the definition of culture, four basic elements
of culture can be derived from Hansen. He distinguishes between:

l Standardization of communication

l Standardization of thought

l Standardization of feeling

l Standardization of behavior.

These dimensions appear in similar form in Kluckhohn.16 While Hofstede and psychologists
such as Triandis17 analytically gather typical characteristics of cultures and transform them into
respective instruments for handling these phenomena,18 Hansen has argued for inductive, dense
description of cultures19 as the only way that the complexity of cultures can be captured reason-
ably and as background for appropriate actions. This brief discussion indicates that the basic
understanding of culture affects the handling of the culture phenomenon and its subsequent
operationalization.20 The next section presents a well-known and recognized concept of culture.

Schein’s concept of culture
Schein’s21 concept of culture was developed in the course of organizational and not national
culture research. However, it can be applied to the analysis of national cultures, given aware-
ness that these two constructs are not exact equivalents. The important contribution of this
concept is that Schein considers various levels of culture: artefacts or creations, values and
underlying assumptions. Artefacts are described as visible organization structures and proc-
esses. They can be analyzed using conventional methods of empirical social research, but their
meaning is often hard to decipher. The middle level comprises values of a company or society.
They are found in the intermediate level of consciousness; in other words, they are partly
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conscious and partly unconscious. The third level is described as underlying assumptions,
which are often presumed to be self-evident. They include convictions, perceptions, thoughts
and feelings, which are usually invisible and unconscious. Nevertheless, they are the sources
of values and the actions based on them. Schein emphasizes that relationships that lead from
artefacts through values to underlying assumptions are much weaker than those leading in the
contrary direction, because the influence of underlying assumptions on values and artefacts is
stronger than vice versa.

The basic assumptions of Schein’s ideas originate in the work of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck
from 1961.22 According to the authors, assumptions are organized independently of individual
cases in typical patterns in each culture based on the human capacity to survive. Some of the
underlying assumptions will be explained in more detail below, modeled according to explana-
tions by Schein.23 The following questions are implicit in the six underlying assumptions:24

l The nature of reality and the nature of truth: What is real and what is not? Do members of a culture
assume more of an experimental position, where decisions about true and false depend on
experiment, or do they follow more traditional convictions?

l The time dimension: How is the time dimension defined and calculated? How important is time? Do
members of a culture live more in relation to the past or to the future? Are they oriented more to the
long-term or the short-term?

l The effect of spatial proximity and distance: How is space attributed to members of a society? What
objects and locations are private and what are public? What role does spatial distance play in
evaluating relationships e.g. in regard to level of intimacy?

l The nature of being human: What does it mean to be human? Is human nature marked more by
good or bad intentions? Can people change and develop, even as adults?

l The type of human activity: How is the relationship to the environment evaluated? Is the
environment considered more compelling or overpowering? Are the members of a society more
passive in their fate or do they try to actively change it?

l The nature of human relationships: What ideas about criteria of social order dominate in a society
(e.g. age, origins, success)? What characterizes relationships between people? Is team success or
individual success important?

An example of Schein’s culture levels is found in Scholz, Messemer and Schröter.25 The authors
analyze culture within the European Community using Schein’s concept. They state that there
are great similarities on the artefact level of the European states, which evokes the impression
that there are no major differences between countries. However, the consensus is much lower
on the levels of values and basic assumptions. Under the heading of assumptions, the authors
discuss Christianity, the basic understanding of democracy as well as capitalist market organiza-
tions as examples. On the values level, they mention national legislation on abortion as an
example. The artefacts level addresses laws and guidelines that are initiated at the European
level. The authors conclude that Europe is a culture corridor with major similarities and differ-
ences on the levels of basic assumptions, values and artefacts. The diversity of definitions and
concepts, only a small part of which can be presented in this chapter, underlines the need for a
clear, unambiguous definition of the term culture for research work in intercultural comparative
research.

Cross-cultural management studies
Cross-cultural management studies aim to describe and compare the working behavior in vari-
ous cultures. Suggestions on improving interaction between members of various cultures can be
drawn from these analyses. This section will describe important results of cross-cultural
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management studies. The overview starts with the historically significant study by Hofstede.
The GLOBE study and results of the studies by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner as well as
work by Hall and Hall are also presented and discussed.26

Hofstede’s cross-cultural management study. The research of Hofstede occupies a special
place in the field of cross-cultural comparative research27 because it was the first major study in
this field. It can be positioned on the values level, the intermediate level of Schein’s concept of
culture. This means that it results in variables that are partly conscious and partly unconscious.
This approach is different from other studies that primarily consider the artefacts level. The lat-
ter concentrates on easily measurable, but hard to interpret variables like, for example, eco-
nomic growth of a country or its political system.28

In his original study, Hofstede identified four cultural dimensions based on preliminary theo-
retical considerations and statistical analyses, which can be used to describe cultural differences
between countries.29 This is the most comprehensive study on this subject ever conducted by
means of one questionnaire. In total, the analysis was based on 116 000 questionnaires from
IBM employees. The surveyed employees represented all hierarchical levels of the company and
possessed various qualifications, from unskilled workers to university graduates. Employees
from a total of 38 various profession groups were surveyed.30 In addition, the study was con-
ducted during two different periods in IBM subsidiaries (1967–1969 and 1971–1973).31 The
questionnaire was translated into 20 different languages in total.32 Out of 150 questions, 60
were based on convictions and values of the respondents.33 Since the survey questioned only
individuals employed at subsidiaries of the same company, there is a high probability according
to Hofstede that the determined differences are actually the result of national differences and the
‘mental program’ of the employees.34 Four underlying dimensions of country cultures were
identified from the values obtained within the scope of the study. These dimensions together
explained 49 per cent of the variance.35 Hofstede named them power distance, uncertainty
avoidance, femininity vs. masculinity, and individualism vs. collectivism. A later study involv-
ing participants from the Asian Pacific region included a fifth dimension, Confucianism or
long-term orientation.

The power distance dimension represents the scale on which the members of a culture accept
that power is not distributed equally in institutions. It expresses the emotional distance between
employees and superiors.36 Power inequality exists in many cultures, but may be more or less
pronounced from culture to culture. Societies marked by high power distance, and high power
inequality, accept hierarchical organization structure, in which every individual can occupy their
place without any need for justification. Cultures with low power distance aspire to equal power
distribution and demand explanations for any instance of formalized power inequality. The im-
portant difference between societies that differ with respect to the Power Distance Index is in
how power inequality is dealt with. See IHRM in Action Case 2.1. Naturally, this implies conse-
quences for the structure of organizations.37

The cultural dimension of uncertainty avoidance represents the extent to which the mem-
bers of a culture feel threatened by uncertain, ambiguous and/or unstructured situations and
try to avoid them. Cultures with strong uncertainty avoidance are characterized by strict
beliefs and behavioral codes and do not tolerate people and ideas that deviate from these. In
cultures with weak uncertainty avoidance, the significance of practice exceeds the significance
of principles and there is high tolerance for deviations. The major difference between countries
with differing Uncertainty Avoidance Index is the reaction of individuals to time pressure or
uncertainties in the future. People try to influence and control the future to a varying extent.38

Just like the power distance dimension the uncertainty avoidance dimension implies conse-
quences for the structure of organizations. Hofstede even goes as far as to claim that countries
with weaker uncertainty avoidance are more likely to bring about fundamental innovations,
because they have greater tolerance for deviate thinking. See IHRM in Action Case 2.2.
However, he sees a decisive drawback for these nations in the implementation of such
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innovations, because detailed work and punctuality are required for implementation. An out-
standing implementation of complex processes is associated with cultures with higher uncer-
tainty avoidance. In summary, he ascertains that more Nobel Prize winners have come from
Great Britain than Japan, but Japan was able to introduce more new products into the world
market.39

The cultural dimension of femininity vs. masculinity identified by Hofstede is based on the
assumption that values can be distinguished as more masculine or more feminine (see IHRM in
Action Case 2.3). The masculine orientation comprises the pursuit of financial success, heroism
and strong performance approach; the feminine orientation contains preferences for life quality,
modesty and interpersonal relationships. Furthermore, role flexibility in the feminine oriented
cultures is more clear-cut than in more masculine cultures, in other words, roles of the sexes
overlap, which means that both women and men could be modest and value a certain quality of
life.40 The fundamental difference between the two approaches is the form of social roles attrib-
uted to gender by the relevant society.41

The cultural dimension of individualism vs. collectivism describes the extent to which indi-
vidual initiative and caring for oneself and the nearest relatives is preferred by a society as

IHRM in Action Case 2.1
Establishing a branch of a family
business in China

A family-owned carbon steel company from Germany has extended its business to Hong Kong. The owners bought
a small traditional Chinese firm and decided to copy the successful structure they had developed at home. This struc-
ture was headed by three general managers who equally shared the responsibilities for the business activities of the
firm. The consequences were as follows.

1 Now the Chinese employees were assigned tasks by people they have never seen before and whom they
did not understand. Many misunderstandings occurred, some were quite costly.

2 The employees back in Europe were only concerned with whether the assigned tasks were completed and
did not consider any other obligations to the Chinese employees, such as taking care of the relationships
with the Chinese government, banks, etc.

3 Eventually, the local employees became frustrated and were ready to leave the company.

The result was that the management model was changed again and a single managing director of the subsidiary was
accountable for all business activities in Hong Kong.

Discussion Questions:

1 Relate the described situation to one of the cultural dimensions identified by Hofstede. How can you explain it?

2 How does this situation compare to comparable situations in your home country? What are the limits of a cultural
explanation?

Source: Based on DGFP, M. Festing, K.-P. Gempper, G. Gesche, J. Hagenmüller, U. Hann, D. Slevogt, G. Trautwein,
P. Esch and S. Armutat (eds) Interkulturelle Managementsituation in der Praxis, Kommentierte Fallbeispiele für
Führungskräfte und Personalmanager (Bielefeld: Bertelsmann, 2004).
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opposed to, for example, public assistance or the concept of extended family. In more indi-
vidualist cultures, there is merely a casual network of relationships between people. Each
person is primarily responsible for himself. More collective cultures, on the contrary, have
closer, more clearly defined systems of relationships. This applies both to extended families as
well as companies. A clear line is drawn between one’s own group and other groups. In
exchange for the care offered by one’s own group, the group member provides very intense
sense of loyalty. The distinguishing aspect of this dimension is the predominant self-
sufficiency among individuals in a society. This applies to private life just as professional life.
See IHRM in Action Case 2.4. Thus, this dimension is marked by consequences for the structure
of organizations.

With regard to professional life, collectivist companies differ from individualist companies in
that the relationship between the superior and the employee in collectivist structures can be
described as more informal. Furthermore, recruitment and career progression is often within the
so-called ingroup. Management means management of groups and the reward systems are fre-
quently group-oriented. On the contrary, individualist companies focus on individual aspects

IHRM in Action Case 2.2
Long-term development plans of a German
Multinational in the USA

A German firm had developed its activities in the electrical industry in the USA for two years and the CEO Peter
Hansen was happy with their current performance: market share for important products had increased significantly
and progress was better than expected. The number of employees had increased, including quite a few local
American managers in high-level management positions – a situation which was rather unusual for a subsidiary of a
German multinational in its early stage of development. The CEO’s goal from the beginning was to avoid an ethno-
centric approach to the American activities of his firm and to take a polycentric approach that supported recruitment
of local managers.

One of these US local managers was John Miller, the marketing director of the company. During the last two
years, he has been thoroughly prepared for his job. The company had sent him to various high-level training pro-
grams at top business schools and had provided him with a long-term career plan, which included short-term vertical
career advancement. While Peter Hansen wanted to support the development of an American management style he
nevertheless tried to transfer some HR practices which are highly valued in Germany – particularly investing in training
and taking a long-term intra-organizational career perspective. While some US firms took this approach, these ideas
were not as widely accepted in the US as in Germany. However, Peter Hansen assumed that these policies would be
valued by the new US employees of the firm and would provide an important incentive for employee retention.

One morning, Peter Hansen was shocked to learn that John Miller was about to quit his job. A competitor had
offered John a challenging position – in large part because he had systematically built up his knowledge and experi-
ence base – supported by his German employer. How can you interpret Peter Hansen’s surprise from a cultural point
of view?

Discussion Questions:

1 Relate the described situation to one of the cultural dimensions identified by Hofstede. Can you explain Peter
Hansen’s surprise using this theory?

2 How does this situation compare to comparable situations in your home country? What are the limits of a cultural
explanation?
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when structuring reward systems. The relationship between the superior and the employee is
usually based on a relatively neutral, impersonal contractual foundation. Although the four pre-
sented dimensions were derived from data collected from employees of a multinational com-
pany, according to Hofstede, they were confirmed in later studies by other researchers, who
worked with different methods and studied different target groups.43

Given the composition of the research team during Hofstede’s first study, the risk that the
cultural identity of researchers from Western industrial countries (Great Britain, France, Hol-
land, Norway, USA) influenced the form of the questionnaire could not be ruled out. There
was a possibility that some questions were considered irrelevant in some cultures, while other
questions relevant for these cultures were not even included. To rule out possible distortion of
results, a questionnaire that clearly reflects Chinese cultural identity was later designed (Chi-
nese Value Survey). This questionnaire was translated into ten languages and used to survey
100 people from 23 countries. Only a few items in the Chinese Value Survey were transferred
from the IBM questionnaire in the same form. Nevertheless, the results reflected four dimen-
sions. Dimensions similar to power distance, individualism vs. collectivism and masculinity vs.
femininity were manifested in this study as well. Only the uncertainty avoidance dimension
could not be confirmed in this study. Instead, another dimension was discovered, one which
could not be related to the results of the original pan-European IBM study. It was described
by researchers as Confucianism dynamics. This dimension essentially reflects a basic orienta-
tion in the life of people, which can be either more long-term or short-term in nature. It con-
tains values that Western researchers can recognize, but they were not taken into account in

IHRM in Action Case 2.3
Female Careers in Various Environments

Elisabeth Harstad was employed as a trainee at the Norwegian risk management consultancy DNV when she realized
that being a woman was a barrier. Although trainees were supposed to go abroad the company had problems find-
ing a job for Elisabeth in a foreign subsidiary: ‘I wanted to go to London, Houston, or Singapore. At the end I man-
aged to get an international assignment from Oslo to Copenhagen’.

This was in the 1980s. However, Harstad did not give up and pursued her career intensively. Today she is the
manager of the research & innovation unit at DNV – and since 2006 member of the board of directors of the large
Norwegian chemical company Yara. When the new members of the board of directors were elected, for the first time
it was an advantage for Elisabeth to be a woman. Since 2008, Norwegian companies are required by law to have
40 per cent female members of their board of directors. Thus, Elizabeth is part of an experiment – if women do not
make it to the top on their own, politics support this process in Norway.

Discussion Questions:

1 Relate the situation in Norway to one of the cultural dimensions identified by Hofstede. How can you explain it?

2 Can the rules for quotas of female managers be applied in other countries as well? What are the advantages and
disadvantages?

Source: M. Festing, P. J. Dowling, W. Weber, A. D. Engle: Internationales Personalmanagement, Wiebaden: Gabler,
3rd ed. (2011) based on L. Nienhaus. Der neidische Blick auf die norwegische Quote, Frankfurter Allgemeine
Sonntagszeitung 2007, S. 42. Reproduced with kind permission from VS Verlag Für Sozialwissenschaften.
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the previous questionnaire. Cultures that are classified as long-term in this dimension are
characterized by:

l great endurance and/or persistence in pursuing goals

l position of ranking based on status

l adaptation of traditions to modern conditions

l respect of social and status obligations within certain limits

l high savings rates and high investment activity

l readiness to subordinate oneself to a purpose

l the feeling of shame.

Short-term classified cultures, on the contrary, are characterized by:

l personal candor and stability

l avoiding loss of face

IHRM in Action Case 2.4
Meeting on a Friday in Kenya?

For a long time our building company had finished an important project concerning a new major route in Kenya. How-
ever, not all the money had been paid by our customer. Therefore, the managing director of the Kenyan subsidiary of
the building corporation organized a meeting with the representative of the respective Kenyan government agency.
The meeting was scheduled for the next Friday at ten a.m.

The meeting started and the representative was very polite and friendly. However, at the same time he also
seemed to be quite nervous. Every few minutes he received a telephone call or had to initiate a telephone call himself.
All phone discussions were carried out in the local language. Despite the interruptions, I tried to explain the reason for
my visit – the outstanding account balance. Of course, the government representative apologized for every interrup-
tion. However, after 15 minutes we were both extremely tense because the conversation did not advance at all.

Eventually, I said that I was sorry that my counterpart had so much to do and asked for another meeting the next
Tuesday. Instantly, the government representative was relaxed again and happily confirmed the new meeting. Now
he could finally concentrate on the preparation and organization of his big family meeting this weekend, which is typi-
cal for large Kenyan families.

Discussion Questions:

1 Relate the described situation to one of the cultural dimensions identified by Hofstede. How can you explain it?

2 How does this situation compare to comparable situations in your home country? Please explain. Where are the
limits of the cultural explanation?

Source: Based on DGFP, M. Festing, K.–P. Gempper, G. Gesche, J. Hagenmüller, U. Hann, D. Slevogt, G. Trautwein,
P. Esch, and S. Armutat, (eds) Interkulturelle Managementsituation in der Praxis. Kommentierte Fallbeispiele für
Führungskräfte und Personalmanager (Bielefeld: Bertelsmann, 2004).42
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l respect of social and status obligations without the consideration of costs

l low savings rates and low investment activity

l expectations of quick profit;

l respect for traditions

l greetings, presents and courtesies based on reciprocity.

The first set of values is viewed as more future-oriented and dynamic (in particular, persist-
ence and frugality); the second set of values is viewed as more present-oriented or past-
oriented and is relatively static.44 The name of this dimension comes from the fact that nearly
all values of the short-term and long-term dimension could be drawn directly from the study
of Confucianism.45

Country-specific results of the Hofstede study. The results for individual countries were
obtained by the evaluation of predetermined answers, which ensured that the results could be
demonstrated by point values. The point values reflect relative and not absolute positions of the
countries.46 The results are graphically represented with the help of coordinates systems, which
contain a cultural dimension on the X-axis and another one on the Y-axis respectively. The rep-
resentation demonstrates the extent of cultural distance between two countries with regard to
these dimensions. For example, in Figure 2.1 individual countries are assigned to the coordi-
nates system based on individualism vs. collectivism and power distance dimensions.

FIGURE 2.1 Results of the Hofstede study (I): Power distance and individualism vs. Collectivism
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According to results of the Hofstede study, the US culture is characterized more by indi-
vidualist behavior. The same applies to the other Anglo Saxon countries such as Australia or
the United Kingdom. The extent of power distance is classified as rather low for all these
countries. In terms of the characteristics for both of these cultural dimensions, many South
Asian countries can be described as the opposite. For example, Singapore, Hong Kong and
Taiwan (and also many South American countries) are characterized by collectivist values and
a high power distance. These clusters are culturally distant from each other according to
results of the study. The countries are assigned to one cluster due to statistically established
similarities among them.

Some Asian cultures tend to score high on uncertainty avoidance and high on power dis-
tance. Among them are Singapore and Hong Kong. On the contrary, the German speaking
countries such as Germany, Austria and Switzerland build with others a cluster that can be
described by a comparably strong tendency of uncertainty avoidance and a relatively low
power distance.

As a result of combining the masculinity index with the uncertainty avoidance dimension, we
can identify a cluster that includes predominantly German-speaking countries Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. All three countries are attributed more masculine values with relatively high
uncertainty avoidance tendency. The group of predominantly German-speaking countries is the
second most masculine-oriented after Japan. Opposite to this is the Scandinavian cluster, includ-
ing Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland.

In terms of the fifth dimension, long-term vs. short-term orientation of cultures, the USA, for
example, is characterized by a rather low value. Therefore, it is classified more as a short-term
oriented culture. This result is the opposite of the Asian countries, which demonstrate higher
value for long-term orientation. Thus, the robust economic growth of the Four Asian Tigers in
the 1980s – Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan – is partly traced back to a strong
orientation on Confucianism values.47 Table 2.1 presents examples of how cultural context may
effect selected HRM practices.

TABLE 2.1 Examples of the impact of the cultural context on HRM practices

HRM practices Impact of the cultural context

Recruitment and selection • In societies low on ‘in-group collectivism’ individual
achievements represent important selection criteria.

• In societies high on ‘in-group collectivism’ the emphasis in the
recruiting process is more on team-related skills than on
individual competencies.

Training and development • In societies high on gender egalitarianism women have the
same chances for vertical career advancement as men.

• In societies low on gender egalitarianism female managers
are rare.

Compensation • In societies high on uncertainty avoidance employees tend to
be rather risk averse and prefer fixed compensation packages
or seniority-based pay.

• In societies low on uncertainty avoidance employees tend to
be rather risk-taking and accept high income variability
through performance-based pay.

Task distribution • Societies high on collectivism tend to emphasize group work.

• Societies high on individualism rather attribute individual
responsibilities in the work system.
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A reflection on the Hofstede study. The Hofstede study is an important contribution to
cross-culture management research. The thorough execution of this comprehensive study and
its repetition at different points in time is very impressive. The results enable assertions about
potential differences between individual cultures and could serve as guidelines of explaining
behavior at least in initial orientation. However, there has been an ongoing debate and critique
of Hofstede’s study, aside from fundamental criticism of his concept of culture, described as
determinist and universalist,48 and his approach of trying to reduce cultures to a few dimensions
instead of using more sophisticated descriptions.49

Hofstede’s study is accused of lacking theory, because the cultural dimensions were mainly
derived ex-post. As already noted earlier in the chapter, Hofstede’s study is placed on the value
level, the intermediate level of the Schein concept. However, the emerging question is to what
extent the standardized questionnaire method is able to reach the unconscious and, thus, assess
the deeper motives of managers’ actions. Hofstede is criticized for not drawing a line between
practices per se and perceived practices, in other words a sort of wishful thinking.50 Significant
questions have been raised about the lack of separation between values and behavior51 and the
potential distortion of the ‘Western outlook’ of the research.52

Another criticism of the Hofstede study is that countries rather than cultures are delimited.
The example of what was once Yugoslavia in the 1990s shows with terrible clarity that coun-
try borders by no means contain relatively homogenous cultural groups. Kaasa et al.53 have
compared the Hofstede data with newer data from the European Social Survey which shows
that the Hofstede values should be regarded with some skepticism, especially in terms of multi-
cultural societies like Belgium. It should be assumed that Hofstede did not adequately repre-
sent the existing ethnic groups and his study cannot classify countries with several relatively
equally co-existing languages in his country clusters. Finally, it should be assumed that
national cultures are not the only influencing factor of behavior.54 This is a major reason why
scholars increasingly assume a progressively lower influence of nation states on cultural iden-
tity and behavior.55

The following points are germane in thinking about the study’s representative nature: the study
was conducted in one company (IBM) only. Hofstede himself evaluates this as positive, because
many conditions could be maintained constant. However, in the case of an organization that is
characterized by a very strong corporate culture such as IBM it should be assumed that the choice
of personnel is based on a similar profile of requirements around the world, which may lead to
distortion of results (i.e. selected ‘IBMers’ were not typical national citizens). So the question is:
would the results of random sampling of several companies come out differently as regards the
distinctions between individual countries or country clusters? The representative nature of data is
also contested, because the IBM study sample was mainly limited to middle-class males in market-
ing and service positions. Kirkman et al.56 acknowledge the significance of Hofstede’s culture
dimensions but note that future research should take the following issues into consideration:

l Realization of intra-level studies: Along with assessing the individual level, groups, organizations and
country levels must be taken into consideration.

l Inclusion of cross-cultural differences: Cultures should not be considered homogenous, specific
intracultural variance should be taken into consideration.

l Inclusion of theoretically relevant moderator variables: Culture should not be measured as the only
influencing factor, other variables like sex, class affiliation, etc. should be taken into account.

l Effects of interaction between culture variables: There is a lack of empirical evidence about the
interplay of individual culture variables, but their interaction should also be taken into account.

Although the historical prominence of the Hofstede study makes continuing debate on the results
useful, the results must be scrutinized from today’s point of view. The results of Hofstede’s first
study are from 1967–1973. Determining the scope of validity of these results for individual
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countries today certainly requires a new, comprehensive study. Although it is assumed that cul-
tures do not change fundamentally in such a time period, certain decisive changes may have
occurred like, for example, the reunification of Germany, which could influence average values.57

In a recent study, Kaasa et al. tested Hofstede’s values once again for the European sample and
came to the overall conclusion that Hofstede’s values are relatively stable. However, changes are
seen in countries with subsequent strong economic growth (e.g. Spain, Portugal) or after signifi-
cant system changes such as a country joining the EU.58 Because of such changes it is not surpris-
ing that an index based on Hofstede’s values and dimensions developed by Kogut and Singh59

that claims to measure cultural distance and serve as a predictor of how challenging a specific for-
eign location will be to a person has been criticized as outdated, of limited validity, and bound to
a simplistic, static approach.60

The GLOBE study
The GLOBE study was a transnational project, initiated by Robert J. House in 1991. The
research team currently consists of 170 researchers from 62 countries.61 GLOBE is an acronym
for Global Leadership and Organizational behavior Effectiveness, in other words, this project
concerns the effectiveness of leadership and behavior in organizations at a global level with spe-
cial consideration given to cultural influence factors. Three research phases were planned in
total. Phase 1 (1993/1994) consisted of the development of underlying research dimensions
(new social and organizational cultural dimensions, and six leadership dimensions). The objec-
tive of Phase II was to gather data on these dimensions. Phase III consists of an analysis of the
effects of leadership behavior on the performance and attitudes of employees.62 The goal of the
GLOBE study can be illustrated with the following questions:

l Are there leadership behaviors, attributes and organizational practices that are generally accepted
and effective across cultures?

l Are there leadership behaviors, attributes and organizational practices that are accepted and
effective in some cultures only?

l How much do leadership attributes that are traced back to social and organizational contexts affect
the effectiveness of specific leadership behavior and its acceptance by subordinates?

l How much do behaviors and attributes in specific cultures influence the economic, physical and
psychological wellbeing of the members of societies researched in the study?

l What is the relationship between these socio-cultural variables and an international competitive
capacity of the various sample societies?

The GLOBE research tries to study the complex relationships between culture, leadership
behavior, organizational effectiveness, social co-habitation conditions and the economic success
of societies.63

Culture dimensions of the GLOBE study. The study is to some extent based on Hofstede’s
dimensions: uncertainty avoidance and power distance. However, the dimensions are modified
and expanded, leading to some confusion when Hofstede and GLOBE results are assessed and
compared. This may be seen as somewhat ironic, given the topic area.64 The Collectivism
dimension is divided into social and group/family-based collectivism, which describe two levels
of the same dimension. The above dimensions are measured on the social and organizational
level respectively. In addition, there is a distinction in the questions between practices (as is) and
values (should be) of respective dimensions. Thus, the survey covers practices that are assessed
as common in the respective societies or organizations. Furthermore, value dimensions deter-
mine what specific practices should be like in respective organizations or societies. Authors of
the GLOBE study are purposefully trying to overcome the earlier critiques of the Hofstede
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study, namely that the borders between values and practices are blurred in his study and cannot
be distinguished. The different dimensions are explained briefly below.

l ‘Institutional Collectivism describes the degree to which organizational and societal institutional
practices encourage and reward collective distribution of resources and collective action’.65

l In-Group Collectivism is ‘The degree to which individuals express pride, loyalty, and
cohesiveness in their organizations or families’.66

l Uncertainty Avoidance includes ‘the extent to which a society, organization, or group relies on
social norms, rules, and procedures to alleviate unpredictability of future events’.67

l Power Distance is defined as ‘the degree to which members of a collective expect power to be
distributed equally’.68

l Gender Egalitarianism: is ‘the degree to which a collective minimizes gender inequality’.69

l Assertiveness is ‘The degree to which individuals are assertive, confrontational, and aggressive in
their relationship with others’.70

l Performance Orientation is defined as ‘the degree to which a collective encourages and rewards
group members for performance improvement and excellence’.71

l Humane Orientation includes ‘the degree to which a collective encourages and rewards
individuals for being fair, altruistic, generous, caring, and kind to others’.72

Results of the GLOBE study. Quantitative collection of data was conducted in 62 countries
by the GLOBE study; 17 370 people from middle management, 951 organizations and 3 indus-
tries (finance, food and telecommunication services) were surveyed. Based on a literature analy-
sis by the GLOBE study authors, the analyzed countries and cultures were separated into ten
land clusters and tested empirically.73 This resulted in the following cultural regions: South Asia,
Latin America, North America, the Anglo cluster, Germanic and Latin Europe, Sub-Saharan
Africa, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Confucian Asia. These cultural regions have differ-
ent characteristics within the respective cultural dimensions. Unique profiles emerge when com-
bining cultural dimension characteristics for different cultures.

A reflection on the GLOBE study. The GLOBE study explicitly takes into account the me-
thodical challenges of cross-cultural comparative research and its theoretical foundation is more
comprehensive than that of the Hofstede study. The participation of 170 scholars from around
the world helped to avoid a one-sided Western focus and there is a distinction between organiza-
tional cultures and national cultures.74 Furthermore, the dimensions identified in the GLOBE
study are also refined compared to other cross-cultural management studies. In view of the em-
pirical research, for example, more branches have been included as compared to Hofstede, who
has often been criticized for limiting his sample to IBM employees only. Among other differen-
ces to the Hofstede study is that managers were surveyed instead of employees.

The GLOBE study does have some limitations. Hofstede has criticized the GLOBE study,
stating that the scales do not measure what they should, and criticizes the further differentiation
of his original five dimensions. But this criticism has been rejected by authors of the GLOBE
study,75 generating an ongoing debate.76 In addition, it should be noted that despite the expan-
sion to three industries (finance, food and telecommunications), there is limited industry focus
in the GLOBE study as well – the data is not representative for other industries. Similar to
the criticism of Hofstede, widespread equivalence of culture to nation can be a source of concern
as well. This is yet another example of the ongoing ‘level of analysis’ debate in organizational
studies. Although authors of the GLOBE study counteract this by taking into consideration
various culture levels (individual, organizational and social levels) and further distinguish the
sample in some countries (e.g. South Africa, Switzerland and Germany), it should be noted that
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cultures may consist of various subcultures and that this is not sufficiently reflected in the
GLOBE study at the present stage. Large population countries like China, India and the USA
are very heterogeneous and cannot really be covered by the relatively small sample of the
GLOBE study.77

The Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner study. Trompenaars and Hampden–Turner con-
ducted a survey with employees of various hierarchical levels and various businesses starting in
the 1980s and continuing for several decades.78 The target group was primarily participants of
cross-cultural training conducted by Trompenaars. Approximately 15 000 questionnaires were
evaluated in the first study. By 2002 there were about 30 000 questionnaires from 55 coun-
tries.79 In their book ‘Riding the Waves of Culture’ Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner differ-
entiated between seven dimensions, the characteristics of which mark the differences between
cultures.80 They grouped these seven dimensions by three aspects: relationships between people,
concept of time and concept of nature.
Relationships between people:

l Universalism vs. Particularism: Universalist thought is characterized according to the authors by
the following logic: ‘What is good and right can be defined and always applies’.81 Particularist
cultures, on the contrary, pay more attention to individual cases, deciding what is good and correct
depending on relationship and special friendship arrangements.

l Individualism vs. Communitarianism: The underlying question here is: ‘Do people regard
themselves primarily as individuals or primarily as parts of a group?’82 The other question is whether
it is desirable that individuals primarily serve group aims or individual aims. Individualist cultures,
similar to Hofstede’s explanation, emphasize the individual, who predominantly takes care of
himself.83

l Emotional vs. Neutral: This dimension describes how emotions are treated and whether they are
expressed or not.84 Neutral cultures tend to express little emotion; business is transacted as
objectively and functionally as possible. In affective cultures, an emotional cultural basis is
accepted as a part of business life and emotions are freely expressed across many social
contexts.85

l Specific vs. diffuse: In diffuse cultures a person is involved in the business relationship, whereas
specific cultures focus more on contractually regulated aspects. Specific cultures demand
precision, an objective analysis of circumstances and presentation of results, whereas diffuse
cultures take other context variables into consideration.86

l Ascription vs. Achievement: In cultures focused on status achievement, people are judged based
on what they have achieved, in other words the goals they have fulfilled recently. In ascriptive
cultures, the status is ascribed from birth by characteristics such as origin, seniority, and gender.87

Concept of time:

l Sequential vs. Synchronic concept of time: Cultures are differentiated by the concept of time
where they may be more past, future or present oriented. The different concept of time is also
demonstrated by the organization of work processes. Sequential behavior is behavior that occurs
successively and synchronous behavior is the possibility to ‘multitask’ and do a number of things at
the same time.88

Concept of nature:

l Internal vs. external control: This dimension describes the concept of nature and refers to the
extent to which societies try to control nature. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner refer to the
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example of the Sony executive Morita, who explained the invention of the Walkman: from the love
of classical music and the desire not to burden the world with his own music taste. This is an
example of external control, of how people adapt heavily to the environment. In Western societies,
the mindset is different; music is heard in the headphones not to be bothered by the environment.
Another example is wearing a facemask during the cold/flu season. According to Trompenaars,
in external control cultures masks are used because one does not want to infect others, whereas
in internal control cultures masks are used to protect one’s self from outside sources of
infection.89

An explicit rationale for the operationalization and the genesis of the seven dimensions by
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner remain unclear. The authors use single aspects of other
studies, like Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, Parsons, and Hofstede – without in-depth justification
for their selection – and leave out others, also with no justification. To date, Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner have not demonstrated the validity or reliability of their dimensions, or justi-
fied their classification schema. An empirical basis for their characterization of differences in
national characteristics is also not presented. However, this model is quite often used in execu-
tive education programs as a practical template to monitor behavior and to draw conclusions
for interaction with foreign business partners.

The cultural dimensions by Hall and Hall. Based on their own experiences as government
and corporate advisors and various qualitative studies, anthropologist Edward Hall and his wife
Mildred Hall90 have presented four dimensions that differentiate cultures. They do not claim
that their model covers all possibilities pointing out that other dimensions may also exist. The
relationship between culture and communication is emphasized in particular, as one would not
be possible without the other. The dimensions mainly involve cultural differences in communi-
cation forms and time and space concepts.

l High vs. Low Context Communication: Cultures differ in the way their members communicate
with each other. In High Context cultures, a more indirect form of expression is common, where
the receiver must decipher the content of the message from its context, whereas in so-called Low
Context cultures the players tend to communicate more to the point and verbalize all-important
information. Examples of High Context cultures are Japan as well as France. Germany is more of a
Low Context culture.

l Spatial orientation: The focus of this dimension is on the distance between people of various
cultures when communicating. Distance that is adequate for members of one culture, may feel
intrusive for members of another culture.

l Monochrome vs. polychrome concept of time: A monochrome concept of time is
dominated by processes, where one thing is done after the other, whereas in the polychrome
concept these actions occur at the same time.

l Information speed: This dimension focuses on whether information flow in groups is high or low
during communication. Thus, in the USA people tend to exchange personal information relatively
quickly, while in Europe such a rate of information exchange would require a more extended
acquaintance.91

As already mentioned, the classification of cultural dimensions by Hall and Hall came about in
an inductive way and does not claim to be complete. In addition, the dimensions are closely
related and overlapping and cultural regions are represented in a macro sense such as the
USA and Europe. Intracultural differences are not touched upon, but personal differences are
referred to. The works by Hall and Hall, similar to that of Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner,
focus on offering a practical template, allowing individuals to perceive and handle cultural
differences.
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A reflection of cross-cultural management studies
Cross-cultural studies are generally subject to the problem of not doing justice to a dynamic,
context-sensitive concept of culture.92 This criticism has been widely recognized in recent years.
However, intercultural interactions contain their own momentum and new aspects become
more salient, that cannot be explained with the existing culture dimensions. In this context,
qualitative research is increasingly called on to assess these dynamic changes.93 In addition,
some authors find it important to consider culture in the context of task or role specific situa-
tions and not just on the values level, which is the perspective of many studies.94 The limits of
the explanatory power of the results of cross-cultural management studies for explaining the
influence of the cultural context are demonstrated by Gerhart95 using the example of organiza-
tional cultures. According to Gerhart, in the GLOBE study 23 per cent of the variance is
explained by country-specific differences, however, only 6 per cent of which is actually due to
cultural differences. Nevertheless, Gerhart agrees that cultural differences are important but notes
that these differences do not have as great an influence as it is frequently assumed. He identifies a
need for action with respect to theoretical and empirical research.96 The static-dynamic nature
of culture is increasingly discussed by practitioners and researchers alike. The next section will
focus on how cultures may develop and change.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURES

So far, this chapter has primarily dealt with how culture can be defined and conceptionalized
and some results of cross-cultural management research have been reported. Most explanations
and concepts were based on a somewhat static outlook. We now will discuss the extent to which
cultures may undergo changes over time. This discussion is closely related to the issue of whether
organizations and their management practices are similar due to increasing international inter-
connectedness and the coordination of the global economy (convergence) or still exhibit specific
cultural characteristics. For example, culture convergence between European countries is often
imputed given the development of the European Union, and attendant harmonization of laws
and regulations. Thus, increasing convergence of the cultures of individual countries within the
EU is assumed. As a result, the meaning of cultural differences may be safely given little consider-
ation. If the opposite is true and we assume a long term stability in cultural differences (cultural
divergence), their investigation may be a decisive success factor in international business activ-
ities for the foreseeable future. In terms of activity within the European Community, this would
mean that pan-European standardization of management practices would not be easily achieved
and adaptation of practices to underlying local conditions would be required.

Both of these two conflicting positions on cultural convergence continue to generate contro-
versy in the academic literature.97 Child98 analyzed a multitude of cross-cultural studies and dis-
covered that there are as many researchers who came to the conclusion that cultures are similar,
as studies that claimed just the opposite. Upon detailed analysis he determined that studies posi-
tioned on the macro level (e.g. analyses of organizational structure) tended to find evidence for
convergence, while studies positioned on the micro level, e.g. dealing with the analysis of behav-
ior of employees, reached more divergence-oriented conclusions. As a result, it can be concluded
that organizations around the world are becoming more similar in their processes and technolo-
gies, because they are embedded in institutions that are also subject to convergence,99 but real
and meaningful differences in the behavior of employees remain, and these differences are
enduring. This is also underlined by Schein, who assumes that the influences operating from the
surface artifact level to the underlying assumption level are much weaker than the influence on
deep assumptions on surface level artifacts.100

A new combination of various cultural elements is taking place, which results in new ways of
distinguishing otherness and hybridization of what were once distinct cultures.101 Recently,
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transnational regions have been investigated. These are regions in which country borders are
progressively superseded by cultures. Due to growing interdependence and a high flow of migra-
tion, culture is not confined to a territorially limited area. This represents new challenges for
HRM, but at the same time, it also offers new opportunities.

Intracultural changes must also be considered by HR managers. In this context, demographic
changes are an example where there has been considerable discussion on the extent of value shift
between generations.102 Generation Y is mentioned as an example in this context, because it is
distinguished by different demands when it comes to professional relationships and employee
retention.103 Since this generation was born into an information society and grew up with the
computer, these people are described as fast, self-organized learners. This generation is highly
flexible when it comes to multitasking and demonstrates high potential for scrutinizing decisions
due to a high level of awareness. This makes members of Generation Y attractive but somewhat
self-absorbed employees with distinct preferences such as distinct work-life balance preferences.
This phenomenon should be observed beyond cultural borders. The aging of entire societies,
and hence their workforces (for example in Japan and Italy) also represents a form of this gen-
erational phenomenon.

SUMMARY

In the preceding sections, we outlined how the cultural environment may influence HRM. In
summary, it can be concluded that an adequate understanding of the cultural context, as it
impacts the behavior of organization’s employees, is of decisive importance. Thus, results of
cross-cultural comparative research may provide valuable hints to managers about how to cope
with employees of foreign cultures.104 Furthermore, they can form the basis for the development
of intercultural training measures. These results could also be of great use to HRM in an inter-
national firm because it could assist a structured analysis about the transferability of specific ele-
ments of the parent firm’s existing HR policy to foreign subsidiaries. In this context, it would be
conceivable to decide whether incentive systems for groups or for individuals would be effective
in a specific culture.105

Table 2.1 summarizes these ideas about the cultural context and gives examples of envi-
ronmental differences which could lead to problems when MNEs attempt to introduce world-
wide-standardized HRM practices.106 Within this context, it is important to recall the
discussion on the convergence and divergence of HRM and work practices, as mentioned in the
first chapter.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 Define culture. How can culture be
conceptionalized?

2 Outline the cross-cultural management study by
Hofstede and discuss it.

3 Outline the methodical procedure and the results of
the GLOBE study.

4 Compare cross-cultural management studies and list
advantages and disadvantages.

5 To what extent do cultures undergo changes?
Illustrate your statement by an example.

6 What do you think about the statement: ‘Cultures in
Europe are becoming more similar?’
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CHAPTER 3
THE ORGANIZATIONAL
CONTEXT

Chapter Objectives

In this chapter, we examine how international growth places demands on management, and the factors
that impact on how managers of internationalizing firms respond to these challenges. We start with the
premise that the human resource (HR) function does not operate in a vacuum, and that HR activities are
determined by, and influence, organizational factors. We cover the following areas:

l Issues of standardization and localization.

l Structural responses to international growth.

l Control and coordination mechanisms, including cultural control.

l Effect of responses on human resource management approaches and activities.

This discussion builds upon material covered in Chapter 1 to provide a meaningful organizational context
for drawing out the international dimension of human resource management – the central theme of this
book.
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INTRODUCTION

Human resource practices, policies and processes are imbedded in the strategic, structural and
technological context of the MNE.1 This ‘administrative heritage’ is particularly critical for
global firms as the international organization will be called on to operate across a wide vari-
ety of competitive environments and yet somehow balance these diverse social, political and
economic contexts with the requirements of the original home context.2 In Chapter 1, we
looked at the general global environment in which firms compete. Here we focus on internal
responses as firms attempt to deal with global environment challenges. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the major elements encountered as a result of international growth that place demands on sen-
ior managers.

The various elements in Figure 3.1 are not mutually exclusive. For example, geographical
dispersion affects firm size, creating pressure upon control mechanisms that, in turn, will influ-
ence structural change. Growth (size of the firm) will affect the flow and volume of informa-
tion, which may reinforce a control response (such as what functions, systems and processes
to centralize and what to decentralize). Geographical dispersion will involve more encounters
with national cultures and languages, thus affecting the flow and volume of information. The
demands of the host country can influence the composition of the workforce (the mix of par-
ent country nationals (PCNs), host country nationals (HCNs) and third country nationals
(TCNs)).

An in-depth examination of all these elements is beyond the scope of this book. Rather, the
purpose of this chapter is to explore some of the managerial responses to these influences that
concern HRM. Our focus remains on the connection between organizational factors, manage-
ment decisions and HR consequences. To a certain extent, how the internationalizing firm copes
with the HR demands of its various foreign operations determines its ability to execute its cho-
sen expansion strategies. Indeed, early Finnish research suggests that personnel policies should
lead rather than follow international operation decisions,3 yet one could argue that most com-
panies take the opposite approach – that is, follow market-driven strategies. We will now dis-
cuss the twin forces of standardization and localization and follow the path a domestic firm
takes as it evolves into a global entity and illustrate how the HRM function is affected by the
way the internationalization process itself is managed.

FIGURE 3.1 Management demands of international growth
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STANDARDIZATION AND LOCALIZATION OF HRM
PRACTICES

Controlling cross-border operations of a MNE centers around what processes, routines, proce-
dures and practices can be and should be transferred abroad and to what degree these require
country-specific adaptation, if any, to be effectively implemented at the local level. In the proc-
esses of transferring systems and know-how the role of people is critical. The management of
people – probably the most culture-bound resource in an international context – is faced by a
high level of complexity because of the diverse cultural environment of a MNE.4

As discussed in previous chapters, expatriates are frequently used to oversee the successful
implementation of appropriate work practices. At some point, however, multinational manage-
ment replaces expatriates with local staff with the expectation that these work practices will
continue as planned. This approach is based on assumptions that appropriate behavior will
have been instilled in the local workforce through training programs and hiring practices, and
that the multinational’s way of operating has been accepted by the local staff in the manner
intended. In this way, the multinational’s corporate culture will operate as a subtle, informal
control mechanism – a substitution for direct supervision.

However, this depends on the receptivity of the local workforce to adhere to corporate norms
of behavior, the effectiveness of expatriates as agents of socialization and whether cost consider-
ations have led the multinational to localize management prematurely. Here, the role of appro-
priate human resource management activities becomes crucial. The aim of global
standardization of HRM practices is to reach the above-mentioned consistency, transparency
and an alignment of a geographically fragmented workforce around common principles and
objectives.5 The use of common management practices is intended to foster a feeling of equal
treatment among managers involved in cross-border activities and, at the same time, aims at a
common understanding of what is expected from the employees. Furthermore, consistent sys-
tems facilitate the administration processes by increasing operational efficiencies.6

The aim of realizing local responsiveness is to respect local cultural values, traditions,
legislation or other institutional constraints such as government policy and/or education sys-
tems regarding HRM and work practices. As mentioned above, attempting to implement
methods and techniques that have been successful in one environment can be inappropriate
in another.7

The challenge of many multinationals is to create a system that operates effectively in multi-
ple countries by exploiting local differences and interdependencies and at the same time sustain-
ing global consistency. Unilever, for example, uses the same recruitment criteria and appraisal
system on a worldwide basis to ensure a particular type of managerial behavior in each subsidi-
ary. However, features of the national education systems and skill levels must be considered.8

This discussion has shown that the standardization-localization choice that confronts the
multinational in an area of operation such as marketing, applies to the management of the
global workforce as well. This is due to the fact that HRM carries out a strategic support func-
tion within the firm. However, as has been indicated above, the extent to which HRM systems
are standardized or localized depends on various interdependent factors. We call this the ‘HRM
balance between standardization and localization’. Figure 3.2 illustrates important drivers that
either foster standardization or localization.

To sum up, the exact balance of a firm’s HRM standardization-localization choice is based
on factors of influence such as strategy structure, firm size and maturity9. The strength of corpo-
rate culture plays an important role on the standardization side, while the cultural and institu-
tional environment, including features of the local entity such as operation mode and subsidiary
role, play an important role on the localization side. As Harzing10 confirms, there exists a con-
tinuum of advantages for both standardization and localization.

A recent review of 16 North American and European based MNEs led the researchers to conclude
that between the two poles of standardization (related to what the writers call ‘dependent’ – HRM
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practices that are cleared by corporate headquarters) and localization (related to what the writers call
‘highly independent’ – HRM practices that vary at the discretion of local managers) there are inter-
mediate strategies of standardization and localization of HR practices (referred to as ‘interdependent’
and ‘independent’ respectively).11 Furthermore, these practices are dynamic, such that HR practices
may move between these two poles in response to contextual, firm-specific strategic, environmental
and regulatory developments.

FACTORS DRIVING STANDARDIZATION

The relationship suggested in the literature explains that a large MNE with a long international
history and extensive cross-border operations:

l pursues a multinational or transnational corporate strategy;12

l supported by a corresponding organizational structure;13 that is

l reinforced by a shared worldwide corporate culture.

However, in practice, we do not always observe perfect adherence to these factors in all MNEs.
For example, a worldwide corporate culture may not be shared by all employees in all subsidia-
ries.14 This factor should, nonetheless, at least be the target of many firms hoping to cope with
the challenges of globalization.

FIGURE 3.2 Balancing the standardization and localization of human resource management in MNEs
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In such highly internationalized organizations we often find attempts to standardize HRM
practices on a worldwide basis. Of course, this approach is not appropriate for the whole work-
force but aims at a group of managers who are working at the cross-border boundaries of the
firm in the headquarters or in foreign locations, i.e., international boundary spanners.15 A good
example of a MNE which has attempted to globally standardize compensation practices is
Schering AG, a German pharmaceutical company, which introduced a global performance sys-
tem for top managers worldwide.16 Within the context of a new strategic orientation, Schering
implemented a standardized bonus system for top executives that aimed at strengthening the
performance culture in the company and facilitating a common orientation for all managers.
The corporate element of the bonus system consisted of a standardized bonus structure. As the
cultural acceptance for variable bonuses varied across Schering’s subsidiaries, the proportion
between the fix and variable part of the total compensation package of managers was adapted
to the country-specific conditions. The Schering example not only shows us that the implemen-
tation of global standards is possible, but at the same time, it also makes it clear that local adap-
tations and exceptions to the standards are often needed. The factors driving the localization of
HRM practices are outlined in the next section.

FACTORS DRIVING LOCALIZATION

As has been depicted in Figure 3.2, factors driving localization include the cultural and institu-
tional environment and features of the local entity itself. We will discuss these factors in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

The cultural environment
In Chapter 2, we identified national culture as a moderating variable in IHRM. We noted how
members of a group or society who share a distinct way of life will tend to have common values,
attitudes and behaviors that are transmitted over time in a gradual, yet dynamic, process. There
is evidence that culture has an important impact on work and HRM practices. Sparrow, for
example, has identified cultural influences on reward behavior such as ‘different expectations of
the manager-subordinate relationship and their influence on performance management and
motivational processes’.17 Triandis18 found that cultures where work is based on more integrated
personal social ‘relationships’ may value a more complete balance of intrinsic and extrinsic
rewards, while cultures characterized by personal independence and isolation (‘individualism’) as
well as rapidly changing personal and social contexts may emphasize extrinsic rewards – given the
absence of a strong and enduring social matrix that attributes meaning and power to intrinsic
rewards. The examples indicate that the effectiveness of standardized practices might differ in vari-
ous cultural contexts.

The institutional environment
In addition to national or regional culture, institutional settings shape the behavior and expecta-
tions of employees in subsidiaries.19 The institutionalism perspective20 indicates that institu-
tional pressures may be powerful influences on human resource practices.21 According to
Whitley22 institutional norms and values may be based on the features of a national business
system. Elements which are relevant to HRM are, for example, the characteristics of the educa-
tion system or the industrial relations system.

For example, in Germany, the dual vocational training system, which provides theoretical
learning opportunities in part-time schools and practical experience in companies, is wide-
spread. More than 60 per cent of an age group is involved in dual vocational training for more
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than 350 professions.23 This kind of training represents a well-accepted qualification in Ger-
many, whereas in other countries such as France, this system is non-existent or restricted to
lower qualifications. The pervasiveness and reputation of such a training system has an impact
on IHRM. More specifically, for example, the recruitment process and the selection criteria
reflect the importance of these qualifications. Another example of institutional factors which
can have HRM-related effects are the: ‘scope of labor legislation and its regency of codification,
[it] creates new codes of conduct through issues such as sex discrimination, equal pay for equal
work, and minimum wages’.24 Thus, for legitimacy reasons, it can make sense for some organi-
zations to offer specific benefits or advantages, for example, even if they are very expensive and
normally would not be offered due to efficiency considerations.

The impact of the institutional environment on IHRM is shown in the following example,
which addresses staffing decisions. A study by As-Saber, Dowling and Liesch25 found that
there was a clear preference for using HCNs in key positions by multinationals operating in
India. The authors suggest that a major reason for HCN preference was the belief that an In-
dian would know more than an expatriate manager could learn in years on the job. Generally,
localization of HR staff positions is more likely to ensure that local customs and host-govern-
ment employment regulations are followed. Khilji26 found that, although foreign multination-
als in Pakistan had formulated policies, implementation was low ‘because managers brought
up and trained in a hierarchical and centralized set-up resist sharing power and involving
employees in decision making’. This occurred despite the host country’s expectation that multi-
nationals would transfer their best practices and act as a positive force in the introduction of
what was regarded as desirable Western management styles. However, the multinationals in
Khilji’s study had taken a polycentric approach, with HCNs in key positions, including that of
the HR manager.

Liberman and Torbiörn,27 in their study of eight European subsidiaries of a global firm,
found variation in the degree to which employees adopted corporate norms. They suggest that
at the start of a global venture, differences in management practices are attributable to cultural
and institutional factors whereas commonalities might be explained by a common corporate
culture. Empirical results confirmed this. In some countries, employees were agreeable towards
wearing of company clothing emblazoned with its logo, as such action did not challenge their
national culture. In another focus of the study, there was great resistance to the implementa-
tion of performance assessment for non-managerial positions as it went against existing prac-
tice in one of the subsidiaries. Taylor28 found that Chinese employees working in Japanese
plants in their home country perceived team briefings and other such forums as a new form
of rhetoric, replacing nationalist and Communist Party propaganda of the past, and this infor-
mation was consequently considered of little value by workers and managers. These examples
underline the importance of finding adequate solutions for the standardization-localization
balance.

These above-described effects illustrate phenomena identified by the theoretical lens of insti-
tutionalism. The country-of-origin effect implies that multinationals are shaped by institutions
existing in their country of origin and that they attempt to introduce these parent-country-based
HRM practices in their foreign subsidiaries.29 This is especially the case in an ethnocentric firm.
The country-of-origin effects are stronger in non-restrictive local environments than in very re-
strictive countries. For example, US MNEs are more flexible in importing their HRM practices
into British affiliates than into German units because British employment law is not as strict as
that in Germany and it leaves more choices to the enterprises.30 However, there is also evidence
that MNEs tend to limit the export of practices typical for the country-of-origin to those that
are considered to be their core competences.31

The host-country effect refers to the extent to which HRM practices in subsidiaries are
impacted by the host-country context. For example, foreign MNEs in Germany are not free in
their choice of pay levels or pay mixes. This is regulated by collective wage agreements, which
are typical for the German environment and must be accepted. A similar effect exists in the
headquarters. Here, HRM activities are influenced by the home-country environment. We call
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these effects home-country effects. This differentiation reflects the discussion on home and host-
country environment, which is typical for MNEs. The home-country effect is the basis for the
above-described country-of-origin effect, describing MNEs that try to transfer HRM activities
shaped by their home-country environment to foreign locations.

This discussion has shown that the institutional context has an impact on HRM in several
different ways. We have seen that not only the host country’s institutional context can foster
localization, but that forces exist from the country-of-origin as well. Sometimes reverse diffu-
sion, i.e. the transfer of practices from foreign locations to the headquarters, can be observed.32

For example, there is evidence that American MNEs learn from their subsidiaries in the United
Kingdom.33 Edwards et al.34 have reported that a ‘shared service’ approach to organizing the
HR function was developed in the UK and then introduced in the American headquarters. Rela-
tionships of the different effects between the institutional environment and the MNE units are
delineated in Figure 3.3.

Conclusions on the host-country environment
In the preceding two sections we outlined how the institutional environment may influence HRM
and, in particular, attempts at global standardization and local responsiveness35. Table 3.1
summarizes these ideas and gives examples of environmental differences, which could lead to
problems when MNEs attempt to introduce worldwide standardized HRM practices. Within this
context, it is important to recall the discussion on convergence and divergence of HRM and work
practices in Chapter 1.

FIGURE 3.3 Institutional effects on MNEs
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Mode of operation abroad
When addressing the mode of operation, it is helpful to examine this from the level of the local
affiliate. Thus, we turn to firm-endogenous factors to determine the balance between global
standardization and localization. Later in the chapter we will discuss the various modes of for-
eign operations and their associated HRM practices. A study by Buckley et al.36 provides two
examples of how the mode of operation either inhibits or facilitates work standardization. In
late 1978, the Chinese government announced an open-door policy and commenced economic
reforms aimed at moving the country from a centrally planned to a market economy. Western
firms that entered China early were more or less forced to enter into joint ventures with state-
owned enterprises (SOEs), whereas those entering later have been able to establish wholly
owned subsidiaries (WOSs).

One case in the Buckley et al. study is Shanghai Bell – a joint venture formed in 1983 between
a Belgian telecommunications firm (now Alcatel Bell), the Belgian government and the Chinese
Postal and Telecommunications Industries Corporation (PTIC). There was a gradual transfer of
relevant technology by the Belgian firm, with a long-term reliance on Belgian expatriates. The
Belgian firm had limited control over the Chinese employees in the joint venture and was con-
strained by its partner’s expectations and differing goals.

The second case researched was much different. The US telecommunications firm, Motorola,
established a wholly owned operation in Tianjin, China, in 1992. Changing conditions in China
meant that Motorola could effectively build a ‘transplant factory’: importing production equip-
ment, organizational processes and practices from either the parent or other subsidiaries in its
global network. This enabled Motorola to integrate the Chinese operation into the broader cor-
porate network and to localize management. These have been supported by HRM initiatives
such as a special management training program (China Accelerated Management Program –
CAMP)37, English language training and transfer of Chinese employees into the US operations.

TABLE 3.1 Examples of the impact of the cultural and institutional context on HRM practices

HRM practices Impact of the institutional context

Recruitment and
selection

Education system
The reputation of educational institutions such as public and private
universities varies in different countries. This is reflected in the recruiting
processes (i.e. HR marketing) and selection criteria of the firms in those
countries.

Training and development Education system
Education systems differ between different countries (existence of a dual
vocational training system, quality and reputation of higher education
institutions). This has an effect on the training needs perceived and
fulfilled by MNEs.

Compensation Legislation and industrial relations
Legislation such as the regulation of minimum wages or respective union
agreements with respect to compensation have an impact on the firm’s
compensation choices with Respect to pay mix and pay level.

Task distribution Legislation and norms
Legislations and respective norms Support gender-based division of
labor to a differing extent in different countries. While in some countries
the percentage of female managers is relatively high, in other countries it
is not common that women work at all.
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Motorola has been able to transfer its processes and systems, such as Six Sigma quality control,
bringing its technology, knowledge and work practices, supported by HRM activities, into the
new facilities in China relatively quickly.

Ownership and control are therefore important factors that need to be taken into considera-
tion when multinationals attempt to standardize work and HRM practices. A firm’s ability to
independently implement processes and procedures is naturally higher in wholly owned subsid-
iaries while the question of control in international joint ventures (IJV) remains a concern for
multinational firms. Complementarities between IJV partners and the degree of interdependence
between the IJV and other parts of the multinational have proven to be important influences on
effective IJV operation and the transfer of work practices. For example, Yan’s38 study of 87 IJVs
operating in China revealed the importance of defining a strategic objective for the IJV when
determining work practices. Yan concluded that task-related influence in an IJV plays an impor-
tant role in directly shaping HRM practices.

The discussion here indicates that the achievement of an acceptable balance in the standardi-
zation and localization of HRM practices is less problematic in wholly owned subsidiaries than
in cross-border alliances. However, in the latter, the balance also depends on many features of a
particular alliance including ownership and control issues. As we will discuss in the next section,
it is important to further differentiate wholly owned subsidiaries. We will therefore now intro-
duce the concept of a subsidiary role.

Subsidiary role
The subsidiary role specifies the position of a particular unit in relation to the rest of the organi-
zation and defines what is expected of it in terms of contribution to the efficiency of the whole
MNE. Subsidiaries can take different roles.39 Studies have examined how subsidiary roles can
differ related to subsidiary function, power and resource relationships, initiative-taking, host-
country environment, the predisposition of top management and the active championing of sub-
sidiary managers.40 Subsidiaries may be initiators as well as producers of critical competences
and capabilities that contribute as specific profit centers to the competitive advantage of the
whole multinational. Centers of excellence at the subsidiary level can be viewed as an indication
of how some network-multinationals are recognizing that levels of expertise differ across the or-
ganization and that not all innovation and ‘best practice’ originates from the center – that is
from headquarters. The Japanese electronics firm Hitachi’s establishment of an R&D center in
China is an example of building up the existing R&D facility to the status of a global center for
the development of air conditioners.41

We will now discuss the well-known typology of subsidiary roles by Gupta and Govindara-
jan.42 Based on their interpretation of a MNE as a network of capital, product and knowledge
flows, they attribute the highest importance to knowledge flows. They differentiate between (1)
the magnitude of knowledge flows, i.e., the intensity of the subsidiary’s engagement in knowl-
edge transfer, and (2) the directionality of transactions, which means whether subsidiaries are
knowledge providers or recipients. The differentiation between knowledge in- and outflows
leads to the following typology (see Table 3.2).

Subsidiaries characterized as global innovators provide significant knowledge for other units
and have gained importance as MNEs move towards the transnational model. This role is
reflected in an IHRM orientation in which the parent firm develops HRM policies and practices
which are then transferred to its overseas affiliates.43

The integrated player also creates knowledge but at the same time is recipient of knowledge
flows. Thus, a subsidiary characterized by this role can represent an important knowledge node
in the MNE network.44 This should be supported by a highly integrated HRM orientation.
Thus, the HRM practices and policies between headquarters and subsidiaries are very similar,
probably characterized by a high extent of global standardization and localized elements when
this is needed.
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Implementers rely heavily on knowledge from the parent or peer subsidiaries and create a rel-
atively small amount of knowledge themselves. If the IHRM system is export-oriented, i.e.,
global HRM decisions are mainly made in the parent company, then the local subsidiaries are
responsible for the implementation process at the local level.

In the local innovator role, subsidiaries engage in the creation of relevant country/region-spe-
cific knowledge in all key functional areas because they have complete local responsibility. The
HRM systems in such polycentric firms only have weak ties with the headquarters. As every
subsidiary operates independently from the parent company and from other subsidiaries this in-
dependence results in a number of localized HRM policies and practices.

Harzing and Noorderhaven45 tested this typology and found empirical support in a sample
of 169 subsidiaries of MNEs headquartered in The Netherlands, France, Germany, the UK, Ja-
pan and the USA:

In comparison to earlier studies, our results show an increasing differentiation between subsidiaries,
as well as an increase in the relative importance of both knowledge and product flows between sub-
sidiaries suggesting that MNCs are getting closer to the ideal type of the transnational company.46

A development towards the ideal type of the transnational corporation involves more subsidia-
ries engaging in high-knowledge outflows, and thus, taking on the role of global innovator or
integrative players. The difficulties in transferring knowledge and competence with respect to
management practices from the subsidiary level – whether from a designated ‘center of excel-
lence’47 or not – to the rest of the network are similar to the difficulties that we discussed in the
context of headquarters to subsidiary transfer. The ‘sticky’ nature of knowledge, for example,
applies regardless of its origins, but the designated role of the subsidiary and the standing of its
management are critical in determining the spread and adoption of subsidiary initiated practices.

Stickiness represents one reason why some firms move towards an export-oriented approach
to IHRM rather than an integrative management orientation.48 Another major barrier to an
integrative approach can be what Birkinshaw and Ridderstrâle49 describe as ‘the corporate
immune system’. Subsidiary initiatives are often met with significant resistance. Individuals
within the organization resist change, or support low-risk projects, and are wary of ideas that
challenge their own power base. Michailova and Husted use the terms ‘knowledge-sharing hos-
tility’ and ‘knowledge hoarding’ to explain non-sharing behaviors identified in their study of
firms operating in Russia.50

Increasing the mobility of managers is one way to break down these barriers and produce
corporate rather than subsidiary champions who are prepared to disseminate information about
subsidiary initiatives and capabilities, and recommend adoption in other parts of the organiza-
tion where appropriate. Tregaskis,51 in her study of R&D centers, reports how one firm found
that personal relationships formed through visits of key staff to other units facilitated informa-
tion sharing and the eventual adoption of new products by other subsidiaries. Face-to-face inter-
actions were important in building trust and exchanges of tacit knowledge which might be
possible in the context of corporate or regional meetings. Hence, frequent personal exchanges
between the MNE units via individual encounters or regional or global meetings are essential in
the processes of successful identification and transfer of knowledge.52

TABLE 3.2 Gupta and Govindarajan’s four generic subsidiary roles

Low outflow High outflow

Low inflow Local innovator Global innovator

High inflow Implementer Integrated player

Source: Adapted from A. Gupta and V. Govindarajan, ‘Knowledge Flows and the Structure of Control within Multinational
Corporations’, Academy of Management Review, Vol. 16, No. 4 (1991), pp. 768–92.
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This discussion has indicated how the subsidiary role and related processes of knowledge
transfer may impact the balance of standardization and localization in HRM. Recalling the
power and resource relationships outlined at the beginning of this section, it must be stressed
that powerful subsidiaries may have a stronger position in influencing the standardization-local-
ization balance than those affiliates active in less significant markets or with rather unspecific
skills.53 Birkinshaw and Ridderstrâle54 define the structural power and resource-based power of
subsidiaries vis-à-vis the corporate headquarters as two basic sources of influence within net-
works and distinguish between ‘core’ subsidiaries and ‘peripheral’ subsidiaries. There is evi-
dence that those subsidiaries controlling large market volumes and possessing strategically
important function-specific skills within the MNE network have a strong impact on the stand-
ardization-localization balance.55

Measures creating the HRM balance between standardization and
localization
Various studies56 have investigated coordination, communication and control processes
between parent organizations and subsidiaries. The analysis of these mechanisms contributes to
our understanding about how the balance between globalization and localization is achieved.

Here, we will follow the distinction between structural/formal and informal/ subtle coordina-
tion mechanisms used by Martinez and Jarillo.57 These authors define coordination as ‘the process
of integrating activities that remain dispersed across subsidiaries’.58 The essential difference
between these two groups of coordination mechanisms is that the latter is person oriented whereas
the former is not. Martinez and Jarillo attribute the non-person-oriented coordination mechanisms
to simple strategies of internationalization. More complex strategies, however, require a higher
coordination effort. A high degree of coordination is usually realized by using both the non-
person-oriented coordination mechanisms and person-oriented coordination mechanisms.59

In the context of corporate IHRM practices and policies, non-person-oriented coordination
devices include, for example, written material on HRM practices such as handbooks or infor-
mation leaflets, either provided in print or via the intranet. However, as this is a one-way com-
munication device, it can only supplement the complex process of balancing global and local
needs. It does not meet the requirements of a complex transnational approach to IHRM. Here,
person-oriented coordination is indispensable.

As has already been indicated in the context of knowledge transfer between subsidiaries, HR
managers from the headquarters as well as from the foreign affiliates must exchange their
knowledge, expectancies and experiences on the different local contexts. Therefore, meetings
and common project work using a respective supporting infrastructure such as intranet plat-
forms60 are essential throughout the process of developing and implementing the standardiza-
tion-localization balance in IHRM. Furthermore, powerful line managers acting as opinion
leaders should be involved in the process as well in order to achieve broad support for the trans-
national HRM measures. Finally, a high importance placed on the respective HRM solution by
the corporate top management is essential for the success of the initiative.61

THE PATH TO GLOBAL STATUS

Most firms pass through several stages of organizational development as the nature, and size, of
their international activities grow. As they go through these evolutionary stages, their organiza-
tional structures62 change, typically due to:

l The strain imposed by growth and geographical spread.

l The need for improved coordination and control across business units.

l The constraints imposed by host-government regulations on ownership and equity.
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Multinationals are not born overnight; the evolution from a domestic to a truly global organiza-
tion may involve a long and somewhat tortuous process with many and diverse steps, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.4. Although research into internationalization has revealed a common
process, it must be stressed that this process is not exactly the same for all firms63. As Figure 3.4
shows, some firms may use other operation modes such as licensing and subcontracting instead
of, or as well as, establishing their own foreign production or service facilities.

Some firms go through the various steps rapidly while others evolve slowly over many years,
although recent studies have identified a speeding up of the process. For example, some firms
are able to accelerate the process through acquisitions, thus leapfrogging over intermediate steps
(that is, move directly into foreign production through the purchase of a foreign firm, rather
than initial exporting, followed by sales subsidiary, as per Figure 2.2 above). Nor do all firms
follow the same sequence of stages as they internationalize – some firms can be driven by exter-
nal factors such as host-government action (for example, forced into a joint venture), or an offer
to buy a company. Others are formed expressly with the international market in mind – often
referred to as born globals. In other words, the number of steps, or stages, along the path to
multinational status varies from firm to firm, as does the time frame involved.64 However, the
concept of an evolutionary process is useful in illustrating the organizational adjustments
required of a firm moving along the path to multinational status. As mentioned earlier, linked to
this evolutionary process are structural responses, control mechanisms and HRM policies,
which we now examine.

Export
This typically is the initial stage for manufacturing firms entering international operations. As
such, it rarely involves much organizational response until the level of export sales reaches a
critical point. Of course, simple exporting may be difficult for service companies (such as legal
firms) so that they may be forced to make an early step into foreign direct investment operations
(via a branch office, or joint venture).65

Exporting often tends to be handled by an intermediary (for example, a foreign agent or dis-
tributor) as local market knowledge is deemed critical. As export sales increase, however,
an export manager may be appointed to control foreign sales and actively seek new markets.
This person is commonly from the domestic operations. Further growth in exporting may lead

FIGURE 3.4 Stages of internationalization
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to the establishment of an export department at the same level as the domestic sales department,
as the firm becomes more committed to, or more dependent upon, its foreign export sales, as
Figure 3.5 shows.

At this stage, exporting is controlled from the domestic-based home office, through a desig-
nated export manager. The role of the HR department is unclear, as indicated by the dotted
arrow between these two functional areas in Figure 3.5. There is a paucity of empirical evidence
about HR responses at this early internationalization stage, even though there are HR activities
involved (such as the selection of export staff), and perhaps training of the foreign agency staff.
As these activities are handled by the marketing department, or exporting staff, the HR depart-
ment has little, if any, involvement with the development of policies and procedures surrounding
the HR aspects of the firm’s early international activities.66

Sales subsidiary
As the firm develops expertise in foreign markets, agents and distributors are often replaced by
direct sales with the establishment of sales subsidiaries or branch offices in the foreign market
countries. This stage may be prompted by problems with foreign agents, more confidence in the
international sales activity, the desire to have greater control, and/or the decision to give greater
support to the exporting activity, usually due to its increasing importance to the overall success
of the organization. The export manager may be given the same authority as other functional
managers, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.

FIGURE 3.5 Export department structure
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Exporting is still controlled at corporate headquarters, but the firm must make a decision
regarding the coordination of the sales subsidiary, including staffing. If it wishes to maintain direct
control, reflecting an ethnocentric attitude, it opts to staff the sales subsidiary from its headquarters
through the use of PCNs. If it regards country-specific factors – such as knowledge of the foreign
market, language, sensitivity to host-country needs – as important, it may staff the subsidiary with
HCNs. However, it would appear that many firms use PCNs in key sales subsidiary positions.

The decision to use PCNs leads into expatriation management issues and activities. It may be
that, at this point, the HR department becomes actively involved in the personnel aspects of the
firm’s international operations, though there is little empirical evidence as to when, and how,
HR-designated staff become involved.

International division
For some firms, it is a short step from the establishment of a sales subsidiary to a foreign pro-
duction or service facility. This step may be considered small if the firm is already assembling
the product abroad to take advantage of cheap labor or to save shipping costs or tariffs,
for example. Alternatively, the firm may have a well-established export and marketing program
that enables it to take advantage of host-government incentives or counter host-government
controls on foreign imports by establishing a foreign production facility. For some firms,
though, the transition to foreign direct investment is a large step. However, having made the de-
cision to produce overseas, the firm may establish its own foreign production facilities, or enter
into a joint venture with a local firm, or buy a local firm. Regardless of the method of establish-
ment, foreign production/service operations may trigger the creation of a separate international
division in which all international activities are grouped, as Figure 3.7 demonstrates.

It should be noted that this form of organizational structure is much more common in US
firms than European firms which often have a long history of activity in various countries that
were former colonies. Prominent examples are Britain with long-term colonies such as Australia,

FIGURE 3.7 International division structure
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Canada, India, Ceylon (now known as Sri Lanka), Hong Kong, New Zealand, South Africa,
Singapore and the West Indies; The Netherlands with Indonesia (known as the ‘Dutch East In-
dies’); Portugal with Brazil, Angola, Mozambique, East Timor and Macau; Spain with Argen-
tina, Venezuela, Peru, Mexico, Chile, Cuba, Panama, Bolivia and Uruguay; and France with
colonies in Africa (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Congo, Ivory Coast) and in Vietnam.

With the spread of international activities, typically the firm establishes what has been
referred to as ‘miniature replicas’, as the foreign subsidiaries are structured to mirror that of the
domestic organization. The subsidiary managers report to the head of the international division,
and there may be some informal reporting directly to the various functional heads. For example,
in reference to Figure 3.7, there may be contact between the HR managers in the two country
subsidiaries, and the HR manager at corporate headquarters, regarding staffing issues.

Many firms at this stage of internationalization are concerned about maintaining control of
the newly established subsidiary and will place PCNs in all key positions in the subsidiary.
However, some firms decide that local employment conditions require local handling and place
a HCN in charge of the subsidiary HR function, thus making an exception to the overall ethno-
centric approach. Others may place HCNs in several key positions, including HRM, either to
comply with host-government directives or to emphasize the local orientation of the subsidiary.

The role of corporate HR staff is primarily concerned with expatriate management; though
there will be some monitoring of the subsidiary HR function – formally through the head of the
international division. Pucik67 suggests that, initially, corporate HR activities are confined to
supervising the selection of staff for the new international division and expatriate managers per-
form a major role in: ‘identifying employees who can direct the daily operations of the foreign
subsidiaries, supervising transfer of managerial and technical know-how, communicating corpo-
rate policies, and keeping corporate HQ informed’. As the firm expands its foreign production
or service facilities into other countries, increasing the size of its foreign workforce, accompa-
nied by a growth in the number of expatriates, more formal HR policies become necessary. The
capacity of corporate HR staff to design appropriate policies may depend on how institutional-
ized existing approaches to expatriate management concerns have become, especially policies
for compensation and pre-departure training; and that the more isolated the corporate HR func-
tion has been from the preceding international activities, the more difficult the task is likely to
be.68 The export department (or its equivalent) may have been in charge of international staffing
issues and instigated required personnel responses, and now considers it has the competence to
manage expatriates.

Global product/area division
Over time, the firm moves from the early foreign production stage into a phase of growth
through production, or service, standardization and diversification. Consequently, the strain
of sheer size may create problems. The international division becomes over-stretched making
effective communication and efficiency of operation difficult. In some cases, corporate top man-
agers may become concerned that the international division has enjoyed too much autonomy,
acting so independently from the domestic operations to the extent that it operates as a separate
unit – a situation that cannot be tolerated as the firm’s international activities become strategi-
cally more important.

Typically, tensions will emerge between the parent company (headquarters) and its subsidia-
ries, stemming from the need for national responsiveness at the subsidiary unit and global inte-
gration imperatives at the parent headquarters. The demand for national responsiveness at the
subsidiary unit develops because of factors such as differences in market structures, distribution
channels, customer needs, local culture and pressure from the host government. The need for
more centralized global integration by the headquarters comes from having multinational cus-
tomers, global competitors and the increasingly rapid flow of information and technology, and
from the quest for large volume for economies of scale.
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As a result of these various forces for change, the multinational confronts two major issues of
structure:

l The extent to which key decisions are to be made at the parent-country headquarters or at the
subsidiary units (centralization versus decentralization).

l The type or form of control exerted by the parent over the subsidiary unit.

The structural response, at this stage of internationalization, can either be a product/service-
based global structure (if the growth strategy is through product or service diversification) or an
area-based structure (if the growth strategy is through geographical expansion); see Figures
3.8A and 3.8B.

As part of the process of accommodating subsidiary concerns through decentralization, the
MNE strives to adapt its HRM activities to each host country’s specific requirements. This natu-
rally impacts on the corporate HRM function. As there is an increasing devolution of responsi-
bility for local employee decisions to each subsidiary, with corporate HR staff performing a
monitoring role, intervening in local affairs occurs less frequently. This HRM monitoring role
reflects management’s desire for central control of strategic planning; formulating, implement-
ing and coordinating strategies for its worldwide markets. As well, the growth in foreign expo-
sure combined with changes in the organizational structure of international operations results in

FIGURE 3.8A Global product division structure
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an increase in the number of employees needed to oversee the activities between the parent firm
and its foreign affiliates. Within the human resource function, the development of managers able
to operate in international environments generally becomes a new imperative.69

As the MNE grows and the trend toward a global perspective accelerates, it increasingly con-
fronts the ‘think global, act local’ paradox.70 The increasingly complex international environ-
ment – characterized by global competitors, global customers, universal products, rapid
technological change and world-scale factories – push the multinational toward global integra-
tion while, at the same time, host governments and other stakeholders (such as customers, sup-
pliers and employees) push for local responsiveness. To facilitate the challenge of meeting these
conflicting demands, the multinational will typically need to consider a more appropriate struc-
ture, and the choice appears to be either: the matrix; the mixed structure; the heterarchy; the
transnational; or the multinational network. These options are now described and discussed.

The matrix
In the matrix structure, the MNE is attempting to integrate its operations across more than one
dimension. As shown in Figure 3.9, the international or geographical division and the product
division share joint authority. Advocates of this structural form see, as its advantages, that con-
flicts of interest are brought out into the open, and that each issue with priority in decision-mak-
ing has an executive champion to ensure it is not neglected. In other words, the matrix is
considered to bring into the management system a philosophy of matching the structure to the
decision-making process. Research on the matrix structure71 indicates that the matrix; ‘contin-
ues to be the only organizational form which fits the strategy of simultaneous pursuit of multiple
business dimensions, with each given equal priority … [The] structural form succeeds because it
fits the situation’. In practice, firms that have adopted the matrix structure have met with mixed
success. One reason is that it is an expensive structural form in that it requires careful implemen-
tation and commitment (and often a great deal of time) on the part of top management to be
successful.

In Figure 3.9, area managers are responsible for the performance of all products within the
various countries that comprise their regions, while product managers are responsible for sales
of their specific product ranges across the areas. For example, Product A Manager may be

FIGURE 3.9 Global matrix structure
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concerned with sales of Product A in Europe, the Americas and in the Asia-Pacific area. Product
managers typically report to a Vice President Global Products (or similar title) for matters per-
taining to product and to another Vice President (perhaps a VP International) who is responsible
for geographical matters. There is a similar dual reporting line for functional staff, including
HR staff. Country/Area HR managers may also be involved in staffing issues involving product
division staff (reporting indirectly to Vice President Global Products). There may be additional
reporting requirements to corporate HR at headquarters. One early and public supporter of the
matrix organization was Percy Barnevik, former chief executive officer of Asea Brown Boveri
(ABB), the European electrical systems and equipment manufacturer.72 The decade-long efforts
by ABB at matrix control were very influential in the popular and academic press, intriguing
executives at a number of global firms.

Overall, efforts to successfully implement the matrix solution have been problematic. Bartlett
and Ghoshal73 comment that, in practice, particularly in the international context, the matrix
has proven to be all but unmanageable. They isolate four contributing factors:

1 Dual reporting, which leads to conflict and confusion.

2 The proliferation of communication channels which creates informational logjams.

3 Overlapping responsibilities, which produce turf battles and a loss of accountability

4 The barriers of distance, language, time and culture, which often make it very difficult for managers
to resolve conflicts and clarify confusion.

Bartlett and Ghoshal conclude that the most successful MNEs focus less on searching for the
ideal structure and more on developing the abilities, behavior and performance of individual
managers. This assists in creating ‘a matrix in the minds of managers’, where individual capabil-
ities are captured and the entire firm is motivated to respond cooperatively to a complicated and
dynamic environment. It seems clear that if the MNE opts for a matrix structure, particular care
must be taken with staffing. As Ronen74 notes:

It requires managers who know the business in general, who have good interpersonal skills, and who
can deal with the ambiguities of responsibility and authority inherent in the matrix system. Training in
such skills as planning procedures, the kinds of interpersonal skills necessary for the matrix, and the
kind of analysis and orderly presentation of ideas essential to planning within a group is most impor-
tant for supporting the matrix approach. Moreover, management development and human resource
planning are even more necessary in the volatile environment of the matrix than in the traditional
organizations.

Mixed structure
In an attempt to manage the growth of diverse operations, or because attempts to implement a
matrix structure have been unsuccessful, some firms have opted for what can only be described
as a mixed form. In an early survey conducted by Dowling75 on this issue, more than one-third
(35 per cent) of respondents indicated that they had mixed forms, and around 18 per cent had
product or matrix structures. Galbraith and Kazanjian76 also identify mixed structures that
seem to have emerged in response to global pressures and trade-offs:

For example, organizations that pursued area structures kept these geographical profit centers, but
added worldwide product managers. Colgate-Palmolive has always had strong country managers.
But, as they doubled the funding for product research, and as Colgate Dental Cream became a uni-
versal product, product managers were added at the corporate office to direct the R&D funding and
coordinate marketing programs worldwide. Similarly the product-divisionalized firms have been
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reintroducing the international division. At Motorola, the product groups had worldwide responsibility
for their product lines. As they compete with the Japanese in Japan, an international group has been
introduced to help coordinate across product lines.

Although all structural forms that result from the evolutionary development of international
business are complex and difficult to manage effectively, given an MNE’s developing capabil-
ities and experience at each new stage, mixed structures appear even more complex and
harder to explain and implement, as well as control. Thus, as our discussion of the matrix
structure emphasized, it is important that all employees understand the mixed framework and
that attention is also given to supporting mechanisms, such as corporate identity, interperso-
nal relationships, management attitudes and HR systems, particularly promotion and reward
policies.

Beyond the matrix
Early studies of headquarter-subsidiary relationships tended to stress resources, people and
information flows from headquarters to subsidiary, examining these relationships mainly in
the context of control and coordination. However, in the large, mature, multinational, these
flows are multidirectional: from headquarters to subsidiary; from subsidiary to subsidiary;
and between subsidiaries. The result can be a complex network of inter-related activities and
relationships and the multinational management literature identifies three descriptions of
organizational structures – the heterarchy, the transnational and the network firm. While
they have been given different terms, each form recognizes that, at this stage of international-
ization, the concept of a superior structure that neatly fits the corporate strategy becomes
inappropriate. The proponents of these forms are in agreement that multinationals at this
stage become less hierarchical. We shall take a brief look at each of these more decentralized,
organic forms.

The heterarchy
This structural form was proposed by Hedlund,77 a distinguished Swedish international man-
agement researcher, and recognizes that a MNE may have a number of different kinds of centers
apart from that traditionally referred to as ‘headquarters’. Hedlund argued that competitive
advantage does not necessarily reside in any one country (the parent country, for example).
Rather, it may be found in many, so that each subsidiary center may be simultaneously a center
and a global coordinator of discrete activities, thus performing a strategic role not just for itself,
but for the MNE as a whole (the subsidiary labeled ‘center’ in Figure 3.10). For example, some
multinationals may centralize research and development in a particular subsidiary. In a heter-
archical MNE, control is less reliant on the top-to-bottom mechanisms of previous hierarchical
modes and more on normative mechanisms, such as the corporate culture and a widely shared
awareness of central goals and strategies.

From a HRM perspective, the heterarchy is interesting in that its success appears to rest solely
on the ability of the multinational to formulate, implement and reinforce the required human
resource elements. Hedlund recognized that the heterarchy demands skillful and experienced
personnel as well as sophisticated reward and punishment systems in order to develop the nor-
mative control mechanisms necessary for effective performance. The use of staff as an informal
control mechanism is important, which we shall explore later in this chapter.

In a later article, Hedlund proposed a structural model he termed the N-form. This model
builds upon his heterarchy concept and integrates work from knowledge organization scholars.
Hedlund argued that a new structural form is required to allow for knowledge management.
His N-form takes away divisions, allows for temporary constellations and the use of project
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teams and places stress on lateral communication and dialogue between units and individuals.
The top management role was presented as that of a catalyst, architect and protector of knowl-
edge rather than a monitor and resource allocator.78 The use of mechanisms, such as cross-func-
tional teams and empowerment of lower level employees was advocated to further support the
N-form.

The transnational
The term transnational has been coined to describe an organizational form that is characterized
by an interdependence of resources and responsibilities across all business units regardless of
national boundaries. The term has also become a descriptor of a particular type of multina-
tional, one that tries to cope with the large flows of components, products, resources, people
and information among its subsidiaries, while simultaneously recognizing distributed specialized
resources and capabilities. As such, the transnational demands a complex process of coordina-
tion and cooperation involving strong cross-unit integrating devices, a strong corporate identity,
and a well-developed worldwide management perspective. In their study, Bartlett and Ghoshal79

noted:

Among the companies we studied, there were several that were in the process of developing such
organizational capabilities. They had surpassed the classic capabilities of the multinational company
that operates as decentralized federations of units able to sense and respond to diverse interna-
tional needs and opportunities; and they had evolved beyond the abilities of the global company with
its facility for managing operations on a tightly controlled worldwide basis through its centralized hub
structure. They had developed what we termed transnational capabilities – the ability to manage
across national boundaries, retaining local flexibility while achieving global integration. More than any-
thing else this involved the ability to link local operations to each other and to the center in a flexible
way, and in so doing, to leverage those local and central capabilities.

In fact, the matrix, the heterarchy and the transnational share a common theme regarding the
human resource factor. Therefore, developing transnational managers or global leaders who
can think and act across national and subsidiary boundaries emerges as an important task for
top management introducing these complex organizational forms. Staff transfers play a critical
role in integration and coordination.80

FIGURE 3.10 The networked organization
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The multinational as a network
Some scholars are advocating viewing certain large and mature internationalized firms as a net-
work, in situations where:

l Subsidiaries have developed into significant centers for investments, activities and influence, and
can no longer be regarded as at the periphery.81 Interaction between headquarters and each
subsidiary is likely to be dyadic, taking place between various actors at many different organizational
levels and covering different exchanges, the outcome of which will be important for effective global
performance.

l Such MNEs are loosely coupled political systems rather than tightly bonded, homogeneous,
hierarchically controlled systems.82 This runs counter to the traditional structure where linkages are
described formally via the organization’s structure and standardized procedures, and informally
through interpersonal contact and socialization.83

Figure 3.10 attempts to depict such an intricate crisscrossing of relationships. One subsidiary
may act as a nodal unit linked a cluster of satellite organizations. Thus, one center can assume
responsibility for other units in its country or region. In line with this view, Ghoshal and Bart-
lett84 have expanded their concept of the transnational to define the MNE as an inter-organi-
zational system. This is comprised of a network of exchange relationships among different
organizational units, including headquarters and national subsidiaries, as well as external
organizations, such as host governments, customers, suppliers and competitors, with which
the different units of the multinational must interact. These authors argue a new way of struc-
turing is not the issue – it is more the emerging management philosophy, with its focus on
management processes: ‘The actual configuration of the processes themselves, and the struc-
tural shell within which they are embedded, can be very different depending on the businesses
and the heritage of each company’.85 Ghoshal and Bartlett cite GE, ABB and Toyota as prime
examples of companies involved in developing such processes, with Intel and Corning, Philips
and Alcatel, Matsushita and Toshiba regarded as companies embarking upon a network-type
configuration.

The management of a multi-centered networked organization is complex. Apart from the
intra-organizational network (comprising headquarters and the numerous subsidiaries), each
subsidiary also has a range of external relationships (involving local suppliers, customers, com-
petitors, host governments and alliance partners). The management of both the intra-organiza-
tional and inter-organizational spheres, and of the total integrated network, is crucial to global
corporate performance. It involves what has been termed a less-hierarchical structure, featuring
five dimensions:

l Delegation of decision-making authority to appropriate units and levels.

l Geographical dispersal of key functions across units in different countries.

l Delayering of organizational levels.

l De-bureaucratization of formal procedures.

l Differentiation of work, responsibility and authority across the networked subsidiaries.86

Research cited by Nohria and Ghoshal focuses on the capability of networking subsidiaries to
package ‘slack resources’ (pools in capital, production or human resources beyond those
required for local purposes) to stimulate ‘local-for local’, ‘local-for-global’ and ‘global-for-
global’ innovation processes.87 Integrated networks of these ‘slack resource’ pools are combined
by way of interpersonal contacts, mentoring relationships and sophisticated communications
networks in order to identify and distribute new products processes and technologies.
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Beyond networks
Doz, Santos and Williamson88 have coined the term ‘meta-national’ to describe firms comprised
of three types of units. First, locally imbedded ‘sensing units’ are responsible for uncovering
widely dispersed sources of engineering and market insights. Developing new technologies and
processes can no longer be assumed to be the sole task of a conveniently located home-country
headquarters research and development unit, or even a MNE-based center of excellence. Sec-
ond, ‘magnet’ units are described as attracting these unpredictably dispersed innovative proc-
esses, creating a business plan to convert these innovations into viable services or products.
Finally, a third set of units are responsible for marketing and producing adaptations of these
products and services for a range of customers around the world. The metanational system is
described as:

a global tournament played at three levels. It is a race to identify and access new technologies and
market trends ahead of the competition, a race to turn this dispersed knowledge into innovative prod-
ucts and services, and a race to scale and exploit these innovations in markets around the world.89

The place of the HR function in structural forms
As we point out in our treatment of the various forms, there has been little direct investigation
into how the HR function develops in response to structural changes as a consequence of inter-
national growth. An exception is a study of the changing role of the corporate HR function in
30 UK firms.90 The authors, Scullion and Starkey found three distinct groups that they describe
as follows:

l Centralized HR companies, characterized by large, well-resourced HR departments responsible for
a wide range of functions. The key role for corporate HR was to establish and maintain control over
world-wide top level management positions, such as divisional and subsidiary managers, so that
strategic staffing was under central control. Companies in this group operated within product-
based or matrix structures.

l Decentralized HR companies, characterized by devolving the HR responsibilities to a small group
who confined their role to senior management at corporate HQ. This was consistent with the
decentralized approach of other functions. Companies within this group operated within product or
regional-based structures, with only one reporting using a matrix.

l Transition companies, characterized by medium-sized corporate HR departments staffed by a
relatively small group at corporate HQ. They operated in a decentralized, product-based structure,
though again one company reported using a matrix structure.

Scullion and Starkey note that the varied roles of corporate HR within these three groups
impacted upon the way in which activities such as training and performance appraisal were
handled, and the ability of corporate HR to plan for staff movements throughout the worldwide
operations.

Different countries take different paths
The above discussion takes a generalist view of the growth of the internationalizing firm
through the various stages to multinational status, and the correspondent organizational struc-
tures. However, it is important to note a cultural element. If, as Stopford and Wells, state,
MNEs may develop global capabilities by an emphasis on product diversity, leading to world-
wide product division structures, or alternately, by an emphasis on cultural responsiveness,
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leading to regional or area division structures, the question arises as to what role does the cul-
tural origin of the multinational play in the path to globalization? European firms have tended
to take a different structural path than their US counterparts. An early study of 70 European
multinationals revealed that European firms moved directly from a functional ‘mother-daugh-
ter’ structure to a global structure with worldwide product or area divisions, or to a matrix
organization without the transitional stage of an international division.91 Human resource
management practices, changing to serve the needs of the new structure, adjusted accordingly.
Swedish firms have traditionally adopted the mother-daughter structure, but Hedlund’s work
noted that this had changed. The Swedish multinationals in his study tended to adopt a mix-
ture of elements of the mother-daughter structure and elements of the product division, at this
stage of their internationalization process.92 It may be that there is a preference for matrix-
type structures within European firms, particularly Nordic MNEs. One could suggest that this
structural form has better suited the more collaborative, group-oriented work organization
found within these firms.

Those US firms that have experimented with the matrix form appear to have met with limited
success. For example, as part of a reorganization process termed ‘Ford 2000’, the Ford Motor
Company abandoned its regional structure in 1993 and adopted a form of global matrix organi-
zation characterized by a multidisciplinary product team approach with networked plants
across regions. In the process, the European regional headquarters was moved to the USA in an
attempt to develop a more global decision-making perspective. In November 2001, Ford
announced a restructuring and plant rationalization that effectively took the company back to a
regional structure. Further restructuring, particularly of its North American operations, appears
to be ongoing as Ford seeks an optimal allocation of resources and operations to maintain a
global competitive position.93

Japanese multinationals are evolving along similar lines to their US counterparts. Export divi-
sions have become international divisions but, according to Ronen,94 the rate of change was
slower. The characteristics of Japanese organizational culture (such as the control and reporting
mechanisms and decision-making systems), the role of trading companies and the systems of
management appear to contribute to the slower evolution of the international division. In some
cases, despite their high degree of internationalization, Japanese firms may not adapt their struc-
ture as they become more dispersed. As mentioned previously, Ghoshal and Bartlett were able
to include Japanese firms in their description of the network multinational. A 1996 study95 of
54 companies, taken from the Fortune 1991 list of the world’s 500 largest industrial corpora-
tions revealed that the degree of internationalization differed between firms from the USA,
Europe and Japan. The study also reports that the US multinationals in the sample gave more
autonomy to their international operations than did their Japanese counterparts.

We should mention that internationalizing firms from other Asian nations may also vary in
structural form and growth patterns. Korean conglomerates (chaebols) have had a stronger
preference for growth-through-acquisitions than the ‘greenfield’ (building) approach taken by
Japanese multinationals, and this has influenced their structural responses in terms of control
and coordination. The so-called Chinese bamboo network/family firms may face significant
challenges as their international activities expand and it becomes more difficult to maintain the
tight family control that characterizes overseas-Chinese firms.96

In 1995, only three mainland Chinese firms were listed in Fortune’s top 500 global companies.
This number is expanding as more and more Chinese firms have international operations.
A recent paper by Sledge notes that by 2009 the number of Chinese firms in the Global 500
had increased to 37. It is interesting to note that of the 51 firms from developing economies
that were included in the 2009 Global 500, China was clearly the dominant source country. 97

Some research has begun into the internationalization of Chinese MNEs. For example, Shen’s98

2001 study of ten Chinese firms, mostly state owned enterprises of various sizes and from
different industries, reports an incremental approach: moving into neighboring East and
South East Asia before expanding into North America. These firms were at different stages of
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internationalization: four had foreign sales offices, three had sales offices and subsidiaries, and
three were considered global in terms of number of foreign subsidiaries (either wholly owned or
international joint ventures). Global area divisional or global functional structures were utilized.
As with China, there is a similar relative paucity of information regarding Indian MNEs and their
internationalization.

Some researchers have gone so far as to question the existence of a truly global firm. Dore-
mus et al.,99 find empirical support for their contention that institutional infrastructures (the
cultural heritage codified into legislation and values related to banking and financial markets,
research and development capabilities and patterns of technological change, as well as govern-
mental and managerial preferences and strategic propensities), combine to limit the ability of
firms to move too far beyond their regional homes. Three regional blocks are presented for mul-
tinational firms: North America, Europe (largely German-based multinationals) and Asia
(largely Japanese-based multinationals). The authors report economic data to support their
contention that while each of these regional powers have some impact outside of their own
regions, practically no firms operate significantly in a balanced manner across all three regions
of the world. Deep-seated differences in financial institutions, how technology is acquired and
developed, and how products and services are consumed are all too divergent from each firm’s
region of origin for complete global cross-seeding to occur. According to Rugman, centers of
regional competitive advantage may be created with some limited interventions outside of the
regional core.100

Fashion or fit?
The above discussion has traced the evolution of the firm from domestic-oriented into a global-
oriented firm. A note of caution should be added. Growth in the firm’s international business
activity does require structural responses, but the evolutionary process will differ across multi-
nationals. Apart from the important country of origin aspect (especially with countries that had
colonies for a relatively long period of time), other variables – size of organization, pattern of
internationalization, management policies and so on – also play a part. As our discussion indi-
cates, firms undergo stages of restructuring as they attempt to grapple with environment
changes that require strategic responses.

CONTROL MECHANISMS

As indicated in Figure 3.1 at the beginning of this chapter, international operations place addi-
tional stresses on control mechanisms. There is also additional stress on the firm’s ability to
coordinate resources and activities. As the chairman and chief executive officer of the French
hotel and travel company, Accor, explained in a newspaper interview:101

Accor has to be a global company, in view of the revolution in the service sector which is taking place
. . . National [hotel chains] cannot optimize their operations. They cannot invest enough money . . .

Globalization brings considerable challenges which are often under-estimated. The principal difficulty
is getting our local management to adhere to the values of the group . . . Every morning when I wake I
think about the challenges of coordinating our operations in many different countries.

Figure 3.11 below presents two strategies for global control. It is important to note these two
strategies are not independent or divorced from each other. Rather they present a difference in
emphasis.

Traditionally, MNEs have emphasized more formal, structural forms of control. As presented
earlier in the chapter, strategy is implemented via the factoring of work flows, the articulation
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of control by some combination of specialization characterized by functional, global product di-
vision, national, regional (area) divisions, or matrix structures. Structure results in hierarchies,
functional authority and increasingly prescribed job descriptions, selection criteria, training
standards and compensable factors. Human resource activities act to implement existing struc-
tural systems of control. Communication and relationships are formalized and prescribed and
budgetary targets and ‘rational’, explicit, quantitative criteria dominate performance manage-
ment systems.102 Complementary yet definitely secondary control is developed and maintained
via more informal personal and social networks – the informal organization.

The inadequacy of bureaucratic, structural controls when dealing with significant variations
in distance and people experienced in the far-flung activities and operations of MNEs has been
noted by researchers for decades. The unique cultural interactions and the contextual and physi-
cal distances that characterized multinational operations may have outstripped the capabilities
of solely structural and formal forms of control.103 As long ago as 1981, William Ouchi termed
the phrase ‘clan control’ to describe social control as a legitimate control system to supplement
or replace traditional structural, bureaucratic control.104 A more cultural focus emphasizes the
group level potential of corporate culture, informal social processes, personal work networks
and the investment in social capital to act as sources of more complete and nimble control in a
complex multi-product, multicultural environment. On the individual level, an emphasis on per-
sons (as opposed to jobs), their competencies and skills, and the investment in human capital
become the focus of more customized human resource practices and processes.105 Formal, struc-
tural controls still exist, but they are not the primary source of control.

FIGURE 3.11 Control strategies for multinational firms
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Results from a survey of 390 Mexican subsidiaries of US MNEs by Gomez and Sanchez106

led them to conclude that predicting the preferred combination of formal and informal controls
a MNE might choose is problematic. The complexities related to subsidiary mandate, reliance
on local or corporate technologies and skills, as well as the cultural distance between the corpo-
rate and host cultures need to be considered in determining the mix of formal and informal con-
trol. Clearly more research is called for in this topic area.107 Returning to several of the elements
in Figure 3.11, we will review informal control processes.

Control though personal relationships
A consistent theme in the descriptions of transnational and networked organization forms is the
need to foster vital knowledge generation and diffusion through lateral communication via a
network of working relationships. Networks are considered as part of an individual’s or organi-
zation’s social capital: contacts and ties, combined with norms and trust, that facilitate knowl-
edge sharing and information exchanges between individuals, groups and business units.108 As
network relationships are built and maintained through personal contact, organizations need
processes and forums where staff from various units can develop types of personal relationships
that can be used for organizational purposes. For example, working in cross-functional and/or
cross-border teams can assist in developing personal contacts. Training and development pro-
grams, held in regional centers or at headquarters, become an important forum for the develop-
ment of personal networks that foster informal communication channels.

Control through corporate culture
Some advocates of more complex structural forms regard the use of cultural control as an effec-
tive informal control mechanism. Corporate culture is variously defined, but essentially it refers
to a process of socializing people so that they come to share a common set of values and beliefs
that then shape their behavior and perspectives. It is often expressed as ‘our way of doing
things’. Cultural control may be a contentious issue for some – evidence of multinational imperi-
alism where corporate culture is superimposed upon national cultures in subsidiary operations.
However, its proponents offer persuasive arguments as to its value as a management tool.109

The emphasis is on developing voluntary adherence to corporate behavioral norms and expecta-
tions through a process of internalization of corporate values and beliefs.

The literature on corporate culture recognizes the role played by HR activities in fostering
corporate culture. For example, Alvesson and Berg110 regard HRM activities as important
means of establishing corporate culture identity. The HR activities that build corporate culture
include recruitment and selection practices, as firms hire or ‘buy’ people who appear to hold
similar values. Training and development programs, reward systems and promotion are also
activities that reinforce company value systems.111 Such reinforcement is considered to lead to
more committed and productive employees who evince appropriate behavior and therefore
reduce the need for formal control mechanisms. Placement of staff is another method. Some
global firms have become even more systematic in their efforts to achieve control by way of
shared corporate culture. As IHRM shows, these efforts can become a central element in IHRM
strategy.
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IHRM in Action Case 3.1
IHRM 6th edition Dowling, Festing and Engle

Reflections from the Shuttle Tram at the Greater Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport

February 14th
The cold rain had turned to wet snow as Mary Knox had turned into the airport exit at the Greater Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky International Airport. Having checked in her four pieces of luggage, complete with horrible extra luggage
charges and said goodbye to her husband and three children, Mary guiltily took her place on the transfer shuttle tram
going to Terminal 2.

Mary had been brought up in rural Clay County Kentucky, near the Tennessee border. Her father was a long-haul
trucker and her mother a traditional stay-at-home mom. She grew up in a rural part of the county, close to her pater-
nal grandparent’s farm. Doing well in high school, she received an Associate Degree in Nursing and had been a nurse
for ten years. When her first marriage ended she took her two girls and made a new start in Midway, Kentucky.

Royoda Motor Manufacturing, USA (RMM), the North American arm of a global Japanese auto company had built
a final fabrication plant in Midway in 1985. When the six cylinder engines were first manufactured in the US at the Mid-
way plant (a four billion dollar investment, employing around 4500 employees) in 2003, RMM hired a large number of
people to respond to the expansion. Mary was one of those new hires. She did very well, showing a real understand-
ing of the technical details of the production process, rising quickly to the position of line manager.

Mary’s supervisor had recommended her for a new seven-week training program for managers at Royoda City in
Japan. Mary was the most junior plant employee to be part of a class of 35 managers from the US, Japan, China and
Australia. The RMM Institute was created two years earlier to provide training and deal with concerns that Royoda’s
corporate culture, long deemed to be a critical element in the car company’s world-wide success (at last count
170 000 workers in 10 Japanese and 21 plants outside of Japan), would be weakened by the fast pace of growth
and geographic dispersion away from Japan. Some all-too-public part quality failures reinforced this concern a few
years earlier. The Royoda Institute (RI) was part of a concerted effort to re-establish a strong, unifying ‘Royoda Path’
for the globally dispersed firm.

As the shuttle quietly but dramatically started up for Terminal 2, Mary gripped the support bar next to her and wor-
ried how her family would cope during her seven-week absence, worried about the differences in food (she had
packed plenty of Pepto-Bismol, antacids and anti-diarrheal pills), worried about language differences (she had two
years of Spanish in high school), worried about the culture shock she had seen in the preparatory orientation films
the training department had shown her in Midway, and most of all, she worried about letting her production team
down. As the shuttle arrived and the doors opened, she took a deep breath and stepped out into the underground
concourse and awaiting gates.

April 22
Mary was very tired. Even the formidable Farbocks’ ‘Double Red Eye’ coffee she had consumed in Los Angeles had
worn off. The delays at the Los Angeles International Airport due to a security scare had made the long trip home
even longer. Even though she was 12 pounds lighter than when she had left (due to long walks around the grounds
of the Royoda Institute and the charming small city of Mokkibi – not in Royoda City as she had originally thought –
and regular long swims in the heated Institute pool) she felt strangely at peace with the world.

The group problem solving sessions, lectures from very senior RMM executives, including a memorable dinner
meeting with Fujio Konishi, President of Royoda, exercises in devolving complex problems into their various root
causes, consensus building activities and an emphasis on how to lead and train others on kaizen, the five stage phi-
losophy of continuous improvement, made the ten-hour days race by. Many nights she had fallen into bed in the
small dormitory-like rooms too exhausted to say goodnight to her Australian and Japanese roommates. An entire

(Continued)
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SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter has been to identify the HR implications of the various options and
responses that international growth places on the firm. This chapter focused on:

l The general topic of balancing standardization and localization of MNE operations and how this
balancing act runs throughout all human resource planning, processes, activities and systems.

l The organizational context in which IHRM activities take place. Different structural arrangements
have been identified as the firm moves along the path to multinational status – from export
department through to more complex varieties such as the matrix, heterarchy, transnational and
networked structures.

l Control and coordination aspects. Formal and informal mechanisms were outlined, with emphasis
on control through personal networks and relationships, and control through corporate culture,
drawing out HRM implications.

l How international growth affects the firm’s approach to HRM. Firms vary from one another as they
go through the stages of international development, and react in different ways to the
circumstances they encounter in the various foreign markets. There is a wide variety of matches
between IHRM approaches, organizational structure and stage of internationalization. Over 20 years
ago almost half the US firms surveyed by Dowling112 reported that the operations of the HR
function were unrelated to the nature of the firm’s international operations. A study of nine
subsidiaries of multinationals operating in Ireland by Monks113 found that the majority adopted a

week was spent on interpreting Royoda’s complex set of interactive production data displays, progress charts, and
color coded status information iconography. Mary thought to herself ‘that is when I just about wanted to go home’ –
all that information made hospital intensive care wards look simple and placid by comparison.

Mary got to know several class members very well, hiking in the mountains with some of them on one weekend
(the resurgent spring weather and flowering plants in the mountains reminded her of her home in Eastern Kentucky)
and taking bullet trains to Kyoto and Tokyo on other weekends. She was very aware that her Australian, Chinese and
Japanese classmates had far more diversity in language skills than she had. She had powered through and over-
come the ‘information overkill crisis’ as she later came to call it.

Mary recalled the first time she had hiked up the Pine Mountain as a child near her hometown in southeastern
Kentucky. Looking down on the town in miniature and the railway lines and roads connecting the valley, all laid out
before her like a miniature train set. ‘Maybe that is what I got from my time in Japan – a sense of the connectedness
of Royoda’ she mused. Connectedness across cultures, people, product lines, functional specializations and geo-
graphic areas were all clearer to her now.

The shuttle was crowded with passengers and Mary could not help but note how loud and physically demonstra-
tive ‘the Americans’ were. Beside her stood a Japanese family – a man, his wife and their two daughters. Perhaps a
salaryman coming to RMM in Midway. Mary strained to hear and only picked up three Japanese words from the con-
versation between the younger daughter and the mother – ‘home’, ‘school’ and ‘friends’. Good words.

As the shuttle stopped at the terminal, Mary stepped lightly out of the tram to her waiting luggage (hopefully) and
waiting family. Walking down the concourse to the glass enclosed section denoting the end of the security zone and
filled with people patiently waiting, she was reminded of part of one of her grandfather’s favorite poems – by that fa-
mous traveller Robert Louis Stevenson –

‘Home is the sailor, home from the sea, and the hunter, home from the hill’.

Source: Allen D. Engle, Sr. – fictional composite case from interviews, web sources and articles related to global
corporate culture and management development practices.

(Continued)
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local approach to the HR function, with headquarters involvement often limited to monitoring the
financial implications of HR decisions.

l Stages of development and organizational forms should not to be taken as normative.114 Research
does suggest a pattern and a process of internationalization but firms do vary in how they adapt to
international operations – we use nationality of the parent firm to demonstrate this.

Through the approach taken in this chapter, we have been able to demonstrate that there is an
interconnection between IHRM approaches and activities and the organizational context, and
that HR managers have a crucial role to play. In order to better perform this role, it would seem
important that HR managers understand the various international structural options – along
with the control and coordination demands imposed by international growth.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 What are the issues of standardization and
localization in general for MNEs and how do they
particularly manifest themselves in IHRM activities?

2 What are the stages a firm typically goes through as
it grows internationally and how does each stage
affect the HR function?

3 What are the specific HRM challenges in a
networked firm?

4 Country of origin can strongly influence a firm’s
approach to organization structure. As MNEs from
China and India internationalize, to what extent are
they likely to differ from that observed for Japanese,
European and US MNEs?
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CHAPTER 4
IHRM IN CROSS-
BORDER MERGERS &
ACQUISITIONS,
INTERNATIONAL
ALLIANCES AND SMEs

Chapter Objectives

In the last chapter, we outlined how the international growth of MNEs places demands on management. In
this chapter, the IHRM implications of other modes of international operations become our center of
interest. Consequently, we move from an internal perspective on structure, control mechanisms, and
managerial responses to a global perspective which includes external partners.

In this chapter we will first concentrate on cross-border alliances with a special emphasis on equity-
based alliances. These alliances are given priority here due to their association with complex IHRM
processes and practices,1 which is the main interest of study within this volume. Equity cross-border
alliances include:
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l Mergers and acquisitions (M&As); and

l International joint ventures (IJVs).

At the end of the chapter we will address the special case of globalizing small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) while looking for attendant IHRM responses. SMEs represent important elements in
the world economy. However, in IHRM research they are often neglected. There is evidence that their
approaches to international human resource management differ to a large extent from those of large
MNEs and this is why we cover this topic in the present chapter. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 complement each
other and are designed to deliver insights in the most important organizational contexts for international
human resource management.

CROSS-BORDER ALLIANCES

The strategic importance of alliances has increased in the course of globalization.2 Cross-border
alliances are cooperative agreements between two or more firms from different national back-
grounds, which are intended to benefit all partners. As depicted in Figure 4.1 these comprise
equity as well a non-equity arrangements.3

l A non-equity cross-border alliance ‘is an investment vehicle in which profits and other
responsibilities are assigned to each party according to a contract. Each party cooperates as a
separate legal entity and bears its own liabilities’.4 Examples include international technology
alliances or strategic research and development alliances5 as well as cooperative agreements in
different functional areas such as marketing or production.6

l Equity modes involve a ‘foreign direct investor’s purchase of shares of an enterprise in a country
other than its own’.7 These include the establishment of subsidiaries as mentioned in Chapter 3,

FIGURE 4.1 Equity and non-equity modes of foreign operation
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either through Greenfield investments or acquisitions, as well as through joint ventures or
mergers. The latter typically involve long-term collaborative strategies, which require the support of
appropriate HR practices.8 They represent typical cross-border equity-based alliances.

Equity as well as non-equity cross-border alliances pose specific challenges to international
human resource management. Often, these are crucial to the success of the international opera-
tion. As Schuler and Tarique note, ‘Some of the HR issues that are critical to the success of eq-
uity-based international or cross-border alliances may also rise in non-equity cross-border
alliances, but they are often less central to the success of the alliance’.9 Hence, the difference in
HRM in equity and non-equity cross-border alliances is supposed to lie in the differing extent to
which specific HR measures are used.10 However, it has to be stated that there is a research defi-
cit with respect to HRM in non-equity cross-border alliances11 and it is beyond the scope of this
chapter to discuss implications of all foreign entry modes in detail.12

CROSS-BORDER MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

A merger is the result of an agreement between two companies to join their operations together.
Partners are often equals. For example, the DaimlerChrysler merger was supposed to be a
merger between equals in its first stage.13 More information about this merger and its eventual
lack of success can be found in IHRM in Action Case 4.1.

An acquisition, on the other hand, occurs when one company buys another company with
the interest of controlling the activities of the combined operations.14 This was the case when
the Dutch steel company Mittal, ranked second by volume in crude steel production in 2006,
initiated a hostile takeover of the Luxembourg-based Arcelor group, ranked first in the same
statistic.15

Figure 4.2 shows that a merger usually results in the formation of a new company while an
acquisition involves the acquiring firm keeping its legal identity and integrating a new company
into its own activities. The HR challenge in both cases consists of creating new HR practices
and strategies that meet the requirements of the M&A.

Within the context of this international volume, our focus will be on cross-border mergers and
acquisitions (M&As). This means that firms with headquarters located in two different countries
are concerned. Many of the HRM challenges faced in mergers and in acquisitions are similar, and

FIGURE 4.2 The formation processes of M&As and HR Challenges
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IHRM in Action Case 4.1
HR in the DaimlerChrysler merger

The merger

The merger between Chrysler and Daimler Benz was one of the largest in history. Both companies had started to
screen the automobile industry for partners in 1997. In early 1998 Jürgen E. Schrempp, CEO of the German-based
Daimler Benz company took the initiative and suggested a merger to Robert J. Eaton, CEO of the American-based
Chrysler corporation. The merger contract was signed in May 1998.

HR in the different phases of the M&A

At the beginning of the merger ‘soft’ people skills were not an important issue to consider. Even in the second phase when
the merger was negotiated HR issues continued to play a minor role. Negotiations were dominated by legal and financial
aspects. Due to the strict secrecy at this stage, the corporate HR directors from both companies were not informed nor
involved.

In the integration planning phase in August 1998, management teams from both firms developed strategies for
the merged company. These teams identified a number of issues that had to be dealt with during the post merger
integration. With respect to HR one important challenge was to solve the remuneration problem: The German top
managers earned much less than their American counterparts. The contrary was the case for the lower management
levels. It was decided that the salaries for those German top managers who had international responsibility would be
raised to US level. For a broader group of German managers a component of their salary would be linked to the com-
pany’s profit and its share price. At this stage all employees were informed using various media such as letters, the
intranet or films. Furthermore, there was a first awareness about cultural issues in the merger. The new board was
composed by 18 members including both, Schrempp and Eaton as chairmen, 8 board members from Chrysler and
the same number from Daimler-Benz plus 2 from the Daimler subsidiaries Dasa and Debis.

During the post merger integration phase mixed teams worked on more than 1000 projects identified by the post
merger integration coordination team. Only 43 projects were in the area of HR. They addressed topics such as cor-
porate culture, employee profit-sharing, leadership styles, labor relations, global job evaluation, exchange programs,
and management development. The board member responsible for human resources was not included in the ‘Chair-
man’s Integration Council’, the core of DaimlerChrysler’s management structure during the post merger integration
phase. Within the first 2 years of the merger DaimlerChrysler lost about 20 top executives, especially from the Chrys-
ler side. There is little evidence about a systematic retention program for this level. During the information campaign
for the other levels the focus was on job security. Only two years after the merger DaimlerChrysler executives had
admitted cultural problems. Examples included inappropriate humor, political correctness, perceived excessive for-
mality, sexual harassment, private relationships, and documentation of meetings. The company offered intercultural
training for executives and management exchange programs.

Long-term effects

In 2000, profitability at Chrysler had sharply dropped and there was a 20 per cent decline in the DaimlerChrysler share
price. At that time, the market capitalization of DaimlerChrysler was little more than that of Daimler-Benz before the merger.
Some years later, at the beginning of 2007 and after important financial lossesmainly on the Chrysler side, media is discus-
sing the possibility of a separation of Daimler and Chrysler. Although Chrysler had to close several production plants and
had cut down around 40 000 jobs during the first years following the merger it has to admit important economic problems
for the third time after the merger endangering the overall success of the combined company.16 This seriously affected the
success of the merger between Daimler and Chrysler and led to a separation of the two partners in due course.

Source: Adapted from T. Kühlmann and P. J. Dowling, ‘DaimlerChrysler: A Case Study of a Cross Border Merger’,
(pp. 351–363) in Mergers & Acquistions: Managing Cultural & Human Resources by G. K. Stahl and M. E. Mendenhall.
Copyright ª the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Jr. University, forthcoming. All rights reserved. Used with the
permission of Stanford University Press, www.sup.org.
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for this reason we will not further differentiate between these two entities, but summarize them
and use the abbreviation M&A. UNCTAD defines cross-border M&As as follows:17

Cross-border M&As involve partial or full takeover or the merging of capital, assets and liabilities of
existing enterprises in a country by TNCs [transnational corporations] from other countries. M&As
generally involve the purchase of existing assets and companies.

Cross-border M&As have seen tremendous growth over the last two decades in part because of
the phenomenon of globalization. ‘Both the value and number of cross-border M&As rose in
2005, to $716 billion (an 88 per cent increase) and to 6134 (a 20 per cent increase) respec-
tively’.18 This is depicted in Figure 4.3.

One major reason to engage in mergers or acquisitions is often to facilitate rapid entry into
new markets.19 Thus, ‘mergers and acquisitions are a predominant feature of the international
business system as companies attempt to strengthen their market positions and exploit new
market opportunities’.20 Some of the factors that a firm takes into consideration when deciding
on a target country include: the growth aspiration of the acquiring company, risk diversifica-
tion, technological advantages, a response to government policies in a particular country,
exchange rate advantages, favorable political and economic conditions, or an effort to follow
clients.21

Despite the high yearly growth rates in the area of M&As there seems to be a gap between
the expected added value and the benefits realized from an M&A.22 However, there is growing
appreciation that the way the M&A is managed during the different phases (especially in the
post-merger integration phase) has an impact on its performance, and in turn on the added
value created.23 M&A management has been investigated from many different perspectives.
The work of Larsson and Finkelstein24 provides an excellent overview of M&As from different
research fields including strategic management, economics, finance, organizational theory and
human resource management.25 Of course, all sources of research are important when explain-
ing the phenomenon of M&A success.

For the purposes of this chapter, we are going to focus solely on HR and its role in employee
relations. The quality of employee relations, ranging from employee support to employee resist-
ance, is influenced by variables such as the similarity between the management styles of the two
organizations,26 the type of cross-border combinations, the combination potential in terms of ef-
ficiency gains, or the extent of organizational integration. There is evidence that employee resist-
ance endangers M&A performance as it may hinder synergy realization.27 For this reason, it is

FIGURE 4.3 Mergers and acquisitions in US$ Billions
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important that all M&As try and effectively manage issues where employee resistance is encoun-
tered, in order that employee support can evolve. This is a process in which the HRM function
can play a crucial role.

A study by Birkinshaw et al.28 found that the integration of tasks29 between two companies
is interdependent with human integration. The dimensions of human integration in this study
included visibility and continuity of leadership, communication processes during integration,
integrating mechanisms used, acquired personnel retained, and voluntary personnel loss. Task
and human integration interact in different phases to foster value creation in acquisitions:

In phase one, task integration led to a satisfying solution that limited the interaction between acquired
and acquiring units, while human integration proceeded smoothly and led to cultural convergence
and mutual respect. In phase two, there was renewed task integration built on the success of the
human integration that has been achieved, which led to much greater interdependencies between
acquired and acquiring units.30

Birkinshaw et al. conclude that the human integration process is especially difficult to manage
and takes time. Complexity and the length of the integration process increase even more in
the case of cross-border alliances.31 One reason for this is that both of the firms undergoing
acquisition processes are embedded in their own national, institutional, and cultural settings
(see Chapter 2).32 Typical problems that arise in cross-border M&As involve the following:

l Within the first year of a merger, it is not uncommon for a company’s top management level to lose
up to 20 per cent of its executives. Over a longer time frame, this percentage tends to increase even
further.33

l Personnel issues are often neglected, delayed or not a priority.34

l Finally, a high number of M&As fail or do not produce the intended long term results.35

When a firm is acquired by another firm, it constitutes an existing workforce. Considering this
fact, we will describe the typical phases characterizing cross-border M&A processes and outline
which HR practices are important at each of the different stages. At this point, it must be admit-
ted that the extent to which these HR practices are carried out very much depends on the extent
to which integration of the two companies is actually aspired. In the case of low integration (e.g.
if the M&A is carried out mainly for portfolio reasons) both companies remain separate cul-
tures. However, in the case of high integration, it is crucial for the M&A to meet the HR
requirements of the different phases, which will be outlined in the next section.36

M&A phases and HR implications
Typically, mergers and acquisitions are characterized by a series of phases. Depending on the
publication, these phases will have different names. However, the M&A process usually consists
of the following four steps:

l A pre-M&A phase including a screening of alternative partners based on an analysis of their
strengths and weaknesses.

l A due diligence phase37 which focuses more in depth on analyzing the potential benefits of the
merger. Here, product-market combinations, tax regulations, and also compatibility with respect to
HR and cultural issues are of interest.38

l In the integration planning phase, which is based on the results of the due diligence phase
planning for the new company is carried out.

l In the implementation phase plans are put into action.
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Various studies have shown that the HR department becomes increasingly involved in the
phases of M&A integration as the process evolves. For example, a study conducted in Germany
of 68 M&As revealed that HR issues are only seriously considered once the integration strategy
has actually been defined.39 Schmidt refers to a study of 447 senior HR executives who repre-
sent mainly large companies with more than 1000 employees. Most participants were from
North America, supplemented by companies from Europe, Latin America and Asia. He found
that those companies which involved the HR department early in the process were more success-
ful than others with late HR involvement.40 Both studies showed that the strongest involvement
of the HR department took place in the last two phases of the M&A process. From this study
Schmidt has derived best practices, which should be considered in the different M&A process
phases. They are complemented by culture-specific aspects, which are of special importance in
cross-border M&As (see Figure 4.4).

An analysis of the data gathered in the context of the Cranfield Studies on International
Human Resource Management (CRANET) shows that the following HRM measures have an
important effect on the success of mergers and acquisitions: increasing involvement of HRM in
the strategic decision-making processes of the firm, formalization of HR practices, support of
the creation of organizational capabilities through training and development activities, and de-
velopment of lines managers and internal labor markets. These aspects seem to be independent
from the consideration of specific M&A phases.41

IHRM in Action case 4.1 analyzes the case of the DaimlerChrysler merger with respect to the
M&A phases and briefly outlines which HR measures were taken. If you compare the informa-
tion given about the DaimlerChrysler merger with the list of HR activities outlined in Figure 4.4
you can analyze the strengths and the weaknesses from an HR perspective. What lessons could
be learned from this process?

Strategic HRM and the role of the HR function in M&As
Aguilera and Dencker42 suggest a strategic approach to HR management in M&A processes.
Based on strategic HRM literature suggesting a fit between business strategy and HR strategy

FIGURE 4.4 HR activities in the phases of a cross-border M&A
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they argue that firms should match their M&A strategy with their HR strategy while relying on
three conceptual tools:

Resources are defined as tangible assets such as money and people, and intangible assets, such as
brands and relationships. In the context of HRM in M&As decisions about resources involve staffing
and retention issues, with termination decisions being particularly important. Processes refer to
activities that firms use to convert the resources into valuable goods and services. For example, in our
case, these would be training and development programs as well as appraisal and reward systems.
Finally, values are the way in which employees think about what they do and why they do it. Values
shape employee’s priorities and decision making.43

These ideas deliver starting points for developing HR strategies for the newly created entity.
Hence, they give hints on how to meet the intra-merger or intra-acquisition HR challenges out-
lined in Figure 4.1. Taking such a strategic approach and aligning the HRM activities with the
M&A strategy with respect to resources, processes and values is also a challenging task for the
HR manager to perform: The HR manager must develop a set of integrated HR activities which
are not only in line with the business strategy but with the M&A strategy as well.44 Based on
the work of Ulrich (1997),45 the HR function can take the role of strategic partner (i.e. manage-
ment of strategic human resources), an administrative expert (i.e. management of the firm’s
infrastructure), an employee champion (i.e. management of the employee contribution), or a
change agent (i.e. management of transformation and change). In each phase of the M&A pro-
cess each role involves different activities.

Rees and Edwards46 see an emerging integrated HR strategy within M&As mainly as the
result of the interplay of the various intraorganizational micropolitical forces and the influence
factors from the institutional and industrial environment. M&As may provide an excellent basis
to reconsider the HR strategy of a company and to place the HR function in an important posi-
tion as a key actor responsible for intercultural integration and consideration of the legal envi-
ronment of the various labor markets. However, there is a danger that due to unfavorable
micropolitical conditions within the merger a company may not utilize the full strengths of its
human resource management function.

The role of expatriates in M&As
The role of expatriates has been discussed with respect to knowledge transfer between the
acquiring and the acquired company. However, the transfer of embedded knowledge is not
guaranteed by each international assignment. While some studies have revealed the importance
of prior working experience with a specific host country or with a particular entry mode as a
success factor for expatriates involved in the integration of mergers,47 this has not been con-
firmed for acquisitions. In a study by Hébert et al., prior experience did not have an impact on
the performance of the acquired firm.48

In contrast to these findings, the above-mentioned study on M&As in Germany revealed that
successful integration is dependent upon managers’ industry experience, experience with similar
projects, and particularly in the case of cross-border alliances, level of intercultural compe-
tence.49 An emphasis on industry experience is in line with the suggestion by Hébert et al. who
state that industry experience is an important asset when staffing an acquired subsidiary with an
expatriate because it can lead to a transfer of best practices.50

These arguments have implications for the staffing of the post-merger integration team. Hébert
et al.51 suggest that acquiring companies should not completely rely on the placement of expatri-
ates within the top management team of an acquired subsidiary. They suggest creating a strong
team including a mix of both groups – expatriates and local members of top management – and
that the acquisition integration be viewed as a collective learning process.
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A study by Villinger of 35 acquisitions by western MNEs in Hungary, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Poland found that post-acquisition managerial learning52 highlights the impor-
tance of appropriate cross-border management skills. The author emphasizes that local lan-
guage skills as well as sensitivity towards cultural differences are crucial for M&A success. It is
especially important to note this when companies from developing countries represent the
acquired firm in the M&A process. As Villinger53 notes:

Interestingly, although language and communication problems are clearly pointed out as the key bar-
rier to successful learning from both sides, there seems to be a consensus that the command of the
partner’s language is mainly a requirement for eastern managers, and significantly less so for western
partners. This may be surprising, as it can lead to a situation in which a hundred eastern European
managers have to learn German, instead of a small number of German expatriates learning the local
language. However, it may be argued that the language chosen for (future) communications will
depend on the expected direction of ‘the flow of learning’ between the two partners.

A comparative approach to HRM in M&A processes
While it seems possible to identify the typical phases of M&A processes across nationalities and
industries, the content of the HR measures appears to depend very much on the nationality and
culture of the companies involved in the M&A – a specific application of our previous discus-
sion of ‘country of origin effect’ in Chapter 2. Child et al.54 highlight the following HRM policy
characteristics for the different countries of their investigation (USA, Japan, Germany, France,
and UK):

l Performance-related pay is more popular in the USA than in Japan or Germany.

l Recruitment in the USA tends to be rather short-term compared to Germany, France and the UK. In
Japan the lifetime orientation is now less prevalent but there is still a longer-term focus than in the
other countries.55

l Training and career planning is most extensive in the USA.

Despite the fact that there are signs of convergence in HR practices across countries due to the
increasing globalization of markets, the cultural and institutional differences between MNEs
and the resulting impact on HR still seems to be important.56 This seems to also hold true when
M&A processes are concerned and especially in the post-integration phase. Child et al.57 sum-
marize the results of their case study research as follows:

l Convergence across nationalities in HRM policies was evident in post-acquisition moves towards
performance-related pay, training and team-based product development.

l Most acquirers also made adjustments to suit the local culture.

l American HRM reflected a short-term individualistic national business culture.

l Japanese HRM, although adopting some American methods, generally reflected long-term,
consensual, team-based, collectivist national philosophies.

l French companies have been influenced by international HRM best practice but still tend to display
an ethnocentric approach that gives precedence to managers of French origin.

l German companies were the most anxious to adopt international practices in their acquisitions,
even when these conflict with their traditional practices. For example, they force themselves to be
more informal.
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INTERNATIONAL EQUITY JOINT VENTURES

International joint ventures (IJVs), the second type of equity-based cross-border alliance dis-
cussed in this chapter, have experienced tremendous growth during the last two decades and
will continue to represent a major means of global expansion for MNEs.58 In emerging econo-
mies such as China they represent the dominant operation mode for MNEs’ market entry.59

According to a well-known definition by Shenkar and Zeira60 an IJV is:

A separate legal organizational entity representing the partial holdings of two or more parent firms, in
which the headquarters of at least one is located outside the country of operation of the joint venture.
This entity is subject to the joint control of its parent firms, each of which is economically and legally
independent of the other.

An IJV can have two or more parent companies. Many IJVs, however, involve two parent compa-
nies. An increasing number of IJV partners leads to increasing complexity overall, including the
international HR function and practices.61 For reasons of simplification we concentrate on a con-
stellation of two partners in the following. As will be outlined later, problems will get even more
complex with more than two partners. The equity division between the parent companies of the
joint venture may differ. In some cases the ratio is 50:50, in others the dominance of one partner
becomes more obvious with a ratio of 51:49 or through various other combinations. This, of
course, has implications for the control of the IJV; an issue which will be discussed later in this chap-
ter. Figure 4.5 depicts the formation of an IJV. In contrast to M&As, the parent companies of an
IJV keep their legal identity and an additional new legal entity representing the IJV is established.
Figure 4.5 also indicates the level of complexity that an IJV represents for the human resource man-
agement function. For this reason, IJVs clearly represent an important field of research for IHRM
scholars.62 The topics of research on IHRM in IJVs are very similar to those in M&As. In both
cases, partners with different institutional, cultural and national backgrounds come together and
must balance their interests. However, in IJVs, this challenge includes the following factors:

l HR must manage relations at the interfaces between IJV and the parent companies. The different
partners that make up the IJV may possibly follow different sets of rules and this can lead to critical
dualities63 within the HR function.

l The HR department must develop appropriate HRM practices and strategies for the IJV entity itself.
HR has to recruit, develop, motivate and retain human resources at the IJV level.

FIGURE 4.5 Formation of an international equity joint venture
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These two challenges have to be taken into consideration during the different phases of establish-
ing and managing the joint venture64 and will be described later in this chapter.

According to a literature analysis by Schuler, the main reasons for engaging in an IJV are as
follows:65

l To gain knowledge and to transfer that knowledge.

l Host government insistence.

l Increased economies of scale.

l To gain local knowledge.

l To obtain vital raw materials.

l To spread the risks (i.e. share financial risks).

l To improve competitive advantage in the face of increasing global competition.

l To provide a cost effective and efficient response required by the globalization of markets.

Special emphasis should be given to the knowledge transfer or learning objective.66 IJVs provide
an excellent opportunity to learn from another company in two ways. First, each company has
the chance to ‘learn the other partner’s skills’. This can include gaining know-how and process
knowledge in specific functional areas such as R&D or acquiring local knowledge about a spe-
cific market or culture. Second, companies acquire working experience in cooperating with other
firms. Thus, the IJV can be used as a medium for organizational learning processes as well.67

Unfortunately, there is evidence that many IJVs fail68 or do not produce the expected
results.69 Some reasons for these failures can be traced back to the lack of interest in the human
resource management and cross-cultural management aspects of international joint ventures.70

These two issues will be addressed in the following sections.

IJV development stages and HRM implications
Similar to the M&A processes discussed earlier, the development of IJVs can also be described
in development stages. Schuler distinguishes four stages: the formation, in which the partnership
between the parent companies is the center of interest, the development and implementation of
the joint venture itself, and the advancement of the activities.71 It is important to note that
HRM is involved in each of the IJV development stages,72 which are not independent from each
other. Activities in the first stage have an impact on activities in the second stage and so on. Fur-
thermore, complexity can increase depending upon the number of parent companies73 and
countries involved in the joint venture.74

The stages model shows that compatibility between the IJV partners is most important when
it comes to mutual learning opportunities between the parent companies and the joint venture.
This aspect should be focused on from the beginning of a joint venture formation process. As all
learning processes include communication processes and are carried out by people, the manage-
ment of the human resources at this point is critical. This encompasses all activities of the HR
function including recruitment, selection, training and development, performance management
and compensation. A strategic approach requires not only a strong compatibility of the various
HR activities and practices, but also with the IJV strategy.75

Within the different stages of IJV formation, the HR manager may take on many roles in
order to meet the challenges of interaction between the parent company and the IJV:

l In the partnership role, HR managers should take the needs of all stakeholders into account and
demonstrate a thorough understanding of the business and the market.
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l As a change facilitator and strategy implementer, HR managers should be able to conceptualize
and implement new strategies involving trust-based communication and cooperation with relevant
partners. This also requires the creation of a stable learning environment.

l As an innovator, the HR manager should be able to identify talent for executing IJV strategies and
adapting to changes in the IJV stages.

l As a collaborator, the HR manager’s strengths should lie in creating win-win situations characterized
by sharing rather than competing between the different entities engaged in the joint venture.76

The importance of cross-cultural management in international
joint ventures
As outlined in the previous section on ‘the comparative approach of HR in M&As’, the
national, institutional and cultural environments of a firm do indeed matter. Here, we will focus
on cultural issues which play an important role in IJVs.77 This information on comparative
HRM as well as on cross-cultural HRM is relevant to both M&As and IJVs. In many studies,
the implications of different cultural employee backgrounds coming together in an IJV have
been the center of interest. Such a case is described in the following IHRM in Action case 4.2,
which addresses the HR-related challenges of two different institutional and cultural environ-
ments working together in a common venture. This example illustrates how cultural differences
matter in collaboration, decision-making and loyalty in the German–Chinese Joint Venture of
Beijing Lufthansa Center Co. Ltd.

The top management team and the role of expatriates in IJVs
As shown in IHRM in Action Case 4.2, the IJV’s top management team has a high impact on the
performance of the joint venture. The team’s main task is to control the daily business operations
of the IJV. The case described here is typical when the two parent firms of an IJV share equal eq-
uity division. Usually, both have the right to be equally represented in the management team and
control of the key management positions is a critical issue when negotiating an IJV contract. Each
firm tries to protect its own interests and to keep as much control as possible by staffing key posi-
tions with its own people.78 Kabst79 calls these IJV positions ‘functional gatekeepers’ – they try
to protect their firm’s assets in specific functional areas such as R&D, production or marketing.

Due to the fact that the parent companies compete for these key management positions, the top
management team is usually composed of individuals from different cultural contexts. As in all
multicultural teams, diversity may provide opportunities, but the individuals may also have prob-
lems working effectively together. The critical challenge for a multicultural team heading an IJV is
not only that it has to deal with different cultural expectations, but that it also has to balance vari-
ous management styles and strategic objectives of the different parent firms. Li et al.80 point out
that identification with both the IJV and the parent firm can lead to significant role conflicts and
divided loyalty for IJV managers. As in the Beijing-Lufthansa case study, an exaggerated identifi-
cation with the parent firm can affect communication and decision-making processes in the multi-
cultural team and lead to lower commitment, and consequently, to problems in decision-making
and unsatisfactory results. To avoid intercultural conflicts, companies often recruit country
experts from outside the company rather than repositioning internal technical experts.

To address these problems and to increase IJV performance, Li et al. suggest taking explicit
measures for improving organizational identity and identification at the IJV level.81 In his study
on the retention of experienced managers in IJVs in China Li82 notes the involvement of the
managers in strategic decision-making processes and intensive social integration measures as the
most important measures for reducing turnover of high potentials in IJVs. However, the effec-
tiveness of these measures decreases with the increase of the shares of the foreign partner.
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IHRM in Action Case 4.2
Collaboration, decision-making and loyalty in a German-
Chinese joint venture: Beijing Lufthansa Center Co. Ltd.

The joint venture

When in 1978 the People’s Republic of China opened its frontiers for foreign investors, the need for modern hotels,
apartments and office space that could meet western requirements became obvious. Deutsche Lufthansa AG to-
gether with the government of the city of Beijing decided to cooperate in the establishment of a multifunctional service
center. This was supposed to provide a logistical basis for international business travellers for whom China was an
unknown territory at that time. The joint venture contract was signed in 1986, and in May 1992 the Beijing Lufthansa
Center Co. Ltd. was opened as one of the largest Chinese-German ventures.

Requirements for the selection of the management team

According to the legal requirements of joint ventures in China, the management team of a joint venture is com-
posed with equal representation of both parties. For the selection of the German members their technical abilities
and industry as well as management know-how were of major importance to ensure acceptance by their Chinese
counterparts. Furthermore, an understanding of Chinese culture, combined with the ability to accept and cope
with decision-making structures and the lifestyle of the foreign country were important in creating an environment
of cooperation and learning. Learning opportunities were a major motive in the Chinese decision to work in a joint
venture.

Another important aspect was language. As many of the older Chinese were not able to speak English at that
time, there was often a need for a translator. All documents had to be translated either into English or Chinese. For all
important meetings there were translators. German managers took into account that this was time consuming and
that not all information might have been transferred. Consequently, it would be useful for the cooperation and the
atmosphere within the joint venture if the Germans also had Chinese language capabilities.

The German management team members were told that if they were able to influence the selection of their Chi-
nese counterparts they needed to understand that status and important contacts, as well as informal relationships
within the administration and government played an important role in ensuring an important contribution to the joint
venture’s success.

Collaboration

Although all parties should have a common interest in the success of the joint venture different perspectives on spe-
cific topics can lead to conflict. This can have an impact on the choice of suppliers (foreign versus Chinese instead of
quality considerations) or on the use of company cars representing important status symbols. The use of foreign con-
sultants was favored by the Germans for quality reasons, while the Chinese voted for local consultants for cost rea-
sons. The same was true in discussions concerning the need of expatriates. Chinese managers tried to avoid
expensive expatriates while the German counterparts were convinced that they needed people with specific qualifica-
tions, which, according to them, could only be provided by expatriates. Again, the negotiations about these issues
were very time consuming.

With respect to decision-making, the joint venture contract stated that the general manager is responsible for daily
business and that this person be supported by a Chinese deputy. These regulations ensured that the Chinese legal
and cultural environment was sufficiently respected in the decision-making processes. However, in practice, this
meant that the general manager could not decide anything without the Chinese deputy and decision processes
became slow and complicated. This led to a change in the decision-making relationship between the general man-
ager and the deputy, which gave more power to the deputy and ensured that the general manager could take only a
limited number of decisions without the deputy.

(Continued)
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INTERNATIONAL SMEs83

SMEs: Strategic importance and barriers to internationalization
The role of small and medium-sized companies (SMEs) is often not discussed in the international
management literature. SMEs can be defined using headcount, annual turnover or annual bal-
ance sheet total. Table 4.1 outlines the definition developed by the European Commission. It is
important to note that there is no commonly accepted definition of an SME and criteria and lim-
its differ. The European Commission definition is very specific while other definitions include
companies with up to 1000 employees as SMEs.84

It is often forgotten that SMEs play an important role in the world economy as shown by the
following figures:

l In the European Economic Area (EEA) and Switzerland there are more than 16 million enterprises.
Less than 1 per cent are large enterprises, the rest are SMEs. Two thirds of all jobs in this region are
in SMEs, while one third of all jobs are provided by large enterprises.85 In many countries the
percentage of employees working for enterprises with less than 20 employees amounts to more
than 80 per cent.86

Loyalty

In many situations, strong loyalty to the parent company presented a problem because the managers did not put the
common project at the center of interest. For example, it was reported that the Chinese managers didn’t want to take
decisions without consulting their parent firm, which again led to very slow decision processes. Here, the high
degrees of power distance and uncertainty avoidance of the Chinese partners may have influenced this behavior.
However, this approach endangers loyalty to the joint venture and such delays also discourage local employees and
management from both sides. Another issue which led to difficulties involved the way in which expatriate managers
viewed their jobs in the joint venture. For them, their positions were often just another step in their careers which
could possibly lead to a higher position after the assignment. In this case, loyalty to the parent company was higher
than loyalty to the joint venture.

Source: Based on H. J. Probst, ‘Human Resources in a German-Chinese Joint Ventures – Experiences from the
Beijing Lufthansa Center Co. Ltd’, published in German language as H. J. Probst, ‘Human Resources in einem
deutsch-chinesischen Joint Venture: Praxiserfahrungen am Beispiel der Beijing Lufthansa Center Co. Ltd.’, Duisburger
Papiere zur Ostasienwirtschaft, Vol. 22 (1995), pp. 1–44. Reproduced with permission.

TABLE 4.1 SME definition

Enterprise Category Headcount Annual Turnover
Annual Balance

Sheet Total

Medium-sized < 250 < E 50 million < E 43 million

Small < 50 < E 10 million < E 10 million

Source: European Commission (ed.), The New SME Definition. User Guide and Model Declaration (Brussels: European
Commission, 2005), p. 14. Reproduced with permission.

(Continued)
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l SMEs constitute the backbone of the Asia Pacific region, accounting for 90 per cent of enterprises,
between 32 and 48 per cent of employment and between 80 and 60 per cent of gross domestic
product in individual Asia Pacific economies.87

l In the United States more than 80 per cent of total employment is with organizations with less than
20 employees.88

The strong position of SMEs in their national economies is not reflected to the same extent in
the international business environment.89 When internationalizing their operations, SMEs expe-
rience different challenges than large organizations. They have less experience with environmen-
tal contexts in different countries, less power to withstand the demand of host governments, less
reputation and financial resources as well as fewer resources for managing international opera-
tions.90 The top ten barriers to access to international markets as identified by an OECD survey
on 978 SMEs worldwide include the following:

1 Shortage of working capital to finance exports.

2 Identifying foreign business opportunities.

3 Limited information to locate/analyze markets.

4 Inability to contact potential overseas customers.

5 Obtaining reliable foreign representation.

6 Lack of managerial time to deal with internationalization.

7 Inadequate quantity of and/or untrained personnel for internationalization.

8 Difficulty in managing competitor’s prices.

9 Lack of home government assistance/incentives.

10 Excessive transportation/insurance costs.91

In many countries such as Singapore, Korea, South Africa and in the European Union, SME
internationalization is promoted by policies of their home-countries. As the World Investment
Report92 suggests:

Policymakers need to support entrepreneurship and foster the creation of start-up MNEs, especially
in knowledge-based industries. In terms of enterprise development countries make up for the lack of
entrepreneurial talents and start-up candidates through the promotion of new industries and the crea-
tion of ‘seed companies‘. Spin-offs from public research institutes or from leading universities may
also be encouraged, backed by relevant financial institutions.

IHRM features in SMEs
Much of our knowledge generated in the area of IHRM applies to large organizations.93 While
there is evidence that some recruitment or compensation practices are applicable to small organ-
izations as well, the management of people in small organizations often differs from practices
and strategies of established large organizations.94 Although our understanding of IHRM in
SMEs is still limited, there are some key points which we outline in this section of the chapter.

The importance of the founder/owner. Internationalization process theory, which is derived
from the behavioral model of uncertainty avoidance,95 suggests that specific features of the
owner or founder of an SME have an impact on the internationalization process of this particu-
lar enterprise.96 The ‘experiential market knowledge’ of the managers is assumed to have a
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direct impact on the choice of foreign markets and thus, the internationalization process of the
SME. This theoretical approach predicts that managers start the internationalization process in
geographically and culturally close markets and that with increasing experience they move
towards more distant markets. Consequently, in a globalizing SME the top managers responsi-
ble for internationalization decisions should have sufficient international background and expe-
rience to be able to take informed decisions.

Research on global start-ups or born globals,97 which are characterized by an emphasis on
international orientation and growth from inception have confirmed that:98 ‘the founders of
international new ventures are more ‘‘alert’’ to the possibilities of combining resources from dif-
ferent national markets because of the competencies they developed from their earlier activ-
ities’.99 Manolova et al. report that person-related factors such as international experiences/
skills, international orientation, environmental perceptions and demographic factors such as
age, education and tenure had systematic effects on the internationalization of small firms. Sum-
marizing the results of their own study they state:100

We expected that owners/founders who had international work experience, or established personal
networks and relationships abroad would possess the skills necessary to conduct international busi-
ness arrangements. Consistent with this, owners/founders or managers who have more positive per-
ceptions of the international environment will also be more likely to internationalize their own small
businesses.

Recruitment, selection and retention. The above-mentioned barriers to SME internationali-
zation included a scarcity of qualified international managers. Small firms may have more diffi-
culties than large firms in recruiting adequate international managers.101 It has been argued that
many less-qualified employees are employed by SMEs because they do not meet the recruitment
requirements of large organizations and were forced to work for SMEs as their second choice.
As one interviewee in the study by MacMahon and Murphy102 stated: ‘You get these big multi-
nationals who cream off the top graduates and production operatives which leaves a small busi-
ness very vulnerable in terms of the quality and availability of labor’. Indeed, recruitment,
selection and staffing have been shown to be problematic for SMEs because these firms are per-
ceived to lack legitimacy as employers with a strong international orientation.103

Kühlmann104 has analyzed the image of SMEs as employers in the external labor market in
Germany. He found that image advantages of SMEs as compared to large organizations
included a good working atmosphere, less anonymity, a high degree of information and low
requirements for mobility. Participants of the study perceived the following factors as disadvan-
tages: career opportunities, employee benefits, progressiveness of the company, training pro-
grams, pay, and international working opportunities. The results indicate a self-fulfilling
prophecy: Potential job candidates think that SMEs do not have strong international operations
and do not apply. Because the SMEs cannot recruit qualified international managers they are
not as successful in international markets as they could be. In order to attract more applicants
interested in international operations, Kühlmann suggests HR marketing activities for SMEs,
which clearly communicate that the firm has a strong position in international markets and
offers international career opportunities. If the small size of the firm makes it difficult to attract
sufficient interest, he recommends cooperation with other SMEs in a similar situation.

In a recent study Park and Ghauri105 have pointed out that it is not sufficient for small and
medium-sized companies to employ highly-qualified, internationally experienced managers in
order to gain new technological knowledge from acquisitions. In addition to this, the managers
must be highly motivated to acquire this knowledge. According to the authors this should be
supported by a number of measures that facilitate the transfer of technological knowledge. This
is in line with the results of a study on cross-border knowledge transfer by Pérez-Nordtwedt,
Kedia, Datta and Rahed.106 For these researchers the intention to learn is decisive for under-
standing the relevant context, for a faster knowledge transfer, and thus for a more successful
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learning process. Furthermore, their results indicate that in addition to the quality of the rela-
tionships, trust as well as the attractiveness of knowledge to be acquired may have a positive
effect on knowledge acquisition.

Research107 has shown that selection criteria of SMEs often include a general fit with the
small organization or technical capabilities rather than requirements that refer to a future posi-
tion with international responsibility. Small firms look for generalist knowledge rather than for
specialists. However, it has to be stressed that the requirements for international managers in
SMEs are similar to those identified in large organizations.108 Consequently, internationalizing
SMEs should rethink their selection criteria and define a set of international competencies.109

With respect to retaining key employees, the perceived advantages and disadvantages of
working for a SME outlined in the image study cited above provide useful information. The
advantages need to be emphasized and SMEs should also consider improving, for example, the
training opportunities or career paths of their key employees. Furthermore, the importance of fi-
nancial benefits should be noted. In an empirical study of 449 German SMEs with up to 1000
employees, Weber and Kabst110 found that financial participation programs were offered in
more than 20 per cent of the companies – presumably to increase the manager’s identification
with the firm with the aim to enhance the long-term retention of key personnel.

Human resource development: The challenge of learning. Learning processes are of criti-
cal importance in the volatile global environment of modern business. This is especially true
in cross-border alliances, which are ranked third as preferred foreign market entry strategies
of SMEs, after export activities and subsidiaries.111 Although organizational learning is a
neglected area in SME research112 early evidence indicates that it may differ between small
and large organizations. Training and development activities tend to be rather short-term ori-
ented in SMEs and are not always designed to meet long-term strategic needs.113 The distinc-
tive cultural features of a small organization indicate an informal learning approach using
local networks and socialization114 rather than formalized training.115 Often, the focus is on
acquiring tacit knowledge related to the specific context of the firm rather than on gaining
explicit knowledge.

With respect to the specificities of the international environment, Brussig et al.116 suggest that
HRM should encourage staff in boundary spanning positions,117 (i.e. at the external interface
of the SME) to pay attention to aspects relevant to internationalization decisions. This involves
improving the capacity for perceiving relevant environmental developments – e.g. training pro-
grams could include strategy and communication seminars. However, employees must be moti-
vated to report and share their observations regularly and systematically which requires good
communication within the company. Anderson and Boocock118 note that:

Those involved in HRD [human resource development] in smaller organizations . . . should resist the
temptation to impose ‘large firm thinking’ into a small organizational context. In small firms there is a
complex interaction between scarce resources, reliance on the motivations and abilities of a few key
individuals and a necessary focus on short-term priorities. The study suggests that ‘smallness’ does
not preclude generative learning, but the achievement of this is not universally relevant.

However, there is still a lack of knowledge about the ‘optimal’ balance between formal and
informal training in SMEs119 and the relationship between training and firm performance is still
unresolved.120 Another problem is that training is often perceived as an ‘unaffordable luxury’ in
SMEs, particularly with regard to the training of expatriates.121

Expatriate management. As the previous sections have shown, an informal approach to
human resource management still dominates in SMEs122 – especially for expatriate employ-
ees.123 Research on this topic is relatively scarce, but an empirical study by Weber and Kabst of
449 German SMEs with up to 1000 employees shows that expatriate assignments
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predominantly occur in joint ventures and wholly owned foreign subsidiaries but licensing
agreements may also involve expatriates. After the challenge of recruiting people in foreign mar-
kets the internal recruitment of employees for international jobs was perceived as the most im-
portant problem for the firms in this study. This finding is in line with the above discussion
concerning problems with SME recruiting. However, a positive sign of a systematic approach to
expatriate management in SMEs is that more than 16 per cent of firms indicated that they send
employees abroad for management development reasons. In terms of training the most impor-
tant activities were language courses while cross-cultural training only played a minor role.124

When SMEs needed cross-cultural training for potential expatriates, these employees were sent
to external training institutions. Given the small number of expatriates, in-house training is not
a viable option for most SMEs. Clearly, the cultural integration of foreign acquisitions remains
a challenge for most SMEs.125

Limited resources of the HR department and outsourcing. The list of barriers to interna-
tionalization of SMEs at the beginning of this section indicated that resources such as financial
capital, qualified human capital to initiate and control internationalization processes and time
are often all too scarce. This in part explains why sophisticated management strategies are lack-
ing and the appointment of HR specialists does not occur on the grounds that the costs cannot
be justified with respect to the size of SMEs.126 The focus of the usually small HR group in an
SME is usually on transacting administrative tasks and most important HR decisions are taken
by the founder/owner of the enterprise.127 The fact that most of the important HR activities are
left to line managers is problematic for two reasons:128

First, the complexity of many HR activities is likely to result in them becoming a significant drain on
managerial time and resources. As such, HR tasks may interfere with managerial responsibilities that
are directly related to revenue production . . . Second, many HR tasks involve substantial complexity
and, thus, the quality of HR decisions may well be affected that the general managers often lack sig-
nificant training and expertise in HR.

On the national level, professional employer organizations have been discussed as possible pro-
viders of HR-related services – based on a contractual agreement with the SME, the professional
employer organization can become the outsourced HR department for the respective firm. This
option can lead to improved managerial satisfaction in SMEs and higher quality HR deci-
sions.129 Thus, outsourcing of HR practices represents a potentially valuable strategy to cope
with the size-related deficiencies of HRM in SMEs. However, risks of outsourcing strategically
important activities should always be closely monitored. Despite these tendencies, a study of
French SMEs has shown that the importance of strategic HRM has increased within this group:
in the period between 1998 and 2005 more and more firms developed a strategic approach to
HRM and spent less time on administrative issues.130

An alternative approach for SMEs can be found in the co-operation between SMEs and large
MNEs in the German automobile industry. Suppliers followed the car producers into foreign
locations and benefited from the HR experience of the MNE. The latter supports small suppliers
with its know-how about expatriate management, the environment of the relevant markets, and
its relationships with relevant governmental institutions for gaining visa and working permits.
Furthermore, information about human resource management issues in the local country is
shared. Thus, a symbiosis can emerge between the interests of the MNE in facilitating the effec-
tive functioning of its suppliers abroad and the interests of SMEs which need relevant special-
ized information in order to prevent mistakes and reduce costs.
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SUMMARY

In this chapter we have extended the discussion about the organizational context of MNEs con-
ducted in Chapter 3 to other organizational forms, which pose specific problems to IHRM, i.e.
cross-border alliances and globalizing SMEs. Cross-border M&As have seen a tremendous
growth in the course of globalization. We have described their formation process as well as four
important development phases: pre-M&A phase, due diligence phase, integration planning
phase and implementation phase. In each of the phases specific strategic HR requirements need
to be taken into account in order to effectively manage the M&A process. The role of expatri-
ates is mainly discussed with respect to learning effects. A comparative approach to HR in
M&As indicates the complexity that emerges from the institutional and cultural environments
in which the firms are embedded.

The number of IJVs has increased significantly over the last few decades. In the chapter we
have outlined the IJV formation process, which poses considerable challenges for the HR func-
tion. Four stages are identified for the development of IJVs (formation; development; implemen-
tation; advancement and beyond) that require specific HR measures and roles. We also
addressed the importance of cross-cultural management in IJVs, which is an important factor
for effective cooperation across all levels of the IJV including the top management team. Both
types of equity-based cross-border alliances are very similar involving both strategic, compara-
tive and cross-cultural HRM issues as well as specified expatriate roles.

The third organization form we addressed was the case of the internationalized SME. In this
case, different challenges have been identified. First we outlined the strategic importance of SMEs
in international business and examined barriers to SME internationalization. We also addressed
important IHRM features distinguishing SMEs from MNEs: the founder/owner of the SME;
recruitment, selection and retention; human resource development with special emphasis on learn-
ing; expatriate management; and the limited resources of the HR department in SMEs and out-
sourcing opportunities.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 Describe the formation process of cross-border
mergers, acquisitions and international joint
ventures. What are the major differences?

2 Describe the development phases of an M&A and
the respective HR implications.

3 Outline the development phases of an IJV and the
respective HR implications.

4 In which way do cultural and institutional differences
impact the HR integration in M&As and in IJVs?

5 What are the barriers to internationalization for
SMEs?

6 What are some of the typical challenges for HRM in
internationalized SMEs?
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CHAPTER 5
SOURCING HUMAN
RESOURCES FOR
GLOBAL MARKETS –
STAFFING,
RECRUITMENT AND
SELECTION
Chapter Objectives

The previous three chapters have concentrated on the global environment and organization contexts. We
now focus on the ‘managing people’ aspect. The aim is to establish the role of HRM in sustaining
international business operations and growth. We first lay the foundations in covering the following:

l Issues relating to the various approaches to staffing foreign operations.

l The reasons for using international assignments: position filling, management development and
organizational development.
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l The various types of international assignments: short-term, extended and longer-term; and non-
standard arrangements: commuter, rotator, contractual, virtual and self-initiated assignments.

l The role of expatriates and non-expatriates in supporting international business activities.

Then we will concentrate more closely on recruitment and selection issues, focusing especially on:

l The debate surrounding expatriate failure as a starting point.

l Selection criteria and procedures for international assignments.

l Gender in international HRM: Dual careers and the female expatriate.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to expand on the role of IHRM in sustaining global growth. In
this context sourcing decisions are most important. We examine the various approaches taken
to staffing international operations and the allocation of human resources to the firm’s varied
international operations to ensure effective strategic outcomes. The pivotal role of international
assignments is outlined. We then concentrate on recruitment and selection as major influence
factors on the success of global assignments.

APPROACHES TO STAFFING

There are staffing issues that internationalizing firms confront that are either not present in a
domestic environment, or are complicated by the international context in which these activities
take place. Take, for example, this scenario. A US MNE wishes to appoint a new finance direc-
tor for its Irish subsidiary. It may decide to fill the position by selecting from finance staff avail-
able in its parent operations (that is, a PCN); or to recruit locally (a HCN); or seek a suitable
candidate from one of its other foreign subsidiaries (a TCN).

The IHRM literature uses four terms to describe MNE approaches to managing and staffing
their subsidiaries. These terms are taken from the seminal work of Perlmutter,1 who claimed that
it was possible to identify among international executives three primary attitudes – ethnocentric,
polycentric and geocentric – toward building a multinational enterprise, based on top manage-
ment assumptions upon which key product, functional and geographical decisions were made.
To demonstrate these three attitudes, Perlmutter used aspects of organizational design; such as de-
cision-making, evaluation and control, information flows, and complexity of organization.
He also included ‘perpetuation’, which he defined as ‘recruiting, staffing, development’. A fourth
attitude – regiocentric – was added later.2 We shall consider the connection between these four cate-
gories and staffing practices, and examine the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

Ethnocentric
In ethnocentric firms, few foreign subsidiaries have any autonomy and strategic decisions are
made at headquarters. Key positions in domestic and foreign operations are held by managers
from headquarters. Subsidiaries are managed by staff from the home country (PCNs). There are
often sound business reasons for pursuing an ethnocentric staffing policy:

l A perceived lack of qualified host-country nationals (HCNs).

l The need to maintain good communication, coordination and control links with corporate
headquarters. For firms at the early stages of internationalization, an ethnocentric approach can
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reduce the perceived high risks inherent in these novel environments. When a multinational acquires
a firm in another country, it may wish to initially replace local managers with PCNs to ensure that the
new subsidiary complies with overall corporate objectives and policies; or because local staff may
not have the required level of competence. Thus, an ethnocentric approach to a particular foreign
market situation could be perfectly valid for a very experienced multinational. Having your own
person, in whom you can place a degree of trust to do the right thing, can moderate the perceived
high risk involved in foreign activities. This has been well described by Bonache, Brewster and
Suutari as assignments as control.3

An ethnocentric policy, however, has a number of disadvantages:4

l It limits the promotion opportunities of HCNs, which may lead to reduced productivity and
increased turnover among that group.

l The adaptation of expatriate managers to host countries often takes a long time, during which
PCNs often make mistakes and poor decisions.

l When PCN and HCN compensation packages are compared, the often considerable income gap in
favor of PCNs may be viewed by HCNs as unjustified.

l For many expatriates a key overseas position means new status, authority, and an increase in
standard of living. These changes may affect expatriates’ sensitivity to the needs and expectations
of their host country subordinates which may be quite different to the perceptions of the PCN
manager.

Polycentric
Using a polycentric approach involves the MNE treating each subsidiary as a distinct national
entity with some decision-making autonomy. Subsidiaries are usually managed by local nation-
als (HCNs), who are seldom promoted to positions at headquarters, and PCNs are rarely trans-
ferred to foreign subsidiary operations. The main advantages of a polycentric policy, some of
which address shortcomings of the ethnocentric policy identified above, are:

l Employing HCNs eliminates language barriers; avoids the adjustment problems of expatriate
managers and their families, and removes the need for expensive cultural awareness training
programs.

l Employment of HCNs allows a multinational company to take a lower profile in sensitive political
situations.

l Employment of HCNs is often less expensive, even if a premium is paid to attract high-quality local
applicants.

l This approach gives continuity to the management of foreign subsidiaries and avoids the turnover of
key managers that, by its very nature, results from an ethnocentric approach.

A polycentric policy, however, has its own disadvantages:

l Bridging the gap betweenHCN subsidiarymanagers and PCNmanagers at corporate headquarters is
difficult. Language barriers, conflicting national loyalties, and a range of cultural differences (for example,
personal value differences and differences in attitudes to business) may isolate the corporate
headquarters staff from the various foreign subsidiaries. The result may be that anMNE could become
a ‘federation’ of independent national units with nominal links to corporate headquarters.

l Host-country managers have limited opportunities to gain experience outside their own country
and cannot progress beyond the senior positions in their own subsidiary. Parent-country
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managers also have limited opportunities to gain overseas experience. As headquarters positions
are held only by PCNs, the senior corporate management group will have limited exposure to
international operations and, over time, this may constrain strategic decision-making and resource
allocation.

Of course, in some cases the host government may effectively dictate that key managerial posi-
tions are filled by its nationals. Alternatively, the MNE may wish to be perceived as a local com-
pany as part of a strategy of local responsiveness. Having HCNs in key, visible positions assists
a localization strategy.

Geocentric
With a geocentric approach, the MNE is taking a global approach to its operations, recognizing
that each part (subsidiaries and headquarters) makes a unique contribution with its unique com-
petence. It is accompanied by a worldwide integrated business, and nationality is less important
than ability. This is a major goal the European telecommunications company Vodafone would
like to achieve. As a company speaker said:

We want to create an international class of managers. In our view, the right way to do it is to have
people close to one another, sharing their different approaches and understanding how each different
part of the company now faces specific business challenges in the same overall scenario. We want to
develop a group of people who understand the challenges of being global on the one hand and
are still deeply rooted in the local countries on the other. Our target is to develop an international man-
agement capability that can leverage our global scale and scope to maintain our leadership in the
industry.5

There are three main advantages to this approach:

l It enables an MNE to develop an international executive team which assists in developing a global
perspective and an internal pool of labor for deployment throughout the global organization.

l It overcomes the ‘federation’ drawback of the polycentric approach.

l This approach supports cooperation and resource sharing across units.

As with the other staffing approaches, there are challenges and disadvantages associated with a
geocentric policy:

l Host governments want a high number of their citizens employed and may utilize immigration
controls in order to increase HCN employment if enough people and adequate skills are available or
require training of HCNs over a specified time period to replace foreign nationals.

l Most countries (both advanced economies and developing economies) require MNEs to provide
extensive documentation if they wish to hire a foreign national instead of a local national. Providing
this documentation can be time-consuming, expensive, and at times futile. Of course, the same
drawback applies to an ethnocentric policy. A related issue is the difficulty of obtaining a work
permit for an accompanying spouse or partner.

l A geocentric policy can be expensive to implement because of increased training and relocation
costs. A related factor is the need to have a compensation structure with standardized international
base pay, which may be higher than national levels in many countries.

l Large numbers of PCNs, TCNs, and HCNs need to be sent abroad in order to build and maintain
the international cadre required to support a geocentric staffing policy. To successfully implement a
geocentric staffing policy requires relatively long lead times and more centralized control of the
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staffing process. This necessarily reduces the independence of subsidiary management in these
issues, and this loss of autonomy may be resisted by subsidiaries.

Regiocentric
This approach reflects the geographic strategy and structure of the MNE. Like the geocentric
approach, it utilizes a wider pool of managers but in a limited way. Staff may move outside their
home countries but only within the particular geographic region. Regional managers may not
be promoted to headquarters positions but enjoy a degree of regional autonomy in decision-
making.6 For example, a US-based MNE could create three regions: Europe, the Americas, and
Asia-Pacific. European staff would be transferred throughout the European region but staff
transfers to the Asia-Pacific region from Europe would be rare, as would transfers from the
regions to headquarters in the United States.

The advantages of using a regiocentric approach are:

l It facilitates interaction between managers transferred to regional headquarters from subsidiaries in
that region and PCNs posted to the regional headquarters.

l It reflects some sensitivity to local conditions, since local subsidiaries are usually staffed almost
totally by HCNs.7

There are some disadvantages in a regiocentric policy:

l It can produce federalism at a regional rather than a country basis and constrain the MNE from
developing a more global perspective.

l While this approach does improve career prospects at the national level, it only moves the barrier to
the regional level. Talented managers may advance to jobs in regional headquarters but less
frequently to positions at the MNE headquarters.

A philosophy towards staffing
In summary, based in part on top management attitudes, a multinational can pursue one of sev-
eral approaches to international staffing. It may even proceed on an ad-hoc basis,8 rather than
systematically selecting one of the four approaches discussed above. However, an ad-hoc
approach is really policy by default; there is no conscious decision or evaluation of appropriate
policy. The ‘policy’ is a result of corporate inertia, inexperience, or both. The major disadvant-
age here (apart from the obvious one of inefficient use of resources) is that the MNE’s responses
are reactive rather than proactive and a consistent human resources strategy that fits the overall
MNE strategy is more difficult to achieve.

Table 5.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of using the three categories of staff –
PCNs, HCNs and TCNs. These approaches to staffing in part reflect top management attitudes
but it is important to keep in mind that the nature of international business often forces adapta-
tion upon implementation. For example, an MNE may adopt an ethnocentric approach to all its
foreign operations, but a particular host government may require the appointment of its own citi-
zens to the key subsidiary positions so, for that market, a polycentric approach needs to be imple-
mented. The strategic importance of the foreign market, the maturity of the operation and the
degree of cultural distance between the parent and host country can influence the way in which
the MNE makes key staffing decisions. In some cases an MNE may use a combination of
approaches. For example, it may operate its European interests in a regiocentric manner and its
Asia Pacific interests in an ethnocentric way until there is greater confidence in operating in that
region of the world.
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Determinants of staffing choices
Because of these operating realities, it is sometimes difficult to precisely equate managerial atti-
tudes towards international operations with the structural forms we presented in Chapter 3.
The external and internal contingencies facing an internationalizing firm influence its staffing
choices. These include the following:

l Context specificities – the local context of the headquarters as well as of the subsidiary can be
described by cultural and institutional variables (as outlined in Chapter 2).9 Cultural values may differ
considerably between the headquarters and the host country context. For example, Tarique,
Schuler and Gong see the cultural similarity between parent country and subsidiary country as a
moderator in the relationship between MNE strategy and subsidiary staffing.10 Gong found that
MNEs tend to staff cultural distant subsidiaries with PCNs which had a positive effect on labor

TABLE 5.1 The advantages and disadvantages of using PCNs, TCNs and HCNs

Parent country nationals

Advantages
• Organizational control and coordination is maintained and facilitated.
• Promising managers are given international experience.
• PCNs may be the best people for the job because of special skills and experiences.
• There is assurance that the subsidiary will comply with MNE objectives, policies, etc.

Disadvantages
• The promotional opportunities of HCNs are limited.
• Adaptation to host-country may take a long time.
• PCNs may impose an inappropriate HQ style.
• Compensation for PCNs and HCNs may differ.

Third-country nationals

Advantages
• Salary and benefit requirements may be lower than for PCNs.

• TCNs may be better informed than PCNs about the host-country environment.

Disadvantages
• Transfers must consider possible national animosities (e.g. India and Pakistan).
• The host government may resent hiring of TCNs.
• TCNs may not want to return to their home country after the assignment.

Host-country nationals

Advantages
• Language and other barriers are eliminated.
• Hiring costs are reduced and no work permit is required.
• Continuity of management improves, since HCNs stay longer in their positions.
• Government policy may dictate hiring of HCNs.
• Morale among HCNs may improve as they see future career potential.

Disadvantages
• Control and coordination of HQ may be impeded.
• HCNs have limited career opportunity outside the subsidiary.
• Hiring HCNs limits opportunities for PCNs to gain foreign experience.
• Hiring HCNs could encourage a federation of national rather than global units.
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productivity.11 The institutional environment includes, for example, the legal environment and the
education system.12 The latter may be directly linked to staff availability on the local labor market.
Furthermore, the country-specific contextual factors in the parent country may lead to a country-of-
origin effect, i.e. MNEs may try to transfer management practices from their home country to foreign
locations. Another effect is the host-country-effect, which implies that subsidiaries are influenced by
their local environment.13 As discussed in Chapter 1, the type of industry the firm is active in may
have an impact as well.

l Firm specific variables – these are mainly depicted from the framework on strategic HRM in
multinational enterprises introduced in Chapter 1. The most relevant variables are MNE structure
and strategy, international experience, corporate governance and organizational culture which
describe the MNE as a whole.14

l Local unit specificities – as the staffing approach may vary with the cultural and institutional
environment it may also be dependent on the specificities of the local unit. An important factor here
is the establishment method of the subsidiary, i.e., whether it is a greenfield investment, a merger,
an acquisition or a shared partnership.15 Furthermore, the strategic role of a subsidiary, its strategic
importance for the MNE as a whole and the related questions of the need for control and the locus
of decision-making can influence staffing decisions.16

l IHRM practices – selection, training and development, compensation, and career management
(including expatriation and repatriation) play an important role in the development of effective
policies required to sustain a preferred staffing approach.

These four groups of factors systematically influence staffing practices. Due to situational fac-
tors, individual staffing decisions might be taken in a non-expected way. Further, it has to be
acknowledged that there are interdependencies between these variables. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the various determinants of staffing choices. This model may be helpful in drawing together the
various contextual, organizational, and HR-related issues in determining staffing choices. For
example, a firm that is maturing into a networked organization (firm specificity) will require
IHRM approaches and activities that will assist its ability to develop a flexible global organiza-
tion that is centrally integrated and coordinated yet locally responsive – a geocentric approach.
However, a key assumption underlying the geocentric staffing philosophy is that the MNE has
sufficient numbers of high-caliber staff (PCNs, TCNs and HCNs) constantly available for trans-
fer anywhere, whenever global management needs dictate.17

FIGURE 5.1 Determinants of staffing choices18
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While most of the research on staffing has concentrated on movements from the headquarters
to other units of the MNE, a study by Collings, McDonnell, Gunnigle and Lavelle has analyzed
outward staffing flows in MNEs, i.e. flows of HCNs and TCNs working in Irish subsidiaries, to
headquarters or other units of their employer. Although the numbers of outflow movements
were quite small they indicate a movement from ethnocentric approaches to more global staffing
perspectives in many MNEs.19 Many studies investigating the determinants of staffing policies
have been conducted in MNEs stemming from developed countries. A study of Chinese MNEs
has confirmed that Western models are generally applicable to Chinese MNEs as well.20 How-
ever, the author points out that the same categories sometimes have different meanings. It is
interesting to note that in this study culturally determined factors such as trust and personal
ethics proved to be of special importance for staffing decisions. Overall, it seems that the differ-
ent determinants of staffing choices outlined above all have an important impact, although the
model as a whole is yet to be empirically tested.

TRANSFERRING STAFF FOR INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

The above discussion demonstrates the options for staffing key positions in foreign operations.
We will now look at the HR consequences of these approaches, and the broader implications in
terms of the reasons for using international assignments, types of international assignments, the
role of expatriates and non-expatriates, and the role of inpatriates.

Importance of international assignments
Given the difficulties surrounding international assignments, it is reasonable to question why
multinationals persist in using expatriates. Certainly, there are ebbs and flows associated
with the number of staff moved internationally. Frequently, predictions are made that expatri-
ates will become like dinosaurs as firms implement localization strategies, replacing expatriates
with HCNs as a way of containing employment costs.

In a 2005 survey by the consulting firm PriceWaterhouseCoopers,21 participants reported
that their use of expatriates would continue to grow in response to pressure for internationally
mobile staff. The economic crisis starting in 2008 had an important impact on the expected
importance of international assignments. While 68 per cent of the companies investigated by
GMAC in 2008 expected a further increase in the number of international assignments only
37 per cent of these companies could report a real growth when they were asked later.

The Brookfield Report 200922 showed that this pessimistic development was an ongoing
trend:23 33 per cent of the companies expected an increase while 25 per cent were convinced
of a decrease in the number of international assignments (the average of the years before was
60 per cent, respectively 12 per cent). In fact, in 2010 only 27 per cent of the investigated
companies experienced an increase in the number of expatriate assignments. Only in 2001
was the increase in the expatriate population lower.24 However, a slight optimism can be
identified in the 2010 survey as 44 per cent of the companies expected an increase in the num-
ber of international assignments.25 Currently, the response of the MNEs to the economic crisis
with respect to international assignments is that 72 per cent of companies have reduced
assignment expenses, 84 per cent even reported increased pressure to further reduce costs as
compared to 2010. Important measures to reduce costs were ‘reduced policy offerings (29 per
cent), scrutiny of policy exceptions (19 per cent), local hiring (11 per cent), and short-term
assignments (9 per cent)’.26
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Reasons for international assignments
The international management and IHRM literature has consistently identified three key organi-
zational reasons for the use of various forms of international assignments:

l Position filling. The organization has a need and depending on the type of position and the level
involved will either employ someone locally or transfer a suitable candidate. Some studies27 state
that the problem of availability of qualified employees has decreased and that personnel costs are
more important when deciding about international assignments. However, the Brookfield Global
Relocation Trends Survey provides evidence in 2010 that short-term position filling continues and a
lack of available skills is the major reason for international assignments. In many cases the most
important assignment objectives were ‘filling a managerial skills gap (22 per cent)’ and ‘filling a
technical skills gap (21 per cent)’.28

l Management development. Staff are often moved into other parts of the organization for training
and development purposes and to assist in the development of common corporate values.
Headquarters staff may be transferred to subsidiary operations, or subsidiary staff transferring into
the parent operations, or to other subsidiary operations. Assignments may be for varying lengths of
time and may involve project work as well as a trainee position. The perceived link between
international experience and career development can be a motivator for staff to agree to such
transfers.29 The Brookfield Global Relocation Trends Survey 2010 identified ‘building management
expertise’ as the third most important reason for international assignments.30

l Organization development. Here the more strategic objectives of the operation come into play: the
need for control; the transfer of knowledge, competence, procedures and practices into various
locations; and to exploit global market opportunities. As a result, organizational capabilities enabling a
firm to compete in global markets might be developed.31 This category can be illustrated by the two
other reasons for international assignments mentioned by the Brookfield Global Relocation Trends
Survey 2010: ‘technology transfer (16 per cent)’, and ‘launching new endeavors (13 per cent)’.32

Harzing33 states in her study that most of the reasons for international assignment eventually
lead to organization development.34 In fact, international assignments are often undertaken to
reach several goals simultaneously.35 Furthermore, a study by Tungli und Peiperl,36 investigat-
ing the assignments policies and measures in 136 MNEs revealed that the importance of the
assignment objectives also differed by country-of-origin. For example, the development of man-
agement skills was one of the most important reasons for international assignments in German
MNEs whereas MNEs from the US mainly sent managers abroad to fill local skill gaps. Japa-
nese as well as British MNEs indicated that the development of new operations abroad was their
major reason to send expatriates abroad.37

Types of international assignments
Employees are transferred internationally for varying lengths of time depending on the purpose
of the transfer and the nature of the task to be performed. MNEs tend to classify types accord-
ing the length or duration of the assignment:

l Short-term: up to three months. These are usually for troubleshooting, project supervision, or a
stopgap measure until a more permanent arrangement can be found.

l Extended: up to one year. These may involve similar activities as that for short-term assignments.

l Long-term: varies from one to five years, involving a clearly defined role in the receiving operation
(e.g. a senior management role in a subsidiary). The long-term assignment has also been referred to
as a traditional expatriate assignment.
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Table 5.2 illustrates some of the differences between short-term and traditional expatriate
assignments. It should be noted that definitions of short-term and long-term assignments vary
and depend on organizational choices. The results of the 2010 Brookfield Report indicate that
64 per cent of the international assignments were long-term and 22 per cent short-term.38 Most
of the research on international assignments focuses on traditional long-term assignments
because these represent the highest number of international assignments. Our knowledge con-
cerning alternative assignment types such as commuter, rotational, contractual and virtual
assignments (also termed non-standard assignments) is still limited39 but the growth of these
non-standard assignments is described in further detail in the following paragraphs.40

l Commuter assignments – special arrangements where the employee commutes from the home
country on a weekly or bi-weekly basis to the place of work in another country. Cross-border
workers or daily commuters are not included. Usually, the family of the assignee stays in the home
country. For example, the employee may live in London but work in Moscow. Reasons for these
assignments can include that a particular problem must be solved and the assigned employee due
to their experience and qualifications is needed in two places at the same time or that the target
country is unstable.41 The Brookfield Report from 2010 indicates that 35 per cent of the
investigated companies have a policy for commuter assignments in place and that this type of
assignment will even gain importance in the future.42 However, it is important to note that a non-
standard assignment is not always an effective substitute for the traditional expatriate assignment:
‘There are real concerns about the viability of commuter arrangements over an extended period of
time due to the build up of stress resulting from intensive travel commitments and the impact on
personal relationships’.43

l Rotational assignments – employees commute from the home country to a place of work in
another country for a short, set period followed by a break in the home country. The employee’s

TABLE 5.2 Differences between traditional and short-term assignments

Traditional assignments Short-term assignments

Purpose • Filling positions or skills gaps

• Management development

• Organizational development

• Skills transfer/problem solving

• Management development

• Managerial control

Duration Typically 12–36 months Typically up to 6 or 12 months

Family’s position Family joins the assignee abroad Assignee is unaccompanied by
the family

Selection Formal procedures Mostly informal, little bureaucracy

Advantages • Good relationships with
colleagues

• Constant monitoring

• Flexibility

• Simplicity

• Cost-effectiveness

Disadvantages • Dual-career considerations

• Expensive

• Less flexibility

• Taxation

• Side-effects (alcoholism, high
divorce rate)

• Poor relationships with local
colleagues

• Work permit issues

Source: Adapted from M. Tahvanainen, D. Welch and V. Worm, ‘Implications of Short-term International
Assignments’, European Management Journal, Vol. 23, No. 6 (2005), p. 669, with permission from Elsevier.
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family usually remains in the home country. This arrangement is commonly used on oil rigs and with
hardship locations in the global mining industry.

l Contractual assignments – used in situations where employees with specific skills vital to an
international project are assigned for a limited duration of 6 to 12 months. Research and
Development (R&D) is one area that is using multinational project teams and lends itself to short-
term contractual assignments in conjunction with longer-term assignments and virtual teams.44

l Virtual assignments – where the employee does not relocate to a host location but manages,
from home-base, various international responsibilities for a part of the organization in another
country. In this case, the manager relies heavily on communication technologies such as telephone,
email or video conferences. Visits to the host country are also necessary. The main reasons for
using virtual assignments are similar to that of other non-standard forms of international
assignments: the shortage of experienced staff prepared to accept longer term postings, the
immobile family, and cost containment. Welch, Worm and Fenwick’s45 study into the use of virtual
assignments in Australian and Danish firms suggests that while there are certain advantages to
operating virtually (such as not having to relocate a family unit), there are disadvantages that may
affect successful work outcomes. For example, role conflict, dual allegiance, and identification
issues occur between the person in the home location and the virtual work group in the foreign
location. It is not clear to whom the virtual assignee ‘belongs’ – the home location where the person
physically resides for most of the time, or to the foreign unit. Another issue is how much time
should be devoted to ‘virtual’ work responsibilities versus the ‘real’ work. In addition, given that
much of the work is done through electronic media, the potential for cultural misunderstandings
increases, and the geographical distance rules out normal group interaction. Communication is
mainly through conference calls, videoconferencing, and emails, and requires good skills in using
these media.

Visits between the two locations are necessary to support the working of this arrangement as
not everything can be settled virtually. Face-to-face meetings are still needed. In summary, virtual
assignments tend to be used for regional positions (e.g. European Marketing Manager) where the
person is mainly coordinating a number of national marketing activities but is based at a regional
center. Based on the results of a German/Asian case study, Holtbrügge and Schillo46 suggest that
specific intercultural training needs to be provided for the virtual assignee as well as for the team
members abroad in order to avoid intercultural misunderstandings.

l Self-initiated assignments – While standard expatriations are usually initiated by the organization,
self-initiated assignments are initiated by the individual. Many organizations do not systematically
track and manage these kinds of assignments. However, often these employees are highly
interested in an international challenge, have adequate language skills, an international mindset and
are quite entrepreneurial. They comprise an important resource for their employers and can
increase international mobility potential in the organization.47 It is therefore important to manage
them carefully and to understand their motivation to stay in the MNE, particularly upon completion
of the self-initiated international assignment.48 According to a study by Cerdin and Pragneux,49

organization-assigned and self-initiated expatriates are relatively similar with respect to the career
anchors of internationalism, challenge and their lifestyle with a preference for achieving a balance
between work and personal life. They differ from each other with respect to other dimensions such
as security. A recent example of university academics as self-initiated expatriates is reported by
Selmer and Lauring.50

THE ROLES OF AN EXPATRIATE

As mentioned above, the reasons for using expatriates are not mutually exclusive. They do how-
ever underpin expectations about the roles that staff play as a consequence of being transferred
from one location to another country. These roles are delineated in Figure 5.2.
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The expatriate as an agent of direct control
The use of staff transfers can be regarded as a bureaucratic control mechanism, where the pri-
mary role is that of ensuring compliance through direct supervision. Harzing51 found that
German companies tend towards this form of control. She labels expatriates who are such
agents as ‘bears’, arguing that the analogy reflects the level of dominance of this type of expatri-
ate control. To a certain extent, using expatriates for control reflects an ethnocentric predisposi-
tion, but this can be important in ensuring subsidiary compliance, enabling strategic objectives
for local operations to be achieved.

The expatriate as an agent of socialization
There is an implicit expectation that expatriates assist in the transfer of shared values and beliefs.
Harzing names expatriates who transfer corporate values as ‘bumble-bees’. However, as
Fenwick et al.52 point out, there has been little empirical investigation of the effectiveness of expa-
triates as agents of socialization. In fact, attempts to instill corporate values and norms ritualized in
the form of certain expected behaviors often have negative results at the subsidiary level.

Expatriates as network builders
As we discussed in Chapter 3, international assignments are viewed as a way of developing
social capital53 by fostering interpersonal linkages that can be used for informal control and
communication purposes. Naturally, as employees move between various organizational units,
their network of personal relationships changes, leading to Harzing’s analogy of expatriates as
‘spiders’ to describe this role. How these employees are utilized is person-dependent. People tend
to nurture and protect their networks, to be very selective about the way they use their connec-
tions, and to evaluate the potential damage to key individuals in their networks if the connection
was to be used inappropriately. In their study of project teams and networks, Schweiger et al.54

provide the following example of how international assignments assisted network development:

I depended heavily on the contacts I had developed over the years. The time spent in international
assignments was invaluable. I knew important people in several key operations. I knew how they
operated and what was important to them. They also knew that I was credible and would help them
when the opportunity arose.

FIGURE 5.2 The roles of an expatriate
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While short-term assignments may not allow the expatriate to develop as wide a range of con-
tacts in one location to the degree that a traditional assignment permits, over time they can
increase the number and variety of networks, building channels for the transfer of ideas and
competence.55 Duration of the assignment, therefore, will have an impact on the person’s ability
to develop networks.

Expatriates as boundary spanners
Boundary spanning refers to activities, such as gathering information, that bridge internal and
external organizational contexts. Expatriates are considered boundary spanners because they
can collect host country information, act as representatives of their firms in the host country,
and can influence agents. For example, attending a social function at a foreign embassy can pro-
vide the expatriate with an opportunity to network, gather market intelligence and promote the
firm’s profile at a high level.

Expatriates as language nodes
Marschan-Piekkari et al.56 found that Finnish expatriates working for the elevator company
Kone, sometimes became what they termed language nodes upon repatriation.

Transfer of competence and knowledge
International assignments do assist in knowledge sharing and competence transfer, and encour-
age adoption of common work practices which may strengthen elements of corporate culture.
Thus, they may contribute to further developing the social capital within the MNE.57 Staff in
various organizational units also encounter different viewpoints and perspectives that will shape
their behavior and may reinforce their feeling of belonging. Goodall and Roberts58 relate the
experience of a Chinese employee in the Chinese operation of a European oil company. Her time
in the parent’s operation in Europe enabled her to appreciate how the company valued its name
and reputation, and was able to better understand the company’s code of conduct and attitude
towards occupational health and safety.

Overall, international assignments are seen as an effective way of accomplishing multiple
objectives. In fact, one could argue that there are elements of knowledge transfer in all the roles
we have identified. However, clear empirical evidence as to the effectiveness of expatriates in
conducting their numerous roles is limited. Factors that may influence effectiveness include:

l The creation of an environment of openness and support for cross-fertilization of ideas and
implementation of ‘best practice’.

l The need for knowledge and information to travel dyadically, that is, between the expatriate and the
host location, and back to the expatriate’s home location, if the multinational is to benefit from
international assignments as a mechanism for knowledge transfer.

l Despite the recognition of the importance of personal networks in knowledge and information
transfer, staffing decisions are often made without regard to their effect on network relationships. In
many cases there is no strategic approach applied to control for potentially negative effects.

l There is a link between the duration of the assignment and the effective transfer of knowledge.
Some knowledge may be transferred quickly while other skills and knowledge (particularly where a
high level of tacitness is present) may take longer.

l Much of what is transferred depends on the expatriate concerned in terms of ability to teach others
and motivation to act as an agent of knowledge transfer.
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l The success of the knowledge transfer process depends not only on the motivation and abilities of
the assignee but also on the local employees and their relationships.59

A final point: Bolino and Feldman60 make an interesting observation that when expatriates are
assigned for position filling due to a lack of appropriate local staff, these expatriates are often
forced to take over some of the responsibilities of their colleagues due to differences in knowl-
edge levels. Consequently, they argue, that expatriates often spend a lot of time on less challeng-
ing tasks to help out local co-workers, and train them. In such cases, while the expatriates may
assist in skills transfer, over time their own level of competence may erode as they are not devel-
oping their own expertise. Thus, when expatriates return to their home operation, they may find
that their knowledge is somewhat out of date.

THE ROLE OF NON-EXPATRIATES

The above discussion has centered on the international assignment. What has tended to be over-
looked is that a considerable amount of international business involves what can be called ‘non-
expatriates’: people who travel internationally but are not considered expatriates, as they do not
relocate to another country. These non-expatriates have been called international business
travelers61 – employees who spend a large proportion of their time visiting foreign markets,
subsidiary units and international projects. Popular terms for these employees include ‘road
warriors’, ‘globetrotters’, ‘frequent fliers’ and ‘flexpatriates’.62 International travel is an essential
component of their work, such as international sales staff whose job is almost totally comprised
of international travel; and managers whose job entails numerous visits to international opera-
tions. International sales representatives attend trade fairs, visit foreign agents and distributors,
demonstrate new products to potential clients, and negotiate sales contracts. Various staff will
visit foreign locations to deal with host-country government officials, alliance partners, subcon-
tracting firms, and foreign suppliers.

Apart from the resource implications, there are issues relating to the management of interna-
tional business travelers. DeFrank et al.63 identify the following factors as stressors:

l Home and family issues – such as missing important anniversaries and school events. The more
frequent the travel, the greater the potential for family and marital relationships to be strained.

l Work arrangements – the ‘domestic’ side of the job still has to be attended to even though the
person is traveling internationally. Modern communications allow work to accompany the business
traveler who is often expected to remain up to date with home-office issues while away from the office.

l Travel logistics – airline connections, hotel accommodation, and meeting schedules.

l Health concerns – poor diet, lack of physical exercise, lack of sleep, coping with jetlag, and
exposure to viruses and other health problems (e.g. Deep Vein Thrombosis from excessive air
travel).

l Host culture issues – as international business is conducted in other cultural settings, the person
is still expected to be able to operate in unfamiliar environments and handle cultural differences
effectively. However, the limited empirical and anecdotal evidence suggests that non-expatriates
do not receive the same level of cross-cultural training as expatriates – if any.

Non-expatriate business travelers also perform many of the roles of expatriates – in terms of
being agents for socialization, network-builders, boundary spanners and language nodes. From
the limited evidence available, however, it would seem that the management of staff using these
forms of arrangements falls to the functional or line managers involved rather than the HR
department as such. Possible HR strategies that could better meet the demand of flexpatriates
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have been suggested by Demel and Mayrhofer.64 They suggest that the specific situation of flex-
patriates should be included in job descriptions and working contracts and could be part of spe-
cific HRM policies for this target group. For example, selection criteria should go beyond
technical knowledge and cross-cultural skills and include, for example, health issues such as
physical fitness. The issue of working and traveling time must also be addressed with respect to
recognizing the need for the employee to recover from international travel (adjustment to jetlag,
changes in diet, etc.). If these concerns are taken into consideration, flexpatriates can be an even
more valuable alternative solution to international mobility.

THE ROLE OF INPATRIATES

As we have outlined in Chapter 1, inpatriates are mainly distinguished from expatriates by defi-
nition. They include international assignments of HCNs or TCNs from a foreign location to the
parent country (usually the corporate headquarters) of the MNE. Inpatriates are:

expected to share their local contextual knowledge with HQ staff in order to facilitate effective corporate
activities in these local markets. At the same time they are socialized in the HQ corporate culture and
learn firm-specific routines and behaviors that enable them to master future management tasks within
the organization. As a result, inpatriates seem to act both as knowledge senders and receivers.65

Collings and Scullion66 have identified the following key drivers for recruiting and transferring
inpatriate managers:

l Desire to create a global core competency and a cultural diversity of strategic perspectives in the top
management team,67 thus, increasing the capability of organizations to ‘think global and act local’.

l Desire to provide career opportunities for high potential employees in host countries, i.e., HCNs and
TCNs.

l The emergence of developing markets which often represent difficult locations for expatriates in
terms of quality of life and cultural adjustment.

However, the strategy of inpatriation also underlines that the strategic importance of the head-
quarters is still predominant, indicating that the knowledge of the culture, the structure, and the
processes specific to the headquarters are still important requirements for vertical career advance-
ment. Usually, the assignment to the headquarters aims at training the manager for a top manage-
ment position back home in the foreign subsidiary. In many MNEs, an inpatriate assignment may
be a first and limited career step, reflecting a rather ethnocentric approach. Harvey and Buckley68

conclude that in this case ‘inpatriation may be a dangerous process’. While it might be more diffi-
cult for inpatriates than for PCNs to realize a vertical career in the headquarters they experience
the same integration and repatriation problems as expatriates during and after their international
assignment. Consequently, they may not receive the same return on investment for their interna-
tional assignment as expatriates. This can only be guaranteed if career opportunities for inpatriate
HCNs or TCNs exist within the headquarters and across the wider organization. In this case
inpatriation can be an important step in realizing a geocentric orientation within the MNE and
thus an ‘open sky’ (i.e. where career success is not dependent on an employee’s nationality) for
HCN and TCN managers. Based on a sample of 143 inpatriates in ten German multinationals
Reiche, Kraimer and Harzing69 have analyzed the retention of inpatriates. They found that trust
and fit with the headquarters staff as well as firm-specific learning and career prospects played an
important role in ensuring retention of inpatriate employees.

In an international comparative study Tungli und Peiperl found significant differences in the
target group of international assignments between German, British, Japanese and US MNEs.
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The authors differentiate between PCNs, TCNs and inpatriates The study found that Japanese
MNEs rely almost solely on PCNs for international assignments while British MNEs seem to
systematically use different groups of employees (56 per cent PCNs, 37 per cent TCNs and 7 per
cent expatriates in the headquarters). The group of international assignees from German MNEs
consisted of 79 per cent PCNs, 12 per cent TCNs and 9 per cent inpatriates.70 More research on
the long-term consequences of these different practices is needed.

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION OF INTERNATIONAL
MANAGERS

Hiring and deploying people to positions where they can perform effectively is a goal of most
organizations, whether domestic or international. Recruitment is defined as searching for and
obtaining potential job candidates in sufficient numbers and quality so that the organization
can select the most appropriate people to fill its job needs. Here, employer branding may play
a crucial role, especially in emerging countries such as China or India where it may be diffi-
cult to find enough qualified personnel for foreign companies due to the strong growth rates
of these economies and the fierce competition for talent in the local labor markets. Selection
is the process of gathering information for the purposes of evaluating and deciding who
should be employed in particular jobs. It is important to note that recruitment and selection
are discrete processes and both processes need to operate effectively if the firm is to effectively
manage its staffing process. For example, a firm may have an excellent selection system for
evaluating candidates but if there are insufficient candidates to evaluate, then this selection
system is less than effective. Both processes must operate effectively for optimal staffing deci-
sions to be made.

Some of the major differences between domestic and international staffing are first that many
firms have predispositions with regard to who should hold key positions in headquarters and
subsidiaries (i.e. ethnocentric, polycentric, regiocentric and geocentric staffing orientations) and
second, the constraints imposed by host governments (e.g. immigration rules with regard to
work visas and the common requirement in most countries to provide evidence as to why local
nationals should not be employed rather than hiring foreigners) which can severely limit the
MNE’s ability to hire the right candidate. In addition, as Scullion and Collings71 note, most
expatriates are recruited internally rather than externally, so the task of persuading managers
(particularly if they are primarily working in a domestic environment) to recommend and/or
agree to release their best employees for international assignments remains a key issue for inter-
national HR managers. The small number of external recruits is confirmed by data from the
Global Relocation Trends Survey 2010. Here, the proportion of external hires for international
positions was only 8 per cent across all firms that participated in the 2010 survey. This repre-
sented the lowest figure in the history of the report (the benchmark historical average is 12 per
cent of expatriates).72

Recruitment of internal hires for expatriate assignments is preferred because this reduces the
risk of a poor selection decision. In an internal selection process performance appraisals, per-
sonal reports, interviews with colleagues and firm-internal career plans can be used as informa-
tion sources in order to reduce uncertainty. In their study of 653 Spanish companies Bayo-
Moriones and Ortı́n-Ángel show that the preference for internal recruitment is not only moti-
vated by the minimization of selection risks but also by the wish to secure present and past
investments in human capital.73 In the case of expatriate recruitment on the external labor mar-
ket the selection risk is often managed by using specialized (and relatively expensive) consul-
tants. The more traditional devices of recruitment and selection such as traditional job
advertisements and executive search (also known as headhunting) can also be used (See IHRM
in Action Case 5.1).
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IHRM in Action Case 5.1
International Headhunting

Peculiarities occur in the selection process when external service providers are assigned to undertake the search
for international managers and are involved in the subsequent selection. Whereas, in the scientific literature there
are hardly any discussions or ideas presented addressing this topic, in practice, headhunting is a commonly used
method in order to fill international positions. According to Hewitt’s HR Outsourcing Survey which includes more
than 100 US companies, these companies pursue four central aims with the transfer of most (national and interna-
tional) HR activities to external service providers. Accordingly, most of the companies surveyed (65 per cent) indi-
cated they want to reduce costs by outsourcing activities. Furthermore, access to external expertise is attractive to
many companies, as well as an improved service quality and the possibility to more intensively direct internal
resources to strategic human resource management. With reference to outsourcing IHRM, the survey reveals that
43 per cent of the companies revert to the expertise of external service providers for expatriate management mat-
ters and 56 per cent in repatriation issues; 3 to 4 per cent of the companies even plan to outsource these areas in
the near future. Concerning recruiting, 10 per cent of the companies surveyed indicated that they already assigned
their recruiting to external service providers, an additional 6 per cent definitely plan to outsource their recruiting. As
there are no explicit figures available, one can only speculate, how many firms make use of outsourcing for their
international employee selection as well. However, the specialization of numerous headhunting agencies and man-
agement consultancies in the area of IHRM and executive search for international managers indicates a high
demand in these areas.

An example is the management consultancy ABC Asian Business Consultants from South Korea. Not only does it
support companies from different branches in the search and selection of qualified managers, it also assists firms in
organizing international management training or international career planning. Currently, 7 employees and 15 trainers
work on international projects at the company’s offices in Korea, China, India and Germany. Every year, about 15 em-
ployee selection projects are completed by ABC Asian Business Consultants. Headhunting selection criteria and job
profiles are adjusted to the needs of the recruiting company and the requirements of the vacant position. Due to the
high degree of candidates’ qualifications and confidentiality of information, the selection process is very complex. First
of all, potential candidates must be identified and personally contacted. Alternative forms of Human Resource Mar-
keting (for example, activities involving internet-based platforms or social networks) are not used because of the need
for confidentiality. Often, a cover story is used to identify qualified candidates, seek further information and evaluate
interest. Before the first contact between the candidate and the recruiting company takes place, the candidate’s cur-
riculum vitae is evaluated, followed by two interviews with representatives of ABC Asian Business Consultants. Inter-
views via software programs such as ICQ, Skype or Windows Live Messenger may be used occasionally to bridge
long distances and to conduct the interviews without national or international relocation. Based on the protocols of
the interviews and the application forms a short report on every candidate is compiled and a shortlist of the most
qualified candidates is presented to the recruiting company. Ultimately, final interviews with the candidates are con-
ducted by employees of the recruiting company, before a final decision on the filling of the international position is
reached. The whole selection process may cover a period of several months. Occasionally, international assessment
centers are organized using different methods such as individual presentations, role play or presentations to the
board of directors.

Based on his past experience Dr Ulrich Hann, owner and CEO of ABC Asian Business Consultants can identify
cultural differences and differences in the qualifications of candidates from diverse international backgrounds. Differ-
ences depending on the respective nationality appear, for example, in the personal contact during the selection inter-
views. There are also differences regarding the professional qualifications and skills of candidates. Many Indian
candidates have a very high level of qualifications in natural sciences, while there is a strong demand for German can-
didates with a degree in mechanical engineering.

(Continued)
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Maekelae, Björkman and Ehrnrooth74 have identified a variety of staffing archetypes (local-
internal, local-external, global-internal and global external) that relate to human capital advan-
tages. These are mainly concerned with knowledge and social capital advantages including a
positive effect on interaction and trust within the organization.

EXPATRIATE FAILURE AND SUCCESS

Expatriate failure and success are obviously critical and related issues for global firms. Both
topics have been intensively examined by IHRM researchers for decades. We will start with the
more traditional focus on expatriate failure. Considering the major determinants for expatriate
failure clarifies the links to expatriate success. First, there are three questions related to failure:
its definition, the magnitude of the phenomenon, and the costs associated with failure.

What do we mean by expatriate failure?
The term expatriate failure has been defined as the premature return of an expatriate (that is, a
return home before the period of assignment is completed). In such a case, an expatriate failure
represents a selection error, often compounded by ineffective expatriate management policies.
There has been some discussion in the literature about the usefulness of defining expatriate fail-
ure so narrowly. For example, an expatriate may be ineffective and poorly adjusted, but if not
recalled, the person will not be considered a failure. Clearly, an inability to either effectively
handle new responsibilities or to adjust to the country of assignment is very likely to contribute
to diminished performance levels. These results may not be immediately apparent but can have
long-term negative consequences in terms of subsidiary performance. However, if the expatriate
remains for the duration of the assignment, to all intents and purposes, the assignment will have
been considered a success.

Another significant issue is that of expatriates leaving the MNE within the first or second
year after repatriation (for more details on repatriation see Chapter 7) because they feel that
their newly acquired knowledge is not valued.75 Again, in this case the international assignment
would be regarded as a success although it leads to the loss of a valuable employee. On the other
hand, a project abroad can be completed early, which could lead to a premature return of an ex-
patriate. According to the above-mentioned definition this would be erroneously classified as a
failure. Thus, the traditional definition of premature return of an expatriate that has dominated
the literature does not necessarily indicate expatriate failure. Harzing suggests that a definition
of expatriate failure should include poor performance as well as repatriation problems.76 An
example of research that adopts this broader definition of expatriate failure (that is, including
under-performance and retention upon completion of the assignment) is a study conducted by
Forster77 on 36 British firms that concluded:

There are particular challenges for HR consultants in a dynamic international environment. Dr Hann notes: ‘Similar
to the requirements for the candidates, the requirements and criteria for a qualified HR consultant in the international
business environment are also high’. Notably, multilingualism is important to understand the needs of the customers
and those of the candidates. In addition to a professional qualification, entrepreneurial thinking as well as international
work experience are essential requirements to find a position in a recruiting company as an external service provider
for IHRM.

Source: ª Lena Knappert and Marion Festing. Based on Personal communication with Ulrich Hann, June 8, 2010.

(Continued)
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If we accept that a broader definition of EFRs [expatriate failure rates] is warranted, then it can be
argued that the actual figure of those who are ‘failing’ on IAs [international assignments] could be
somewhere between 8 per cent and 28 per cent of UK expatriates and their partners.

In the next section we look at the magnitude of expatriate failure in further detail.

What is the magnitude of the phenomenon we call expatriate failure?
The Brookfield Report 2010 provides several indicators for expatriate failure. Firms indicated
that 6 per cent of expatriate assignments were regarded as failures. The survey also reported that
expatriate turnover was about 17 per cent during the international assignment, 28 per cent
within the first year upon repatriation, 23 per cent between the first and the second year and 22
per cent after two years. Comparing these figures to an average annual turnover rate of 13 per
cent these percentages can be considered as relatively high, especially since important invest-
ments by the assigning firm are at stake. Locations with the highest expatriate failure rates were
China (12 per cent), India (10 per cent) and the USA (8 per cent).78

In the following section we will report some selected results from academic studies on expa-
triate failure. First, the analyses show that differences in expatriate failure rates by country-of-
origin of the MNE are relatively low. Second, they indicate the historical development of expa-
triate failure rates. We draw on data from the important work by Tung79 on expatriate failure
in US, European and Japanese MNEs which initiated this discussion in the early 1980s and
recent work by Tungli and Peiperl, which reports figures from Germany, Japan, Britain and the
USA in 2009.80 The results of both studies are presented in Table 5.3.

As Table 5.3 shows, Tung identified higher expatriate failure rates and a higher percentage of
MNEs reporting more than 10 per cent failure rates in US MNEs than in European or Japanese
organizations. The more recent data show that the reported figures have become more similar
across the investigated countries and that premature return of expatriates still represents an
ongoing challenge.81 Harzing82 has questioned the reported failure rates in the US literature,
claiming there is ‘almost no empirical foundation for the existence of high failure rates when
measured as premature re-entry’. More recently, Christensen and Harzing have again questioned
the value of the whole concept of expatriate failure, arguing that ‘it might well be time to aban-
don the concept of expatriate failure altogether and instead draw on the general HR literature to
analyze problems related to turnover and performance management in an expatriate context’.83

TABLE 5.3 Expatriate Failure Rates

Premature return rate

Western
Europe

1982
Germany

2009
UK

2009
Japan
1982

Japan
2009

USA
1982

USA
2009

Less than 10% 97% 91% 93% 86% 94% 24% 86%

More than 10% but less
than 20%

3% 0% 3% 14% 0% 69% 2%

Equal to or more
than 20%

0% 9% 3% 0% 6% 7% 11%

Source: R. L. Tung, ‘Selection and Training Procedures of U.S., European, and Japanese Multinationals’, California
Management Review, Vol. 25, No. 1 (1982), pp. 57–71 and p. 164; Z. Tungli and M. Peiperl, ‘Expatriate Practices in
German, Japanese, U.K., and U.S. Multinational Companies: A Comparative Survey of Changes’, Human Resource
Management, Vol. 48, No. 1 (2009), pp. 153–171. Reproduced with permission.
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From the above discussion we can draw the following conclusions:

1 Broadening the definition of expatriate failure beyond that of premature return is warranted.
Following up broad surveys with interviews with responding firms may assist in this exploration.

2 Regardless of the definition or precise amount of ‘failure’, its very presentation as a problem has
broadened the issue to demonstrate the complexity of international assignments. In fact, one could
argue that the so-called persistent myth of high US expatriate failure rates has been a positive
element in terms of the attention that has subsequently been directed towards expatriation
practices. It has certainly provoked considerable research attention into the causes of expatriate
failure.

What are the costs of failure?
The costs of expatriate failure can be both direct and indirect. Direct costs include airfares and
associated relocation expenses, and salary and training. The precise amount varies according to
the level of the position concerned, country of destination, exchange rates, and whether the
‘failed’ manager is replaced by another expatriate. The ‘invisible’ or indirect costs are harder to
quantify in money terms but can prove to be more expensive for firms. Many expatriate posi-
tions involve contact with host government officials and key clients. Failure at this level may
result in loss of market share, difficulties with host-government officials, and demands that
expatriates be replaced with HCNs (thus affecting the multinational’s general staffing
approach). The possible effect on local staff is also an indirect cost factor, since morale and pro-
ductivity could suffer.84

Failure also has an effect on the expatriate concerned, who may lose self-esteem, self-confi-
dence, and prestige among peers.85 Future performance may be marked by decreased motiva-
tion, lack of promotional opportunities and perhaps increased productivity to compensate for
the failure. Finally, the expatriate’s family relationships may be threatened. These are additional
costs to organizations that are often overlooked.

Reasons for expatriate failure – and what about expatriate success?
Tung86 is recognized as the first researcher to investigate the reasons for expatriate failure.
Although she found differences according to the country-of-origin of the MNE, important
personal factors were the inability to adapt either on the part of the spouse or the manager.
Other family problems, the maturity of the manager and problems coping with higher
responsibilities inherent in the position abroad were also noted. The more recent comparative
study by Tungli and Peiperl does not indicate any country specificities in the results. It con-
firms the importance of the first three reasons mentioned in the study by Tung: the inability
to adapt by the family or the manager as well as other family issues. However, in addition
they also find that firm-specific issues and deficient performance by the expatriate were major
reasons for a premature return.87 In his study based on 21 interviews Lee88 found similar rea-
sons for expatriate failure. However, he also found that the activities of the MNE itself and
support for the expatriate and the families were major success factors for international
assignments.89

Finally, the Brookfield study reports that spouse/partner dissatisfaction (65 per cent), the
inability to adapt (47 per cent), other family concerns (40 per cent) and poor candidate selection
(39 per cent) accounted for expatriate failure. In a verbatim comment they confirm the results by
Lee that IHRM has an important role in creating successful international assignments: ‘… career
and talent management (before, during, and after) is the single most important factor in retaining
employees after the assignment …’90
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SELECTION CRITERIA

We now have a fuller understanding of the phenomenon called expatriate failure, as well as the
multi-faceted nature of international assignments, and why developing appropriate selection
criteria has become a critical IHRM issue. It should be noted that selection is a two-way process
between the individual and the organization. A prospective candidate may reject the expatriate
assignment, either for individual reasons, such as family considerations, or for situational fac-
tors, such as the perceived toughness of a particular culture. It is a challenge for those responsi-
ble for selecting staff for international assignments to determine appropriate selection criteria.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the factors involved in expatriate selection, both in terms of the individual
and the specifics of the situation concerned. It should be noted that these factors are inter-
related. We base the following discussion around Figure 5.3.

Technical ability
Naturally, an employee’s ability to perform the required tasks of a particular job is an important
selection factor. Technical and managerial skills are therefore an essential criterion. Indeed,
research findings consistently indicate that multinationals place heavy reliance on relevant tech-
nical skills during the expatriate selection process.91 Since expatriates are predominantly inter-
nal recruits, personnel evaluation records can be examined and checked with the candidate’s
past and present superiors. The dilemma is that past performance may have little or no bearing
on one’s ability to achieve a task in a foreign cultural environment.

Cross-cultural suitability: Competence, adjustment
and other indicators
As we have already discussed, the cultural environment in which expatriates operate is an im-
portant factor for determining successful performance. Here, intercultural competence and
related concepts as well as the ability to adjust to a foreign culture play important roles. How-
ever, a precondition for cross-cultural suitability are soft skills that are also important in other
national positions.

Soft skills. Soft skills are a criterion which is underestimated by many MNEs.92 They are a
precondition for intercultural competence. As Caligiuri, Tarique and Jacobs state, they are

FIGURE 5.3 Factors in expatriate selection
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important success factors of international managers and need to be considered in addition to
technical knowledge and skills. They include psychological as well as personal features, interna-
tional experience and language knowledge. Furthermore, a capacity to internalize and provide
training to local personnel is an often neglected issue. However, this capacity may play a vital
role for the success of an international assignment due to the crucial importance of knowledge
and technology transfer.93

Intercultural competence. Apart from the obvious technical ability and managerial skills,
expatriates require cross-cultural abilities that enable the person to operate in a new environ-
ment and to guarantee the functioning of culturally diverse teams.94 This is often expressed by
using the term intercultural competence, which is defined as ‘the ability to function effectively in
another culture’.95 There appears to be a consensus that desirable attributes should include
dimensions such as cultural empathy, adaptability, diplomacy, language ability, positive atti-
tude, emotional stability, maturity, etc.96 These various issues can be related to three basic struc-
tural dimensions of intercultural competence.97 The affective dimension of intercultural
competence reflects the emotional attitude towards a foreign culture. The cognitive layer relates
to culture-specific knowledge.98 Most important is the ability dimension because this includes
the actual intercultural behavior.99

Intercultural competence and related concepts. Closely related to intercultural competence
is the concept of cultural intelligence. Ang et al.100 define cultural intelligence as ‘a specific
form of intelligence focused on capabilities to grasp, reason and behave effectively in situa-
tions characterised by cultural diversity’. While it is very similar to the concept of intercultural
competence in also considering perceptual, cognitive, motivational and ability elements, it
focuses mainly on the cognitive dimension of this construct.101 Bücker and Poutsma102 have
related the concepts of intercultural competence, intercultural sensitivity, cultural intelligence
and global mindset (ability to appreciate elements of various cultures103 to ‘global manage-
ment competencies’ and use this as a more comprehensive approach to describe what kind of
management skills a global manager needs to have.

Bird, Mendenhall, Stevens and Oddou104 see intercultural competence as one part of the
terrain of global leadership. In their concept cross-cultural relationship skills, traits and val-
ues, the cognitive orientation and the global business expertise are the core pillars of inter-
cultural competence. To map the terrain of global leadership they add global business
competencies at the macro level including global organizing expertise and visioning. To
define the term ‘global leadership’ they adopt the definition by Osland and Bird. According
to them, global leadership is ‘the process of influencing the thinking, attitudes, and behav-
iors of a global community to work together synergistically toward a common vision and
common goal’.105

The ability to adjust to a foreign culture. This factor has been a consistent reason given for
expatriate failure – and has been the subject of considerable interest to researchers.106 The di-
lemma is that adjustment to a foreign culture is multifaceted, and individuals vary in terms of
their reaction and coping behaviors. The concept of an adjustment cycle or curve is helpful in
demonstrating the typical phases that may be encountered during cultural adjustment. The
curve (sometimes referred to as the U-Curve) is based on psychological reactions to the assign-
ment and comprises four phases.107

Phase 1 commences with reactions prior to the assignment – the expatriate may experience a range
of positive and negative emotions such as excitement, anxiety, fear of the unknown or a sense of
adventure. There can be an upswing of mood upon arrival in the assignment country that produces
what has been referred to as the ‘honeymoon’ or ‘tourist’ phase. Then, as the novelty wears off, real-
ities of everyday life in the foreign location begin to intrude, homesickness sets in, and a downswing
may commence – a feeling that ‘the party is over’108 – which can create negative appraisals of the
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situation and the location leading to a period of crisis – Phase 2. This can be a critical time, and how
the individual copes with the psychological adjustment at this phase has an important impact in
terms of success or failure. There is a suggestion that ‘failure as an early recall’ may be triggered at
this point. Once past this crisis point, as the expatriate comes to terms with the demands of the new
environment, there is a pulling up – Phase 3 – as the person begins to adjust to the new environment.
This levels off over time to what has been described as healthy recovery – Phase 4.

However, when considering the above U-Curve, one should remember some critical points.
The U-Curve is normative. Some people do not experience this U-Curve. Individuals will dif-
fer in their reactions to the foreign location and with respect to their international experience
prior to this assignment.109 The time period involved varies, and there is no conclusive statis-
tical support for the various phases. Black and Mendenhall110 point out that the U-Curve
describes these phases but does not explain how and why people move through the various
phases. There may be other critical points during the assignment – beyond Phase 4 – that may
produce downturns, negative reactions and upswings (that is, a cyclical wave rather than a
U-Curve). In summary, it can be stated that despite its plausibility the U-curve lacks theoreti-
cal foundation and empirical support and does not indicate what the results of cross-cultural
adjustment may necessarily be.111

This critique on the U-Curve adjustment and other adjustment concepts112 has led to impor-
tant research activities and to a lot more clarity on the determinants of the adjustment process,
the process itself and its outcomes.113 Figure 5.4 provides an overview.

Today, we differentiate between two kinds of adjustment: psychological adjustment, which is
measured with respect to the psychological well-being of the expatriate; and socio-cultural
adjustment, which describes the ability to interact successfully in the foreign country.114

Antecedents of cross-cultural adjustment include:

l Individual aspects (e.g. sex or goal orientation).

l Work related factors (e.g. role clarity, decision autonomy115).

l Organizational aspects (e.g. company support).

l Non-work related factors (e.g. family issues).

FIGURE 5.4 Overview of important adjustment variables
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Adjustment modes are strategies to achieve adjustment. Depending on the focus of the study this
can, for example, be strategies for coping with stress.116

For adjustment outcomes it is often referred to the three variables identified in the popular
concept by Black and Mendenhall:117

l work adjustment;

l interaction adjustment; and

l general adjustment.

Often the outcomes also include an explicit performance118 or effectiveness dimension119 or
address the issue of commitment.120

Family Requirements
The family is a very important influence factor on the success of an international assignment,
particularly the spouse.121 Despite the importance of the accompanying spouse/partner, as
Shaffer and Harrison122 point out, the focus has been on the expatriate. From the multination-
al’s perspective, expatriate performance in the host location is the important factor. However,
the interaction between expatriate, spouse/partner and family members’ various adjustment
experiences is now well documented.

It should be pointed out that the spouse (or accompanying partner) often carries a heavy
burden. Upon arrival in the country of assignment, the responsibility for settling the family
into its new home falls on the spouse, who may have left behind a career, along with friends
and social support networks (particularly relatives). In developing countries the employment
of house servants is quite common but this is an aspect of international living that many
Westerners from developed countries have some difficulty adjusting to. It is often not possi-
ble for the spouse/partner to work in the country of assignment due to immigration regula-
tions and the well-being and education of the children may be an ongoing concern for the
spouse.

As discussed above, apart from the accompanying partner’s career, there are other family
considerations that can cause a potential expatriate to decline the international assignment.
Disruption to children’s education is an important consideration, and the selected candidate
may reject the offered assignment on the grounds that a move at this particular stage in his
or her child’s life is inappropriate. The care of aging or invalid parents is another consider-
ation. While these two reasons have been noted in various studies, what has been some-
what overlooked is the issue of single parents. Given increasing divorce rates, this may
become a critical factor in assignment selection and acceptance where the custody of chil-
dren is involved. The associated legal constraints, such as obtaining the consent of the other
parent to take the child (or children) out of the home country, and visiting/access rights,
may prove to be a major barrier to the international mobility of both single mothers and
single fathers.

Country/Cultural requirements
As discussed in Chapter 1, international firms are usually required to demonstrate that a HCN
is not available before the host government will issue the necessary work permit and entry visa
for the desired PCN or TCN. In some cases, the multinational may wish to use an expatriate
and has selected a candidate for the international assignment, only to find the transfer blocked
by the host government. Many developed countries are changing their legislation to facilitate
employment-related immigration which will make international transfers somewhat easier – for
example the European Union Social Charter allows for free movement of citizens of member
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countries within the EU. It is important that HR staff keep up-to-date with relevant legislative
changes in the countries in which the MNE is involved.

An important related point is that generally a work permit is granted to the expatriate only.
The accompanying spouse or partner may not be permitted to work in the host country. Increas-
ingly, multinationals are finding that the inability of the spouse to work in the host country may
cause the selected candidate to reject the offer of an international assignment. If the international
assignment is accepted, the lack of a work permit for the accompanying spouse or partner may
cause difficulties in adjustment and even contribute to long term failure. For these reasons, some
multinationals provide assistance in this regard.

Further, the host country may be an important determinant. Some regions and countries are
considered ‘hardship postings’: remote areas away from major cities or modern facilities; or
war-torn regions with high physical risk. Accompanying family members may be an additional
responsibility that the multinational does not want to bear. There may be a reluctance to select
females for certain Middle East or South East Asian regions and in some countries a work per-
mit for a female expatriate will not be issued. These aspects may result in the selection of HCNs
rather than expatriates.

To overcome this problem, a group of more than 20 large multinationals (including Shell,
British Airways, Unilever, PricewaterhouseCoopers, and Siemens) has established an organiza-
tion called ‘Permits Foundation’,123 in an attempt to promote the improvement of work permit
regulations for spouses of expatriates. It also aims to raise government awareness of the connec-
tion between work permits and employee mobility.

MNE Requirements
Selection decisions are influenced by the specific situation of the MNE. For example, the MNE
may consider the proportion of expatriates to local staff when making selection decisions,
mainly as an outcome of its staffing philosophy. However, operations in particular countries
may require the use of more PCNs and TCNs than would normally be the case, as multination-
als operating in parts of Eastern Europe and China are discovering. Furthermore, the mode of
operation involved needs to be considered. Selecting staff to work in an international joint ven-
ture may involve major input from the local partner, and could be heavily constrained by the
negotiated agreement on selection processes.124

Language
Language skills may be regarded as of critical importance for some expatriate positions, but
lesser in others, though some would argue that knowledge of the host country’s language is an
important aspect of expatriate performance, regardless of the level of position. The ability to
speak the local language is an aspect often linked with cross-cultural ability. Nevertheless, mas-
tering the local language is most often not the most important qualification with respect to lan-
guages.125 Another component to language in the selection decision is the role of the common
corporate language. As previously discussed, many multinationals adopt a common corporate
language as a way of standardizing reporting systems and procedures.126 This is not, perhaps,
an issue for PCN selection within multinationals from the Anglo-Saxon world (Britain, the US,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand) where the chosen corporate language remains the same as
that of the home country. However, it becomes an expatriate selection issue for multinationals
from non-English speaking countries that adopt English as the corporate language, unless the
posting is to a country with a shared language. For instance, a Spanish multinational, using
Spanish as the corporate language, selecting a PCN to head its new subsidiary in Mexico, does
not face the same language issue as a Spanish multinational, with English as its corporate lan-
guage, selecting a PCN to its US facility. For the latter, fluency in English would be required.
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Lack of fluency in the corporate language, therefore, can be a selection barrier. Prospective can-
didates may be eliminated from the potential pool due to a lack of at least competency in the
common language.127 Language ability therefore may limit the MNE’s ability to select the most
appropriate candidate.

EXPATRIATE SELECTION PROCESSES IN PRACTICE

Once the selection criteria for international positions have been defined, processes need to be
put in place to measure these criteria. However, it is relatively common in many MNEs that
international selection processes can be rather informal. As we indicated at the beginning of the
section on selection criteria, most multinationals admit that technical and/or managerial skills
are the dominant, sometimes only, criteria used. We have suggested that reliance on technical
skills is mainly due to the fact that the reason for most international assignments is ‘position fill-
ing’. Of the factors outlined in Figure 5.3, technical skills are perhaps the easiest to measure. It
could be argued that Figure 5.3 represents a best practice or ideal selection model that many
MNEs do not in fact use.

Harris and Brewster128 have argued that expatriate selection, in reality, often tends to be an
ad-hoc process that they describe as the ‘coffee-machine’ system. They suggest that managers
chatting around the coffee-machine (or water cooler) can start the selection process through a
casual conversation about a vacant expatriate position that needs to be filled. A colleague may
volunteer the name of a potential expatriate – thus starting an informal shortlist of candidates.
What happens next, according to Harris and Brewster, is that the MNE’s formal selection
processes are then activated to legitimize the decision that has, in effect, already been taken
around the coffee-machine. Harris and Brewster relate that this process is the most common
form of selection process they encountered in their study of UK firms. They then derived
a typology of selection systems to explain variations found in the way expatriate selection is
conducted.

It is, of course, possible to find examples of formal, open selection processes in firms
as well as informal or closed systems. Harris and Brewster note that the process can be
influenced by the maturity of the MNE, its stage in the internationalization process, and
its size or industry. The type of position involved, the role of the HR function in the proc-
ess, and whether the multinational is reactive rather than proactive where international
assignment selection is involved remain key factors in how selection processes work in
MNEs.

Formal selection procedures
In their comparative study, Tungli and Peiperl129 found that in Germany, the United King-
dom and the US, structured interviews dominate the selection of expatriates in MNEs. Fur-
thermore, recommendations and self-selection played important roles. On the contrary, in
Japanese MNEs recommendations and self-selection were the most important techniques fol-
lowed by tests of intercultural skills. In comparison, psychological and cognitive tests are
used much less, especially in Germany and the US. The effectiveness of such tests as predic-
tors of cultural adjustment is open to question. For example, Torbiörn130 comments that
though desirable personality traits are specified and recommended, the tests or criteria to
assess these traits are seldom convincingly validated. Likewise, Willis131 states that if tests
are used they should be selected with care and regard for reliability and validity because,
while some tests may be useful in suggesting potential problems, there appears to be little
correlation between test scores and actual performance. He further adds that most of the rele-
vant tests have been developed in the US and, therefore, may be culture-bound. The use of
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such tests outside the US without careful modification adds another question mark to their
reliability and validity as predictors of expatriate success.

For a long time assessment centers and interviews have been recommended to select person-
nel for international positions. In these cases a selection board, (i.e. a group of internationally
experienced managers and IHRM specialists) could be used to interview the candidates and
assess their suitability for international assignments. Thus, questions should address the specif-
ics of the work environment of international managers. Prior international experience, the abil-
ity to adjust to a foreign environment, soft skills in an intercultural context such as
intercultural communication abilities and the personality of the candidate could be the focus
of these interviews.132

Besides selection practices focusing on the candidate, interviews can also be conducted with
the spouse of the possible future expatriate. The comparative study by Tungli and Peiperl133

revealed no significant differences concerning this practice in Germany, the United Kingdom,
the US and Japan. For example, 13.6 per cent of investigated MNEs conducting interviews
with the spouse. The reason for introducing this practice can be found in our discussion of
premature return of expatriates – the inability of the spouse to adjust plays an important role
in premature return and a number of firms are trying to minimize this risk, which may lead
to an expatriate failure. Approaches that are designed for international selection processes of-
ten focus on intercultural competence. For example, the Intercultural Development Inventory
suggested by Hammer, Bennett und Wiseman134 tests sensitivity for intercultural differences
based on a 50 item questionnaire. The aim is to differentiate candidates on a dimension
between ethnocentrism and ethnorelativism. While ethnocentrism is associated with denial of
foreign cultures, ethnorelativism is characterized by adjustment to foreign cultures and inte-
gration. Another option to measure intercultural competence would be an intercultural assess-
ment center. This requires a clear definition of intercultural competence and every single
exercise of the assessment center would have to be designed in order to measure its dimen-
sions. Table 5.4 provides an example of such a design used by German MNEs. Normally, a
group of IHRM managers and managers with international experience observes the candi-
dates and evaluates the results. For the validity of the selection tools it is important that there
is a clear and shared understanding of the indicators to evaluate whether the results of an
exercise are positive or negative. This must be provided by the MNE or the consultants re-
sponsible for conducting the intercultural assessment center.135 The role play exercise outlined
in IHRM in Action Case 5.2 illustrates one of these exercises and Table 5.5 shows evaluation
criteria for a role play exercise.

TABLE 5.4 Tasks and exercises used in an assessment center

Exercises
Features

Tolerance
for

ambiguity
Goal

orientation
Interpersonal

skills Empathy
Non-judge-
mentalism Flexibility

Metacom-
munication

Presentation

Role play

Question-
naire

Group
discussion

Case Study

Source: Based on T. M. Kühlmann and G. Stahl, ‘Diagnose interkultureller Kompetenz: Entwicklung und Evaluierung eines Assessment
Centers,’ in C. I. Barmeyer and J. Bolten (eds.), Interkulturelle Personalorganisation, (Berlin: Verlag Wissenschaft und Praxis, 1998), p. 220.
Reproduced with permission.
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TABLE 5.5 Evaluation scheme for a role play in an intercultural assessment center

Dimensions
Examples for high intercultural
competence

Examples for low intercultural
competence

Tolerance for ambiguity • Is patient

• Shows a sense of humour

• Is impatient

• Is very serious

Interpersonal skills • Takes advantage of the time for a
short conversation

• Speaks about himself/private
issues

• Says immediately ‘Good Bye’

• Speaks immediately about business

Empathy • Puts oneself in the place of the
business partner

• Avoids offending behavior

• Is only aware of his/her situation

• Is offending

Non-judgementalism • Assumes unintended lateness

• Does not compare to home
country behavior

• Assumes intended lateness

• Points to the virtue of punctuality in their
home country

Flexibility • Changes the subject

• Suggest a new meeting

• Repeats continuously

• Speaks about wasted opportunities

Learning orientation • Tries to clarfiy unclear issues

• Takes the arguments of the
Mexican

• Does not ask to clarify unclear issues

• Does not take the point of the Mexican

Source: T. Kühlmann and G. Stahl, ‘Fachkompetenz allein genügt nicht – Interkulturelle Assessment Center unterstützen die gezielte
Personalauswahl’, Personalführung Plus (1996), p. 24. Reproduced with permission.

IHRM in Action Case 5.2
Role playing: Intercultural competence

You have been assigned to Mexico for a two year international assignment. Your task is to support the development
of a new subsidiary. During the first weeks of your stay in Mexico you experience again and again that your Mexican
employees as well as your suppliers and customers are never on time.

Now you are sitting in a restaurant and you are waiting for the Sales Director of one of your Mexican suppliers.
Your meeting was at 12.30 but it is already 13.00 and the person you were waiting for did not show up. As you have
another appointment at 13.30 you ask for the bill, still hungry! Exactly at this moment the Sales Director shows up – half
an hour late.

How do you react? What reaction do you expect from your Mexican partner? Which reactions would be intercul-
turally competent and which would not be?

Source: Based on T. M. Kühlmann and G. K. Stahl, ‘Fachkompetenz allein genügt nicht – Interkulturelle Assessment
Center unterstützen die gezielte Personalauswahl’, Personalführung Plus (1996), p. 24. Reproduced with permission.
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DUAL CAREER COUPLES

So far, we have focused on defining profiles and selecting suitable candidates for international
assignments. We will now consider an emerging constraint – the dual career couple – on the
available pool of candidates, thus hindering the recruitment and selection process. The rise in
dual career couples, along with the aging population and other family-related situations, com-
bine to make more people immobile. Employees are prepared to state the grounds for refusal
as ‘family concerns’. That this justification has become more acceptable reflects a significant
shift in thinking about the role of non-work aspects impinging on work-related matters. The
importance of the dual career couple challenge becomes clear when we look at some numbers.
The Brookfield Global Relocation Trend Survey 2010 states that 50 per cent of spouses were
employed before an assignment (but not during). However, only 9 per cent were employed
both before and during the assignment (historical average 14 per cent). These figures may
be partly caused by the difficult economic environment since 2008. However, the report
also states:

Language and cultural difficulties may inhibit employment and the challenges of immigration may
make potential employers unwilling to consider an expatriate spouse candidate who would need im-
migration support.136

Considering these numbers it is not surprising that while the most important reason for turning
down assignments reported in the Brookfield study was family concerns (83 per cent), the part-
ner’s career (47 per cent) was the second most common response. MNEs are aware of the dual
career challenge and have reacted by providing a series of resources. Important support meas-
ures include language training, educational assistance, employer-sponsored work permits, and
assistance with career planning.137

Other solutions to the challenge of dual career couples include the following:

l Inter-firm networking – Here the multinational attempts to place the accompanying spouse or
partner in a suitable job with another multinational – sometimes in a reciprocal arrangement. To
illustrate: a US MNE may enter into an agreement with a German MNE also operating in a city or a
region, e.g. China, in order to find a position within their respective Chinese facilities for each other’s
accompanying partner (that is, ‘you find my expatriate’s spouse a job and work visa, and I will do
likewise for you’). Alternatively, a local supplier, distributor, or joint venture partner may agree to
employ the accompanying spouse/partner.

l Job-hunting assistance – Here the MNE provides spouse/partner assistance with the
employment search in the host country. This may be done through employment agency fees, career
counseling, or simply work permit assistance. Some may provide a fact-finding trip to the host
location before the actual assignment.

l Intra-firm employment – This is perhaps a logical but often a somewhat difficult solution. It
means sending the couple to the same foreign facility, perhaps the same department. Not all
multinationals (nor all couples) are comfortable with the idea of having a husband and wife team in
the same work location and there can often be significant difficulties obtaining work visas for such
arrangements.

l On-assignment career support – Some time ago Motorola138 provided an example of how a
multinational may assist spouses to maintain and even improve career skills through what Motorola
called its Dual-Career Policy. This consisted of a lump-sum payment for education expenses,
professional association fees, seminar attendance, language training to upgrade work-related skills
and employment agency fees. There were conditions attached, such as the spouse must have
been employed before the assignment. Thus, if the spouse was unable to find suitable employment,
the assignment time could be spent on career development activities.
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Other examples of on-assignment assistance are providing help in establishing contacts and
paying for lost spouse income. The idea is to maintain skills so that the spouse may find work
upon re-entry into the home country. These attempts demonstrate that creative thinking can
assist MNEs to overcome this potential barrier. It is not possible to comment with authority
on how effective the above assistance schemes are in terms of overcoming the dual career bar-
rier. However, it is clear that multinationals are attempting to address the issue and create sol-
utions for this barrier to mobility. According to the Brookfield Global Relocation Trend
Survey 2010:

Spouses and partners feel strongly that their professional lives are valid concerns – both during and
after international assignments. After all, 50 per cent of spouses were employed before such assign-
ments. Consequently, they are demanding that companies assist them in maintaining their careers –
especially when economic conditions make this difficult.139

Besides supporting the expatriate’s spouse before, during and after the international assignment
MNEs can also choose to offer non-standard assignments as described earlier in this chapter –
commuter and virtual assignments seem to provide relevant options here.

Are female expatriates different? Our final issue in terms of selection for international
assignments is related to gender. The typical expatriate still tends to be male. The Brookfield
Global Relocation Trend Survey found in 2010 that 17 per cent of all expatriates were female
(historical average in the Brookfield Reports: 16 per cent). However, there is a trend towards
increasing numbers of female expatriates. For example, in 1984 Adler140 reported a survey of
international HR practices in over 600 US and Canadian companies that found only three per
cent of the 13 338 expatriates identified were female. She found that female expatriates tended
to be employed by companies with over 1000 employees in the banking, electronics, petroleum
and publishing industries. Researchers have continued to examine why so few expatriates are
female. Is it because they were unwilling to relocate? Is it attitudinal? Does it reflect a common
preconception that men in some cultures, such as certain Asian countries, do not like reporting
to female managers, particularly foreign women, and therefore women should not be posted
overseas. This unspoken assumption may contribute to what has been referred to as ‘the
glass border that supports the glass ceiling’. However, this is a view that has no strong empirical
support.141

A number of studies challenge some of the attitudes regarding the suitability of females for
international assignments. For example, Stroh, Varma and Valy-Durbin142 found that US and
Canadian women are interested in and likely to accept international assignments, though there
are response variations between those with children and those without. However, the women in
this study tended to believe that their firms were hesitant to ask them to accept an international
assignment, though supervisors (whether male or female) did not necessarily share that belief.
Further, performance of female expatriates was found initially to be affected by host country
prejudice regarding the role of women in certain countries – considered as culturally tough
assignment locations. However, the longer the women were on such assignments, the less they
perceived that prejudice was a barrier to effectiveness. Caligiuri and Tung,143 in their study of
female and male expatriates in a US-based multinational found that females can perform equally
as well as their male counterparts regardless of a country’s attitude toward women in manage-
rial positions.

Taking a different approach in her study of Austrian female expatriates, Fischlmayr144

used the concepts of external and self-established barriers to explore why women are under-
represented in international assignments.

Through 21 interviews with HR managers and female expatriates in Austrian multination-
als from various industries and positions, Fischlmayr found that attitudes of HR directors
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were a major barrier to the selection of female expatriates, though self-established barriers
were also very strong. Females in Austrian companies often had to specifically request
an international assignment whereas their male colleagues were required to take international
assignments. Further, some women regarded their age as a factor in terms of others’ per-
ceptions and expectations about their behavior. The older the woman, the easier it was to
obtain a position overseas. Fischlmayr concludes that women are partly to blame for their
under-representation.

Mayrhofer and Scullion145 report on the experiences of male and female expatriates in the
German clothing industry. They found that women were sent to a diverse range of countries,
including Islamic countries. Overall, there were few differences in the experiences of both gen-
der groups, though female expatriates placed more value on integration of spouse/family issues
prior to and during the assignment than did the males in the sample. Assignment lengths in
this industry tended to be shorter and involved various forms of non-standard assignments
and there were generally more female managers than perhaps found in other industries. More
women than men were assigned for longer assignment terms, and the authors conclude that
the higher proportion of women in the industry appeared to make gender a less important
issue. However, this did not apply to the top senior management positions where women were
less represented. Mayrhofer and Scullion conclude that there are still barriers to female expa-
triates in terms of senior expatriate positions.

A further contribution comes from a study by Napier and Taylor146 of female expatriates
from various countries working in Japan, China and Turkey. The women fell into three cate-
gories: traditional expatriates, ‘trailers’ who were spouses/partners of male expatriates, and
‘independents’ – professional women who could be called self-selected expatriates. Napier
and Taylor found that gaining credibility with local clients was a major issue. Accommodat-
ing to cultural differences, maintaining a social life and a need for appropriate interpersonal
skills were important factors in coping with work demands. Networks became important
for both business and social contexts. Being a minority (a foreign female) meant higher visi-
bility than they were used to and could be positive in terms of getting access to key clients
and customers.

What emerges as common across the various studies on female expatriates is that assignment
location, level of organization support, spouse/partner satisfaction and inter-cultural experien-
ces are important in terms of performance. The list of moderators is similar to those we dis-
cussed in general terms earlier in this chapter. What does appear to differentiate female and
male expatriates is the degree to which these moderators affect individual performance and the
value placed on cultural awareness training prior to the international assignment. The dual ca-
reer issue may prove to be a greater barrier for female mobility as males are more reluctant to
accompany their spouse/partner.

Insch, McIntyre und Napier147 have developed strategies for breaking the glass ceiling
before, during and after an international assignment. They consider the perspectives of both
the female expatriate and the MNE. Table 5.6 depicts these strategies. Overall, the perform-
ance of female expatriates is influenced by the prejudices against female managers in the re-
spective countries. However, this influence is perceived as less strong the longer the female
managers stay abroad.148 Caligiuri and Cascio149 argue that foreign women are often evalu-
ated according to other criteria than local women. In countries in which females tend to be
rather discriminated against in working life, foreign women are seen as neutral. Caligiuri
and Cascio state that it could be a success factor if female expatriates do not emphasize too
much their female role and take on typical female role behavior in the foreign country.
Instead they should deliberately differentiate themselves from the behavior described as
typical for local women. This should lead to the perception of being seen as an expert
rather than being seen as a woman and should enable a successful and equal business
relationship.
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SUMMARY

This chapter has expanded on the role of staffing, recruitment and selection in international
operations for sustaining international business operations. The following issues were discussed:

l We have outlined the various approaches to staffing international operations – ethnocentric,
polycentric, geocentric, and regiocentric and discussed their advantages and disadvantages.
In addition, we presented a model delineating factors that may determine the choice of these
options: Context specificities, MNE characteristics, features of the local unit as well as IHRM
practices.

l Primary reasons for using international assignments include position filling, management development
and organization development. There are indicators that the importance ofmanagement development
is increasing.

TABLE 5.6 Strategies for breaking the expatriate glass ceiling

Strategies For female expatriates For MNEs

Pre-assignment
strategies

• Self awareness

• Understanding their own strengths, and
recognize the values and emotions that
one identifies with based on upbringing
and culture

• Using those strengths and skills to the
fullest advantage

• Planning one’s life as well as one’s career
• Development of the relationships and

social networks
• Finding and using mentors as well as

corresponding with female expatriates for
advice and guidance

• Begin with a thorough review of their
selection criteria for overseas
assignments

• Eliminate, through policy and training,
any overt or subtle gender biases in the
selection process

• Train selection decision-makers to
avoid the subtle gender biases in the
selection process

• Trailing spouse and ‘dual-career’ issues
should be discussed and provided for
regardless of the manager’s gender

• Make a more concerted effort to insert
women into the relevant informal and
formal organizational networks

On-assignment
strategies

• Finding and using mentors as a key to
success

• Develop the willingness and skill to
absorb knowledge from the local settings

• Consider assigning female expatriates
to countries where they are likely to
have a greater opportunity to adjust
quickly, develop, and grow, particularly
earlier in their careers

• Consider and develop possibilities for
short-term assignments

• Continued training and mentoring

Post-assignment
strategies

• Simply acknowledging that the likelihood
of extensive use of knowledge is unlikely

• Female expatriates may think and act
more entrepreneurially, taking even
greater responsibility for managing their
careers

• Psychological contract must be fulfilled
when an expatriate returns e.g. pay
particularly attention to the continued
mentoring and training, opportunities
for the expatriates to use their new
expertise

Source: G. Insch, N. McIntyre and N. Napier, ‘The Expatriate Glass Ceiling: The Second Layer of Glass’, Journal of Business Ethics,
Vol. 83, No. 1 (2008), pp. 19–28. Reproduced with permission via Rightslink.
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l Various types of international assignments can be distinguished: short, extended and long-term
(traditional); and non-standard forms such as commuter, rotational, contractual, virtual and self-
initiated assignments. All are presented including implications for the MNE as well as for the
individual.

l Roles of expatriates are complex. They can act as an agent for direct control, as an agent for
socialization, as a network builder, as a boundary spanner and as a language node. These various
roles of the expatriate help to explain why expatriates are utilized and illustrate why international
assignments continue to be an important aspect of international business from the organization’s
perspective.

l We placed emphasis on the fact that non-expatriates are also critical to international business
operations. International business travelers present their own challenges, such as the effect of
frequent absences on family and home life, the possible negative health effects, and other stress
factors. The management of such individuals though does not appear to fall within the domain of
the HR department.

l Another important development in IHRM is the role of inpatriates. This is a group of employees who
only differ by definition from expatriates because it includes only those employees who are sent to
the headquarters by foreign locations and not those who are assigned by the headquarters.

This chapter has addressed key issues affecting recruitment and selection for international assign-
ments. We have covered:

l The debate surrounding expatriate failure and success.

l We presented important factors in the selection of expatriates. They include technical ability, cross-
cultural suitability (soft skills in an international context, intercultural competence and cross-cultural
adjustment), family requirements, country/cultural requirements, language and MNE requirements.

l Informal selection processes can often influence expatriate selection. More formally, interview,
assessments centers, recommendation and self-selection have been discussed.

l Dual career couples were discussed as a barrier to staff mobility, and we discussed a number of
techniques that MNEs are utilizing to overcome this constraint.

l The specific case of female expatriates was discussed and whether they face different issues than
their male counterparts.

It is also clear that, while our appreciation of the issues surrounding expatriate recruitment and
selection has deepened in the past 30 years, much remains to be explored. The field is dominated
by US research on predominantly US samples of expatriates, though there has been an upsurge
in interest from European academics and practitioners. Will the factors affecting the selection
decision be similar for multinationals emerging from countries such as China and India? If more
MNEs are to encourage subsidiary staff to consider international assignments as part of an
intra-organizational network approach to management, we will need further understanding of
how valid the issues and findings discussed in this chapter are for all categories of staff from dif-
ferent country locations. It is apparent, though, that staff selection remains critical. Finding the
right people to fill positions, particularly key managers – whether PCN, TCN or HCN – can sig-
nificantly influence international expansion. However, effective recruitment and selection is only
the first step.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 Outline the main characteristics of the four
approaches to international staffing.

2 Which factors determine the choice of a staffing
approach? Would a MNE choose the same staffing
approach worldwide? Place your arguments in the
context of the model outlining determinants of
staffing choices.

3 What are the reasons for using international
assignments?

4 What is the role of inpatriates? Do inpatriates
guarantee a geocentric staffing policy?

5 As a newly-appointed Project Manager of a research
team, you believe that you will be able to manage the
project virtually from your office in London, even
though the other six members are located in Munich.
This will solve your personal dilemma as your family
does not want to be relocated. The project has a six-
month deadline. What factors should you consider in
order to make this virtual assignment effective?

6 Should multinationals be concerned about expatriate
failure? If so, why?

7 What are the most important factors involved in the
selection decision?
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CHAPTER 6
INTERNATIONAL
PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
Chapter Objectives

The aim of this chapter is to draw together the relevant literature on performance management in the
international context as it relates to IHRM. The concentration is on the subsidiary context, reflecting
the historical bias towards subsidiary management in the international business and performance
management literature, although the focus is broadening. The approach is to identify those aspects that
require a substantial modification of traditional performance management (especially appraisal criteria, the
roles of various actors in the processes and processes themselves) that are imposed by international
operations. We specifically address the following aspects:

l Multinational performance management at the global and local level: considering aspects such as
non-comparable data, the volatility of the global environment, the effect of distance and level of
subsidiary maturity.

l Performance management as part of a MNE’s control system.

l Factors associated with expatriate performance, including compensation package, task and role,
headquarters’ support, host environment factors and cultural adjustment.

l Performance management of expatriates and non-expatriates, and for those on non-standard tasks
and assignments such as commuter and virtual work.

l Issues related to the performance appraisal of international employees.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexities of managing performance in a MNE’s various globally distributed facilities
have received a great deal of professional and academic attention in the last decade. As pre-
sented in Chapters 2 and 3, diversity in cultures, production and operations, geographical dis-
persal and varieties of modes of operations all combine to make performance measurement and
the creation of performance management processes that are simultaneously locally relevant and
globally comparable a major challenge for HRM practitioners.1 Monitoring performance
and ensuring conformity to agreed-upon standards are significant elements in the managerial
control system of a multinational firm; and yet, as Cascio has stated, ‘the terrain of global per-
formance management systems is largely uncharted’.2

In this chapter, we differentiate between ‘performance management’ and ‘performance
appraisal’. Performance management is a process that enables the MNE to evaluate and con-
tinuously improve individual, subsidiary unit and corporate performance, against clearly
defined, pre-set goals and targets. Figure 6.1 illustrates the major issues, actors and decision
processes related to performance management in the international context. This model will
allow us to investigate the complex interaction between local and global contexts for perform-
ance and the tasks of the actors, performance criteria, purposes for, and timing of perform-
ance management as these elements relate to individual and firm outcomes. It provides a
convenient starting point for our exploration of the link between the MNE’s internationaliza-
tion strategies, its goals for individual units in terms of contribution to global profitability
and the performance management of individual employees, whether PCN, TCN or HCN. The
aspects of these relationships are critical as an individual’s performance is appraised (or eval-
uated) according to expectations of appropriate outcomes and behavior that contribute to
organizational goal attainment.

FIGURE 6.1 Perspectives, issues, actions and consequences in MNE performance management
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Associations of Management, Berlin, September, 2006.
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MULTINATIONAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

While a given firm’s general strategic position may vary3 (depending on, for instance, its size,
industry and geographic dispersal), a multinational makes strategic choices based on economic
and political imperatives. Within this context, as indicated in Figure 6.1, the MNE has specific
expectations for each of its foreign subsidiaries, cooperative ventures and other forms of opera-
tion modes, in terms of market performance and contribution to total profits and competitive-
ness. When evaluating subsidiary performance against these expectations, however, it is
important to recognize various constraints that may affect goal attainment. These include the
following five constraints outlined below.

Whole versus part
First, it is important to appreciate that by its very nature, the MNE is a single entity that faces a
global environment, which means that it simultaneously confronts differing national environ-
ments. Integration and control imperatives often place the multinational in the position where it
decides that the good of the whole (i.e., the entire MNE) is more important than one subsid-
iary’s short-term profitability. An example is provided by Pucik,4 where a multinational estab-
lishes an operation in a particular market where its main global competitor has a dominant
position. The main objective of entering the market may be to challenge the competitor’s cash
flow with aggressive pricing policies. Pucik explains that:

The balance sheet of this particular subsidiary might be continually in the red, but this strategy, by
tying up the competitor’s resources, may allow substantially higher returns in another market. The
difficulties in quantifying such a global strategy in terms of the usual return-on-investment objectives
are obvious.

Another situation is where the MNE establishes a joint venture in a particular market in order
to have a presence there, even though it has low expectations in the short term, and may provide
a relatively low level of resources to the venture. Therefore, the consequences of such global
decisions for subsidiary management must be taken into consideration when considering the
issue of performance appraisal of the senior managers of this joint venture.

Non-comparable data
A second key constraint it that frequently the data obtained from subsidiaries may be neither
easily interpretable nor reliable. The following examples illustrate this point:5

Sales in Brazil may be skyrocketing, but there are reports that the Brazilian government may impose
tough new exchange controls within a year, thus making it difficult for the multinational to repatriate
profits. Does this mean that the MNE is performing effectively? Is the subsidiary performing effec-
tively? Are the senior managers of the subsidiary performing effectively?

Sales in Peru may be booming, but headquarters management was unaware that under Peruvian
accounting rules, sales on consignment are counted as firm sales. How should the headquarters
accounting system handle these sales relative to sales from other subsidiaries, which do not consider
sales on consignment as firm sales?

As Garland et al.6 explain, physical measures of performance may be easier to interpret than in
the above examples, but difficulties may still arise. For instance, notions of what constitutes
adequate quality control checks can vary widely from one country to another, import tariffs can
distort pricing schedules, or a dock strike in one country can unexpectedly delay supply of
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necessary components to a manufacturing plant in another country. Further, local labor laws
may require close to full employment at plants that are producing at below capacity. These fac-
tors can make an objective appraisal of subsidiary performance problematic, which in turn com-
plicates the task of appraising the performance of individual subsidiary managers.

Volatility in the global business environment
A third factor that can impact on the performance of a subsidiary is the occurrence of volatility
and turbulence in the global business environment. This volatility may require that long-term
goals be flexible in order to respond to potential market contingencies. According to Pucik,7 an
inflexible approach may mean that subsidiaries could be pursuing strategies that no longer fit
the new environment. Consider, for example, the impact on international business of major
events in the past three decades or so, such as: the collapse of communist rule in the late 1980s
in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union; the adoption of the Euro (E) as the single cur-
rency by most of the European Union countries; Chinese market reforms; the Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and bird flu epidemics; the spread of international terrorism; the
Gulf Wars; rising oil prices; high-profile corporate collapses; the adoption of international
accounting standards (IAS); the Indian Ocean tsunami disaster in 2004, government cutbacks
and austerity measures associated with the global financial crisis that began in 2008 and the
Arab Spring political disturbances in 2011.

Each of these events has had profound implications for the global and local strategies of mul-
tinationals. Because subsidiaries operate under such volatility and fluctuation, they must tailor
long-term goals to the specific situation in a given market. Problems arise when subsidiary man-
agers perceive that goals and deadlines set by a distant headquarters strategy team are unrealis-
tic and inflexible, due to a failure to take into account local conditions that change as a result of
a volatile environment. Obviously, involving regional and subsidiary managers in strategic plan-
ning assists in managing this perception.

Separation by time and distance
A fourth factor that can impact on the performance of a subsidiary is the effect of separation by
time and distance. Judgments concerning the congruence between the MNE and local subsidiary
activities are further complicated by the physical distances involved, time-zone differences, the
frequency of contact between the corporate head-office staff and subsidiary management and
the cost of the reporting system.8 Developments in sophisticated worldwide communications
systems such as increasingly advanced video-conference facilities do not fully substitute for
‘face-to-face’ contacts between subsidiary managers and corporate staff. In some areas, the tele-
communications system may be underdeveloped or impacted by an unreliable power grid and it
may be necessary to meet personally with a manager and their team to fully understand the
problems that these local managers must deal with. For this reason, many MNE corporate man-
agers spend a considerable amount of time traveling in order to meet expatriate and local man-
agers in foreign locations. It is then possible for HR corporate staff, when designing
performance management systems, to more accurately account for the influence of country-
specific factors.

The growing use of web-based HRIS platforms are in part a response to the separations of
time, distance and culture experienced by multinational firms. These strategies may be driven by
the complexity and inherent uncertainty of global performance and a sense that successfully
competing in the global marketplace will require increased efficiency of operations. However,
the potential of these technical systems to control and coordinate activities and processes within
the MNE may be limited by unspoken or ill-articulated roles, processes, practices, criteria
and purposes.9
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Variable levels of maturity across markets: the need
for relevant comparative data
A final factor influencing the performance of a subsidiary is the variable level of maturity across
markets. According to Pucik,10 without the supporting infrastructure of the parent, market de-
velopment in foreign subsidiaries is generally slower and more difficult to achieve than at home,
where established brands can support new products and new business areas can be cross-
subsidized by other divisions. As a result, more time may be needed to achieve results than is
customary in a domestic market, and this fact ought to be recognized in the performance
management process. Further, variations in customs and work practices between the parent
country and the foreign subsidiary need to be considered. For example:

One does not fire a Mexican manager because worker productivity is half the American average. In
Mexico, that would mean that this manager is working at a level three or four times as high as the av-
erage Mexican industrial plant. Here we need relevant comparative data, not absolute numbers; our
harassed Mexican manager has to live with Mexican constraints, not European or American ones,
and these can be very different. The way we measure worker productivity is exactly the same, but the
numbers come out differently because of that environmental difference.11

In summary, there are a number of significant constraints that must be taken into account when
considering foreign subsidiary performance. Because performance measurement is primarily
based on strategic factors, it affects the appraisal and success of the subsidiary’s chief executive
and senior management team most directly.

CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Although it is not often described as such, performance management is a part of a multination-
al’s control system because performance targets are a part of formal control. Through formal
control mechanisms and communication through the feedback and appraisal aspects, perfor-
mance management also contributes to shaping corporate culture, both formally and infor-
mally12 thereby acting as an informal control mechanism as well as part of the bureaucratic
control system. Employees are rewarded for adopting appropriate work behaviors and this in
turn reinforces normative control. Figure 6.2 illustrates the performance-behavior-outcomes

FIGURE 6.2 MNE control and performance
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linkage. It is through formal and informal control mechanisms that the MNE achieves the con-
sistency, coordination and compliance of desired behavior and outcomes to implement its global
strategy. These behaviors and outcomes are expected at all levels and areas – at headquarters as
well as in subsidiary operations.

In a sense, by adopting a performance management approach, MNEs are drawing on a num-
ber of human resource management activities to realize performance goals set during the per-
formance appraisal process. Its proponents argue, somewhat convincingly, that effective
performance management is beneficial to both the individual and the firm. Strong goal setting
and appraisal are key elements of an individual performance management system that also may
include training and development, and performance-related pay.13

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYEES

Having considered the broader context, we now turn our attention to individual performance
management. Consistent with our general approach, we use the term ‘expatriate’ to cover PCNs,
TCNs and those HCNs on assignment to headquarters. We also address performance manage-
ment issues relating to those on non-standard and short-term assignments (such as commuter
and virtual) and non-expatriates (e.g. international business travelers). Given the broad scope,
and the fact that often issues are common to both expatriates and non-expatriates, we use the
term ‘international employees’ when all these various groups are involved.

As discussed in Chapter 5, international assignments vary in terms of the duration and scope
of physical relocation required. That is, from traditional expatriate assignments when expatri-
ates and, usually, their family members relocate; to virtual assignments, where no physical relo-
cation by employees or their families is required. When attempting to manage the performance
of staff working across the multinational, it is essential to consider all these variables in relation
to the nature of the international assignment. The following sections also identify some perfor-
mance management issues associated with both expatriate and non-expatriate international
assignments.

Expatriate performance management
As noted in Chapter 5, expatriation remains a key dimension of multinational enterprise and
performance. When attempting to determine expatriate performance, it is important to consider
the impact of the following variables and their interrelationship:

l The compensation package.

l The task – the assignment task variables and role of the expatriate.

l Headquarters’ support.

l The environment in which performance occurs – the subsidiary or foreign facility.

l Cultural adjustment – of the individual and the accompanying family members.

Figure 6.3 depicts these variables and forms the basis upon which we will explore the nature of
the international assignment, how performance is managed, the criteria for assessment and the
other elements that comprise an effective performance management system.

Compensation package. We will examine the issues surrounding compensation in Chapter 8.
However, it is essential that we recognize the importance of remuneration and reward in the
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performance equation. Perceived financial benefits, along with the progression potential associ-
ated with an overseas assignment, are often important motives for accepting the posting. If these
expectations are not realized during the assignment, the level of motivation and commitment is
likely to decrease, thus affecting performance.

Task. As outlined earlier, expatriates are assigned to foreign operations to fulfil specific tasks.
Hays14 identified four such tasks:

l The chief executive officer, or subsidiary manager, who oversees and directs the entire foreign
operation.

l The structure reproducer carries the assignment of building or reproducing in a foreign subsidiary
a structure similar to that which he or she knows from another part of the company. He or she could
be building a marketing framework, implementing an accounting and financial reporting system, or
establishing a production plant, for example.

l The troubleshooter is the individual who is sent to a foreign subsidiary to analyze and solve a
particular operational problem.

l The operative is the individual whose assignment is to perform functional job tasks in an existing
operational structure, in generally lower level, supervisory positions.

Interesting presentations on executive performance management have recently been provided as
part of a wider discussion of ‘corporate governance’. Issues of performance criteria (an over-
reliance on ‘shareholder value’ models of executive performance) and the evolving roles, respon-
sibilities and institutional safeguards to assure a complete, accurate and unbiased assessment of
top level managers are widely cited for this critical task group.15

In a recent review of cross-cultural performance management systems, Caligiuri identifies four
basic types of international assignments: ‘technical assignments’ – short-term knowledge trans-
ference activities, said to make up 5 to 10 per cent of expatriate assignments; ‘developmental
assignments’ – focusing on in-country performance and the acquisition of local or regional under-
standing by the assignee, said to make up 5 to 10 per cent of assignments; ‘strategic assignments’ –
high-profile activities that focus on developing a balanced global perspective, said to make up 10
to 15 per cent of assignments; and ‘functional assignments’ – described as more enduring assign-
ments with local employees that involve the two-way transfer of existing processes and practices,
said to make up between 55 and 80 per cent of assignments.16 Accurately assessing performance in
the tasks inherent in technical and functional assignments may well involve a limited number of
sources and focus on more concrete output criteria (projects completed, contracts signed, etc.).

FIGURE 6.3 Variables affecting expatriate performance
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Assessing progress in developmental and strategic assignments, given their more complex,
subjective tasks, are likely to involve a wider variety of local and global participants and
perspectives.17

Task variables are generally considered to be more under a multinational’s control than envi-
ronmental factors. Because of this relative control, task variables can be better assessed and more
easily changed, depending, of course, on the level of position, and the nature of the task assign-
ment. Along with the specifics of the task, the multinational, like any other organization, deter-
mines the role that accompanies each task position. A role is the organized set of behaviors that
are assigned to a particular position. Although an individual may affect how a role is interpreted
and performed, the role itself is predetermined.18 For the expatriate (role recipient), the parent
company (role sender) predetermines his or her role in the foreign assignment, and role expecta-
tions may be clearly communicated to the expatriate before departure. Black and Porter19 found
that American expatriates working in Hong Kong exhibited similar managerial behavior to those
remaining in the US. In their discussion of this finding, these authors suggest that the US multina-
tionals involved in this study communicated role expectations by omitting to provide cross-cultural
training before departure. In the absence of incentives to modify their role behavior when abroad,
it is not surprising that the expatriates concerned performed as they did. This study reminds us that
the transmission of expatriate role conception is culturally bound. As Torbiörn20 explains:

The content of the managerial role, as perceived by both the individual manager and the parent com-
pany, is affected by organizational norms, in terms of parent-company expectations of the manager,
and by the set of cultural norms that the manager holds in relation to other cultural and organizational
norms that may be represented by other role senders. Organizational and cultural norms thus interac-
tively determine the role content of the manager.

The difficulty this presents for the expatriate manager is that the role is defined in one country,
but performed in another. That is, the cultural norms regarding the set of behaviors that define
‘a manager in the US’ may not be the same as those considered appropriate for a manager’s role
in an important emerging economy such as Indonesia.

Communication of role conception from the multinational to the expatriate is indicated by the
straight arrows in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Role conception is also communicated to the role recipient
by host-country stakeholders (e.g., subsidiary employees, host-government officials, customers,
suppliers, etc.) as shown by the dashed arrows. This, however, crosses a cultural boundary. Role
behavior provides the feedback loop, again at two levels: the parent and the host-country stake-
holders. Trying to perform to differing expectations may cause role conflict. If PCN managers
adapt their role behavior according to the role conception communicated in the host environ-
ment, it may conflict with that predetermined at headquarters. Janssens’21 study of expatriate

FIGURE 6.4 PCN role conception
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performance indicated that role conflict is likely to result in situations where the international
manager has an understanding of the host-country culture and realizes that the use of headquar-
ters’ procedures or actions may lead to ineffective management. She postulates that the higher the
degree of intercultural interaction, the more problems the expatriate has with role conflict.

From the perspective of headquarters, commitment to the parent is perceived as important,
given the part that the PCN plays in transferring know-how and ‘the preferred way of doing
things’ into the subsidiary. This helps to explain the preference for using headquarters’ stan-
dards in expatriate performance appraisal as a control mechanism.22 If the PCN is perceived to
identify too closely with host-subsidiary concerns (the term ‘going native’ has, in the past, often
been used to describe this perception), he or she may be recalled. Some MNEs will restrict the
length of stay to no more than three years to contain the possibility of PCN identification with
local concerns. Because of the importance given to the parent as role sender in performance ap-
praisal, a PCN may elect to ignore role communication sent from the host-country stakeholders
if they consider that performance appraisal is determined by how role behavior conforms to
headquarters’ expectations. After all, the expatriate’s career is with the parent firm, not the host
subsidiary.

Some empirical support for such a view comes from work by Gregersen and Black23 in their
study of US expatriate retention and dual commitments (to the parent and the local organiza-
tions). They found, at the correlational level, commitment to the parent and to the local opera-
tion were both positively related to intent to stay. However, ‘regression analysis indicated that
when controlling for certain demographic and attitudinal variables, commitment to the parent
company appears to be slightly more relevant to expatriates’ intention to stay’. Role conflict
was found to affect commitment to the parent company, but was unrelated to commitment to
the host company. Another intervening variable may be that of role autonomy. For example,
job discretion emerged as an important aspect from a survey of 115 US expatriates working in
various countries by Birdseye and Hill.24 They found that: ‘Foreign work methods may be more
structured than their American counterparts (perhaps more procedures and protocols) and that
individuals have less discretion in how they approach tasks and problems’. These authors con-
clude that individuals are likely to blame this lack of discretion on the organization, the job and
the location – in that order. A similar finding emerged from an earlier study of US domestic and
international relocation by Feldman and Tompson.25 The degree of change in job duties was
positively related to adjustment, while the degree of change in the organization was negatively
related to adjustment. Thus, role conflict and role autonomy appear to be important elements in
job satisfaction and task performance.

FIGURE 6.5 TCN role conception
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Role clarity emerged as an important variable in a meta-analysis of expatriate adjustment
and performance. Integrating studies on expatriate adjustment, the authors26 found that:

role clarity and work adjustment was the second largest effect . . . suggesting that the uncertainty
regarding objectives, goals and role requirements is the strongest stressor in expatriates’ overseas
work environments. In addition, role clarity also has a moderate potential to spill over and minimize
non-work difficulties.

Role expectations are likely to be more complex for the TCN than the PCN, as the role is
defined by and performed in two different countries. That is, role conception crosses two cul-
tural boundaries, as shown in Figure 6.5. Parent and host-country role senders may have differ-
ing expectations of role behavior that, in turn, are different to the accepted managerial behavior
defined by the prevailing norms in the TCN’s own country. For example, a US manager work-
ing for a Dutch multinational posted as a TCN in Indonesia may face added difficulties. The
American’s role behavior may be deemed inappropriate by both the parent (Dutch multina-
tional) and the host nationals (Indonesians). As Torbiörn27 points out:

The task of the PCN manager could be described as one of realizing the expectations of a psycholog-
ically close, but physically distant stakeholder [parent] in an environment containing other role senders
[host-country stakeholders] who are psychologically distant, but physically close . . . The TCN man-
ager must try to meet the expectations of role senders who are all psychologically distant in a context
that is also psychologically distant.

However, as you may recall from our discussion of the rationale for using TCNs, often the
country of assignment is perceived by headquarters as culturally close and this may be an impor-
tant factor which influences the decision to use a TCN (e.g., a German multinational decides to
transfer a Canadian into the USA rather than a German). As there are very few studies that spe-
cifically examine TCN performance management issues,28 we can only assume that many of the
aspects relating to PCNs discussed above will apply to the TCN situation. An American man-
ager working in Indonesia, for instance, whether as a PCN or TCN, may encounter lack of job
discretion – with perhaps the same effect in terms of performance – depending on the strength
of other intervening variables. For example, differing role senders may exacerbate the situation
through conflicting role expectations.

The preceding discussion demonstrates the importance of considering the role that accompa-
nies each task position. Given that task performance is a core component of expatriate ap-
praisal, it is also necessary to recognize that it does not occur in isolation. Many individuals and
firms rank job ability as the primary ingredient relating to their expected probability of success
in the international assignment, as discussed in Chapter 5. Certain types of tasks, however,
require significantly more interaction with host-country stakeholders. Thus, the task variables
should not be evaluated in isolation from the subsidiary environment context.

Another factor relating to task variables that warrants consideration is the similarity of the
job the individual is assigned abroad to the job that they held domestically. Some types of tasks
require an individual to operate within a given structure, while other tasks demand the creation
of the structure. Individuals vary greatly in their ability to conceive and implement a system and
their tolerance for lack of structure and ambiguity. Some MNEs have experienced failure
abroad because they assumed that an individual could be effective in setting up a structure, such
as a marketing system, based on evidence of good performance within the existing marketing
structure in the domestic corporation.29

Headquarters’ support. The expatriate assignment differs from a domestic relocation as it
involves the transfer of the individual (and possibly accompanying family members) into a for-
eign environment, outside their normal cultural comfort zones. The individual’s primary
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motivation for accepting the assignment may be career or financially orientated, but this is often
mixed with a genuine feeling of loyalty and commitment to the sending organization. As men-
tioned previously, the process of adjustment to the foreign location typically produces, to vary-
ing degrees, a range of emotional and psychological reactions to unfamiliar situations
encountered over the period of the stay in the host country. The level of headquarters’ support
provided to the individual and the family is an important performance variable.

Host environment. The environment has an impact on any job, but it becomes of primary im-
portance with regard to expatriate management. According to Gregersen et al.,30 the international
context – with its differing societal, legal, economic, technical and physical demands – can be
a major determinant of expatriate performance. Consequently, expatriate performance should
be placed within its international as well as its organizational context. Therefore, the five major
constraints identified above in terms of multinational strategy and goal setting for the subsidiary
are important considerations for expatriate performance management.

The type of operation to which the expatriate is assigned is important. For instance, it may
be relatively easier to perform in a wholly owned subsidiary than in a joint venture with a state-
owned enterprise in China. Conflicting goals between the parent companies are a common
problem within international joint ventures and can make the expatriate’s job more difficult. An
expatriate IJV manager may have difficulty trying to serve two masters and experience a high
level of uncertainty regarding the effect of differing goal expectations for the IJV upon their per-
formance appraisal. Similarly, the stage of the international business will influence the success
of the expatriate. An expatriate overseeing the establishment of a new facility in a foreign coun-
try, especially in a developing or emerging market, will face different challenges and constraints
to an expatriate manager who is posted into an established operation.

Cultural adjustment. The process of cultural adjustment may be a critical determinant of ex-
patriate job performance. Indeed, much of the literature reviewed in our discussion of the cause
of expatriate ‘failure’ covers the process of adjustment. It is likely that expatriates and their fam-
ilies will have some difficulty adjusting to a new environment, and this will impact on the man-
ager’s work performance. The dilemma is that adjustment to a foreign culture is multifaceted,
and individuals vary in terms of their reaction and coping behaviors. Determining the relevance
of adjustment to the new environment when assessing expatriate work performance may be
problematical.

The five variables – compensation package, task, headquarters’ support, host environment
and cultural adjustment – reviewed above, and shown in Figure 6.3, are not mutually exclusive,
but interact in a way that has significant implications for the appraisal of international employ-
ees’ performance. Designers and users of performance management systems need to be con-
scious of, and responsive to, the impact of these variables.

A cross-cultural context for performance management
As noted in Figure 6.1, corporate and local strategies and role expectations create much of the
potential for complexity and conflict in the definitions underlying criteria, processes and stan-
dards that make up performance management. Regional and national institutional, regulatory
and historical contexts can impact the character of the criteria selected, task definitions, the tim-
ing and even the purposes of performance management. We present three examples of the rela-
tionship between national context and firm level practices. Chinese performance management
systems have been described as personalized, network driven, focused on pay decision conse-
quences, often implicit or under-spoken, and largely historical and critical in nature.31

In France, legal and cultural factors combine to create a performance management system
characterized by administrators with a high level of legal expertise – even though France’s labor
laws allow some flexibility in assessing performance, within a merit-based, and
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non-discriminatory framework. It is seen as a system linked to motivation and developing
intellectual capital via coaching and competency-based assessments, with tasks often facilitated
by the acceptance of advanced forms of technology. Centralization in processes, implicit or non-
transparent procedures, a propensity to have more or less favorable impressions of individuals
based on the prestige of their previous university-corporate-governmental experiences, and a
strong link between assessment and hierarchical remuneration may be seen to result from widely
held cultural norms and values within certain segments of French society.32 As with any
national assessment, care must be taken not to over-generalize. Practices in France vary by size
of the firm – with larger firms being more open to a wider variety of performance management
practices and criteria than smaller firms – as well as by industry, level of internationalization
and occupational level of employee.33

By contrast, and with the same caveats against overgeneralization, performance management
in Germany must adjust to a much more precisely delineated set of legal and institutional factors.
A strong tradition of collective bargaining – be it on the plant, firm or industry level – plant level
codetermination and a centuries-old tradition of vocational training all contribute to performance
management systems characterized by a high level of worker input via works councils, consensus
building processes and activities, a long-term career focus, valuing flexibility in task capability to
enhance long-term job security and a high value placed on specialized technical knowledge.34

Processes tend to be more consensual, explicit, ongoing and informal in a day-today setting, yet
roles, standards, criteria, purposes, schedules and consequences are explicitly formalized and
regulated via codetermination. Performance-based pay, as a consequence or outcome of the per-
formance management system has been much slower to gain widespread acceptance among
German firms. This may be due to the use of short-term performance criteria often applied to trig-
ger British and US models of performance-based pay. German firms tend to focus on linking
performance management results to drive long-term training and development activities.35

Performance management of non-expatriates
In Chapter 5, non-expatriates (i.e. the international business traveler, or ‘frequent flyer’) were
described as employees whose work involved international travel but who are not considered
international assignees because they do not relocate to another country. Performance manage-
ment issues may also impact upon the performance of another group: commuters. This is a form
of non-standard assignment outlined in Chapter 5 where the person does not completely relo-
cate but commutes between their home country and their office in another country. An example
would be an executive who considers ‘home’ to be a suburb of London, but who, from Monday
morning to Friday night, lives and works in Germany while the family remains in London.36 In
Chapter 5, we also discussed the trend towards the use of virtual assignments to overcome staff
immobility. Instead of moving into the host environment, the person manages the international
position from the home country using a combination of regular communication link-ups and
frequent trips to the foreign location.

As yet, little is really known about the implications of such international business travel,
whether as part of a non-standard assignment, or as a component of a specific job, on individual
performance. However, it is possible to suggest some performance management challenges:

l How to determine performance criteria and goals related to the effective conduct of non-standard
assignments, especially virtual assignees. As indicated in Figure 6.1, agreement on performance
criteria is an important component of the performance management process. This requires the link
between each employee’s performance and the achievement of the MNE’s strategic goals and
objectives to be clearly established and understood. However, as the role conceptions in Figures
6.4 and 6.5 show, shared conceptions of roles and expectations are complicated by the number of
cultures and organizational contexts involved. With virtual assignees, monitoring and evaluating a
physically and geographically distant group of employees is problematical. It is ‘management by
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remote control’. In addition, the virtual assignee may be faced with dual goals – that of the
domestically located job and the virtual work group. Therefore, the perennial challenge of effectively
communicating the strategic links between the assignee’s performance and organizational strategy
is likely to be magnified.37

l An understanding of the criteria for performance is generally advocated as a highly participative
process between supervisor and employee.38 As with the traditional expatriate assignment, work
conducted through non-standard assignments and international travel is still conducted across
cultural and national boundaries, and thereby subject to cultural differences in norms about
acceptable or preferred levels of participation.

l Isolating the international dimensions of job performance might not be as straightforward as
in traditional expatriate assignments. It may depend on the level of difficulty inherent in the
performance criteria set and how individual performance levels are determined.

l Outstanding performance, under-performance or failure in non-expatriate and non-standard
assignments will challenge the performance appraisal process.

l As we shall explore in a later section of this chapter, regular feedback on progress towards those
performance goals is most usually provided through the performance appraisal activity.
Performance feedback for assignees will only be relevant if it reflects the international contexts in
which they are performed.39 Those enduring concerns of who conducts performance appraisals,
how and based on what performance data, may be intensified when it involves increasing numbers
of others outside head office with whom the assignee is working.

l One key function of performance appraisal feedback is that it provides opportunities to improve
performance by identifying performance gaps that might be eliminated with training and
development. Cross-cultural awareness and competence training will still be relevant for non-
expatriates. However, detailed analysis and study of other pre-departure and ongoing training
that might be required for non-expatriate assignments is yet to be conducted.

l Employee expectations about rewards for performance and as elements of their working
conditions, together with motivation are important aspects of individual performance. In MNEs, the
management of links between performance and rewards is already complex, due to the specialized
local knowledge required across multiple employment and legal environments. The challenges for
IHRM are to determine what to reward when dealing with non-expatriate assignments, and the way
compensation for each type of international assignment fits with the multinational’s global
compensation strategy.

l The impact of non-standard assignments on host-country national co-workers should also be
considered – particularly in terms of the impact on these staff of international business travelers
and commuters who ‘drop in, drop out’.

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL OF
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYEES

Now that we have an understanding of the variables likely to influence performance, including
the nature of the international assignment being performed, we can discuss the criteria by which
performance is to be appraised (or evaluated – the terms are used interchangeably in the relevant
literature). We note that the focus on expatriate management is also reflected in the literature
about the performance appraisal of international staff, and much of the following discussion
reflects that emphasis. However, aspects of expatriate performance appraisal are also relevant
to the appraisal of non-expatriates and these, along with the aspects that distinguish between
the two categories of international staff, will be highlighted.
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As shown in Figure 6.1, individual performance management involves a set of decisions on the
dimensions and level of performance criteria, task and role definitions, and the timing of the for-
mal and informal aspects of the appraisal. Traditionally, it comprises a formal process of goal
setting, performance appraisal and feedback. Data from this process is often used to determine
pay and promotion, and training and development requirements. MNE goals influence the indi-
vidual’s salient task set, against which job goals and standards are established and measured.
There are differences in the way this process is handled within MNEs. For example, in Germany
and Sweden it is common for employees to have input into job goal setting, whereas in other
countries such as the USA, job goals tend to be assigned.40 In addition, the type and length of
assignment appears to influence how performance management is handled. For example, a
study of Finnish firms revealed that those on short-term assignments were treated the same as
any other employee in the company, and there was more flexibility in the timing of the perfor-
mance review for those assigned to projects.41

Performance criteria
The global firm’s ability to measure an employee’s individual contribution to performance and
to assess the aggregate contribution of human capital to strategic progress is a complex and
timely topic in organizational studies.42 Goals tend to be translated into performance appraisal
criteria so specificity and measurability issues are important aspects, and we need to recognize
that hard, soft and contextual goals are often used as the basis for performance criteria. Hard
goals are objective, quantifiable and can be directly measured – such as return-on-investment
(ROI), market share, etc. Soft goals tend to be relationship or trait-based, such as leadership
style or interpersonal skills. Contextual goals attempt to take into consideration factors that
result from the situation in which performance occurs. For example, MNEs commonly use arbi-
trary transfer pricing and other financial tools for transactions between subsidiaries to minimize
foreign-exchange risk exposure and tax expenditures. Another consideration is that all financial
figures are generally subject to the problem of currency conversion, including sales and cash
positions. Further complications could arise because some host governments (usually emerging
economies) may decide to place restrictions on repatriation of profits and currency conversion.
The nature of the international monetary system and local accounting differences may also pre-
clude an accurate measurement of results. The dilemma this poses is that the use of transfer pric-
ing and other financial tools is necessary because of the complexity of the international
environment. Multinationals cannot allow subsidiaries to become autonomous in financial
management terms, and place controls on subsidiary managers. Thus, the financial results
recorded for any particular subsidiary do not always accurately reflect its contribution to the
achievements of the MNE as a whole. Therefore, such results should not be used as a primary
input in performance appraisal.43 For this reason, a performance management approach is now
advocated, rather than traditional performance appraisal, as it allows clarification of goals and
expectations of performance against those goals.

Janssens44 suggests that performance appraisal of subsidiary managers against hard criteria
is often supplemented by frequent visits by headquarters staff and meetings with senior manag-
ers from the parent company. Soft criteria can be used to complement hard goals, and take into
account areas that are difficult to quantify such as leadership skills, but their appraisal is some-
what subjective and, in the context of both expatriate and non-expatriate assignments, more
complicated due to cultural exchanges and clashes. However, relying on hard criteria such as fi-
nancial data to evaluate how well a manager operates a foreign subsidiary does not consider the
way results are obtained and the behaviors used to obtain these results.45 Concern with ques-
tionable ethical practices led to the enactment of the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA),
which may prompt an increased use of behavioral as well as results data to appraise the per-
formance of managers in foreign subsidiaries.46 However, an appraisal system that uses hard,
soft and contextual criteria builds upon the strengths of each while minimizing their
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disadvantages.47 Using multiple criteria wherever possible is therefore recommended in the rele-
vant literature. In addition, job analysis must, as Harvey48 suggests, generate criteria that
adequately capture the nature of international work as opposed to the domestic context, in
order to provide valid appraisal information.

Who conducts the performance appraisal?
Another issue is who conducts the performance appraisal. Typically, employees are appraised
by their immediate superiors, and this can pose problems for subsidiary chief executive officers
(or senior managers). They work in countries geographically distant, yet are evaluated by supe-
riors back at headquarters who are not in a position to see on a day-to-day basis how the expa-
triate performs in the particular situation. Consequently, subsidiary managers tend to be
assessed according to subsidiary performance, with a reliance on hard criteria similar to that
applied to heads of domestic units or divisions. Of course, there is a danger that a subsidiary
manager will take decisions and implement local strategies that favor short-term performance to
the detriment of longer-term organizational goals.

Appraisal of other employees is likely to be conducted by the subsidiary’s CEO, or the imme-
diate host-country supervisor, depending upon the nature and level of the position concerned.49

With regard to expatriate performance appraisal, host-country managers may have a clearer
picture of expatriate performance and can take into consideration contextual criteria. However,
they may have culturally bound biases (e.g. about role behavior) and lack an appreciation of the
impact of the expatriate’s performance in the broader organizational context. As the IHRM in
Action Case 6.1 illustrates, some expatriates may prefer to have parent-company evaluators
given that their future career progression may depend on how the appraisal data is utilized back
at headquarters. This may be especially so in cases where foreign operations are relatively less
important than, say, domestic US operations.50 Others may prefer a host-country appraisal if
they perceive it as a more accurate reflection of their performance.

Multiple raters are sometimes used in the domestic context – e.g. the 360-degree feedback
process. It has been argued that, given the cross-cultural complexity of the foreign assignment, a
team of evaluators should be used for performance appraisal. For example, Gregersen et al.51

found that most firms (81 per cent) in their survey of HR directors in 58 US multinationals used
more than one rater when assessing expatriate performance. The immediate superior (in either the
home or host country), the expatriate as self-rater, and the HR manager (either home or host-
country based) were commonly used as multiple evaluators of US expatriate performance. The
2010 Brookfield Global Relocation Trends Survey Report found that 35 per cent of respondents
reported using performance reviews in the host country, 27 per cent used reviews in both host and
home countries and 10 per cent used performance reviews in the home country.52 For the virtual
assignment situation, the use of multiple appraisers would most likely be the most accurate way
to determine performance. However, the availability of knowledgeable, trained raters may
constrain the approach taken in the international context.

Standardized or customized performance appraisal forms
Domestic firms commonly design performance appraisal forms for each job category, particu-
larly those using a traditional performance appraisal approach rather than performance man-
agement. Such standardization assists in the collection of accurate performance data on which
HR decisions can be made, and allows for cross-employee comparisons. The question often
posed is should these standardized forms be adapted when used for appraising international
managers? As Gregersen et al.53 argue:
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In principle, performance appraisal systems are designed carefully and often presumed to be static.
Valid reasons exist for maintaining standard, traditionally used appraisals (e.g., when the system has
been tested, has identified baselines, and reduces future development costs). These reasons are valid
as long as the context of the performance does not change. In the expatriate setting, however, the
performance context does change, and sometimes it changes dramatically. Given a global context,
previous testing and established baselines grounded in domestic situations can become meaningless.

Despite this, they found that in their sample of US firms, 76 per cent used the same standardized
appraisal forms for expatriate appraisal.54 Employees who relocate within the multinational
and non-expatriate assignees who also cross cultural boundaries in their performance context
do not always feel headquarters-based appraisal forms allow for consideration of the critical
success factors of their performance like cross-cultural competence.55

Frequency of appraisal
In practice, formal appraisal is commonly on a yearly basis, and this appears to extend to inter-
national performance systems, even though the domestic-oriented literature on this topic recom-
mends an ongoing combination of formal and informal performance appraisal and feedback.
For example, the majority of the US companies in the Gregersen et al. study referred to above
reported annual appraisal practices. It is interesting to note that the US companies using annual
appraisal systems were more likely to use standard appraisal forms and hard criteria. In their

IHRM in Action Case 6.1
A rainy expatriate performance appraisal

Richard Hoffman, a Québécois Chemical Engineer working for a Canadian-based energy firm, was given a three-year
expatriate assignment in Venezuela as a technical liaison and environmental protection project manager. His local
project supervisor was Jean, a French engineer who had lived in French Guiana and then Venezuela for over 20 years.
Richard thought that as a Francophone from Quebec, he and Jean would be able to build a quick working relation-
ship. Rich sent Jean an early email (in French, and not the usual corporate English) containing what he thought of as
the five most significant goals associated with his assignment – similar to the management by objectives section of
the more or less standard performance appraisal forms he had filled out for years during earlier assignments in
Edmonton, Toronto and at corporate headquarters in Montreal. After several months with no response from Jean,
Richard caught Jean in the hallway between meetings and asked him about the email and his progress to date.
‘Don’t worry about that’, Jean responded blandly, ‘Just keep working to the deadlines and I will check with your co-
workers and the other project managers on your work. Where did you go to engineering school by the way?’

Richard waited another six months and was becoming increasingly anxious as the firm’s annual review week
approached. He finally caught up with Jean on a rainy Friday in the lobby of the office building as they both waited for
their drivers to arrive. When asked about the upcoming performance review, Jean snorted and said. ‘C’est tout fini,
it’s all been taken care of. Make an appointment with my assistant Louisa next week and we can go over the report
we have sent to Montreal’. As Jean stepped gingerly into the rainy Caracas parking lot, Richard thought back to the
last few weeks with his team, the sometimes loud disagreements with his fellow project managers, and wondered if it
was too late in the day to call his old supervisor in Toronto.

Source: Based on the synthesis of a series of expatriate experiences.
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discussion of this finding, Gregersen et al. comment that replicating domestic practices requires
less effort in collecting and interpreting the data, and that the preference for following the
domestic system might reflect lack of international experience within the companies in the sam-
ple. It is important to note that only 28 per cent of the HR respondents in their study reported
having actually been on an international assignment themselves, so it is reasonable to assume
that they might not be fully aware of the need to take contextual criteria into consideration, or
see a need for the customization of their expatriate performance systems.

Performance feedback
An important aspect of an effective performance management system is the provision of timely
feedback of the appraisal process. One of the problems with annual appraisal is that employees
do not receive the consistent frequent feedback considered critical in order to maintain
or improve their performance. The performance literature also suggests that regular feedback
is an important aspect in terms of meeting targets and revising goals, as well as assisting in
motivation of work effort. The difficulty for the expatriate who is being evaluated by a geo-
graphically distant manager is that timely, appropriate feedback is only viable against hard
criteria.

For virtual assignees, this is further complicated when geographic dispersion dictates
reliance on email communication. Interpersonal relations and an effective choice of
communication medium are two factors influencing virtual workgroup relations.56 Milliman
et al.57 reported two critical incidents involving miscommunication between managers working
on a virtual assignment in the USA and Malaysia. Email feedback about his Malaysian coun-
terpart’s good performance provided to the Malaysian by the American head of the project
generated a cycle of cross-cultural conflict. This threatened the virtual team’s performance
when the Malaysian sought to transfer out of the team. Adopting an organizational learning
approach, the researchers analyzed the miscommunication and its consequences. They con-
cluded that the two managers concerned had different views about what constituted ‘the
primary source of job performance, how performance feedback is provided, what role the sub-
ordinate will have in communicating with a superior, how conflict is handled, and what com-
munication styles are expected’. The approach used to analyze these incidents provides a
useful IHRM starting point for developing effective cross-cultural performance feedback
communication skills.

Appraisal of HCN employees
The discussion so far has omitted the issue of appraising the performance of HCN employees.
To a certain extent, this reflects the limited research on the topic in the context of IHRM,
though there is a growing body of literature on comparative HRM practices. What is important
to mention here is that the practice of performance appraisal itself confronts the issue of cultural
applicability.58 Performance appraisal in different nations can be interpreted as a signal of
distrust or even an insult. In Japan, for instance, it is important to avoid direct confrontation
to ‘save face’, and this custom affects the way in which performance appraisal is conducted.
A Japanese manager cannot directly point out a work-related problem or error committed by
a subordinate:

Instead, he is likely to start discussing with the subordinate the strong points of that person’s work,
continuing with a discussion about the work on a relatively general level. Then he might continue to
explain the consequences of the type of mistake committed by the subordinate, still without directly
pointing out the actual mistake or the individual employee. From all this, the subordinate is supposed
to understand his mistake and propose how to improve his work.59
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One way to overcome the dilemma of cultural adaptation is to use host-country nationals to
assist in devising a suitable system for appraising subsidiary employees and to advise on the con-
duct of the appraisal. At times, the need for local responsiveness may affect the multinational’s
ability to effectively implement a standardized approach to performance management at all lev-
els within the global operation.60

As we discussed in relation to PCNs and TCNs, the level of position involved is an important
consideration. Should a multinational appoint a HCN as its subsidiary manager, much of what
we covered in terms of goals (particularly hard goals) and performance measures could be
expected to apply to the HCN. In terms of task performance and potential role conflict, as can
be seen from Figure 6.6, Torbiörn61 recognizes that HCN managers face particular role con-
cerns that are different from those of PCN and TCN managers. The HCN manager is expected
to perform a role that is conceptualized by a psychologically and physically distant parent com-
pany, but enacted in an environment with other role senders who are both psychologically and
physically close.

Parent-company role conception is communicated to the HCN, but it crosses the cultural
boundary, as does feedback expressed as the HCN’s role behavior (the straight arrows in Figure
6.6). Input from ‘host-country’ role senders, though, does not cross a cultural boundary. The
HCN receives role expectations and enacts role behaviors in his or her own cultural environ-
ment. For subsidiary staff below the top management level, one would expect that the perform-
ance management system be localized to take into consideration local behavioral norms of work
behavior. Torbiörn’s model depicts only HCN managerial role conception and communication.

Conflict may arise in cases where HCNs report to a PCN expatriate manager who also con-
ducts their performance appraisal. In a way, this is the reverse of the discussion surrounding
local managers appraising the performance of expatriates in terms of cultural bias. The differ-
ence, of course, is the impact that parent-company standards have on the performance manage-
ment system and the degree to which localization is permitted in a standardized approach.62 It
may not be culturally sensitive to use appraisal techniques such as 360-degree feedback, for
instance. In practice, US multinationals have often used the same appraisal form for HCNs as
for their domestic employees. Sometimes the forms are translated from English; sometimes they

FIGURE 6.6 HCN role conception
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Parent company
(role sender)
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Source: Adapted from I. Torbiörn, ‘The Structure of Managerial Roles in Cross-cultural Settings’, International Studies
of Management & Organization, Vol. 15, No. 1 (1985), p. 61. Reproduced with permission.
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are not. Both approaches have drawbacks. As discussed above, while some MNEs are develop-
ing information systems to assist in performance appraisal, the widespread use of computer-
generated data is hampered by the legal constraints imposed by some host governments or by
concerns about personal privacy.

One aspect that is overlooked in the limited literature on this topic is the potential for role
conflict for those HCNs transferred into the parent’s operations.63 For that period, the HCN
may be evaluated according to role behavior expectations communicated by role senders that
are physically close but psychologically distant, in an environment that is also psychologically
distant. The HCN is then transferred, usually back into his or her home country, and may expe-
rience difficulties in readjusting role behavior.

In relation to performance appraisal generally, it seems that the process remains problematic,
irrespective of cultural impacts. For example, a study by Gerringer et al. reported a common
finding across ten countries/regions, which was the failure of performance appraisal to fulfil its
development purpose. The study formed part of the Best Practices in International HRM project –
a multiple-year, multiple-researcher, multi-national project.64 The ten countries/regions were Aus-
tralia, Canada, China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Latin America, Mexico, Taiwan and the USA.
The researchers noted: ‘It appears that the potential of appraisal is not fully realized in current
practice, not only (as widely believed) in the US, but also in most other countries’.65

Reviews on global performance management describe a more widespread use of performance
management systems by multinational firms. Formal reviews tend to be annual or biannual,
online systems are still in the minority (20 per cent of responding firms), but one-third of the
firms stated they had plans to move to online systems. Objective and subjective criteria are used,
and training based on the results of the performance management process is growing. Systems
capabilities related to consistency within the far-flung system in the firm, integrating perfor-
mance management into other HR activities (such as succession planning and compensation)
and linking performance management to strategic planning while incorporating the leadership
of senior management are seen as critical if performance management is to contribute to the
control of MNEs.66

The criticality of balancing global (parent) processes, practices, roles and norms with local or
regional equivalents is of ongoing interest to students of global performance management.
Investigating the impact of high context cultures on selecting and valuing implicit, explicit-
subjective or explicit-objective forms of performance criteria is the theme of some research in
this area. Preliminary research has begun on operationalizing these kinds of dimensions and
gathering cross-cultural empirical data – most certainly a non-trivial task.67

Research is also ongoing in contrasting the standardized system of global performance man-
agement as envisioned at MNE headquarters and the locally or regionally customized ‘systems-
in-use’ as holistically practiced on site.68 The effects of legal and regulatory contexts on the
aforementioned processes, practices and norms, and the widening range of tasks and assign-
ments required of employees in MNEs all combine to make performance management a com-
plex, yet critical area of human resource management.

SUMMARY

Technical competence is a necessary but not sufficient condition for successful international per-
formance. Cross-cultural interpersonal skills, sensitivity to foreign norms and values, and ease
of adaptation to unfamiliar environments are just a few of the managerial characteristics most
multinationals seek when selecting international managers. The added challenge is the effective
management and appraisal of performance across all of the MNE’s operations. In this chapter
we have explored:

l The basic components of a performance management system that is conscious of and responds to
the organizational, national and international elements.
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l Multinational performance aspects: whole (global) versus part (subsidiary); non-comparable data;
the volatility of the global environment; the effect of distance; and the level of maturity. Performance
management as a control mechanism was briefly discussed.

l Factors associated with expatriate performance: the compensation package; task and role; level of
headquarters support; host-environment factors; and cultural adjustment.

l The performance management of non-expatriates and those on non-standard assignments. We
used the virtual assignment as an illustration of some of the aspects that need to be considered in
these non-traditional assignment types.

l The issues relating to the performance appraisal of international employees.

l Appraisal of HCN managers and employees in subsidiary operations.

Broadening out the discussion to the multinational level, and addressing performance manage-
ment and appraisal concerns related to non-expatriates and those on non-standard assignments
has been useful to remind us that there are many dimensions to international business opera-
tions that need to be considered when designing an effective performance management system
in the multinational context.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 In the section on the volatility of the global
environment, several world events were listed that
have had profound implications for the global and
local strategies of MNEs. Select a recent world
event, identify the specific HR implications that may
arise from this, and devise policies as to how these
may be handled.

2 Discuss the major factors associated with appraisal
of expatriate managerial performance.

3 One of the dangers of performance appraisal is that,
because the focus is so much on a particular

individual, the teamwork aspect gets lost. In an
international location, it is perhaps desirable to focus
more on how the PCN has settled in and is operating
as part of a team rather than as an individual.

4 Why is it important to include hard, soft and
contextual goals when assessing managerial
performance?

5 In what ways would the role of a manager working in
a non-standard international assignment arrangement
differ from that of a typical expatriate manager?
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CHAPTER 7
INTERNATIONAL
TRAINING,
DEVELOPMENT AND
CAREERS
Chapter Objectives

Training aims to improve employees’ current work skills and behavior, whereas development aims to
increase abilities in relation to some future position or job. In this chapter, we examine how the
international assignment is a vehicle for both training and development, as reflected in the reasons why
international assignments continue to play a strategic role in international business operations. The role of
training in preparing and supporting personnel on international assignments is also considered. We
examine the following issues:

l The role of training in supporting expatriate adjustment and on-assignment performance.

l Components of effective pre-departure training programs such as cultural awareness, preliminary
visits and language skills. Relocation assistance and training for trainers are also addressed.

l The effectiveness of pre-departure training.

l The developmental aspect of international assignments.

l Training and developing international management teams.

l Trends in international training and development.
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Reflecting the general literature on this topic, the focus of the chapter is on the traditional, expatriate
assignment. However, where possible we will draw out training and development aspects relating to
short-term assignments, non-standard assignments and international business travelers.

The chapter concludes with what could be called the post-assignment stage and its wider impact on
the careers of employees who have been on an international assignment. Re-entry raises issues for both
the expatriate and the MNE, some of which may be connected to events that occurred during the
international assignment. We examine:

l The process of re-entry or repatriation.

l Job-related issues.

l Social factors, including family factors that affect re-entry and work adjustment.

l MNE responses to repatriate concerns.

l Staff availability and career issues.

l Return on investment (ROI) and knowledge transfer.

l Designing a repatriation program.

l Broader international career issues.

INTRODUCTION

In order to compete successfully in a global market, more firms are focusing on the role of
human resources as a critical part of their core competence and source of competitive advant-
age. As Kamoche1 comments: ‘the human resource refers to the accumulated stock of knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities that the individuals possess, which the firm has built up over time into
an identifiable expertise’. Training and development activities are part of the way in which the
MNE builds its stock of human resources – its human capital. An indication of the importance
of this is the increasing number of MNEs that have established their own ‘universities’ or
‘schools’. Motorola, McDonald’s, Oracle, and Disney universities are good examples of these
in-house training centers. Several European, Japanese and Korean firms have similar arrange-
ments (e.g. the Lufthansa School of Business).2

The international assignment in itself is an important training and development tool:

l Expatriates are trainers, as part of the transfer of knowledge and competence between the various
units – a major rationale for the use of international assignments. Whether implicitly or explicitly
stated, they are expected to assist the MNE train and develop HCNs – that is, train their
replacements.

l Expatriates are also expected to ensure that systems and processes are adopted, and inevitably
they will be engaged in showing how these systems and processes work, as well as monitoring
the effective performance of HCNs.

l One of the reasons for international assignments is management development. A move into another
area internationally – job rotation – is a useful way for employees to gain a broader perspective. It
assists in developing capable people who form the required pool of global operators, as discussed
in earlier chapters.
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Therefore, the way in which an MNE anticipates and provides suitable training for international
assignments is an important first step. This is reflected in the growth of interest in, and provision
of, pre-departure training to prepare expatriates and accompanying family members for their
international assignment.

Figure 7.1 is a schematic representation of the international training and development proc-
ess. It shows the link between international recruitment and selection, and training and develop-
ment activities. Most expatriates are internal hires, selected from within the MNE’s existing
operations. However, as indicated by the dotted arrow in Figure 7.1, some expatriates may be
hired externally for an international assignment. We will now consider the various elements
related to expatriate training and development in the context of managing and supporting inter-
national assignments.

The role of expatriate training
Given that the primary selection criterion for most MNEs is technical ability of existing employ-
ees,3 it is not surprising to find that most of the literature on expatriate training is devoted to ex-
patriate pre-departure training activities that are mainly concerned with developing cultural
awareness. Therefore, once an employee has been selected for an expatriate position, pre-depar-
ture training is considered to be the next critical step in attempting to ensure the expatriate’s
effectiveness and success abroad, particularly where the destination country is considered cultur-
ally tough. In Figure 7.1 pre-departure training is indicated as a subset of general training. Effec-
tive cultural training, it is advocated, assists individuals to adjust more rapidly to the new
culture. As Earley4 points out, a major objective of intercultural training is to help people cope
with unexpected events in a new culture.

The limited, predominately US-based, research into this area reveals that a large number of
US multinationals have been reluctant to provide even a basic level of pre-departure training,
though this is now changing. Particular interest in the area began with Tung’s5 study on expatri-
ation practices, including the use of pre-departure training programs. Her results showed that
US multinationals tended to use training programs for expatriates less frequently than European
and Japanese firms (32 per cent compared with 69 per cent and 57 per cent, respectively). The
US attitude to the provision of pre-departure training appeared to persist through the 1980s.
For example, a 1984 study of one thousand US multinationals found that only 25 per cent
offered extensive pre-departure training programs;6 while a 1989 study of US firms found that
only 13 per cent of respondents indicated that they would offer expatriates a pre-departure pro-
gram.7 Among the various reasons cited by firms in these studies was that top management did
not believe pre-departure training was necessary or effective.8 So, while the potential benefits of
cultural awareness training are widely acknowledged, such training was downgraded or not
offered by a large number of US multinationals.9 A 1997 survey of European firms (including
subsidiaries of non-European multinationals) found that only 13 per cent of responding firms
always provided expatriates with access to cultural awareness courses, though a further 47 per
cent provided briefings for culturally ‘challenging’ postings (compared with 21 per cent in a
1995 survey).10

FIGURE 7.1 International training and development

Recruitment
and selection Training Development

International
assignments

Pre-departure
training

International
team
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MNEs appear to be more positive about the provision of training over the last few years, pos-
sibly in part due to the growth in numbers of providers of pre-departure training that multina-
tionals can access. Today we see different patterns emerging. For example, in 2011 Brookfield
reports from a sample of 118 MNEs that 74 per cent provided cross-cultural training (CCT),
with 43 per cent offering preparation on some assignments and 31 per cent on all assignments
(see source at Table 7.1). Furthermore, where cross-cultural preparation is offered only on some
assignments, 46 per cent make it available based on host location, 29 per cent based on the type
of assignment and 25 per cent based on other criteria. Here we see that type of assignment and
intended location have considerable influence on when cross-cultural training is offered.

Previously, multinational firms placed less priority on providing pre-departure training for
the spouse and family.11 However, perhaps due to increasing recognition of the interaction
between expatriate performance and family adjustment, more multinationals are now extending
their pre-departure training programs to include the spouse/partner and children. This is
reflected in the Brookfield data above, and in another survey – the Mercer HR 2010 Interna-
tional Assignments Survey. The latter reports that provision of pre-departure training for
accompanying spouses and partners continues to increase, with two-thirds of MNEs providing
language training to the spouse and 55 per cent providing cross-cultural training. ORC12

reports similar findings, with 38 per cent providing cross-cultural training to all family mem-
bers, 19 per cent to the expatriate and spouse only and 11 per cent to the expatriate only. How-
ever, as Table 7.1 shows, the percentage of firms that make CCT optional remains very high (74
per cent in 2011) so it is possible that many expatriates still receive very little training. In a
review of CCT, Littrell and Salas suggest that a lack of synthesis in the area of CCT research
has made it difficult for managers to implement CCT. Their review provides a number of
research-based guidelines as to how MNEs can enhance the success of their CCT programs.13

It is also important to note that the provision of pre-departure training appears to vary across
industries: Mercer14 reports that chemical, pharmaceutical, healthcare and consumer firms are
overall the most generous in terms of pre-assignment support, while IT firms are the least gener-
ous. For example, 56 per cent of chemical, pharmaceutical, healthcare and consumer firms pro-
vide language training to assignees’ children but only 14 per cent of IT companies do.

COMPONENTS OF EFFECTIVE PRE-DEPARTURE
TRAINING PROGRAMS

Studies indicate that the essential components of pre-departure training programs that contrib-
ute to a smooth transition to a foreign location include: cultural awareness training, preliminary

TABLE 7.1 Availability of cross-cultural training in MNEs

Brookfield 2009 Brookfield 2011

CCT available: 81 per cent 74 per cent

CCT attendance optional Provided to: 78 75

• Employee only 7 per cent 4 per cent

• Employee and spouse 32 46

• Whole family 56 49

Source: Brookfield Global Relocation Services. Global relocation trends survey reports, 2011 and 2009. Woodridge, IL.
All Rights Reserved.
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visits, language instruction, assistance with practical day-to-day matters and security briefings.15

We will look at each of these in turn.

Cultural awareness programs
It is generally accepted that, to be effective, the expatriate employee must adapt to and not feel
isolated from the host country. A well-designed, cultural awareness training program can be
extremely beneficial, as it seeks to foster an appreciation of the host country’s culture so that
expatriates can behave accordingly, or at least develop appropriate coping patterns. Without an
understanding (or at least an acceptance) of the host-country culture in such a situation, the ex-
patriate is likely to face some difficulty during the international assignment. Therefore, cultural
awareness training remains the most common form of pre-departure training.

The components of cultural awareness programs vary according to country of assignment,
duration, purpose of the transfer, and the provider of such programs. As part of her study of ex-
patriate management, Tung16 identified five categories of pre-departure training, based on dif-
ferent learning processes, type of job, country of assignment and the time available. These were:
area studies programs that include environmental briefing and cultural orientation; culture
assimilators (a training device whereby various cultural encounters can be discussed and ana-
lyzed); language training; sensitivity training; and field experiences. To understand possible var-
iations in expatriate training, Tung proposed a contingency framework for deciding the nature
and level of rigor of training. The two determining factors were the degree of interaction
required in the host culture and the similarity between the individual’s native culture and the
new culture. The related training elements in her framework involved the content of the training
and the rigor of the training. Essentially, Tung argued that:

l If the expected interaction between the individual and members of the host culture was low, and the
degree of dissimilarity between the individual’s native culture and the host culture was low, then
training should focus on task- and job-related issues rather than culture-related issues. The level of
rigor necessary for effective training should be relatively low.

l If there was a high level of expected interaction with host nationals and a large dissimilarity between
the cultures, then training should focus on cross-cultural skill development as well as on the new
task. The level of rigor for such training should be moderate to high.

Tung’s model specifies criteria for making training method decisions – such as degree of
expected interaction and cultural similarity. One limitation of the model is that it does not assist
the user to determine which specific training methods to use or what might constitute more or
less rigorous training.

More than a decade later, Tung17 revisited her earlier work and reported that her original
recommendations held, though with some changes:

l Training should be more orientated to life-long learning than ‘one-shot’ programs with an area-
specific focus.

l There should be more emphasis on provision of foreign language training.

l There should be emphasis on the levels of communication competence, not just verbal
communication, so the person becomes bicultural and bilingual, which enables an easier transition
between one culture and another.

l Cross-cultural training assists in managing diversity.

l The preview of the expatriate position should be realistic, as this facilitates effective performance.
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Mendenhall and Oddou extended Tung’s model and this was refined subsequently by Mendenhall,
Dunbar and Oddou18 who proposed three key dimensions in their cross-cultural training model:

1 training methods;

2 levels of training rigor;

3 duration of the training relative to degree of interaction and culture novelty.

This model provides excellent guidelines for managers to determine an appropriate program.
For example, if the expected level of interaction is low and the degree of similarity between the
individual’s home culture and the host culture is high, the length of the training could probably
be less than a week to provide the appropriate level of training rigor.19 Training methods would
emphasize an information-giving approach. Examples of such an approach would be:

l area or cultural briefings;

l lectures, movies, or books;

l use of interpreters;

l ‘survival-level’ language training.

If the individual is to work in a foreign location for a period of 2 to 12 months and is expected
to have some interaction with members of the host culture, the level of training rigor should be
higher and the length of training longer (at least 1–4þ weeks). Training methods would empha-
size an affective approach. Examples of such an approach would be:

l Role-playing.

l Critical incidents.

l Culture assimilator training.20

l Case studies.

l Stress reduction training.

l Moderate language training.

If the individual is going to a fairly novel and different host culture and the expected degree of
interaction is high, the level of cross-cultural training rigor should be high and training should
be for two months or longer. Depending on the level of fluency required for language training,
some training programs may extend up to a year. Training methods would emphasize an
immersion approach. Examples of such an approach would be:

l Assessment center.

l Field experiences.

l Simulations.

l Sensitivity training.

l Intercultural web-based workshop.

l Extensive language training.

One obvious practical limitation of Black and Mendenhall’s model is that there may be insuffi-
cient time for an expatriate to undertake cross-cultural training, which is often given as a reason
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why MNEs do not provide pre-departure training or why the uptake for such training is low. It
would therefore be difficult to develop appropriate pre-departure training programs in such
cases. Other contextual and situational factors – such as, cultural toughness, length of assign-
ment and the nature/type of the job – may have a bearing on the content, method and processes
involved in the cultural awareness training program. More importantly, monitoring and feed-
back should be recognized as important components of individual skill development, particu-
larly as adjustment and performance are the desired outcomes of cultural awareness training.

Preliminary visits
One technique that can be very useful in orienting international employees is to send them on a
preliminary visit to the host country. A well-planned visit for the candidate and spouse provides
a preview that allows them to assess their suitability for and interest in the assignment. Such a
visit also serves to introduce expatriate candidates to the business context in the host location
and helps encourage more informed pre-departure preparation. It is essential to note that such a
visit must be relevant to the intended position that the international employee will be taking up
and not simply a ‘tourist’ experience. When used as part of a pre-departure training program,
visits to the host location can assist in the initial adjustment process (for details on expatriate
adjustment see Chapter 5).

ORC,21 in its survey of 916 MNEs, reported that three-quarters provide a pre-assignment
trip to expatriates to allow them to become familiar with the new location, secure housing, child
education and other such items that are necessary for a successful transition to the host country:
49 per cent offer a preliminary visit to the expatriate and spouse, 20 per cent for all family mem-
bers, and 6 per cent for the expatriate only. Furthermore, the majority of firms typically provide
four to six days for such a trip, with all actual expenses for hotel, transportation, meals, and
miscellaneous expenses reimbursed.

Obviously, the prospective assignee may reject the assignment on the basis of the preliminary
visit. As one firm in a 1997 European study22 is reported to have admitted: ‘We do not provide
pre-assignment visits where conditions are so poor that nobody would want to go’. Most firms
that utilize preliminary visits, though, weigh the cost of a preliminary visit against premature
recall and under-performance risks. A potential problem arises if the aim of the preliminary visit
is twofold – part of the selection decision and part of pre-departure training. For example, the
MNE could be sending mixed signals to the prospective assignee if it offers the preliminary visit
as part of the selection process but upon arrival in the proposed country of assignment, the pro-
spective assignee is expected to make decisions regarding suitable housing and schools. Such
treatment could be interpreted as accepting the preliminary visit equals accepting the assign-
ment, thus negating its role in the decision-making process.

Where MNEs use the preliminary visit to allow the assignee (and spouse) to make a more
informed decision about accepting the overseas assignment, it should be used solely for that pur-
pose. Combined with cultural awareness training, the preliminary visit is a useful component of
a pre-departure program. Exposure to the expatriate community (if one exists in the proposed
host location) can also be a positive outcome. Brewster and Pickard23 found that an expatriate
community has an influence on expatriate adjustment.

Language training
Language training is a seemingly obvious, desirable component of a pre-departure program.
However, it is consistently ranked below that of the desirability for cultural awareness training.
In trying to understand why language skills are given a lower priority we should consider the
following aspects related to language ability that needs to be recognized.
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The role of English as the language of world business. It is generally accepted that English
is the language of world business, though the form of English is more ‘international English’
than that spoken by native speakers of English.24 India is an attractive location for foreign call
centers due, in part, to the availability of a large local English-speaking population from which
to recruit employees. The willingness of Chinese nationals to acquire English fluency is confirm-
ing the dominance of English. Multinationals from the Anglo-Saxon or English-speaking coun-
tries such as Britain, the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand often use the dominant role
of English as a reason for not considering language ability in the selection process, and for not
stressing language training as part of pre-departure programs. Tung25 reports that a 12 country
study of almost 3000 executives found that respondents from the USA the UK, Canada and
Australia – all English-speaking countries – deemed language skills as unimportant. This is in
contrast to executives from Europe, Asia and South America, however, who considered knowl-
edge of a foreign language as critical to success.

A similar attitude emerged from a study of US multinationals’ foreign language needs. Fix-
man26 found that foreign language skills were seldom included as part of cross-cultural under-
standing, and that language problems were largely viewed as mechanical and manageable
problems that could easily be solved. As Pucik27 comments, an exclusive reliance on English
diminishes the MNE’s linguistic capacity. The resultant lack of language competence has strate-
gic and operational implications as it limits the multinational’s ability to monitor competitors
and process important information. For example, translation services, particularly those exter-
nal to the firm, cannot make strategic inferences and firm-specific interpretations of language
specific data. Fixman28 raises the question of protecting important technology in international
joint venture activities: ‘It would seem that the less one understands of a partner’s language, the
less likely one is to detect theft of technology’. Perhaps more importantly, as Wright and
Wright29 in their study of British firms point out, to accept English as the de facto language of
international business gives the advantage to the other person:

The other speaker controls what is communicated and what is understood. The monolingual English
speaker has less room to maneuver, no possibility of finding out more than he is given. His position
forces him to be reactive rather than proactive in the relationship. What he says and understands is fil-
tered through the other speaker’s competence, over which he has no control.

Disregarding the importance of foreign language skills may reflect a degree of ethnocentrism. A
study by Hall and Gudykunst30 has shown that the lower the level of perceived ethnocentrism
in an MNE, the more training it provides in cultural awareness and language training. It also
reflects a degree of perhaps unconscious arrogance on the part of expatriates from English-
speaking countries. However, more firms are including language training as evidenced by recent
surveys. For example, the ORC Worldwide 2008 survey revealed that provision of language
training to spouses, partners and children, as part of pre-departure training programs, had
markedly increased. A total of 84 per cent of the responding firms provided language training to
expatriates, of which 44 per cent provided it to all family members, 30 per cent to expatriates
and partners only, and 10 per cent only to expatriates. In fact, it was the most common form of
spousal assistance while on assignment with 60 per cent of responding firms indicating provi-
sion of language training as part of their spousal assistance package.

Host-Country language skills and adjustment. Clearly, the ability to speak a foreign lan-
guage can improve the expatriate’s effectiveness and negotiating ability, as well as improve the
adjustment of family members. As Baliga and Baker31 point out, it can improve managers’
access to information regarding the host country’s economy, government and market. Of
course, the degree of fluency required may depend on the level and nature of the position that
the expatriate holds in the foreign operation, the amount of interaction with external stakehold-
ers such as government officials, clients, trade officials, as well as with host-country nationals.
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In a survey of 400 expatriates by Tung,32 the importance of language skills was identified as
a critical component in assignment performance. Respondents indicated that ability to speak the
local language, regardless of how different the culture was to their home country, was as impor-
tant as cultural awareness in their ability to adapt and perform on assignment. Knowledge of
the host-country language can assist expatriates and family members gain access to new social
support structures outside of work and the expatriate community. For example, McNulty33

found that learning the host country language was rated by 71 per cent of spouses as an impor-
tant adjustment activity during international assignments, with one spouse suggesting that ‘lan-
guage proficiency is power’.

Language skills are therefore important in terms of task performance and cultural adjust-
ment. Its continued omission from pre-departure training can be partly explained by the length
of time it takes to acquire even a rudimentary level of language competence. Hiring language
competent staff to enlarge the language pool from which potential expatriates may be drawn is
one answer, but its success depends on up-to-date information being kept on all employees, and
frequent language auditing to see whether language skills are maintained.34

Knowledge of the corporate language. As previously mentioned, multinationals tend to
adopt (either deliberately or by default) a common company language to facilitate reporting and
other control mechanisms. Given its place in international business, quite often English becomes
the common language within these multinationals. Expatriates can become language nodes, per-
forming as communication conduits between subsidiary and headquarters, due to their ability
to speak the corporate language. It also can give added power to their position in the subsidiary,
as expatriates – particularly PCNs – often have access to information that those not fluent in the
corporate language are denied. An expatriate fluent in the parent-company language and the
language of the host subsidiary can perform a gate-keeping role, whatever the formal position
the expatriate may hold.

Most MNEs use staff transfers as part of a corporate training program, with HCN recruits
spending time at corporate headquarters as inpatriates (see Chapter 5). These training programs
will normally be conducted in the corporate language. Fluency in the corporate language is,
therefore, usually a prerequisite for international training assignments and may constrain the
ability of subsidiary employees to attend and benefit from such training. An exception to this
pattern would be an example where key new line managers from important emerging markets
may be trained in their own language at the corporate headquarters – a practice which the
McDonald’s Corporation follows at its corporate training facility in Chicago.35 Pre-departure
training programs often may need to include both the language of the host country and the cor-
porate language.

Practical assistance
Another component of a pre-departure training program is that of providing information that
assists in relocation. Practical assistance makes an important contribution toward the adaptation
of the expatriate and his or her family to their new environment. McNulty, Hutchings and De
Cieri,36 in a study of 31 expatriates based in Asia, found that being left to fend for oneself
resulted in a short-term negative impact on overall return on investment, as well as a perceived
breach of the psychological contract. One important problem identified in their study was poor
HR support such as a lack of mobility expertise and a poor attitude towards international assign-
ees among locally-trained (host-country) HR staff. Human Resources support was found to mat-
ter most in the first weeks or months because most stressors were related to settling in rather than
the new job. Also problematic for expatriates was not having a central area or person to go to for
advice and information; seeking help from a dozen or more different departments was considered
time consuming and inefficient, and a distraction from doing their job adequately.
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Practical assistance includes all manner of support both before and during an assignment.37

For example, pre-departure practical support can include preparing official papers/visas, ship-
ping assignee’s goods to the host country, shipping additional baggage by air, interim accommo-
dation in the home and host country, additional moving allowances to help cover incidental and
out-of-pocket expenses otherwise not reimbursed or covered in the policy (e.g., connection and
installation of appliances and utilities, purchase of small electrical appliances, replacement of
non-fitting furniture or clothes), furniture storage in the home country, and consultations with a
tax adviser and a relocation agent. On-assignment practical support can include on-going lan-
guage training, administrative support in filling in tax and official administration forms, assis-
tance in opening a bank account, and finding and negotiating a housing lease. On-assignment
practical support to help expatriates socially integrate is also needed but less common according
to the Mercer 2010 survey, with only 12 per cent of companies introducing assignees to other
expatriates living in the host location, 10 per cent providing membership to a sport/fitness club,
and 5 per cent to a private/social club.

Many multinationals now take advantage of relocation specialists to provide this practical as-
sistance, for example, in finding suitable accommodation and schools.38 Usually, during the
assignment, host-country HR staff will organize any further orientation programs and language
training. However, as McNulty et al. show, it is important that corporate HRM staff act as a li-
aison to the sending line manager as well as the HR department in the foreign location to ensure
that adequate practical assistance is provided.

Security briefings
A relatively new type of pre-departure training is security briefings. This has become necessary
as expatriates increasingly relocate to locations where personal safety may be a concern, and
therefore presents increased and unfamiliar threats to their health, safety and security. Risks and
threats to expatriates range from hostile political environments (terrorism, kidnapping, hijack-
ing, coup, war), natural disasters, exposure to disease (pandemics), travel accidents and other
common travel problems (scheduling delays, passport problems). ORC39 reports that 21 per
cent of companies now provide security briefings to expatriates dependent on the location of
their assignment, with 43 per cent having established formal programs or broad guidelines for
security and 63 per cent having either a formal or informal program in the case of emergencies.
Security plans include evacuation procedures, assignment tracking systems, ongoing security
briefings and continuous improvements in overall security in all at-risk locations. In 19 per cent
of participating companies, ORC reported that expatriates had been repatriated from locations
deemed unsafe. In these instances, particularly for medical evacuations, 64 per cent of compa-
nies used an emergency evacuation service (e.g. SOS International), while 15 per cent covered
the costs on an ad-hoc basis. In the event of death or serious illness in the expatriate’s family, 41
per cent of companies pay the full cost of travel to the home country for the entire family. Inter-
estingly, ORC found that in companies where expatriates were assigned to dangerous locations,
the overwhelming majority (71 per cent) did not pay a danger pay allowance. Just 15 per cent
offered this allowance, and a further 14 per cent handled it on a case-by-case basis.

Training for the training role
Expatriates are often used for training because of a lack of suitably trained staff in the host loca-
tion. Consequently, expatriates often find themselves training HCNs as their replacements. The
obvious question is how are expatriates prepared for this training role? There is little research
on this question. We do know from the cross-cultural management literature that there are dif-
ferences in the way people approach tasks and problems, and that this can have an impact on
the learning process.40 The ability to transfer knowledge and skills in a culturally sensitive
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manner perhaps should be an integral part of pre-departure training programs – particularly if
training is part of the expatriate’s role in the host country.

One way that MNEs could improve the quality and content of the training offered to expatri-
ates in their role of training HCNs as their replacements would be to better utilize the knowl-
edge transfer process when expatriates are repatriated. A paper by Lazarova and Tarique41 has
examined this issue and argues that effective knowledge transfer occurs when there is a fit
between individual readiness to transfer knowledge and organizational receptivity to knowl-
edge. Specifically they propose that:

Organizations should try to match the level of intensity of their knowledge transfer mechanisms to the
type of knowledge gained abroad. Thus, highly intense extraction tools (e.g. assigning repatriates to
strategic teams) should be used to acquire international knowledge with high tacitness and high
specificity . . . Such knowledge would be transferred most effectively through rich mechanisms involv-
ing frequent communication between the repatriate and other organizational members. Organizations
can use low intensity extraction tools (e.g. presentations, intranet) to acquire explicit international
knowledge (e.g. information on banking laws and regulations in a particular foreign market).

TCN and HCN expatriate training
Anecdotal evidence suggests that in some firms pre-departure training may not be provided to
TCNs being transferred to another subsidiary, and for HCNs (inpatriates) transferred into the
parent country operations. Where it is provided, it may not be to the extent of that available to
PCNs. This omission could create perceptions of inequitable treatment in situations where PCNs
and TCNs work in the same foreign location, and affect adjustment to the international assign-
ment. Not considering the need for HCNs transferred to the parent organization reflects an eth-
nocentric attitude.42

There may be a link between the amount of training, particularly cross-cultural, and assignment
length. HCNs transferred to either headquarters or to another subsidiary are often short-term,
project-based assignments or for management development purposes. As such, they may not be
regarded as ‘genuine’ expatriate postings, thus falling outside the ambit of the HR function. In
order to design and implement TCN and HCN pre-departure training, local management, par-
ticularly those in the HR department, need to be conscious of the demands of an international
assignment – just as we have discussed in terms of corporate/headquarters HR staff. There per-
haps needs also to be recognition and encouragement of this from headquarters, and monitoring
to ensure that sufficient subsidiary resources are allocated for such training.

Provision of training for non-traditional expatriate assignments
In theory, all staff should be provided with the necessary level of pre-departure training given
the demands of the international assignment. Cultural adjustment is inherent in international
staff transfers. Pre-departure training should also be provided for employees on short-term
assignments, on non-standard assignments such as commuting, and to international business
travelers. However, there is a paucity of information regarding pre-departure training for non-
standard assignments.

Short-term and non-standard assignments.
Given the generally low level of provision of pre-departure training to traditional expatriates, it
is not surprising to find that those on short-term and non-standard assignments receive little or
no preparation before departure. The oversight may be due to lack of time, which is a standard
reason for non-provision of pre-departure training.
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This may be why multinationals are increasingly using modern technology to overcome time
and resource constraints. For example, Brookfield43 reports that 32 per cent of companies now
use media-based or web-based alternatives to face-to-face cross-cultural training, of which:

l 28 per cent used media or web-based programs as additional forms of support for in-person
programs;

l 28 per cent used it for portability (anytime, anywhere);

l 17 per cent as stand-alone alternatives;

l 9 per cent for time efficiency;

l 6 per cent for cost reasons.

International business travelers
Non-expatriates tend to be a forgotten group, yet for many firms they may comprise the largest
contingent of employees involved in international business. International business travelers are
flying into and out of foreign operations performing a myriad of tasks, including training. For
example, explaining new product development, or service, or process, to HCN employees that
will involve demonstrations, seminar presentations and other methods of information dissemi-
nation. Such internal MNE interaction usually will involve the use of the corporate language.
Therefore, non-expatriates need to be aware that HCNs will differ in their level of competence.
It is easy to equate intelligence with language fluency: perceiving lack of fluency as a sign of stu-
pidity. Internal MNE briefings and training sessions will need to take into account local varian-
ces in how people conduct themselves in formal situations and approach the ‘classroom’
situation.

International business travelers may be providing new product information to foreign agents
or distributors. These activities naturally involve cross-cultural interaction. Competence in the
local language or at least an ability to work with and through interpreters may be required. The
same applies to those conducting negotiations with host government officials, prospective cli-
ents, suppliers and subcontractors. All these activities are strategically important yet there is lit-
tle in the literature regarding the provision of training for these roles. From the limited, mainly
anecdotal, information available, it would seem that non-expatriates learn on the job, and grad-
ually acquire the knowledge and skills to function effectively in various countries and situa-
tions.44 For a review of the international business traveler literature see Welch and Worm.45

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PRE-DEPARTURE TRAINING

The objective of pre-departure training is to assist the expatriate to adjust to the demands of liv-
ing and working in a foreign location. The question is how effective is such training and what
components have been considered to be essential by those who have been provided pre-
departure training?

The Brookfield surveys ask firms to indicate the value of cross-cultural preparation for expa-
triate success as shown in Table 7.2. For the 2011 survey, 79 per cent of companies report
cross-cultural training as being of ‘good’ or ‘great value’ for expatriate success, with only 2 per
cent indicating it has little or no value, and 19 per cent reporting a neutral value. However, it
should be noted that information on how the responding firms evaluated their training was not
provided – a common problem with many surveys of training utilization.

Several academic studies have attempted to assess the effectiveness of pre-departure
training. Eschbach, Parker and Stoeberl46 report the results of a study of 79 US
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repatriates. They measured cognitive, affective and experiential cross-cultural training and
language training, provided by the company or self-initiated. The amount and type of
training, based on the models of Tung and Black et al. described earlier in this chapter,
was included. Expatriates with integrated cross-cultural training exhibited cultural profi-
ciency earlier, and appeared to have greater job satisfaction, than those with lesser train-
ing. Repatriates commented that there was a need for accurate, up-to-date cultural and
language training for expatriates and spouses and many considered that preliminary visits
should be used.

The second study was a meta-analysis of the cross-cultural training literature.47 The conclu-
sion reached was that the effectiveness of cross-cultural training was somewhat weaker than
expected due to:

l Limited data as few organizations systematically evaluate or validate the effectiveness of their
training programs or make them available to the public.

l The use of a mixture of different training methods, making evaluation of which method is most
effective difficult to isolate.

l The large diversity in cultures that expatriates face.

l The interaction between individual differences between expatriates and the work environment they
face. What works for one person may not work for another. Thus, the effects of cross-cultural
training can be as diverse as the countries to which expatriates are assigned.

The authors add that traditional training methods may underestimate the complexity of interna-
tional business life, where expatriate managers are required to perform complex jobs across
multiple cultural contexts, sometimes on the same day or even within the hour. Training pro-
grams that capture this reality are difficult to find and many existing cross-cultural training pro-
grams have yet to prove their utility.48

DEVELOPING STAFF THROUGH INTERNATIONAL
ASSIGNMENTS

International assignments have long been recognized as an important mechanism for developing
international expertise (see Chapter 5). The expected outcomes are:

l Management development. Individuals gain international experience, which assists in career
progression, while the multinational gains through having a pool of experienced international
operators on which to draw for future international assignments.

TABLE 7.2 Perceived value of cross-cultural preparation of expatriates

Value rating Brookfield 2011 Brookfield 2009

Of great value 25% 19%

Of high value 64% 60%

Of neutral value 11% 19%

Of poor value 0% 2%

Source: Brookfield Global Relocation Trends, 2009 and 2011. LLC. All rights reserved.
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l Organizational development. International assignments also provide a MNE with a way of
accumulating a stock of knowledge, skills and abilities upon which it can base its future growth. A
global mindset is an important side benefit, as key personnel take a broader view. Further, as
discussed previously, expatriates are agents of direct control and socialization and assist in the
transfer of knowledge and competence.

We shall now consider these outcomes, first from the perspective of the individual, and then
from the multinational’s viewpoint.

Individual development
An international assignment can be compared to job rotation, a management development tool
that seeks to provide certain employees with opportunities to enhance their abilities by exposing
them to a range of jobs, tasks and challenges. It is therefore not surprising to find an implicit
assumption that an international assignment almost always has management development
potential. Along with expected financial gain, perceived career advancement is often a primary
motive for accepting international assignments. This is particularly the case in small population
advanced economies (e.g. Austria, The Netherlands, Australia, Finland, Sweden and New Zea-
land) where the relatively small local economy is not big enough to generate growth and interna-
tional activities provide the opportunity for ongoing revenue growth.49 In such a situation,
employees (particularly younger employees who are motivated to build their careers) under-
stand that international experience is often an essential requirement for further career advance-
ment. A recent review by Kerr, McNulty and Thorn50 outlining how Australians and New
Zealanders pursue global careers reports that expatriates from these countries not only pursue
company-assigned opportunities, but increasingly pursue self-initiated opportunities as well.

Overall, there is a paucity of research that demonstrates a link between an international
assignment and career advancement. There remains a need for research that establishes career
paths as a direct consequence of international assignments. There are two possible explanations
for this lack of interest in the career outcomes of international assignments:

l MNEs and researchers have been somewhat preoccupied with the process of expatriation from the
organization’s perspective. It is important to understand the roles played by the various IHRM
activities so that proper management and support for expatriates can be provided to reduce under-
performance and improve cost-effectiveness.

l Surveys consistently report that expatriates consider career progression as a primary motive for
accepting international assignments. Such a consistency of response – that is, career advancement
as a reason for accepting an overseas assignment – has masked the issue of whether these career
expectations are, indeed, met. In other words, we know why people accept international
assignments, but we do not have a clear picture of when and how these expectations are met, and
the consequences to both the individual and the multinational if the expected career outcomes are
not met. McNulty, Hutchings, and De Cieri51 provide some recent evidence that Asia-based
expatriates are somewhat dissatisfied with their career progression as a result of undertaking
international assignments, showing that changing patterns of mobility in the Asia Pacific region has
contributed to a decrease in loyalty and commitment, with implications for MNEs in terms of
expatriate retention and overall corporate ROI.

Developing international teams
Expatriates may gain individual management development from the international assignment,
as we have previously discussed. The international assignment often is the ‘training ground’ for
the international cadre in Figure 7.2. For MNEs, this term usually refers to a group of high
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potential employees who have been selected for specialized management training to enable the
MNE to continue to expand its international operations. International teams can be formed
from those who have had international experience, though the international assignment itself
may be an assignment to an international team, or to form an international team. It is frequently
argued that multinationals, especially in networked organizations, would benefit from using
international teams as:

l A mechanism for fostering innovation, organizational learning and the transfer of knowledge.

l A means of breaking down functional and national boundaries, enhancing horizontal
communication and information flows.

l A method for encouraging diverse inputs into decisions, problem solving and strategic
assessments.

l An opportunity for developing a global perspective.

l A technique for developing shared values, thus assisting in the use of informal, normative control
through socialization.

Research and development and international projects are common situations where teamwork
is utilized and forms the basis of much of the literature on multinational teams, a sub-set of
which is the virtual team, where members are geographically dispersed (see Figure 7.2). To a
certain extent, international assignments achieve teambuilding by exposing employees to vari-
ous parts of the global organization. Consequently, expatriates develop local networks that
often persist after completion of the assignment. These predominantly informal networks can
later be activated for work situations, such as providing membership of project teams.52 Not
everyone will wish to become part of an international cadre, but to create an effective global
pool of international operators, many MNEs are conscious that they need to provide interna-
tional experience to many levels of managers, regardless of nationality. A small cadre com-
prised only of PCNs may defeat the purpose of having a team of experienced employees who
are capable of operating in multiple environments on various types of tasks and jobs. For
example, Peterson53 found that Western-based multinationals operating in Central and East-
ern Europe were increasing the use of TCN and HCN expatriate transfers as a way of widen-
ing the ‘corporate talent pool’.

FIGURE 7.2 Developing international teams through international assignments
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While the international assignment plays an important role in both management and organi-
zational development, its effectiveness depends on the individuals concerned, the type of multi-
national and contextual factors. For example, Caligiuri and Di Santo54 argue that certain
personality characteristics that have been identified as expatriate predictors of success cannot be
developed through international assignments. In other words, individual characteristics such as
dogmatic or authoritarian tendencies are not likely to be altered through an expatriate experi-
ence. However, Caligiuri and Di Santo do suggest that individuals can learn to be more sensitive
to the challenges of working in another country – that is, to become more culturally aware. This
knowledge and experience would prove valuable when working in an international team com-
prised of colleagues from other countries.

The MNE needs to be able to provide the resources and support for those working in interna-
tional teams such as R&D projects. Managers supervising international teams, for example, will
need to understand processes such as group dynamics, especially how national cultures affect
group functioning. Those who have previous experience of international assignments and teams
will be better placed than those who have not. Perhaps this is why some MNEs are placing
greater stress on the need for international experience and are prepared to use expatriates de-
spite the cost and difficulties often associated with international assignments. For reviews of the
literature on developing international teams see Gibbs,55 Maznevski et al.56 and Caligiuri and
Tarique.57

TRENDS IN INTERNATIONAL TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

There are a number of emerging and continuing trends in international training and develop-
ment. First, although the pressure from globalization continues to push MNEs towards a con-
vergent approach to training and development, there is a continuing pressure from many
countries (particularly developing countries) for localization of training and development initia-
tives of which MNEs must be mindful. Al-Dosary and Rahman58 have reviewed the benefits
and problems associated with localization of training and development. Second, there is a grow-
ing realization that although globalization is having a major impact on business processes and
associated training and development efforts in MNEs, there is evidence that for competence de-
velopment and learning, it is still necessary to consider the impact and importance of the
national context and institutions on such efforts (see Geppert).59 Third, there is increasing
awareness of the important role of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in international
training and development (see Chang, and Brewster and Lee for reviews).60 Fourth, with the rise
of China as an economic superpower, there is increasing interest in all aspects of training and
development with a focus on China (see Wang et al., Zhao, Zhang et al., Zhu, and Wang and
Wang for reviews).61 Finally, there is a realization in the training and development literature
that the field must address global, comparative and national level contexts for training and de-
velopment, just as the international HRM field is beginning to do so (see Metcalfe and Rees62

for a review).

RE-ENTRY AND CAREER ISSUES

It is evident from the material covered in this book that there have been considerable advances
in our understanding and knowledge of the issues surrounding the management and support of
expatriates in terms of recruitment and selection, pre-departure training and compensation. As
Figure 7.3 indicates, the expatriation process also includes repatriation: the activity of bringing
the expatriate back to the home country. While it is now more widely recognized by managers
and academics that repatriation needs careful managing, attention to this aspect of international
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assignments has been somewhat belated. In the past, the unpredictable and incremental nature
of globalization led to reactive assignments, and re-entry to the firm was left unspoken or dealt
with informally on an ad-hoc basis. As more expatriates completed their assignments, firms
were faced with organizing these returns in a more planned pattern that allowed for a more stra-
tegic and complete use of the repatriate’s newfound experiences and insights, while at the same
time easing the return to their home country and firm.63

Re-entry into the home country presents new challenges. The repatriate is coping with what
has been termed re-entry shock, or reverse culture shock. While people frequently expect life in
a new country to be different, they may be less prepared for the experience of returning home to
present problems of adjustment. As a consequence, it can be a surprising and traumatic experi-
ence for some64 – perhaps more difficult than what was encountered in the foreign location.
From the MNE’s perspective, repatriation is frequently considered as the final stage in the expa-
triation process (as indicated in Figure 7.4), but it is important to note that the MNE’s ability to
attract future expatriates is affected by the manner in which it handles repatriation.65

In this section, we focus on the key factors associated with re-entry including how the repatria-
tion process is handled by the individual and the receiving work unit as well as family adjustment.
We will also explore how repatriation affects the successful ‘closure’ of the foreign assignment, its
impact on future career paths within the MNE, and the effect on staff mobility. The reasons for
the international assignment and its outcomes are assessed – that is, how the MNE recoups its
investment in human capital, and the process of knowledge and competence transfer upon

FIGURE 7.3 Expatriation includes repatriation
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re-entry. It should be noted that what is written about the re-entry process centers on the tradi-
tional expatriate assignment, based predominantly on experiences of repatriated PCNs.

THE REPATRIATION PROCESS

Typically, on completion of the international assignment the MNE brings the expatriate back to
the home country, though not all international assignments end with a transfer home. Some
expatriates may agree to become part of the multinational’s international team of managers (as
indicated by the dotted arrow in Figure 7.3) and thus have consecutive overseas assignments. In
the event that one of these consecutive assignments involves the expatriate returning to the
home-country operations, it will be treated as ‘just another posting’ rather than re-entry or repa-
triation. For example, William Jones is moved from his home base in the US parent operations
to Japan for two years. He then spends four years in China, followed by one year in headquar-
ters in the USA before moving on to another position in the British operations. That one-year
period spent at headquarters is not treated as re-entry back into the home-country operations.
In contrast, Mary Smith has spent three years working in China and is repatriated back to the
USA into a defined position at headquarters.

As outlined in Figure 7.4, repatriation can be seen to encompass three phases. First, before
the global assignment, MNEs may act to assign home sponsors or mentors and hold them re-
sponsible for keeping the expatriate in touch with changing conditions in the home country.
Ideally, such sponsors might have relevant expatriate assignments as part of their own work his-
tory. Web-based indices of relevant national, regional, industrial or firm websites may be pro-
vided. These ongoing communication protocols may be formal or informal.66 Mercer67 reports
that 22 per cent of companies have put in place a mentoring program to assist assignees in the
expatriation and repatriation process. But for over half of these, the mentor system is applied
only in specific cases and not to the entire assignee population. By initially creating this network
of personal and media links the expatriate may be able to keep up with the changes in the home
country, work unit, the larger firm as well as changes in the local or regional community while
on assignment. This more systematic updating may contribute to more realistic expectations on
the part of the expatriate, reducing culture shock upon return.

Second, during the assignment, ‘home leave’, work-related information exchanges, sponsor
communications and a systematic pre-return orientation process can all facilitate realistic
expectations and ease the return. Allowing for periodic returns to the home country will help
the expatriate and her/his family to reconnect with firm employees, family and friends and catch
up with changing business, economic and political conditions. Some MNEs allow their expatri-
ates to use their holidays to visit more exotic, once-in-a-lifetime locations closer to the host
country.68 In some cases, this is not a wise policy for the employer as by doing this, some expa-
triates lose their perspective of how things may be changing in their home country and may de-
velop a somewhat ‘rose-colored’ view of life back at home. The first author has over a number
of years been given numerous examples by managers with international experience of expatriate
families spending their holidays in other locations rather than returning to their home country
and subsequently developing a rather unrealistic view of life in their home country which led to
difficulties when the reality of subsequent repatriation resulted in adjustment difficulties. For
this reason, ORC69 reports that 58 per cent of MNEs enforce a policy whereby expatriates are
required to take home leave in their home country.

Work-related information exchanges are part of any expatriate assignment. Through these
regular and ongoing task-related communications, a considerable amount of information about
changes in home personnel, power politics, strategic developments and less work-related
updates can be passed on to the expatriate. These activities may become more intense in the
months or weeks immediately prior to the return. Upon return, a series of immediately practical
and more long-term activities combine during what is normally a very restricted time frame.
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MNEs can be less effective in their use of expatriates by either being too vague and unfocused
about repatriates, or they can try to be too efficient by expecting the returning expatriate to
jump back into the home assignment before the issues and processes related to return are
resolved – literally before their ‘bags are unpacked’.70 Immediate practical issues upon return
include housing and schools for children. Returning expatriates need to be assigned office space
and given an orientation to the new job assignment and local work group. On a broader scale,
the repatriate must reconnect with the local social network of the MNE and personal and career
dynamics may have to be adjusted in new and potentially unpredictable ways.71 Changes and
adjustments for societal, firm and job dynamics on the personal, family, job, organizational and
career levels are involved in this final stage.

Note the two stages of culture shock represented at the bottom in Figure 7.4. An overempha-
sis on the home focus, at the expense of a focus on the host assignment can lead to problems
with performance while on assignment and premature return. At the same time, an overempha-
sis on host activities, at the expense of some awareness of changes at home can lead to a second
culture shock upon return. The goal of any set of expatriation/repatriation practices should
result in the successful integration of home and host experiences. Achieving this more balanced
set of transitions is not always easy. For example, Harzing72 has conducted a comprehensive
survey of 287 subsidiaries of nearly 100 different multinationals and reported that 52 per cent
of sampled firms experienced repatriate re-entry problems. IHRM in Action, Case 7.1 provides
an example of some of these problems.

Re-entry and repatriation problems
The problems outlined above and in the IHRM in Action Case 7.1 may lead to staff turnover,
with repatriates opting to leave the organization. The GMAC-Global Relocation Services73

global surveys (referred to in previous chapters) provide valuable data on repatriate turnover.
Firms in the 2011 survey indicated that the average annual turnover for all employees was 8 per
cent [page 56 of report] – lower than the historical average of 12 per cent. For expatriate attri-
tion, respondents reported the following results for 2011:

l 22 per cent of expatriates left the company during an assignment (historical average 21 per cent);

l 28 per cent left within one year of returning from an assignment (historical average 31 per cent);

l 24 per cent left between the first and second year of returning from an assignment (historical
average 24 per cent);

l 26 per cent left after two years of returning from an assignment (historical average 24 per cent).

Overall, in 2011, 4 per cent of international assignments resulted in failure. The leading causes
of assignment failure cited by respondent firms were:

l Spouse/partner dissatisfaction (18 per cent).

l Poor candidate choice (16 per cent).

l Poor job performance (13 per cent).

l Inability to adapt (12 per cent).

l Other family concerns (8 per cent).

In terms of annual change in expatriate attrition rate, 67 per cent of firms reported no change,
19 per cent an increase and 14 per cent a decrease (the historical averages are 71 per cent,
16 per cent and 13 per cent for these categories).
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When asked to rate the effectiveness of ways to reduce expatriate turnover (in order of high,
medium or low effectiveness), Brookfield (formerly GMAC Global Relocation Services) survey
respondent firms cited five methods:

l Opportunity to use experience (35 per cent).

l Position choices upon return (22 per cent).

l Recognition (16 per cent).

IHRM in Action Case 7.1
Repatriation and loss prevention at ISCAM

On his last day of work at ISCAM, Wayne Bullova wrote up his letter of resignation, took the five weeks of vacation he
was due and walked through the February snow across the downtown Denver street to open his own safety and se-
curity consulting firm. Only three years earlier, Wayne had jumped at the chance to take the assignment as Loss Pre-
vention and Safety Director at ISCAM’s new regional center in Peru. As a global mining engineering firm with decades
of international activities, ISCAM had done a very good job of preparing Wayne and his family for the differences
between Lima and Denver. The children had quickly adjusted to the American school, surprisingly his Mexican born
wife had enjoyed being involved in both the expatriate community and the local Peruvian church group associated
with the Cathedral, and Wayne had immediately enjoyed the increased responsibilities and centrality of his new role.
As an ex-US Army Ranger Captain, his security role did provide occasional adrenalin rushes as he responded to
Sendero Luminoso activities in mine sites around Huaneayo, but the evident success of the counterterrorism and se-
curity protocols he developed were gratifying.

His return to Denver, some six months ago, was a different matter. He knew that things would be different at home
after the corporate restructuring that occurred a year into his expatriate assignment. His long-time mentor and friend,
Herman Balkin, had taken a reportedly very generous early retirement package after a long-simmering executive power
struggle unpredictably came to a head. Several restructuring ‘aftershocks’ relocated many of his colleagues outside of
Colorado. During his assignment in Peru Wayne was more and more frustrated as his informal corporate intelligence
network dissolved and the role of his liaison was passed around among a series of increasingly junior, and to his mind
clueless, executives.

The assignment he was promised by the company president was ‘rethought’ and when he returned six months
ago he spent the better part of a month trying to get an office and understand his new job. Everyone he talked to had
a different perspective on what he was being asked to do. He felt claustrophobic, and to make matters worse, the
new counter-terrorism and security protocols he had developed and used, with great success, in Peru were either
systematically ignored or so modified by his supervisors that they were unrecognizable.

At a Bronco’s football game he shared his growing frustrations with Balkin. On the home front, the new house
they had purchased upon return – having sold their home at the advice of the HR director at the time of the interna-
tional assignment – was expensive, hard to heat and placed them in a city school district that the children were hav-
ing problems with. He had looked at private schools, but the tuitions were astronomical and his salary was not much
more than it had been three years ago. His wife had started to complain about Denver winters again. At work, Wayne
felt as if he had returned to a totally different world. Balkin asked if ISCAM had asked Wayne to renew his executive
non-competition agreement. Wayne replied that ISCAM had not. ‘Well, there you go’, said Balkin, ‘Let’s do what we
have talked about for years. With your technical expertise and my industry contacts, we can work for ourselves – at
least we will know who our bosses are and what the job is’.

Source: Fictionalized synthesis from several interviews.
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l Repatriation career support (13 per cent).

l Improved performance evaluation (9 per cent).

Given the reasons why international assignments are used, the direct and indirect costs involved,
and the various roles that are assigned to expatriates, it seems important to understand why re-
entry is problematic yet of seemingly lesser importance to researchers and managers than other
stages of the international assignment. To this end, we now examine factors that may contribute
to re-entry problems, considering the process first from the individual’s perspective, and then
the MNE’s viewpoint.

INDIVIDUAL REACTIONS TO RE-ENTRY

As with cross-cultural adjustment, the re-entry process is a complex interaction of several
factors. It is possible to group the major factors that have been identified as moderators of
re-entry readjustment into two categories – job-related factors and social factors – as depicted in
Figure 7.5, which we now discuss.

Job-related factors
These factors center around future employment prospects as a consequence of the international
assignment, the value being placed on the person’s international experience, coping with new
role demands and the loss of status and financial benefits upon re-entry. We shall examine these
factors in turn.

Career anxiety. When surveyed, expatriates consistently list two motivators for accepting an
international assignment: career advancement and financial gain.74 The Brookfield 2010 Survey

FIGURE 7.5 Factors influencing repatriate adjustment
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asked about the value of international experience to an employee’s career and respondents gave
the following responses:

l 33 per cent of respondents said that expats were promoted faster;

l 28 per cent believed that expats obtained positions in the firm more easily;

l 28 per cent of respondents noted that expats changed employers more often.

It is not surprising then that a prime factor in re-entry is career anxiety. This can emerge prior
to the physical relocation, even before Phase 1 in Figure 7.5, and can affect productivity during
the last few months of the international assignment as the person contemplates the re-entry
process. So, what prompts career anxiety? The causes range across the following and are often
interrelated:

l No post-assignment guarantee of employment. This is becoming the reality for perhaps the majority
of employees on international assignments. The Brookfield 2010 Survey asked respondents if their
firm required a clear statement about what the expatriate would do following an assignment. Only
12 per cent of respondents indicated that they did.75 Studies that break down general trends into
regions and countries reveal some differences. The Tung-Arthur Andersen 1997 survey of 49 North
American firms reported that the majority (almost 60 per cent) did not guarantee a position at home
upon successful completion of the overseas assignment.76 In her study of international HR
practices in German and UK firms, Marx77 found that the majority of German firms offered a
guaranteed job upon return from the foreign assignment, whereas the majority of UK firms admitted
that they were not able to offer jobs upon repatriation. Marx suggests that Continental European
firms may have to provide such guarantees in order to attract expatriates. Given this lack of job
security, it is not surprising that career anxiety commences prior to homecoming, and acts as a
readjustment moderator upon re-entry if career outcomes are not realized.

l A fear that the period overseas has caused a loss of visibility and isolation – as captured in the
phrase: ‘out of sight, out of mind’.78 This fear can commence at any stage during an assignment
and not just as the end of the posting draws near. A range of factors may influence this process:
(1) the amount of contact that the person has had with the home organization; (2) the seniority of
the position; and (3) whether the expatriate knows in advance what re-entry position they will take
up when they return to their home country. The following expatriate explains this challenge well:

One very senior partner out in the region once joked ‘the moment you get off the plane everybody
starts thinking about what are they going to do when they go back’. I remember laughing that off
thinking I just got here, that doesn’t make any sense at all. And then after a while I went ‘Oh I get it’.
You really do constantly think about how does this all fit into the bigger picture . . . [so] I think what is
explicitly missing is there is no advanced career planning that would include the repatriation compo-
nent prior to your deployment. There is no mid-term and certainly no long-term thinking around that.
And where it needs to start is pre-trip . . . to start thinking to take advantage of the skills and network
that the individual will be able to bring back.79

l Lack of information may increase the level of anxiety leaving the person with a decided impression
that the firm has not planned adequately, or that a mediocre or makeshift job awaits.80 If there is no
post-assignment job guarantee, the anxiety level may be understandably high.

l Changes in the home workplace. Anxiety can be exacerbated by informal communication from
home-based colleagues about organizational changes. It may be that the MNE is in the process of a
major restructuring, the aftermath of a merger or acquisition, or sale of divisions or business units.
These changes are often accompanied by job shedding. Knowledge of such changes and potential
or real job loss may add to the level of anxiety – particularly if the expatriate does not have a
guaranteed job upon repatriation.
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Another issue here is that restructuring can affect the host-country operations – such as closure
of a plant, dissolving of a joint venture or merging of operations post-acquisition. This may
leave the expatriate stranded, or force an early, unplanned repatriation.81 If similar changes are
also occurring in the home country, then availability of suitable positions may be reduced. One
repatriate who was placed in such a position explains:

The division I worked for was reorganized, and the subsidiary I worked for was placed under stringent
cost-cutting guidelines, which forced me to return earlier than anticipated. My re-entry was very cold,
with little support in finding a job since previous management had been fired.82

All of these factors combine to suggest that expatriates can be deeply affected by career anxiety.
In a recent study examining expatriates’ views relating to the perceived benefits gained at the
individual level from international assignments, McNulty et al. found that 87 per cent of expa-
triates in an Asia Pacific study perceived career enhancement as increasing their marketability to
other employers and not just their own. These views were largely based on inadequate career
planning provided by MNEs. Specific benefits from international assignments included:

‘being more visible; it should open up doors to the future’, ‘exhibiting a broader mindset which should
make me better suited for advancement’ and ‘giving me loads of experience to bring back to [my
home country]’.83

Work adjustment. Black, Gregersen and Mendenhall84 argue that work adjustment has an im-
portant impact on a person’s intent to stay with the organization (see also Chapter 5). Career
anxiety is one moderating factor, but other factors may also lead to readjustment problems:

l The employment relationship. An individual’s career expectations may be based on clear
messages sent by top management to the effect that an international assignment is a
condition for career progression. That is, verbal or written statements such as: ‘We are an
international company and we need internationally oriented people who have worked in our
overseas facilities’. These pronouncements can be made in the context of the need for a
global orientation or mindset where a definite link is made between international experience
and global managers.

Perceptions regarding expected career outcomes also are influenced by comments made by HR
or line managers during the recruitment and selection stage. For example, the line manager may
suggest to a younger employee: ‘You should volunteer for that international assignment. It
would be a smart career move at this stage in your life’. If others have been promoted upon
repatriation, it may be perceived to be the ‘norm’, thus reinforcing the perception that interna-
tional assignments lead to promotion upon re-entry.

For these reasons, the person believes promotion should follow based on successful perform-
ance while abroad and if the re-entry position does not eventuate within a reasonable time
frame, then career anxiety is justified. A study by Lazarova and Caligiuri85 of 58 repatriates
from four North American-based companies found that repatriation support practices are posi-
tively related to perceptions of organizational support, and these affect repatriates’ intention to
stay or leave the organization. The psychological contract is a moderator of re-entry readjust-
ment as well as on-assignment adjustment and performance. The repatriate may believe that the
performance overseas warrants promotion: that signals were given by the organization that
effective performance in the international assignment would result in career advancement. When
the expected promotion does not eventuate, the repatriate may feel there is no option but to exit
the organization. It is important to note that the psychological contract concerns perceptions
and expectations, complicated by the fact that the MNE representative making statements about
career outcomes prior to the international assignment is not necessarily the person who is re-
sponsible for re-entry decisions about job placement and promotion.
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l Re-entry position. It would seem for some that promotion is a primary issue as the following
comment from a repatriate reveals:86

Get a promotion before the return! You are forgotten while overseas, and you start all over on the
return. The promotions go to people who have been in a position for extended periods; nothing done
overseas counts in this company.

Fears surrounding future employment and career development can materialize. Peers are pro-
moted ahead of the repatriated manager, and the repatriate sometimes is placed in a position
that is, in effect, a demotion. The situation may be exacerbated if the repatriate had held a senior
position in the foreign location and now finds himself (or herself) at a less senior level. As a con-
sequence, the re-entry position is frequently judged by whether it matches the repatriate’s career
expectation, particularly when the international assignment has caused considerable family dis-
ruption; such as a forced break in the career of the accompanying partner, or difficulties experi-
enced with the education of the children involved. Put simply, the repatriate wants the ‘end to
justify the means’, so that the family unit is fully compensated for the sacrifices it has made in
expectation of career advancement.

Suutari and Brewster, in their study of Finnish expatriates, report that most repatriates left
only after they felt that they had given the firm sufficient time to find more suitable positions.
These authors identified an ‘external pull factor’: external recruiters were actively ‘head-hunt-
ing’ repatriates either during the assignment or upon return.87 A question put to responding
firms in the GMAC GRS surveys concerned the career impact of international experience. Firms
were asked to compare the careers of expatriates with those of employees without international
experience. Table 7.3 provides the following results:

It seems clear from the results in Table 7.3 that the value to employees of remaining with
their firm after an international assignment is not particularly compelling, but it may well be
that employees believe that their international experience may increase their marketability to
other employers. Stroh88 found that the best predictors of repatriate turnover were whether the
company had a career development plan; and whether the company was undergoing turbulence,
such as downsizing. She argues that lower rates of repatriate turnover are more likely in organi-
zations that planned for the repatriation of their employees and provided career development
planning for them.

l Devaluing the overseas experience. Career progression is important but to be promoted upon re-
entry signifies that international experience is important and valued by the organization. However,
the re-entry position may be a less challenging job with reduced responsibility and status than that
held either during the international assignment, or prior to the period overseas, in ‘holding’ positions
such as a task force or project team, or in temporary positions engaged in duties that do not appear
to exploit their newly gained international expertise.89 For some, the return position is frequently a
lateral move rather than a promotion.90 The positions do not seem to be related, nor draw upon,
experiences and skills the person may have acquired during the international assignment – that is,
giving the impression that such experience is devalued.

TABLE 7.3 Career impacts of international assignments

2011 survey 2005 survey 2004 survey

Expatriates were promoted faster 33 per cent 37 per cent 34 per cent

Expatriates obtained new positions in the
company more easily

38 per cent 36 per cent 35 per cent

Expatriates changed employers more often 18 per cent 24 per cent 23 per cent

Source: GMAC GRS Surveys, 2004, 2005, 2011.
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Coping with new role demands. Along with career issues, a mismatch of expectations can
affect the repatriate’s perception of the role associated with a new position. A role is the organ-
ized set of behaviors that are assigned to a particular position. Although an individual may
affect how a role is interpreted and performed, the role itself is predetermined, usually defined
in the job description.91 Effective role behavior is an interaction between the concept of the role,
the interpretation of expectations, the person’s ambitions and the norms inherent in the role.
Readjustment problems may occur because, although the repatriate is attempting to function
back in the home country, his or her role conception remains influenced by the experience of the
foreign assignment. Torbiörn92 contends that as long as the repatriate’s ‘identity and basic val-
ues are still bound up in the culture of the home country, the strain of adjusting to conditions at
home will be slight’. However, while the repatriate may retain the role conception, and the cul-
tural norms regarding behavior appropriate to that role, the foreign subsidiary’s influence may
linger, and what is communicated to the home company, in the form of role behavior, may not
fully conform to the home firm’s expectations.

Social factors
The familiar surrounds of the home environment may ease the transition, or at least the cultural
adjustment will not be as demanding as that confronted in the foreign country. However, the
international experience can distance the repatriate, and his or her family, socially and psycho-
logically. If the expatriate position gave the person a higher profile, involving interaction with
the local national social and economic elite, the return home may bring with it some measure of
social disappointment. The financial loss of the compensation premium, housing subsidy and
related benefits may also exacerbate these feelings.

Family adjustment. It must be stressed here that, where spouses, partners and children are
involved, each family member is experiencing his or her own readjustment problems.93 For
some returnees, re-entry is a shock. It is as if they had pressed the ‘pause’ button as they flew out
of the country, and expected life at home to remain in the ‘freeze frame’. Re-entry reminds them
that life is not static. Others may have, as a coping behavior in the foreign location, glamorized
life back home, and now have to come to terms with reality; to accept the negative as well as the
positive aspects of home. For example, the foreign country may have appeared more expensive
in relative terms, but upon repatriation, the family is confronted with a higher level of inflation
in the home country than was previously the case. Conversely, life at home may now seem dull
and unexciting in contrast, and the family unit may begin to glamorize the life they left behind
in the foreign location. These reactions can be compounded if the family income has been
reduced upon repatriation. Of course, the income level depends on whether spouses/partners
worked while in the foreign location, and how quickly they find suitable jobs upon repatriation.

Social networks. In the past, impressions generated about changes in the home country may
have depended on how effectively the family was able to keep up to date with events back home.
In the 21st century this is much less of a problem as the coverage by satellite television news
channels such as CNN and BBC World, wide-spread access to the internet, email, social media,
mobile phone technology, the low cost of communication via Skype and global-oriented news-
papers such as the International Herald Tribune, make it significantly easier for expatriates to
follow events in their home country and stay in touch with their extended family. This in turn
assists with re-establishing social networks which can be difficult, especially if the family has
been repatriated to a different state or town in the home country.

Children may also find re-entry difficult. Coming back to school, attempting to regain accep-
tance into peer groups and being out-of-touch with current sport and fashion can cause some
difficulties. One can speculate that the more difficult the re-entry process for the children, the
greater the ‘spill-over’ effect for the repatriate.
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Effect on partner’s career. Partners encounter difficulties in re-entering the workforce, par-
ticularly if the partner has not been able to work outside the home prior to, or during, the for-
eign assignment, but now desires to find outside employment; either as part of a re-entry coping
strategy, or due to altered family circumstances. Negative experiences during the job search may
affect the partner’s self-worth, compounding the readjustment process and even causing tension
in the relationship. For those who held positions prior to the overseas assignment, difficulties in
re-entering the workforce may depend on occupation,94 length of time abroad, unemployment
levels in the home country and personal characteristics such as age and gender.95

There is limited research into the effects of the foreign assignment and repatriation upon the
partner’s career, and many questions surrounding this issue remain unexplored:

l Do new employers consider the value of the time overseas to ‘compensate’ for the forced career
disruption?

l Have those partners who were able to work during the foreign assignment found employment in
career-related jobs, and been able to progress upon repatriation?

l What effect does not working during an assignment have on partners’ self-esteem and confidence
to re-enter the workforce upon repatriation? McNulty96 found that expatriate partners were quite
distressed during assignments when they were unable to work, often leading to serious
consequences:

I know for a fact a number of the female partners of my husband’s male colleagues who have all relo-
cated here have had serious problems adjusting due to their inability to work and make friends in this
location. Many wish to return home, others are really stressed, and two are potential suicide cases . . .

should I not be able to obtain work after a reasonable amount of time, I will seriously consider break-
ing the contract because I can think of a half dozen expat wives who are on anti-depressants because
of it and I won’t be joining them.

l Domale ‘trailing’ partners face different challenges upon repatriation than do females? In one of the
few reported studies into dual-career expatriates, Harvey97 found a difference between female
expatriate managers’ expectations prior to and after expatriation, exposing the need for support for
the male trailing partner. The overseas assignment was the focus of Harvey’s study, but one could
assume that the same results would hold true upon repatriation. More recently, Linehan and
Scullion98 looked at the repatriation process of female expatriates working in various European
companies but did not consider the career aspect of the accompanying spouse/partner.

Readjustment of the expatriate, whether male-led or female-led, may be linked with concerns
about the effect that the foreign assignment might have on the partner’s career. Given that dual-
career couples are on the increase, and that more females expect overseas assignments, the issue
of the partner’s career is likely to become a major factor determining staff availability for future
overseas assignments. Yet ORC99 reported that while pre-assignment and on-assignment assis-
tance to spouses was relatively good, the likelihood of multiple types of support was smaller
upon repatriation. Our analysis has revealed how various factors influence re-entry and read-
justment at the individual level. These moderating factors can combine in hard to predict ways,
creating a volatile situation that may lead to the repatriate’s unforeseen and debilitating exit
from the multinational.

RESPONSES BY THE MNE

The above sections have considered the re-entry and career issues from the perspective of the
individual repatriate. We shall now examine the issues from the viewpoint of the multinational
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enterprise. Early studies into the issue of repatriation indicated that it was somewhat neglected
by MNEs. For example, Mendenhall, Dunbar and Oddou100 concluded that US human
resource professionals may be unaware of the challenges facing repatriated managers. Com-
menting on the results of his 1989 study Harvey101 noted that: ‘Even though many executives
have experienced difficulties upon repatriation, [US] multinationals have seemingly not
addressed the issues related to repatriation with the same level of interest as preparing execu-
tives for expatriation’.

However, it appears that there has been some recent progress on this issue. For example, the
Brookfield data shows that in 2011, 95 per cent of responding firms held re-entry discussions,
compared with a historical average of 92 per cent. The timing and formality of these re-entry
discussions varies. For example, 23 per cent of respondents discussed repatriation before leaving
on the assignment, 25 per cent did so at least six months before return and 47 per cent discussed
repatriation less than six months before assignment completion. The Brookfield surveys do not
report on spousal or family involvement in reentry discussions, but these aspects were raised in
the ORC Worldwide 2005 report on dual-careers which reported job search assistance, résumé
preparation and career counseling as the most common forms of assistance. However, the
report does not indicate if this was negotiated before or during the international assignment or
upon re-entry, and if it was part of a re-entry discussion.

Managing the process of repatriation should be of concern to MNEs that desire to maximize
the benefits of international assignments and create a large internal labor market. A well-
designed repatriation process is important in achieving these objectives, for three main reasons:
staff availability, return on investment and knowledge transfer. These are now discussed.

Staff availability and career expectations
The way a multinational enterprise handles repatriation has an impact on staff availability for
current and future needs, as indicated in Figure 7.6. Re-entry positions signal the importance
given to international experience. If the repatriate is promoted or given a position that obviously
capitalizes on international experience, other managers interpret this as evidence that interna-
tional assignments are a positive career move. On the other hand, if a MNE does not reward ex-
patriate performance, tolerates a high turnover among repatriates, or is seen to terminate a
repatriate’s employment upon re-entry, then it is likely that younger managers will conclude that
acceptance of an international assignment is a relatively high-risk decision in terms of future ca-
reer progression within the organization. The MNE’s ability to attract high-caliber staff for
international assignments is thereby lessened, and this can have a negative effect on the firm’s
international activities in the long term.

FIGURE 7.6 Linking repatriation process to outcomes
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Recently, there has been some discussion in the management literature about international
assignments and boundaryless careers. The term ‘boundaryless career’ appears to have been
coined in recognition of shifts occurring in the employment relationship, particularly in Western
countries. The traditional hierarchical career path, with definable stages (such as junior, middle
and senior manager), assumed long-term employment within one organization – the so-called
job-for-life where one climbed the corporate ladder. Employees now tend to switch jobs more
frequently, either voluntarily or involuntarily due to economic changes or organizational
restructuring. ‘The boundaryless careerist … is the highly qualified mobile professional
who builds his or her career competencies and labor market value through transfers across
boundaries’.102

Careers are becoming discontinuous in the sense that individuals move between organiza-
tions and may have periods of contract work, self-employment or unemployment interspersed
with more traditional employment arrangements. International assignments, particularly for ca-
reer expatriates or global managers, are sometimes regarded as boundaryless in that the assign-
ment places the person in another organization, most commonly a subsidiary or an
international joint venture. Accompanying this view is the notion that the individual rather than
the organization is responsible for career management: the term protean (after the Greek god
Proteus who could change into any form)103 is sometimes used to reflect the idea of a self-
directed career with continuous learning.

Multinationals are reinforcing the notion of protean and boundaryless careers when they do
not guarantee repatriates positions upon re-entry. As Stahl et al.104 found in their large study of
494 German managers posted to 59 countries: ‘the vast majority of expatriates viewed their
international assignment as an opportunity for skill development and future career advance-
ment, even though it may not be with their current company, [which] supports the notion of
boundaryless careers’. The McNulty et al. study cited earlier displays similar findings in their
study of 31 Asia-based expatriates, where 87 per cent perceived that undertaking an interna-
tional assignment would benefit their long-term career prospects but not necessarily their con-
tinued employment with their firm. In such cases, commitment and loyalty to the organization is
instead replaced by commitment and loyalty to one’s career, i.e., a ‘free agent’ mentality. Such a
change may restrict the ability of the organization to retain high-caliber individuals to success-
fully complete international assignments, thus affecting the quality as well as the quantity of
suitable candidates and the development of a cadre of global operators.

Similar results were found in a study of German and Singaporean expatriates. Both of these
groups reported concerns with their firms’ ability to facilitate their careers upon return from
international assignments, provide further opportunities to use the new knowledge and skills
they had gained during their international assignments, or provide them with new positions hav-
ing the responsibility, autonomy and compensation at levels that met their expectations. They
did feel as if these international assignments enhanced their opportunities among other possible
employers and facilitated the development of their own intercultural and professional or mana-
gerial skills.105

In some instances MNEs may choose to select international itinerants, that is, ‘professional
managers who over their careers are employed for their ability, by at least two business organiza-
tions that are not related to each other, in at least two different countries’,106 instead of selecting
in-house candidates who will have to be repatriated to the MNE. By selecting these individuals
in lieu of internal candidates, overall costs may be reduced, ongoing support costs can be man-
aged, and – germane to our discussion – repatriation activities can be eliminated. The two main
disadvantages of using of these types of assignees relate to a lack of in-depth firm knowledge by
the itinerants and problems the MNE may have in selecting and controlling itinerants.107

Much of the literature on boundaryless careers has focused on domestic business, particularly
in the United States. Some researchers suggest that expatriate careers still correspond very much
to the traditional model of the organizational career, especially in the case of a global corporate
philosophy that places some emphasis on the development of global leaders.108 Festing and
Müller109 found in a study of 168 alumni of a European business school that in cases where
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international assignments had an important strategic value for the MNE and were accompanied
by a high level of IHRM activity, expatriates had rather traditional career expectations aiming
at a long-term employment relationship with their employer. In these cases the retention rates of
international managers after the international assignment were high. This indicates that the
organizational context at least partly influences the emergence of expatriate career patterns and
confirms the relationships outlined in Figure 7.5, i.e. that IHRM measures such as repatriation
programs influence the outcomes in terms of the employment relationship in general and specifi-
cally employee retention rates and commitment.

How actively an MNE manages an international assignee’s career may vary substantially,
with decisions made on the basis of strategy or simply reaction to circumstances. Career man-
agement is conceptualized in an analysis of 194 UK-based firms by Baruch and Peiper as being
more or less sophisticated and with more or less involvement by the firm in an employee’s ca-
reer. ‘Basic’ and ‘formal’ practices, comprised of less sophisticated career practices and low lev-
els of involvement, are characterized by practices such as common career paths, written
personal career planning, job posting and lateral moves. More sophisticated practices with
higher levels of firm involvement in an employee’s career are described as ‘multidirectional’ and
‘active planning’ forms of career management. These models are characterized by practices such
as in-depth career counseling, succession planning, a strong link between performance manage-
ment systems and career planning, peer appraisals and upward appraisal processes.110 Surpris-
ingly little is known about the factors that determine how much time, energy and effort
returning expatriates and executives in MNEs will put into career practices designed to maintain
existing work relationships, as opposed to simply accepting repatriation turnover as an inevita-
ble cost of doing business globally.

Return on investment (ROI)
Expatriates are expensive, especially expatriates from first-world advanced economies. Where
possible, multinationals try to localize positions through the employment of HCNs, but not all
positions can or should be localized. Similarly, MNEs are increasingly using local-plus compensa-
tion for PCNs or TCNs as a way to reduce costs.111 One alternative, which more MNEs are utiliz-
ing or experimenting with, is a short-term or non-standard assignment to replace the traditional
expatriate assignment. Cost containment is the driver here along with staff immobility. For exam-
ple, 79 per cent of firms in a 2005 global survey by Price-WaterhouseCoopers112 identified cost
reduction as important or very important in the evolution of international assignment practices,
and the Brookfield surveys continue to indicate that cost containment drives assignment trends.

However, faced with the business reality that expatriates will always be with us, the question
is how to ensure the organization reaps the benefits of international assignments regardless of
duration and form. Black and Gregersen113 calculated that a US multinational spends around
one million dollars on each expatriate over the duration of a foreign assignment. They argue
that, if approximately one in four repatriates exits the firm within a year of repatriation: ‘It rep-
resents a substantial financial and human capital loss to the firm, especially if the skills, knowl-
edge, and experience that the individual gains are important to the firm and scarce in the
internal or external labor markets’.

Getting a return on this investment would appear to be an important objective, but not easy to
achieve. First, there is a matter of definition. Respondents in the Brookfield surveys have shown
wavering agreement as to how ROI should be defined – e.g., ‘accomplishing the assignment objec-
tives at the expected cost’ – with agreement ranging from 96 per cent in 2002 to 10 per cent in
2004, and 70 per cent in 2011. In one of the few articles that considered ROI on international
assignments, McNulty and Tharenou114 recognize that a meaningful definition should include a
cost-benefit analysis of financial and non-financial data, measured against the purpose of the
assignment. Identifying direct costs is relatively easy as relocation expenses, an itemized compen-
sation package and other international assignee entitlements are accessible. The indirect,
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intangible, non-financial costs are more problematical. These include the non-direct costs of expa-
triate failure or under-performance and the opportunity cost of not using a HCN.

Placing monetary value on the benefits of the international assignment is also a challenge as
the intangibles (e.g. knowledge and skills transfer, management development and relationship/
network building) are somewhat invisible, often tacit and person-bound. It is difficult to meas-
ure intellectual, social and human capital gains115 – improvements in the stock of knowledge
and competence that result from a successful repatriation process. ROI analysis also focuses on
the international assignment period, and can be an exercise to justify cost reduction measures
(such as replacing expatriates with HCNs) rather than considering gains that accrue to the orga-
nization through repatriated staff.

Although firms participating in the Brookfield surveys tracked assignment costs, only 25 per
cent of respondents in the 2011 survey compared estimated with actual costs, the lowest in the
history of the 16-year report. Difficulties encountered in attempts to measure ROI were:

l Not being sure how to measure ROI (50 per cent).

l Lack of importance of ROI to organizational goals (not required) (16 per cent).

l No time to measure (14 per cent).

More importantly, when asked to rate their firm’s international assignments in terms of ROI,
no firm rated ROI as excellent or very good, with 67 per cent rating it as good and 33 per cent
as fair. As Brookfield stated: ‘This was the lowest self-rating of ROI for international assign-
ments in the history of the report’.

Further, employees will perform their own ROI calculations (what McNulty et al. call individ-
ual ROI) based on perceived and actual costs and benefits, and these calculations will influence
their willingness to accept an international assignment (or repeat the experience) either with their
current firm or another employer. Aligning corporate objectives with individual expectations is
not an easy task, and compounds attempts to balance costs and benefits for both parties.116

Knowledge transfer
A common theme in current international business that is stressed by managers is the need for
cross-fertilization of ideas and practices that assist in developing and maintaining competitive
advantage. International assignments are a primary method of achieving this objective. As the
Economist Intelligence Unit 2010117 report concludes:

If globalization is seen as inexorable then companies, to a greater or lesser extent, will need a globally
mobile workforce tasked with administering their far-flung but rapidly growing operations . . . but getting
the right people in the right place for the right length of time to execute that international strategy is no
simple matter. The expatriate experience provides a valuable insight into globalization’s big trends, while
touching many of the business operational dilemmas that companies encounter when investing abroad.

Given the roles played by expatriates, along with their cost, it is reasonable to expect that
MNEs would endeavor to retain key staff and to extract and build upon their international
experience. However, as we have seen in our examination of re-entry and career issues, a
relatively high turnover of repatriate staff seems acceptable, confirming what one Brook-
field respondent stated in an early report: ‘There is a high level of investment with a low
value on the experience’.118 More telling is the continuing trend not to guarantee post-
assignment positions so that the organization has greater flexibility over employment levels.
We can draw several conclusions regarding repatriate attrition rates. First, despite the rhet-
oric, knowledge transfer is treated as a one-way activity. Expatriates are sent on interna-
tional assignments and effectiveness is determined on the performance of their ascribed
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roles and work responsibilities. Any transfer of knowledge and competence occurs in the
host location and remains there. Expatriates return to their home base and are reassigned
or resign.

Recent surveys reinforce this view. There is no mention about an international assignment
being part of transferring knowledge and competence around the organization, or even as a
two-way process. The point here is that while performing their tasks in the host location,
expatriates develop skills and gain experience, knowledge and network relationships that can
then be used upon repatriation in some way or another. For example, a project manager
working in Russia can report, on re-entry to his UK home base, technical problems encoun-
tered and solutions that were developed to overcome these problems, thus sharing the experi-
ence. However, not all of the knowledge about that project is explicit. Much will remain
tacit and person-bound. What is codified and made explicit often is retained within the pro-
ject team, even though some of the information and knowledge could be applicable to other
projects or types of business concerning Russia, such as important contacts, management
styles and some technical solutions. In addition, international assignments vary in terms of
purpose, duration, location and nature and these differences affect the acquisition and trans-
fer of knowledge and skills.

HCNs transferred to headquarters for developmental reasons, for example, may benefit
through such exposure but the experience will remain person-bound if the home unit does not
allow the repatriated HCN opportunities to share knowledge and information. Contacts at
headquarters can be used for personal advantage. A similar case can be made for TCNs trans-
ferred from another subsidiary. The aims of cross-fertilization of ideas and best practices given
to justify cross-border movement of staff require the right environment to facilitate sharing of
information and knowledge. The ‘not-invented-here’ mindset (or xenophobia) can operate to
devalue repatriate contributions.

What knowledge and skills are acquired through a typical international assignment? A study
of 19 Austrian repatriates provides some answers. Based on in-depth interviews, Fink et al.119

classified repatriate knowledge into five categories:

l Market specific knowledge. Local system (political, social, economic), local language and local
customs.

l Personal skills. Inter-cultural knowledge, self-confidence (that is, ability to make quick decisions),
flexibility, tolerance.

l Job-related management skills. Communication, project management, problem solving.

l Network knowledge. Meeting diverse people – clients, suppliers, subsidiary personnel, other
expatriates.

l General management capacity. An enlarged job description, broader job responsibilities, exposure
to other parts of the organization.

The range of knowledge and skills listed comprise both tacit and explicit knowledge. The authors
consider that the first four categories are useful for the sending organization, while the last (gen-
eral management capacity) is most beneficial to the individual. Fink et al. conclude that repatriate
knowledge may be useful in enhancing a firm’s competitiveness, but acknowledge the difficulties
in capitalizing on this, particularly if repatriates exit before such knowledge has been transferred.
They also point out that the size of the firm, and its stage in the internationalization process, is a
critical factor. The Austrian firms in their sample were SMEs that did not have need for a large
number of ‘general managers’ and thus were unable to meet repatriate expectations based on their
newly acquired skills and knowledge.

The trend towards not providing a post-assignment position guarantee suggests that multina-
tionals accept loss of experience, knowledge and competence; that repatriates effectively forced to
leave the organization will take with them what could be vital and valuable, allowing competing
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firms to reap the benefits of a substantial investment in human capital. Those who remain in the or-
ganization may not be motivated to share.120 Perhaps this seemingly downgrading of the repatriate
experience is partly due to the fact that many firms are unaware of the benefits of the international
assignment to both the firm and the individual as ROI calculations, clearly linked to the nature and
purpose of the assignment, are not performed. As Downes and Thomas121 found, MNEs that val-
ued international experience were rewarded by loyal employees who contributed to the intellectual
capital base of their firms. Unfortunately, the finding that repatriates become an under-utilized
resource has been a consistent result in studies and surveys examining repatriation.122

Blakeney, Oddou and Osland recommend that HR practitioners in multinational firms take a
wider, more systemic view of the expatriate-repatriate cycle, and focus on: (1) identifying the
critical, implicitly held knowledge assets inherent in expatriation/repatriation, and (2) reducing
the sources of resistance to knowledge transfer inherent in the motivation and capabilities of the
repatriate as well as the structural and cultural impediments inherent in the receiving unit at
home. This can be done by building trust and enhancing the shared sense of social identity
between the repatriate and the receiving unit.123 Practically speaking, HR practices that com-
bine a unified expatriation/repatriation cycle that explicitly emphasizes knowledge transference
in each stage of the process (i.e., in selection, pre-departure and in-country training, mentoring
or coaching, designing the international assignment, re-entry training, returnee job assignment
and selection as well as the training of the returnee’s own manager) would clearly assist in the
successful transfer of knowledge. More formal activities, including seminars by repatriates as
post-assignment ‘action learning’ exercises and the development of knowledge disseminating
teams and databases made up to index the expertise of repatriates, can facilitate progress.124

Empirical research by Tung points out the potential for patterns of international careers, in
this case careers in MNEs moving back and forth between China and North America, to con-
tribute to outward foreign direct investment strategies for MNEs.125 These human capital flows
are only now being documented and a rudimentary understanding of the complex relationships
between government policies, cultural solidarity in the face of diasporas, and personal career
ambition is beginning to emerge.

DESIGNING A REPATRIATION PROGRAM

While there is no simple, quick solution, preparing the repatriate and family for re-entry appears
to have some value. The potential for mismatch of expectations regarding the future may be
addressed as part of re-entry training before the return, and discussed during re-entry counseling
sessions (sometimes referred to as debriefing) between the receiving organization in the home
country and the repatriate. In common parlance, such sessions would enable both parties to
‘take a reality check’. What should be covered in formal repatriation programs? Table 7.4 is an
amalgam of the lists suggested by respondents in the various surveys referred to above.

TABLE 7.4 Topics covered by a repatriation program

• Preparation, physical relocation and transition information (what the MNE will help with).
• Financial and tax assistance (including benefit and tax changes; loss of overseas allowance).
• Re-entry position and career path assistance.
• Reverse culture shock (including family disorientation).
• School systems and children’s education, and adaptation.
• Workplace changes (such as corporate culture, structure, decentralization).
• Stress management, communication-related training.
• Establishing networking opportunities.
• Help in forming new social contacts.
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Some MNEs assign the expatriate a mentor (also referred to as a sponsor). The mentor is usu-
ally in a more senior position than the expatriate, from the sending work unit, and often knows
the expatriate personally. The rationale behind the use of a mentor is to alleviate the ‘out-
of-sight, out-of-mind’ feeling discussed earlier through the provision of information (such as,
workplace changes) on a regular basis, so that the expatriate is more prepared for conditions
faced upon re-entry. A mentor should also ensure that the expatriate is not forgotten when im-
portant decisions are made regarding positions and promotions. Linehan and Scullion126 found
that 40 of the 50 females in their study had experienced mentoring relationships, and believed
that their management positions were partially due to that relationship. The mentors provided
contact and support from the home organization that also facilitated re-entry and reduced the
‘out-of-sight, out-of-mind’ syndrome. Their experiences led them to adopt mentoring roles in
their new domestic positions.

It is reasonable to suggest that the practice of mentoring, to be effective, has to be managed.
For example, what happens when the mentor retires or leaves the firm? Who monitors the men-
tor’s performance? Recent surveys have not specifically covered the practice of mentoring, but
22 per cent of responding firms in the 2008 ORC survey indicated they used mentors. Firms in a
1997/98 Price Waterhouse survey127 defined mentoring duties to include:

l Maintaining contact with the expatriate throughout the assignment.

l Ensuring expatriates are kept up to date with developments in the home country.

l Ensuring expatriates are retained in existing management development programs.

l Being responsible for assisting expatriates with the repatriation process, including assisting them to
obtain a repatriation position.

It may be that having a mentor assists the expatriate to adjust during the foreign assignment
but, by itself, does not necessarily help re-entry. Stroh128 concludes that her study: ‘did not show
that having a mentoring program would make an independent contribution to the repatriate
retention rate’, but there was a suggested link between assignment of a mentor, career develop-
ment and repatriate retention. In other words, an effective mentor is likely to alert the firm with
regard to the imminent return of the repatriate and this influences the provision of a suitable re-
entry position; or the mentor role is part of a managed repatriation program.

Caligiuri and Lazarova129 recommend a number of proactive strategies to maximize the like-
lihood that the professional, financial and emotional issues faced by repatriates and their fami-
lies will be dealt with and repatriates will be able to return with an integrated and balanced set
of experiences which will be available to the MNE (see the right-hand box of Figure 7.4). These
proactive strategies include:

l Managing expectations via pre-departure briefings on what can be expected during the assignment
and upon return.

l Multiple career planning sessions focusing on career objectives and performance indicators, carried
out by HR managers or a purpose-built team of past repatriates and relevant executives.

l Written repatriate agreements when feasible to clarify the types of assignments available upon
return.

l Mentoring programs that continue on into the repatriate’s post-assignment career. This practice
may act to notify the firm of any post-assignment dissonance and reduce turnover.

l Extended home visits to keep up with social, family and organizational changes.

l Reorientation programs to provide the repatriate with a briefing on changes in strategy, policies and
organization.
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l Personalized reorientation by the MNE so the repatriate and her/his family may deal with the
emotionally-charged issues of social readjustment, schools, family dynamics and lifestyle changes
inherent in return.

l Personalized financial and tax advice as well as access to interim financial benefits such as short-
term loans.

l Providing some kind of an adjustment period upon return that may or may not include a vacation or
reduced workload.

l Visible and concrete expressions of the repatriate’s value to the firm (in the form of promotion,
public ceremonies or a completion bonus) will be required to seal and reinforce this new, more
globally encompassing relationship between the MNE and the repatriate.

In terms of empirical evidence of practices, ORC130 reports that less than one-third of respond-
ents provide expatriates three to six months advanced notice prior to repatriation, with just
under half not offering guarantees of a job on repatriation. Yet, 44 per cent of companies felt
that the company handled the repatriation process either very well or well. This is despite
Brookfield reporting in 2011131 that only 14 per cent of companies had a formal repatriation
strategy in place that was linked to career management and retention. Additionally, the most im-
portant repatriation issue facing companies was reported by ORC as career planning for return-
ing assignees; for Japanese companies the number one issue is succession planning for the
assignee’s job abroad. The least important issue varies by region: in Asia–Pacific it is cultural
readjustment of the expatriate and family; in EMEA (Europe, the Middle East and Africa) and
the Americas it is the expatriate’s loss of technical knowledge during the assignment, and in
Japan it is retaining assignees after repatriation. To help the expatriate with repatriation, 66 per
cent of ORC respondents offer at least some kind of assistance – primarily networking and
home leave visits during the assignment – but there is no evidence that this assistance produces
the desired outcomes.

While recognition of the importance of repatriation programs is increasing, and MNEs are
experimenting with other measures such as mentors, other avenues could be explored, such as
using repatriates as an important information source. Inviting repatriates to assist in developing
repatriation programs may contribute to relevant and effective policies. It may also have a desir-
able side-effect upon readjustment, simply by giving participating repatriates a sense that they
are not an under-utilized resource, and that the MNE recognizes they can make a valuable con-
tribution to the expatriation process. It is, naturally, important that wherever possible the multi-
national ensures equity of treatment between PCN, TCN and HCN expatriates.

SUMMARY

This chapter has concentrated on the issues relating to training and developing expatriates for
international assignments and the repatriation process. With regard to training and develop-
ment we have discussed:

l The role of expatriate training in supporting adjustment and on-assignment performance.

l The components of effective pre-departure training programs such as cultural awareness,
preliminary visits, language skills, relocation assistance and training for trainers.

l How cultural awareness training appears to assist in adjustment and performance and therefore
should be made available to all categories of staff selected for overseas postings, regardless of
duration and location.

l The need for language training for the host country and in the relevant corporate language.
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l The impact that an international assignment may have on an individual’s career.

l The international assignment as an important way of training international operators and developing
the international ‘cadre’. In this sense, an international assignment is both training (gaining
international experience and competence) and managerial and organizational development.

With regard to the repatriation process we have discussed:

l The overall process of repatriation. With re-entry, the broader socio-cultural context of the home
country takes a backstage position – unlike in the expatriation adjustment phase, where the foreign
culture can be overwhelming. For the majority of repatriates, coming home to the familiar culture
may assist in readjustment.

l Given the more profound effect that job-related factors appear to have, re-entry shock is perhaps a
more accurate term to describe the readjustment process experienced upon repatriation.

l Career issues upon re-entry are of particular importance to repatriates. Factors that affect career
anxiety are: no post-assignment guarantee of employment; fear that the period overseas had
caused a loss of visibility; changes in the home workplace that affect re-entry positions; and the
employment relationship.

l The re-entry position is an important indicator of future career progression and the value placed on
international experience. Coping with new role demands is another factor in readjustment, along
with loss of status and pay.

l Social factors can include loss of social standing and the accompanying loss of the expatriate
lifestyle. Family readjustment is also important. A specific aspect is the effect of the international
assignment upon the spouse/partner’s career, such as being re-employed and having international
experience recognized.

l MNE responses to repatriates’ concerns focus on re-entry procedures. Issues covered include how
repatriation affected staff availability, whether companies were measuring and obtaining a return on
investment through international assignments, and the contribution of repatriates to knowledge
transfer. The concepts of protean and boundaryless careers were introduced in terms of the
international assignment and career outcomes.

l Designing effective repatriation programs, including the use of mentors and available forms of
technology.

l Viewing repatriation as part of the expatriation process, as suggested in Figure 7.4, should remind
those responsible for expatriation management of the need to prepare repatriates for re-entry and
to recognize the value of the international experience to both parties.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 Summarize the key challenges faced in training
expatriate managers.

2 Assume you are the HR director for a SME that has
begun to use international assignments. You are
considering using an external consulting firm to
provide pre-departure training for employees, as
you do not have the resources to provide this ‘in-
house’. What components will you need covered?
Howwill youmeasure the effectiveness of the pre-
departure training program provided by this external
consultant?

3 How does an international assignment assist in
developing a ‘cadre’ of international operators? Why
is it necessary to have such a ‘cadre’?

4 Why do some MNEs appear reluctant to provide
basic pre-departure training?

5 What factors contribute to re-entry shock?

6 What are the objectives of a good mentoring system
for international assignees?

7 Placing value on the international assignment assists
repatriate retention. Discuss this statement.

8 Why is it important to measure return on investment
for international assignments? Which indicators can
be used?
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CHAPTER 8
INTERNATIONAL
COMPENSATION

Chapter Objectives

In the introductory chapter we described international HR managers as grappling with complex issues.
International managers must: (1) manage more activities from a broader perspective, (2) be more involved
in the lives of their far-flung employees, (3) balance the needs of PCNs, HCNs and TCNs, (4) control
exposure to financial and political risks, and (5) be increasingly aware of and responsive to host country
and regional influences. All of these issues and concerns are highlighted in stark contrast in a discussion of
compensation issues. In this chapter we:

l Examine the complexities that arise when firms move from compensation at the domestic level to
compensation in an international context.

l Detail the key components of an international compensation program.

l Outline the two main approaches to international compensation (Going Rate and Balance Sheet
Approach) and the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

l Introduce a third emerging approach to international compensation: Local Plus.

l Examine the special problem areas of taxation, valid international living cost data and the problem
of managing TCN compensation.

l Examine recent developments and global compensation issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Global compensation practices have recently moved far beyond the original domain of expatri-
ate pay. Compensation is increasingly seen as: a mechanism to develop and reinforce a global
corporate culture,1 a primary source of corporate control, explicitly linking performance out-
comes with associated costs,2 and the nexus of increasingly strident, sophisticated and public
discourses on central issues of corporate governance in an international context.3

Increased complexities in global pay include the growing use of outsourced activities and sub-
sequent labor pricing needs,4 balancing centralization and decentralization of incentives, bene-
fits and pensions, given the technical capabilities of web-based human resource information
systems (HRIS),5 and balancing the need for more accurate and detailed performance metrics on
international assignees with the realities of a cost-sensitive environment resulting from maturing
global competitiveness.6

Increasingly, domestic pay practices of long standing have been questioned as firms move
into the global arena. These overt challenges to deeply held national and corporate values and
pay systems include challenges to the universal applicability of incentive pay programs7 and
what some critics view as out of control executive compensation programs, often driven by US-
based multinational pay systems.8 Critiques of US-based MNE pay for executives have recently
expanded to include challenges to the effectiveness of legal and institutional forms of corporate
governance and the roles, responsibilities and pay practices of corporate boards, compensation
committees and the use of executive pay consultants.9

Greater choice, the growing ability to systematically identify and implement heretofore novel
or unrecognized pay practices, may be seen to result from increases in the transparency of pay
practices around the world due to increased global media attention and reach, changes in corpo-
rate reporting regulations, the sheer number of assignments across borders, as well as the impact
of the World Wide Web.10 It remains to be seen if this increased choice will translate into a pre-
dictable set of global pay practices.

These complexities, challenges and choices facing managers involved in global compensation
decisions do not change two primary areas of focus. These individuals must manage highly com-
plex and turbulent local details while concurrently building and maintaining a unified, strategic
pattern of compensation policies, practices and values.

For MNEs to successfully manage compensation and benefits requires knowledge of
employment and taxation law, customs, environment and employment practices of many for-
eign countries; familiarity with currency fluctuations and the effect of inflation on compensa-
tion; and an understanding of why and when special allowances must be supplied and which
allowances are necessary in what countries – all within the context of shifting political, eco-
nomic and social conditions. The level of local knowledge needed in many of these areas
requires specialist advice and many multinationals retain the services of consulting firms that
may offer a broad range of services or provide highly specialized services relevant to HRM in a
multinational context.11

Because of its complexity and expense, much of the discussion in this chapter addresses
PCN compensation. However, issues relevant to TCNs and HCNs are also described because
they are becoming more important to the success of many MNEs.12 Indeed, expatriate
compensation – long the preoccupation of global HR executives – is increasingly seen more as
a component of a more balanced, albeit complex, system of worldwide pay.13 National and re-
gional differences in the meaning, practice and tradition of pay remain significant sources of
variation in the international firm. Yet these contextual sources of complexity must be bal-
anced with strategic intent and administrative economy.14 Rather than seeing pay as an ethno-
centric extension of an essentially domestic strategy, pay systems are increasingly becoming
truly global – with truly global objectives.15
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Objectives of international compensation
When developing international compensation policies, an MNE seeks to satisfy several objec-
tives. First, the policy should be consistent with the overall strategy, structure and business needs
of the multinational. Second, the policy must work to attract and retain staff in the areas where
the MNE has the greatest needs and opportunities. Thus, the policy must be competitive and
recognize factors such as incentive for foreign service, tax equalization and reimbursement for
reasonable costs. Third, the policy should facilitate the transfer of international employees in
the most cost-effective manner for the firm. Fourth, the policy must give due consideration to
equity and ease of administration.

The international employee will also have a number of objectives that need to be achieved
from the firm’s compensation policy. First, the employee will expect the policy to offer financial
protection in terms of benefits, social security and living costs in the foreign location. Second,
the employee will expect a foreign assignment to offer opportunities for financial advancement
through income and/or savings. Third, the employee will expect issues such as the cost of hous-
ing, education of children, and home leave to be addressed in the policy.

If we contrast the objectives of the MNE and the employee, we of course see the potential for
many complexities and possible problems, as some of these objectives cannot be maximized on
both sides. The ‘war stories’ about problems in international compensation that we see in HR
practitioner magazines is testimony to these complexities and problems. McNulty et al. also
allude to these problems in their studies of expatriation, particularly in the Asia Pacific region.16

However, if we take away the specialist jargon and allow for the international context, are
the competing objectives of the firm and the employee fundamentally different from that which
exists in a domestic environment? We think not. We agree with the broad thrust of an influential
article by Milkovich and Bloom17 which argues that firms must rethink the traditional view that
local conditions dominate international compensation strategy. This is again another applica-
tion of the ongoing balancing act between global standardization and local customization. We
will return to these issues at the end of the chapter after we have covered some of the technical
aspects and complexities of compensation in an international context.

KEY COMPONENTS OF AN INTERNATIONAL
COMPENSATION PROGRAM FOR EXPATRIATES

The area of international compensation is complex primarily because multinationals must cater
to three categories of employees: PCNs, TCNs and HCNs. In this section, we discuss key com-
ponents of international compensation as follows.

Base salary
The term base salary acquires a somewhat different meaning when employees go abroad. In a
domestic context, base salary denotes the amount of cash compensation serving as a benchmark
for other compensation elements (such as bonuses and benefits). For expatriates, it is the pri-
mary component of a package of allowances, many of which are directly related to base salary
(e.g. foreign service premium, cost-of-living allowance, housing allowance) as well as the basis
for in-service benefits and pension contributions. It may be paid in home or local country cur-
rency or a combination of both. The base salary is the foundation block for international
compensation whether the employee is a PCN or TCN. Major differences can occur in
the employee’s package depending on whether the base salary is linked to the home country of
the PCN or TCN, or whether an international rate is paid. (We will return to this issue later
in the chapter.)
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Foreign service inducement and hardship premium
Parent-country nationals often receive a salary premium as an inducement to accept a foreign
assignment, as well as a hardship premium to compensate for challenging locations. Under such
circumstances, the definition of hardship, eligibility for the premium, and amount and timing of
payment must be addressed. For example, where a host country’s work week may be longer
than that of the home country, a differential payment may be made in lieu of overtime, which is
not normally paid to PCNs or TCNs. In cases in which hardship is determined, US firms often
refer to the US Department of State’s Hardship Post Differentials Guidelines to determine an
appropriate level of payment. As a number of researchers in this field have noted over many dec-
ades18 making international comparisons of the cost of living is problematic. It is important
to note, though, that these payments are more commonly paid to PCNs than TCNs. Foreign
service inducements, if used, are usually made in the form of a percentage of salary, usually 5 to
40 per cent of base pay, but are also sometimes offered as a lump-sum incentive (i.e. as a one-off
payment made at some point during an assignment). Such payments vary, depending upon the
assignment location, tax consequences, and length of assignment.

Allowances
Issues concerning allowances can be very challenging to a firm establishing an overall compen-
sation policy, partly because of the various forms of allowances that exist. In this section we will
discuss the six most common allowances.

Cost-of-living allowance. The cost-of-living allowance (COLA), which typically receives the
most attention, involves a payment to compensate for differences in expenditures between the
home country and the foreign country. COLA payments are intended to compensate for cost
differentials between an expatriate’s home and host country, for example, the costs of transpor-
tation, furniture and appliances, medical, alcohol and tobacco, automobile maintenance and
domestic help. Family size is the predominant method for determining COLA payments, with
increments provided for each child. Often this allowance is difficult to determine, so companies
may use the services of organizations such as Mercer (a US-based firm)19 or ECA International
(based in Britain).20 These firms specialize in providing COLA information on a global basis,
regularly updated, to their clients. The COLA may also include payments for housing and util-
ities, and discretionary items.21 Various COLA indices exist, which, for example, allow an
American to live like an American in Paris or which presume that the American will adapt to
the assignment location by adjusting to the local life style and international living costs.

Housing allowance. The provision of a housing allowance implies that employees should be
entitled to maintain their home-country living standards (or, in some cases, receive accommoda-
tion that is equivalent to that provided for similar foreign employees and peers). The amount of
housing allowance is determined predominantly by family size, and to some extent job level.
Other alternatives include company-provided housing (either mandatory or optional); a fixed
housing allowance across a particular job level, with the expatriate ‘topping up’ according to
personal preferences; or assessment of a portion of income, out of which actual housing costs
are paid. Housing issues are often addressed on a case-by-case basis, but as a firm international-
izes, formal policies become more necessary and efficient. Financial assistance and/or protection
in connection with the leasing of an expatriate’s former residence is offered by many MNEs, but
less so for selling a house as many MNEs encourage their employees to retain a presence in their
home country real estate market. Those in the banking and finance industry tend to be the most
generous, offering assistance in sale and leasing, payment of closing costs, payment of leasing
management fees, rent protection and equity protection. Generally, TCNs tend to receive these
benefits less frequently than PCNs.
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Home leave allowances. Many MNEs also have a provision for home leave allowances
where employers cover the expense of one or more trips back to the home country each year.
The primary purpose of paying for such trips is to give expatriates the opportunity to renew
family and business ties, thereby helping them to minimize adjustment problems when they are
repatriated. Although firms traditionally have restricted the use of leave allowances to travel
home, some firms give expatriates the option of applying home leave to foreign travel rather
than returning home. Firms allowing use of home leave allowances for foreign travel need to be
aware that expatriate employees with limited international experience who opt for foreign travel
rather than returning home may become more homesick than other expatriates who return
home for a ‘reality check’ with fellow employees and friends. Without the benefit of returning
home to mix with employees and friends it is possible to idealize what they remember of their
experience at work and home and fail to come to a measured judgment of what is good and
bad in both their host and home environments. Overall, it would seem prudent for MNEs
to take the view that home leave allowances should normally be used for the purpose they are
provided – to give employees and their families the opportunity to renew family and business ties,
thereby increasing the probability of reduced adjustment problems when they are repatriated.

Education allowances. The provision of education allowances for the children of expatriates
is frequently an integral part of an international compensation policy. Allowances for education
can cover items such as tuition (including language classes), application and enrolment fees,
books and supplies, meals, transportation, excursions and extra-curricular activities, parent
association fees, school uniforms and, if applicable, room and board. Although school uniforms
are not common in the USA, it is common practice (and in many countries compulsory) for
school children to wear uniforms, particularly in international schools. PCNs and TCNs usually
receive similar treatment concerning educational expenses, but the level of education provided
for and the adequacy of local public schools versus international schools may present problems
for multinationals. International schools (e.g. United World College of South East Asia, British
International School Shanghai) are far more expensive than local public schools but are pre-
ferred by many expatriates because these schools follow the home-country curriculum and cater
to a globally diverse student body more capable of supporting ‘third culture kids’. The cost of
local and international schools for dependent children from kindergarten through to high school
are typically covered by the employer ORC reports that 95 per cent of MNEs contribute to the
educational expenses of expatriate children.22 However, there may be restrictions depending on
the age of children (pre-school, day care and university are typically not covered), availability
of school places, and their fees. In a number of countries attendance at schools in the host loca-
tion may be seen as unsuitable and the MNE may cover (or contribute towards) the costs of
children attending a private boarding school elsewhere (e.g. the costs of room and board as well
as other transportation costs to cover parental visits and school holiday travel).23 The costs of
attendance at a university may also be provided for by multinationals, when deemed necessary,
but this is rare.

Relocation allowances. Items typically covered by relocation allowances include moving,
shipping and storage charges; temporary living expenses; subsidies regarding appliance or car
purchases (or sales); and down payments or lease-related charges. Allowances regarding perqui-
sites (cars, drivers, club memberships, servants24 and so on) may also need to be considered
(usually for more senior positions, but this varies according to location). These allowances are
often contingent upon tax-equalization policies and practices in both the home and the host
countries. For example, in most Western countries a driver is considered a luxury, only available
to very senior managers. In developing economies a driver is economical in terms of cost, effec-
tiveness and safety. Apart from the expectation that managers use drivers, parking is frequently
chaotic in developing countries (especially in large cities) and the driver also performs the func-
tion of a parking attendant. In some developing countries it is quite common for the police to
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arrest drivers involved in traffic accidents and leave them in detention while responsibility and
damages are assessed. Such a risk is unacceptable to many MNEs which do not allow their ex-
patriate employees to drive at all in specific developing countries and provide local drivers for
both the expatriate and spouse.

Spouse assistance. Increasingly, many MNEs are also offering spouse assistance to help
guard against or offset income lost by an expatriate’s spouse as a result of relocating abroad.
Payments, on average, are capped at US$7000 per family but vary according to region.
Although some MNEs may pay a one-time allowance to make up for a spouse’s lost income
(averaging US$11 000 per family according to ORC25), US multinationals are beginning to
focus on providing spouses with employment opportunities abroad, either by offering job-
search assistance, career counseling, cultural orientation, resume/CV preparation, work permit
assistance and language tuition, or in more unusual cases employment in the MNE’s foreign
business (subject of course to a work visa being approved by the host country government for
this purpose).

To summarize, MNEs generally pay allowances in order to encourage employees to take
international assignments and to keep employees ‘whole’ (i.e. relatively comparable) to home
standards. We will present more about this concept later in the chapter.

Benefits
The complexity inherent in international benefits often brings more difficulties than when deal-
ing with compensation. Expatriate ‘benefits’ includes health care, pension plans/social security,
life insurance, child allowances and profit sharing/stock option plans.

Pension plans are very difficult to deal with country-to-country as national practices vary
considerably. Transportability of pension plans/social security and medical coverage benefits
are very difficult to normalize. Therefore, MNEs need to address many issues when considering
benefits, including:

l Whether or not to maintain expatriates in home-country programs, particularly if the multinational
does not receive a tax deduction for it.

l Whether MNEs have the option of enrolling expatriates in host-country benefit programs and/or
making up any difference in coverage.

l Whether expatriates should receive home-country or are eligible to receive host-country social
security benefits.

Most US PCNs typically remain under their home-country benefit plan, with the exception of
medical benefits: more than half of the MNEs surveyed by ORC assign their expatriates to an
international healthcare plan. In some countries, expatriates cannot opt out of local social secu-
rity programs. In such circumstances, the firm normally pays for these additional costs. Euro-
pean PCNs and TCNs enjoy portable social security benefits within the European Union. Laws
governing private benefit practices differ from country to country, and firm practices also vary.
Not surprisingly, multinationals have generally done a good job of planning for the retirement
needs of their PCN employees, but this is generally less the case for TCNs.26 There are many
reasons for this: TCNs may have little or no home-country social security coverage; they may
have spent many years in countries that do not permit currency transfers of accrued benefit pay-
ments; or they may spend their final year or two of employment in a country where final average
salary is in a currency that relates unfavorably to their home-country currency. How their bene-
fits are calculated and what type of retirement plan applies to them may make the difference
between a comfortable retirement in a country of their choice or a forced and financially less
comfortable retirement elsewhere.
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In addition to the already discussed benefits, multinationals also provide vacations and spe-
cial leave. Included as part of the employee’s regular vacation, annual home leave usually pro-
vides airfares for families to return to their home countries. Rest and rehabilitation leave is also
frequently available if the conditions of the host country are clearly below the standards of the
home country. Typically, rest and rehabilitation leave provides the employee’s family with paid
airfares to a more comfortable location near the host country. In addition to rest and rehabilita-
tion leave, emergency provisions are available in case of a death or illness in the family. Employ-
ees in hardship locations generally receive additional leave expense payments and rest and
rehabilitation periods.

APPROACHES TO INTERNATIONAL COMPENSATION
OF EXPATRIATES

There are two main options in the area of international compensation – the Going Rate
Approach (also referred to as the Market Rate Approach) and the Balance Sheet Approach
(sometimes known as the Build-up Approach). In this section we describe each approach and
discuss the advantages and disadvantages inherent in each approach.27

The going rate approach
The key characteristics of this approach are summarized in Table 8.1. With this approach, the
base salary for the international transfer is linked to the salary structure in the host country. The
multinational usually obtains information from local compensation surveys and must decide
whether local nationals (HCNs), expatriates of the same nationality or expatriates of all nation-
alities will be the reference point in terms of benchmarking. For example, a Japanese bank oper-
ating in New York would need to decide whether its reference point would be local US salaries,
other Japanese competitors in New York, or all foreign banks operating in New York. With the
Going Rate Approach, if the location is in a low-pay county, the multinational usually supple-
ments base pay with additional benefits and payments.

There are advantages and disadvantages of the Going Rate Approach, summarized in
Table 8.2. The advantages are: there is equality with local nationals (very effective in attract-
ing PCNs or TCNs to a location that pays higher salaries than those received in the home
country); the approach is simple and easy for expatriates to understand; expatriates are able
to identify with the host country; and there is often equity among expatriates of different
nationalities.

TABLE 8.1 Going rate approach

• Based on local market rates
• Relies on survey comparisons among:

• Local nationals (HCNs)
• Expatriates of same nationality
• Expatriates of all nationalities

• Compensation based on the selected survey comparison
• Base pay and benefits may be supplemented by additional payments for low-pay countries
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The disadvantages of the Going Rate Approach include: First, there can be variation between
assignments for the same employee. This is most obvious when we compare an assignment in an
advanced economy with one in a developing country, but also between assignments in various
advanced economies where differences in managerial salaries and the effect of local taxation can
significantly influence an employee’s compensation level using the Going Rate Approach. Not
surprisingly, individual employees are very sensitive to this issue. Second, there can be variation
between expatriates of the same nationality in different locations. A strict interpretation of the
Going Rate Approach can lead to rivalry for assignments to locations that are financially attrac-
tive and little interest in locations considered financially unattractive. Finally, the Going Rate
Approach can pose problems upon repatriation when the employee’s salary reverts to a home-
country level that is below that of the host-country. This is not only a problem for firms in devel-
oping countries, but also for MNEs from many countries where local managerial salaries are
well below that of the USA, which has long been the world market leader in managerial salaries,
although the gap between US and some European salaries has been narrowing.28

The balance sheet approach
The key characteristics of this approach (which is the most widely used approach for interna-
tional compensation) are summarized in Table 8.3. The basic objective is to ‘keep the expatriate
whole’ (that is, maintaining relativity to PCN colleagues and compensating for the costs of an
international assignment29) through maintenance of home-country living standard plus a finan-
cial inducement to make the package attractive. This approach links the base salary for expatri-
ates to the salary structure of the relevant home country. For example, a US executive taking up
an international position would have his or her compensation package built upon the US base-
salary level rather than that applicable to the host country. The key assumption of this approach
is that foreign assignees should not suffer a material loss due to their transfer, and this is accom-
plished through the utilization of what is generally referred to as the Balance Sheet Approach.
According to Reynolds:

The balance sheet approach to international compensation is a system designed to equalize the pur-
chasing power of employees at comparable position levels living overseas and in the home-country
and to provide incentives to offset qualitative differences between assignment locations.30

TABLE 8.2 Advantages and disadvantages of the going rate approach

Advantages Disadvantages

• Equality with local nationals
• Simplicity
• Identification with host country
• Equity among different nationalities

• Variation between assignments for same employee
• Variation between expatriates of same nationality in

different countries
• Potential re-entry problems

TABLE 8.3 The balance sheet approach

• Basic objective is maintenance of home-country living standard plus financial inducement
• Home-country pay and benefits are the foundations of this approach
• Adjustments to home package to balance additional expenditure in host country
• Financial incentives (expatriate/hardship premium) added to make the package attractive
• Most common system in usage by multinational firms
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There are four major categories of outlays incurred by expatriates that are incorporated in the
Balance Sheet Approach:

1 Goods and services – home-country outlays for items such as food, personal care, clothing,
household furnishings, recreation, transportation and medical care.

2 Housing – the major costs associated with housing in the host country.

3 Income taxes – parent-country and host-country income taxes.

4 Reserve – contributions to savings, payments for benefits, pension contributions, investments,
education expenses, social security taxes, etc.

Where costs associated with the host-country assignment exceed equivalent costs in the parent
country, these costs are met by both the MNE and the expatriate to ensure that parent-country
equivalent purchasing power is achieved.

Table 8.4 shows a typical spreadsheet for an expatriate assignment using the Balance Sheet
Approach. In this example, an Australian expatriate is assigned to a hypothetical country called
New Euphoria which has a Cost-of-Living-Index of 150 relative to Australia and an exchange
rate of 1.5 relative to the Australian dollar. In addition to a foreign service premium, a hardship
allowance is also payable for this location. Housing is provided by the MNE, and a notional
cost for this is recognized by a 7 per cent deduction from the package, along with a notional tax
deduction (we discuss taxation later in the chapter). The expatriate can see from this spreadsheet
what components are offered in the package and how the package will be split between Austra-
lian currency and New Euphoria currency.

There are advantages and disadvantages of the Balance Sheet Approach, summarized in
Table 8.5. There are three main advantages. First, the Balance Sheet Approach provides equity
between all foreign assignments and between expatriates of the same nationality. Second,
repatriation of expatriates is facilitated by this emphasis on equity with the parent country as
expatriate compensation remains anchored to the compensation system in the parent country.
Third, this approach is easy to communicate, as Table 8.4 illustrates.

TABLE 8.4 Expatriate compensation worksheet

Employee: Brian Smith

Position: Marketing Manager

Country: New Euphoria

Reason for change: New Assignment

Effective date of change 1 February 2013

Item
Amount
A$ PA

Paid in Australian
dollars A$ PA

Paid in local
currency NE$ PA

Base salary 200 000 100000 150000

Cost of living allowance 50 000 75000

Overseas service premium (20%) 40 000 40 000

Hardship allowance (20%) 40 000 40 000

Housing deduction (7%) !14 000 !14 000
Tax deduction !97 000 !97 000
TOTAL 219 000 69 000 225000

COLA Index ¼ 150
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There are two main disadvantages of the Balance Sheet Approach. First, this approach can
result in considerable disparities – both between expatriates of different nationalities and between
PCNs and HCNs. Problems arise when international staff are paid different amounts for per-
forming the same (or very similar) job in the same host location, according to their different home
base salary. For example, in the Singapore regional headquarters of a US bank, a US PCN and a
New Zealand TCN may perform the same (or similar) banking duties but the American will
receive a higher salary than the New Zealander because of the differences in US and New Zealand
base-salary levels. As noted above, differences in base-salary levels can also cause difficulties
between expatriates and HCNs. Traditionally, this has referred to the problem of highly paid
PCNs being resented by local HCN employees because these ‘foreigners’ are perceived as being
excessively compensated (and because they are blocking career opportunities for locals).

However, feelings of resentment and inequity can also run in the other direction. For
instance, as indicated above, the USA has the highest level of managerial compensation in the
world. Thus, a multinational that establishes a subsidiary in the USA (or acquires a US business)
may find that if it uses a Balance Sheet Approach, its expatriates may be substantially underpaid
compared to local American employees. While the logic of the balance sheet states that being
tied to the home country assists in repatriation because the expatriate identifies with the home
country, research in equity theory31 suggests that employees do not always assess compensation
issues in a detached way.

The issue of base salary differences is also a concern for US employees working for foreign
firms operating in the USA. Many non-US multinationals are reluctant to pay high US salaries
to US employees who are offered international assignments (as HCNs into the firm’s home-
country operations, or as TCNs in a regional subsidiary). US employees are equally reluctant to
accept the lower salaries paid in the firm’s home country. Thus, the Balance Sheet Approach can
produce disparities and may also act as a barrier to staff acceptance of international assign-
ments. A second problem with the Balance Sheet Approach is that while this approach is both el-
egant and simple as a concept, it can become quite complex to administer. Complexities
particularly arise in the areas of tightly integrated private and government fund transfers (e.g.
taxes and pensions).

A third emerging approach to international compensation:
‘Local Plus’
Over the past decade, a third approach to international compensation, summarized in Table
8.6, and called Local Plus has begun to emerge, particularly in the Asia Pacific region. A Local
Plus approach is one in which expatriate employees are paid according to the prevailing salary
levels, structure, and administration guidelines of the host location, plus provided ‘expatriate-
type’ benefits such as assistance with transportation, housing, and dependents’ education in rec-
ognition of the employee’s ‘foreign’ status. Benefits may be paid in-kind (directly by the MNE)
or as add-ons to local salary levels at a grossed-up rate to account for host taxes. Local Plus

TABLE 8.5 Advantages and disadvantages of the balance sheet approach

Advantages Disadvantages

• Equity
• Between assignments
• Between expatriates of the same

nationality
• Facilitates expatriate re-entry
• Easy to communicate to employees

• Can result in great disparities
• Between expatriates of different

nationalities
• Between expatriates and local nationals

• Can be quite complex to administer
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compensation does not typically include tax equalization, COLA, mobility premiums, hardship
allowances, familiarization visits, home leave, cross-cultural training and other pre-departure
programs, or spouse assistance. Pension benefits are optional depending on the nature of the
assignment and whether the transfer is temporary or permanent.

The driving force behind a Local Plus approach for many MNEs is to reduce their interna-
tional assignment costs. Developing low-cost alternative salary packages, such as Local Plus, is
one way to achieve this. With many companies also seeing an increase in the number of develop-
mental assignees,32 many expatriates (especially junior and middle management staff) are often
willing to accept a reduced package such as Local Plus in return for the international experience
that will enhance their future careers. Typically, Local Plus is used for long-term assignments,
permanent transfers, intra-regional transfers (e.g. such as in Asia Pacific), and for assignments
from low to high wage locations.

In many respects, Local Plus compensation is a hybrid version of both the Balance Sheet
(home based) and Going Rate (host based) Approaches, often containing the optimum benefits
of both. As such, it is a compensation approach that can frequently solve some of the problems
encountered in more traditional compensation approaches and therefore has some unique bene-
fits. For example, because the expatriate benefits of a Local Plus package are not ‘fixed’ as in the
Balance Sheet Approach, there is considerable flexibility to tailor each ‘plus’ component (i.e.
add or a remove a benefit) according to a variety of individual and corporate objectives. This is
advantageous for a number of reasons. First, if we take the Balance Sheet Approach, this is
based on the notion that expatriate employees can identify a ‘home’ country, but with more
expatriates undertaking multiple assignments, often back to back, and frequently over a decade
or more (some with no intention to return or retire there), identifying ‘home’ is becoming
increasingly difficult. Using a Balance Sheet approach under these circumstances does not make
sense, but a Local Plus approach does. Second, companies that recruit employees from locations
where it has no presence (e.g. TCNs) and therefore no payroll facilities will find it very difficult
to administer either a home or host based approached. Again, a Local Plus approach will solve
this problem by offering ‘plus’ benefits based on what is appropriate given the employee’s expe-
rience and skills rather than where they come from or where they are going to.

The benefits of the Local Plus approach can be seen in the increasing use of this type of com-
pensation in Asia Pacific.33 AIRINC reports that companies headquartered in Asia are more
likely to have a formal Local Plus policy in place, and have more assignees on a Local Plus pol-
icy, than in any other region in the world.34 This may be due in large part to Asia’s economic
growth over the past decade that is fuelling the demand for a more globalized workforce;35 as
such, MNEs must entice hundreds of thousands of expatriates to the region while also facilitat-
ing the transfer of international employees in the most cost-effective manner.

Although the benefits of Local Plus compensation are numerous, there are also some disadvan-
tages for firms that use the approach. In a recent study of expatriates’ views about international
assignments across five regions, McNulty and colleagues found that Local Plus compensation
tends to shift the power balance in the employment relationship in expatriates’ favor.36 This is
because, by its nature, Local Plus compensation has a more normalizing effect on how expatriates
live in a host-country in comparison to expatriates’ on more generous salary packages. It means
that the lifestyle of expatriates on Local Plus compensation is generally more closely aligned with
the lifestyle and socio-economic habits of locals in the host-country, i.e., the disparity in purchas-
ing power between themselves and HCNs is marginal given that the choices they make about their
standard of living (where to live, which schools to attend) are determined less by the MNE. As a
result of their greater sacrifice and being forced to rely less on the organization to support some of
their fundamental employment needs, which is often not compensated for in other non-financial
ways (e.g. through improved career management support), Local Plus compensation can impact
on expatriates’ job embeddedness in terms of commitment and loyalty. In sum, Local Plus com-
pensation tends to decrease the ties that bind expatriates to their firm.

The shift in power in the employment relationship in favor of expatriates can have significant
implications for MNEs. The most significant problem is expatriate retention. For instance, if
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Local Plus compensation is ideally suited to expatriates’ willing to accept a reduced salary pack-
age in exchange for the opportunity to acquire valuable international skills, it is necessary to
also consider that once these skills have been acquired, employees marketability on the interna-
tional labor market will likely increase. As Local Plus expatriates are less reliant on firms to fund
their expatriate lifestyle, and because they are living a largely ‘local’ lifestyle to begin with, their
willingness to consider other job offers that may afford them even an incremental increase in
their current salary is higher. This may be because they feel ‘pushed’ to find better employment
opportunities, or because they have (or are developing) a self-initiated career orientation (i.e.,
pursuing a protean, global or boundaryless career – as discussed in chapter 7) that prompted
them to initially accept a local-plus package. Either way, there is an increased risk of losing
expatriates to competitors, particularly during an international assignment, which can have a
devastating effort on MNEs broader global staffing objectives. See Table 8.6 for a comparison
of some long-term assignment options we have discussed.

TABLE 8.6 Compensation approaches and strategies for long-term international assignments

Policy Name Strategy Description of Policy Purpose Used For

Full International Development • based on balance sheet
(home) approach

• ‘full bells and whistles’, i.e.
generous remuneration
(including bonus and
incentives) and benefits
(including cost of living
allowance, housing,
education, spousal
allowance, car, home
leave, and club
memberships)

• designed to ensure
employee’s lifestyle not
disadvantaged as result of
international relocation

• targeted at executives for
career development or on
international track who
possess universal skills and
considered high potential

• often used for ‘cadre’
approach to develop careers
of elite group of high
performers whose permanent
mobility is long-term strategic
goal

• mainly used for retention
purposes where goal is to
repatriate to corporate
headquarters or business
group headquarters

• used sparingly and as reward
for key individuals

Expat Lite Skills/
Secondment

• based on reduced balance
sheet (home) approach

• reduced version of ‘full
bells and whistles’, i.e.
generous remuneration
with/without bonus and
incentives, and inclusion of
some benefits (e.g.
housing, education, car,
home leave) but not others
(e.g. club memberships,
spousal allowance, cost of
living)

• expatriates with deep technical
skills or competencies needed
in another location

• specific goal is to transfer skills
and knowledge for duration of
assignment only (no more than
2 years)

• expatriate relocates for fixed
period and repatriates with no
intention to relocate again
unless a specific skill need
arises

• often used to service clients in
location where local skills not
available

(Continued)
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Taxation
Taxation is probably the one aspect of international compensation that causes the most concern to
HR practitioners and expatriates because taxation generally evokes emotional responses.37 No one
enjoys paying taxes, and this issue can be very time consuming for both the MNE and the expatri-
ate. To illustrate the potential problems, an assignment abroad for a US expatriate may result in
being taxed in the country of assignment and in the USA. This dual tax cost, combined with all of
the other expatriate costs, makes some US multinationals think twice about making use of expatri-
ates. It is important to note that Section 911 of the US Internal Revenue Service Code contains pro-
visions permitting a substantial deduction on foreign-earned income, but US expatriates must file
with the IRS and usually also with the host-country tax office during their period of foreign service.
This requirement is more onerous than for citizens of some other OECD countries who are not
required to declare their total global income to their home-country taxation authority.

(Continued )

Policy Name Strategy Description of Policy Purpose Used For

Local Plus Cost savings • based on going rate (host)
approach

• provides some benefits of
developmental policy but
on greatly reduced basis

• expatriates often localized
with some additional
benefits provided to
sustain retention

• no ongoing allowances
(e.g. cost of living)

• initial allowances typically
phased out over period of
assignment (100% benefit
year one, 50% benefit year
two, 20% benefit year three)

• combination of developmental
and skills/secondment
expatriates, but generally
targeted at middle
management executives who
are specialized, functional
people, or broad business
managers and/or generalists
who move between variety of
different positions (and
locations) throughout their
career

• typically offered to managers
initiating relocation or
indicating willingness to
relocate

Localization Cost savings,
functional
turnover &
retention

• based on going rate (host)
approach

• initial allowances from any
of above strategies phased
out over period of
assignment (100% benefit
year one, 50% benefit year
two, 20% benefit year
three) to achieve full ‘local’
remuneration

• typically offered to managers
initiating a relocation or
indicating willingness to
relocate, and long-term
assignees who have exceeded
term of contract (i.e. beyond
initial 3 or 5 year assignment)
but who wish to remain in
location or firm does not wish
to repatriate

One-Way
International

Self-initiated
transfers

• based on going rate (host)
approach

• one way relocation
package to host-
destination

• salary, incentives and
benefits paid from local
payroll

• self-initiated/employee-initiated
relocation

Source: Table 8.6 was created by the author team specifically for this textbook.
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Multinationals generally select one of the following approaches to handling international
taxation:

l Tax equalization. Firms withhold an amount equal to the home-country tax obligation of the
expatriate, and pay all taxes in the host country

l Tax protection. The employee pays up to the amount of taxes he or she would pay on
compensation in the home country. In such a situation, the employee is entitled to any windfall
received if total taxes are less in the foreign country than in the home country. In her classic review
of global compensation, Stuart38 adds two other approaches: (1) ad hoc (each expatriate is
handled differently, depending upon the individual package agreed to with the MNE); and
(2) laissez-faire (employees are ‘on their own’ in conforming to host-country and home-country
taxation laws and practices). However, neither of these approaches are recommended and we shall
focus on tax equalization and tax protection, as these are the most common approaches.

Tax equalization is by far the more common taxation policy used by multinationals.39 Thus, for
an expatriate, tax payments equal to the liability of a home-country taxpayer with the same
income and family status are imposed on the employee’s salary and bonus. Any additional pre-
miums or allowances are paid by the firm, tax-free to the employee. As multinationals operate
in more and more countries, they are subject to widely discrepant income tax rates. For exam-
ple, if we look at selected maximum federal marginal tax rates (see Table 8.7) the ‘top five’ high-
est taxation countries are The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Australia and Italy. The USA is
significantly below the rates for these five countries.40

TABLE 8.7 Maximum marginal federal tax rates

Country Maximum marginal rate (%)

Australia 45.00

Belgium 50.00

Canada 29.00

Chile 40.00

Denmark 26.48

France 40.00

Germany 45.00

Italy 43.00

Japan 40.00

Korea 35.00

Mexico 28.00

Netherlands 52.00

New Zealand 39.00

Poland 40.00

Spain 27.13

Sweden 25.00

Switzerland 11.50

Turkey 35.00

United Kingdom 40.00

United States 35.00

Source: Adapted from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Table 1.1 ‘‘Personal
Income Tax Rates, 2008’’. Reproduced with permission.41
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Many MNEs have responded to this complexity and diversity across countries by retaining
the services of international accounting firms to provide advice and prepare host-country
and home-country tax returns for their expatriates. Increasingly, multinationals are also out-
sourcing the provisions of further aspects of the total expatriate compensation packages
including a variety of destination services in lieu of providing payment in a package.42 When
multinationals plan compensation packages, they need to consider to what extent specific
practices can be modified in each country to provide the most tax-effective, appropriate
rewards for PCNs, HCNs and TCNs within the framework of the overall compensation pol-
icy of the MNE.

As one international HRM manager noted some years ago, the difficulties in international
compensation ‘are not compensation so much as benefits’. Pension plans are very difficult to
compare or equalize across nations, as cultural practices vary considerably. Transportability of
pension plans, medical coverage and social security benefits are very difficult to normalize.43

This observation remains relevant today and MNEs need to actively monitor a range of issues
when considering benefits, including:

l Whether or not to maintain expatriates in home-country programs, particularly if the MNE does not
receive a tax deduction for it.

l Whether MNEs have the option of enrolling expatriates in host-country benefit programs and/or
making up any difference in coverage.

l Whether host-country legislation regarding termination affects benefit entitlement.

l Whether expatriates should receive home-country or host-country social security benefits.

l Whether benefits should be maintained on a home-country or host-country basis, who is
responsible for the cost, whether other benefits should be used to offset any shortfall in coverage,
and whether home-country benefit programs should be exported to local nationals in foreign
countries.

Differences in national sovereignty are also at work in the area of mandated public and private
pension schemes, what many nations refer to as ‘social security’ programs. Table 8.8 highlights
the differences in mandated degree of contribution (ranging from a low of 0 per cent to a high
of over 60 per cent) as well as the mix of employer-employee contribution.

For many international firms, expatriate assignments are likely to increase in distance, num-
ber and duration over an employee’s career, and more and more firms may create cadres of per-
manent international assignees – called ‘globals’ by some firms. The inherent complexity and
dynamism of culturally embedded and politically volatile national tax and pension processes
promise to tax the resources, time and attention of international human resource managers for
the foreseeable future. Seamless networks of global firms, their specialist consultants and local
and regional public and private interests are a goal rather than a reality.

International living costs data
Obtaining up-to-date information on international living costs is a constant issue for multina-
tionals. As we noted at the beginning of this chapter, the level of local knowledge required in
many areas of IHRM requires specialist advice. Consequently, many MNEs retain the services
of consulting firms that may offer a broad range of services or provide highly specialized services
relevant to HRM in a multinational context. With regard to international living costs, a number
of consulting firms offer regular surveys calculating a cost-of-living index that can be updated in
terms of currency exchange rates. A recent survey of living costs45 in selected cities ranked the
ten most expensive cities (including rent) as New York, Oslo, Geneva, Zurich, Tokyo, Dubai,
Copenhagen, Singapore, Toronto and London. The first US city in the index was New York,
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ranked as the most expensive city including rent costs, but only the sixth most expensive city
if you exclude rent costs. The least expensive city was Mumbai in India (formerly known as
Bombay). Price differentials between Eastern and Western Europe closed in 2009 to an average
of 26 per cent higher prices in Western Europe.

MNEs using the balance sheet approach must constantly update compensation packages with
new data on living costs which is an ongoing administrative requirement. This is a very impor-
tant issue to expatriate employees and forms the basis of many complaints if updating substan-
tially lags behind any rise in living costs. Multinationals must also be able to respond to
unexpected events such as the currency and stock market crash that suddenly unfolded in a
number of Asian countries in late 1997. Some countries such as Indonesia faced a devaluation
of their currency (the Ruphiah) by over 50 per cent against the US dollar in a matter of weeks.
This event had a dramatic impact on prices, the cost of living and the cost of servicing debt for
Indonesian firms with loans denominated in a foreign currency such as the US dollar.

There is also much debate about what should be in the ‘basket of goods’ which consulting
firms use as the basis for calculating living costs around the world. For example, the Swiss
Bank UBS uses the ‘Big Mac Index’ to measure living costs around the world.46 According to
Table 8.9, it takes almost three hours for the average worker in Nairobi to earn enough for a
Big Mac. In Los Angeles, Chicago and Hong Kong, the global burger can be bought for less
than 15 minutes’ effort.47

TABLE 8.8 Social security contributions by employers and employees

Country
Employer contribution

rate (%)
Employee contribution

rate (%)
Total contribution

rate (%)

Australia 0 0 0

Belgium 34.47 13.07 47.54

Canada 7.37 6.68 14.05

Chile 0 7.00 7.00

France 40.8** 21.46** 62.26

Germany 19.56 20.71 40.27

Italy 32.08** 10.49** 42.57**

Japan 12.605 12.175 24.78

Korea 9.81 4.50 14.31

Mexico 7.64** 1.65** 9.29**

Netherlands 11.88 31.15 43.03

Poland 18.43 13.71 32.14

Singapore 0.00* 0.00* 0.00*

Spain 29.95 6.35 36.3

Sweden 31.42 7.00 38.42

Switzerland 11.05 11.05 23.00

Turkey 16.50 15.00 31.50

United Kingdom 12.80 11.00 23.80

United States 13.85 6.20 20.05

*When the contributions are at zero, they are funded out of the General Tax Revenue and range from zero to very high
values
**Varies idiosyncratically.

Source: Adapted from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Table 3.1 and 3.2 ‘‘Social
Security Contribution Tables, 2009’’. Reproduced with permission.44
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TABLE 8.9 Range of working times required to buy one Big Mac

City 1 Big Mac in min

Chicago, Tokyo, Toronto 12

London, Los Angeles, Miami 13

Hong Kong, New York, Sydney 14

Dublin, Frankfurt, Luxembourg, Montreal, Zurich 15

Copenhagen, Geneva, Vienna 17

Dubai, Nicosia 18

Amsterdam, Auckland, Berlin, Brussels 19

Lyon, Munich, Paris, Stockholm, Taipei 20

Barcelona, Moscow, Oslo 21

Lisbon 23

Tel Aviv 24

Manama 25

Johannesburg 26

Helsinki, Madrid, Milan, Rome, Seoul 27

Athens, Shanghai, Tallinn 30

Warsaw, Doha 31

Ljubljana 34

Singapore 36

Prague 38

São Paulo 40

Kuala Lumpur, Vilnius 41

Bucharest, Riga 42

Beijing 44

Bangkok, Kiev 45

Istanbul 48

Delhi 49

Rio de Janeiro 51

Sofia 56

Buenos Aires 57

Bogotá,Lima 58

Budapest 59

Mumbai 61

Bratislava 62

Santiago de Chile 69

Cairo 82

Manila 88

Caracas 126

Mexico City 129

Jakarta 136

Nairobi 158

Notes: Price of one Big Mac divided by weighted average hourly pay across 14 professions

Source: UBS, Prices and Earning 2009.48
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It is also possible to take a wider view and focus on business costs rather than living costs for
expatriates, because the multinational firm is interested in the overall cost of doing business in a
particular country as well as the more micro issue of expatriate living costs. The Economist
Intelligence Unit49 calculates such indices, which measure the relative costs of doing business in
different economies by compiling statistics relating to wages, costs for expatriate staff, air travel
and subsistence, corporation taxes, perceived corruption levels, office and industrial rents and
road transport. Generally the developed countries tend to rank as more expensive than develop-
ing countries because their wage costs are higher.

Differentiating between PCNs and TCNs
As we have indicated, one of the outcomes of the balance sheet approach is to produce differen-
tiation between expatriate employees of different nationalities because of the use of nationality
to determine the relevant home-country base salary. In effect, this is a differentiation between
PCNs and TCNs. Many TCNs have a great deal of international experience because they often
move from country to country in the employ of one multinational (or several) headquartered in
a country other than their own (for example, an Indian banker may work in the Singapore
branch of a US bank). As Reynolds50 long ago observed, there is no doubt that paying TCNs
according to their home-country base salary can be less expensive than paying all expatriates on
a PCN scale – particularly if the multinational is headquartered in a country which has both
high managerial salaries and a strong currency. However, justifying these differences to TCNs
can be difficult. Clearly, many MNEs take the view that a significant reduction in expenses out-
weighs the difficulty of justifying any negative pay differentials. However, as MNEs expand and
international revenue becomes more significant, TCN employees often become more valuable.
A focus on retaining talented TCNs often requires rethinking the existing approach to compen-
sating TCNs.

As a starting point, multinationals need to match their compensation policies with their staff-
ing policies and general HR philosophy. If, for example, an MNE has an ethnocentric staffing
policy, its compensation policy should be one of keeping the expatriate whole (that is, maintain-
ing relativity to PCN colleagues plus compensating for the costs of international service).
If, however, the staffing policy follows a geocentric approach (that is, staffing a position with
the ‘ best person’, regardless of nationality), there may be no clear ‘home’ for the TCN, and the
multinational will need to consider establishing a system of international base pay for key man-
agers, regardless of nationality, that is paid in a major reserve currency such as the US dollar or
the Euro. This system allows MNEs to deal with considerable variations in base salaries for
managers.

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS: PATTERNS IN COMPLEXITY,
CHALLENGES AND CHOICES

While so far, some of this chapter has concentrated on expatriate compensation we will now
draw conclusions for the larger group of (international) managers in MNEs. As outlined at the
opening of the chapter, international compensation administration may be more complex than
its domestic counterpart, but is only slowly and fitfully evolving from a dominant domestic state
of origin.51 Domestic pay patterns – that is norms and assumptions, pay strategies and practices,
as well as pay forms and administration – are increasingly challenged as executives in MNEs are
exposed to alternative pay forms, varying legal and institutional contexts and the rapidly chang-
ing realities of global competitiveness.
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Recent developments in the study of global pay issues may be seen to operate at three dis-
tinct vertical levels: the basic level of cultural values and assumptions; the intermediate level of
pay strategy, practices and systems design; and the surface (artifact) level of pay administration
and form52 – see Figure 8.1. On a second, horizontal level, firms must individually determine
how to strike a balance between traditional, internally based models and explanations of pay
and those more externally focused models and explanations of pay that comprise a global
challenge to the status quo.53 Globalizing firms must individually choose between internally
and externally focused assumptions, strategies and practices. This combined choice is the com-
plex ‘context’ of pay for any given multinational. Pay context is the pivotal center column in
Figure 8.1.

On the level of basic explanations, firms can choose to emphasize firm-specific theories of
job worth (such as resource-based views of the firm,54 behavioral theory55 or new institu-
tional economics models)56 or they may emphasize firm external theories of job worth (such
as cultural and institutional perspectives).57 These theories may be implicit and not articulated
by pay practitioners, and yet these assumptions may indirectly drive all other pay processes.
On the more explicit, and more widely investigated, level of norms and values, pay strategy
may be seen as some combination of internal, corporate norms (derived from and consistent

FIGURE 8.1 Complexity, challenges and choices in global pay.
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with pay strategy, IHRM strategy and traditional employment relationships – practiced ‘psy-
chological contracts’) and external, environmental norms (derived from labor unions, educa-
tional systems, and local or regional institutional sources) that may vary significantly by
geographic region.

Pay strategy may be defined in terms of a series of interlocking strategic choices on: basis of
pay (job versus skill, performance versus seniority),58 unit of aggregation (paying individuals,
groups, organizations, short- versus long-term orientation to pay),59 patterns of variation in pay
(variability or risk in pay, hierarchical versus egalitarian pay orientation),60 and an overall focus
on internal equity – as captured by job evaluation systems – as opposed to external equity – as
captured by market surveys.61 ‘Universal’ pay systems may be preferred by corporate pay plan-
ners rather than having to deal with myriad ‘local’ systems. Ease of administration and the
standardization of practices are attractive and can contribute to simplicity in global assign-
ments, resolving disputes related to perceived inequities or policy inconsistencies, etc. However,
local or regional ‘host contexts’ and/or MNE strategy may influence senior managers to com-
promise these global preferences and strategically align pay practices more or less in conform-
ance with local or regional requirements.62 Strategic necessity and contextual requirements may
incrementally grudgingly ‘move’ pay practices away from a universalized and toward a more
localized character.63

It should be noted that in the center column of Figure 8.1, under ‘possible basis for pay’, a
number of levels of analysis have emerged to supplement or augment traditional job-based pay.
Firms may provide an individual employee with personal ‘choice’ in pay and pay for his/her
skills or competencies.64 Alternately, a firm may pay at the traditional job level, realizing that
even standard jobs may vary tremendously across geographic regions. Firms may also pay at the
task group or plant level of aggregation.65 Finally, firms may provide ‘customized’ pay at the
national level, or provide standardized ‘core’ pay for all employees in the global firm.66 Increas-
ingly, we may combine pay packages across these vertical levels of analysis and pay for a combi-
nation of personal, job, group, national or corporate purposes.67 These composite pay systems
are more complex, but they are also more flexible and responsive to diverse employee demands
and changing global business conditions.

MNEs face global challenges to executive compensation practices and forms of corporate
governance.68 These challenges may be seen as an ongoing debate between advocates of pay
systems that value competitive individualism and result in ‘hierarchical’ pay systems with large
pay differentials for executives, market sensitive professions and other ‘critical’ employee
groups69 and the advocates of pay systems that value cooperative collectivism and result
in more ‘egalitarian’ pay systems with smaller pay differentials and more shared group or
firm-wide reward practices.70 Increasingly, multinationals that violate corporate or local
norms in one location in order to respond to local norms in a second location do so at their
own risk.71

At the final level of pay form and administration (artifacts) MNEs may determine that pay
practices such as pay mix (between base pay, the nature and extent of benefits, use of long-term
and short-term incentives, etc.), overall level of pay, and the degree to which pay is standardized
across all units or customized to local conditions should be the result of internal or external
influences.72 Firm specific realities (such as operating in a monopolistic industry, a low degree
of internationalization, and simple organizational design) may mitigate for standardized pay
practices. Conversely, strongly held local values, institutions and regulations, an advanced level
of internationalization and decentralized organizational designs may mitigate for more flexible,
localized pay practices.73
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SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have examined the complexities that arise when firms move from compensa-
tion at the domestic level to compensation in an international context. It is evident from our
review that compensation policy becomes a much less precise process than is the case in the
domestic HR context. To demonstrate this complexity, we have:

l Detailed the key components of an international compensation program.

l Outlined the two main approaches to international compensation (the Going Rate and the Balance
Sheet) and introduced a third new approach to compensation – Local Plus – and explained
components as well as its advantages and disadvantages.

l Outlined special problem areas such as taxation, obtaining valid international living costs data and
the problems of managing TCN compensation.

l Presented a model of global pay that highlights the complexity and yet familiarity of pay practices in
the global context. It is this combination of pay decisions based on strategic global standardization
and sensitivity to changing local and regional conditions that characterizes the state of international
pay practices.

l Posited that a strategic yet sensitive balance can only be achieved by creating and maintaining
professional networks, comprised of home office and local affiliate HR practitioners, outsourcing
selected activities through specialist consultants, and a close cooperation with local and regional
governments and other key local institutions.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 What should be the main objectives for a
multinational with regard to its compensation
policies?

2 Describe the main differences in the Going Rate and
Balance Sheet Approaches to international
compensation.

3 What are the key differences in salary
compensation for PCNs and TCNs? Do these
differences matter?

4 Describe Local Plus compensation and explain the
major challenges MNEs face when using the
approach.

5 What are the main points that MNEs must consider
when deciding how to provide benefits?

6 Why is it important for MNEs to understand the
compensation practices of other countries?

7 Explain how balancing the interests of global and
local, occupational and functional perspectives might
play out in a compensation decision scenario.
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CHAPTER 9
INTERNATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS AND
THE GLOBAL
INSTITUTIONAL
CONTEXT
Chapter Objectives

In this chapter we:

l Discuss the key issues in international industrial relations and the policies and practices of MNEs.

l Examine the potential constraints that trade unions may have on MNEs.

l Outline key concerns that trade unions have with regard to the activities of MNEs.

l Discuss recent trends and issues in the global workforce context.
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l Discuss the formation of regional economic zones such as the European Union and the impact of
opponents to globalization.

l Present issues of codes of conduct and nongovernmental organizations as MNEs.

l Discuss HR implications of offshoring strategies.

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will use the more traditional term ‘industrial relations’ to describe the broad
field of study that looks at wider issues of work and employment. We recognize that newer
terms such as ‘employee relations’ and ‘employment relations’ are also used in the literature but
prefer to use the traditional term in the global context because this is consistent with interna-
tional organizations such as the International Organization of Employers and the International
Labor Organization.1

Before we examine the key issues in industrial relations as they relate to MNEs, we need to
consider some general points about the field of international industrial relations.2 First, it is im-
portant to realize that it is difficult to compare industrial relations systems and behavior across
national boundaries; an industrial relations concept may change considerably when translated
from one industrial relations context to another.3 The concept of collective bargaining, for
example, in the USA is understood to mean negotiations between a local trade union and man-
agement; in Sweden and Germany the term refers to negotiations between an employers’ organi-
zation which represents the major firms in a particular industry and the trade union covering
employees in that industry. Cross-national differences also emerge as to the objectives of the col-
lective bargaining process and the enforceability of collective agreements. Many European
unions continue to view the collective bargaining process as an ongoing class struggle between
labor and capital, whereas in the USA union leaders take a very pragmatic economic view of col-
lective bargaining rather than an ideological view. Second, it is very important to recognize in
the international industrial relations field that no industrial relations system can be understood
without an appreciation of its historical origin.4 As Schregle5 has observed:

A comparative study of industrial relations shows that industrial relations phenomena are a very faith-
ful expression of the society in which they operate, of its characteristic features and of the power rela-
tionships between different interest groups. Industrial relations cannot be understood without an
understanding of the way in which rules are established and implemented and decisions are made in
the society concerned.

An interesting example of the effect of historical differences may be seen in the structure of trade
unions in various countries. Poole6 has identified several factors that may underlie these histori-
cal differences:

l The mode of technology and industrial organization at critical stages of union development.

l Methods of union regulation by government.

l Ideological divisions within the trade union movement.

l The influence of religious organizations on trade union development.

l Managerial strategies for labor relations in large corporations.
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Poole notes that because of these historical differences, union structures differ considerably
among Western countries. These include industrial unions in Germany and other European
countries, which represent all grades of employees in an industry; craft unions in Europe,
Australia and the United States which are based on skilled occupational groupings across indus-
tries; conglomerate unions in the United States, Canada and The Netherlands which represent
members in more than one industry; and general unions in Australia and Europe which are open
to almost all employees in a given country. These differences in union structures have had a
major influence on the collective bargaining process in Western countries. Some changes in
union structure are evident over time; for example, enterprise unions are increasingly evident in
industrialized nations. Enterprise unions are common in Asia–Pacific nations (especially in
Japan), although there are national variations in their functions, and in the proportion of enter-
prise unions to total unions.

The less we know about how a structure came to develop in a distinctive way, the less likely
we are to understand it. As Prahalad and Doz7 note, the lack of familiarity of multinational
managers with local industrial and political conditions has sometimes needlessly worsened a
conflict that a local firm would have been likely to resolve. Increasingly, MNEs are recognizing
this shortcoming and admitting that industrial relations policies must be flexible enough to
adapt to local requirements. This is evidently an enduring approach, even in firms that follow a
non-union labor relations strategy where possible, as IHRM in Action Case 9.1 points out.
Although the case is relatively old, the key points made remain relevant to current international
industrial relations.

KEY ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

The focus of this chapter is on the industrial relations strategies adopted by multinationals
rather than the more general topic of comparative industrial relations.8 Later in this chapter we
will cover the emerging topic of ‘offshoring of labor’, but first we examine the central question
for industrial relations in an international context, which concerns the orientation of MNEs to
organized labor.

Industrial relations policies and practices of multinational firms
Because national differences in economic, political and legal systems produce markedly different
industrial relations systems across countries, MNEs generally delegate the management of
industrial relations to their foreign subsidiaries. However, a policy of decentralization does not
keep corporate headquarters from exercising some coordination over industrial relations strat-
egy. Generally, corporate headquarters will become involved in or oversee labor agreements
made by foreign subsidiaries because these agreements may affect the international plans of the
firm and/or create precedents for negotiations in other countries. Further, Marginson et al.9

found that the majority of the firms in their study monitored labor performance across units in
different countries. Comparison of performance data across national units of the firm creates
the potential for decisions on issues such as unit location, capital investment and rationalization
of production capacity. The use of comparisons would be expected to be greatest where units in
different countries undertake similar operations. For reviews of the literature in this area, see the
work of Gunnigle and his colleagues.10

Much of the literature on the industrial relations practices of MNEs tends to be at a more
cross-national or comparative level. There is, however, some research on industrial relations
practices at the firm level. Empirical research has identified a number of differences in multina-
tional approaches to industrial relations. Indeed, a number of studies have examined differences
in the propensity of multinational headquarters to intervene in, or to centralize control over,
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matters such as industrial relations in host locations. Multinational headquarters involvement
in industrial relations is influenced by several factors, as detailed below.

The degree of inter-subsidiary production integration. According to Hamill,11 a high
degree of integration was found to be the most important factor leading to the centralization of
the industrial relations function within the firms studied. Industrial relations throughout a sys-
tem become of direct importance to corporate headquarters when transnational sourcing pat-
terns have been developed, that is, when a subsidiary in one country relies on another foreign
subsidiary as a source of components or as a user of its output.12 In this context, a coordinated
industrial relations policy is one of the key factors in a successful global production strategy.13

One early example of the development of an international policy for industrial relations can be
seen in the introduction of employee involvement across Ford’s operations.14

Nationality of ownership of the subsidiary. There is evidence of differences between Euro-
pean and US firms in terms of headquarters’ involvement in industrial relations.15 A number of
studies have revealed that US firms tend to exercise greater centralized control over labor rela-
tions than do British or other European firms.16 US firms tend to place greater emphasis on for-
mal management controls and a close reporting system (particularly within the area of financial
control) to ensure that planning targets are met. In his review of empirical research of this area,
Bean17 showed that foreign-owned multinationals in Britain prefer single-employer bargaining
(rather than involving an employer association), and are more likely than British firms to assert

IHRM in Action Case 9.1
Advice for companies going global

The key to successfully expanding overseas is to become one with the culture of the location, even if it means unioni-
zation of employees, Michael R. Quinlan, chairman and chief executive officer of McDonald’s Corp., tells conferees at
a meeting of the Human Resources Management Association of Chicago.

After opening fast-food restaurants in 53 nations, McDonald’s has learned that it must follow the established prac-
tices of a foreign country to succeed there, Quinlan says. For example, a number of European countries and Australia
have very strict unionization standards, and operations there are unionized as a condition of doing business.
Acknowledging that McDonald’s has had some ‘horrible union fights around the world’, Quinlan advises employers
considering expansion into other nations to ‘do it their way, not your way’.

The main implication of dealing with unions is the increased cost of wages and benefits, according to Quinlan. Still,
he adds that he does not feel unionization has interfered with employees’ loyalty to McDonald’s, or to the company’s
philosophy of service and employee motivation. Declaring that unions do not ‘bring much to the equation’ of the
employee/employer relationship, Quinlan says McDonald’s is ‘basically a non-union Company’ and intends to stay
that way.

Another source of difficulty for McDonald’s in its expansion overseas lies in the fact that fast-food restaurants are
unfamiliar in most nations. Opening the first McDonald’s inside the Communist-bloc, in Yugoslavia, took 12 years,
Quinlan notes. He also points out that the company’s policy is to staff its restaurants, from crew through manage-
ment, only with nationals – for the 3300 foreign outlets, the corporation employs only 35 expatriate US citizens, and
its goal is to have 100 per cent local employees within five years.

Source: Reproduced with permission from Bulletin to Management, 42 BTM 66 (Mar. 7, 1991). Copyright 1991 by
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. (800–372–1033) www.bna.com.
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managerial prerogative on matters of labor utilization. Further, Hamill18 found US-owned sub-
sidiaries to be much more centralized in labor relations decision-making than British-owned.
Hamill attributed this difference in management procedures to the more integrated nature of US
firms, the greater divergence between British and US labor relations systems than between British
and other European systems, and the more ethnocentric managerial style of US firms.

International human resource management approach. In earlier chapters, we discussed
the various international human resource management approaches utilized by multinationals;
these have implications for international industrial relations. Interestingly, an ethnocentric
predisposition is more likely to be associated with various forms of industrial relations
conflict.19 Conversely, it has been shown that more geocentric firms will bear more influence
on host-country industrial relations systems, due to their greater propensity to participate in local
events.20

MNE prior experience in industrial relations. European firms have tended to deal with
industrial unions at industry level (frequently via employer associations) rather than at firm
level. The opposite is more typical for US firms. In the USA, employer associations have not
played a key role in the industrial relations system, and firm-based industrial relations policies
tend to be the norm.21

Subsidiary characteristics. Research has identified a number of subsidiary characteristics to be
relevant to centralization of industrial relations. First, subsidiaries that are formed through acquisi-
tion of well-established indigenous firms tend to be given much more autonomy over industrial
relations than are greenfield sites set up by a multinational firm.22 Second, according to
Enderwick, greater intervention would be expected when the subsidiary is of key strategic impor-
tance to the firm and the subsidiary is young.23 Third, where the parent firm is a significant source
of operating or investment funds for the subsidiary, that is, where the subsidiary is more dependent
on headquarters for resources, there will tend to be increased corporate involvement in industrial
relations and human resource management.24 Finally, poor subsidiary performance tends to be
accompanied by increased corporate involvement in industrial relations. Where poor performance
is due to industrial relations problems, multinationals tend to attempt to introduce parent-country
industrial relations practices aimed at reducing industrial unrest or increasing productivity.25

Characteristics of the home product market. An important factor is the extent of the home
product market26 – an issue that was discussed in Chapter 1. If domestic sales are large relative to
overseas operations (as is the case with many US firms), it is more likely that overseas operations will
be regarded by the parent firm as an extension of domestic operations. This is not the case for many
European firms, whose international operations represent the major part of their business. Lack of a
large home market is a strong incentive to adapt to host-country institutions and norms. There is evi-
dence of change in the European context: since the implementation of the single European market in
1993, there has been growth in large European-scale companies (formed via acquisition or joint ven-
tures) that centralize management organization and strategic decision-making. However, processes of
operational decentralization with regard to industrial relations are also evident.27

Management attitudes towards unions. An additional important factor is that of manage-
ment attitudes or ideology concerning unions.28 Knowledge of management attitudes concern-
ing unions may provide a more complete explanation of multinational industrial relations
behavior than could be obtained by relying solely on a rational economic model. Thus, manage-
ment attitudes should also be considered in any explanation of managerial behavior along
with such factors as market forces and strategic choices. This is of particular relevance to US
firms, since union avoidance appears to be deeply rooted in the value systems of American
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managers.29 Commenting on labor relations in the US, the noted Harvard labor law scholar,
Derek Bok, has observed that:

A look at the forces that shape our labor laws does tell us something about our own society – or at
least it brings some old truths into sharper focus. Consider the individualism, the pragmatism and the
decentralization that pervades our system of labor relations. These qualities have been much praised
and doubtless contribute much to labor relations in America. They permit great flexibility in a diverse
country and provide abundant opportunities for initiative . . . At the same time, these national traits
have also produced a system of labor law that is uniquely hard on the weak, the uneducated, the
unorganized and the unlucky. (p. 1459)30

OECD data on trade union density of 24 developed economies from 2005 to 2010 indicates
that Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Belgium have the highest levels of union member-
ship while France, the USA and Korea have low levels of union density. Thus, managers from
these countries may be less likely to have extensive experience with unions than managers in
many other countries. Overall, OECD data shows that union density has slightly declined in the
period 2005–2010 with the OECD average declining from 18.8 in 2005 to 18.1 in 2010. This
decline in union density in many countries may been explained by economic factors such as
reduced public-sector employment, reduced employment in manufacturing industries as a share
in total employment, and increased competition; it is also suggested to be associated with decen-
tralization of industrial relations to business unit level, changes in governance and legislative
changes. Union membership decline is also linked to the introduction of new forms of work or-
ganization, globalization of production and changes in workforce structure.31

Although there are several problems inherent in data collection for a cross-national comparison
of union density rates, several theories have been suggested to explain the variations among coun-
tries. Such theories consider economic factors such as wages, prices and unemployment levels;
social factors such as public support for unions; and political factors. In addition, studies indicate
that the strategies utilized by labor, management and governments are particularly important.32

Another key issue in international industrial relations is industrial disputes. Hamill33 exam-
ined strike-proneness of multinational subsidiaries and indigenous firms in Britain across three
industries. Strike-proneness was measured via three variables – strike frequency, strike size and
strike duration. There was no difference across the two groups of firms with regard to strike fre-
quency, but multinational subsidiaries did experience larger and longer strikes than local firms.
Hamill suggests that this difference indicates that foreign-owned firms may be under less finan-
cial pressure to settle a strike quickly than local firms – possibly because they can switch produc-
tion out of the country.

Overall, it is evident that international industrial relations are influenced by a broad range of
factors. Commenting on the overall results of his research, Hamill34 concluded that:

general statements cannot be applied to the organization of the labor relations function within MNEs.
Rather, different MNEs adopt different labor relations strategies in relation to the environmental factors
peculiar to each firm. In other words, it is the type of multinational under consideration which is impor-
tant rather than multinationality itself.

TRADE UNIONS AND INTERNATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Trade unions may limit the strategic choices of multinationals in three ways: (1) by influencing
wage levels to the extent that cost structures may become uncompetitive; (2) by constraining the
ability of multinationals to vary employment levels at will; and (3) by hindering or preventing
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global integration of the operations of multinationals.35 We shall briefly examine each of these
potential constraints.

Influencing wage levels
Although the importance of labor costs relative to other costs is decreasing, labor costs still
play an important part in determining cost competitiveness in most industries. The influence
of unions on wage levels is therefore, important. Multinationals that fail to successfully
manage their wage levels will suffer labor cost disadvantages that may narrow their strategic
options.

Constraining the ability of multinationals to vary
employment levels at will
For many multinationals operating in Western Europe, Japan and Australia, the inability to vary
employment levels ‘at will’ may be a more serious problem than wage levels. Many countries
now have legislation that limits considerably the ability of firms to carry out plant closure,
redundancy or layoff programs unless it can be shown that structural conditions make these
employment losses unavoidable. Frequently, the process of showing the need for these programs
is long and drawn-out. Plant closure or redundancy legislation in many countries also frequently
specifies that firms must compensate redundant employees through specified formulae such as
two week’s pay for each year of service. In many countries, payments for involuntary termina-
tions are quite substantial, especially in comparison to those in the USA.

Trade unions may influence this process in two ways: by lobbying their own national gov-
ernments to introduce redundancy legislation; and by encouraging regulation of multination-
als by international organizations such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD). (Later in this chapter we describe the Badger case, which forced
Raytheon to finally accept responsibility for severance payments to employees made redun-
dant by the closing down of its Belgian subsidiary.) Multinational managers who do not take
these restrictions into account in their strategic planning may well find their options to be
considerably limited.

Hindering or preventing global integration of the operations of MNEs
In recognition of these constraints (which can vary by industry), some multinationals make a
conscious decision not to integrate and rationalize their operations to the most efficient degree,
because to do so could cause industrial and political problems. Prahalad and Doz36 cite General
Motors as an example of this ‘sub-optimization of integration’. GM was alleged in the early
1980s to have undertaken substantial investments in Germany (matching its new investments in
Austria and Spain) at the demand of the German metalworkers’ union (one of the largest indus-
trial unions in the Western world) in order to foster good industrial relations in Germany. One
observer of the world auto industry suggested that car manufacturers were sub-optimizing their
manufacturing networks partly to placate trade unions and partly to provide a ‘redundancy in
sources’ to prevent localized industrial relations problems from paralyzing their network. This
sub-optimization led to unit manufacturing costs in Europe that were 15 per cent higher, on av-
erage, than an economically optimal network would have achieved. Prahalad and Doz37 drew
the following conclusion from this example:

Union influence thus not only delays the rationalization and integration of MNEs’ manufacturing net-
works and increases the cost of such adjustments (not so much in the visible severance payments
and ‘golden handshake’ provisions as through the economic losses incurred in the meantime), but
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also, at least in such industries as automobiles, permanently reduces the efficiency of the integrated
MNC network. Therefore, treating labor relations as incidental and relegating them to the specialists in
the various countries is inappropriate. In the same way as government policies need to be integrated
into strategic choices, so do labor relations.

THE RESPONSE OF TRADE UNIONS TO MNEs

Trade union leaders have long seen the growth of multinationals as a threat to the bargaining
power of labor because of the considerable power and influence of large multinational firms.
While it is recognized that multinationals are ‘neither uniformly anti-union nor omnipotent and
monolithic bureaucracies’,38 their potential for lobbying power and flexibility across national
borders creates difficulties for employees and trade unions endeavoring to develop countervail-
ing power. There are several ways in which multinationals have an impact upon trade union
and employee interests. Kennedy39 has identified the following seven characteristics of MNEs as
the source of trade union concern about multinationals:

l Formidable financial resources. This includes the ability to absorb losses in a particular foreign
subsidiary that is in dispute with a national union and still show an overall profit on worldwide
operations. Union bargaining power may be threatened or weakened by the broader financial
resources of a multinational. This is particularly evident where a multinational has adopted a practice
of transnational sourcing and cross-subsidization of products or components across different
countries. ‘The economic pressure which a nationally based union can exert upon a multinational is
certainly less than would be the case if the company’s operations were confined to one country’.40

l Alternative sources of supply. This may take the form of an explicit ‘dual sourcing’ policy to reduce
the vulnerability of the multinational to a strike by any national union. Also, temporary switching of
production in order to defeat industrial action has been utilized to some extent, for example, in the
automotive industry.41

l The ability to move production facilities to other countries. A reported concern of employees and
trade unions is that job security may be threatened if a multinational seeks to produce abroad what
could have, or previously has, been manufactured domestically. National relative advantages
provide MNEs with choice as to location of units. Within the EU, for example, evidence suggests
that MNEs locate skill-intensive activities in countries with national policies promoting training and
with relatively high labor costs. Conversely, semi-skilled, routinized activities are being located in
countries with lower labor costs.42 Threats by multinationals, whether real or perceived, to
reorganize production factors internationally with the accompanying risk of plant closure or
rationalization, will have an impact on management-labor negotiations at a national level. However,
technical and economic investments may reduce a multinational’s propensity to relocate facilities.

l A remote locus of authority (i.e. the corporate head office management of a multinational firm). While
many MNEs report decentralization and local responsiveness of HRM and industrial relations, trade
unions and works councils have reported that the multinational decision-making structure is opaque
and the division of authority obscured. Further, employee representatives may not be adequately
aware of the overall MNE organizational strategy and activities.43

l Production facilities in many industries. As Vernon44 has noted, many multinationals operate
multiple product lines across a range of industries.

l Superior knowledge and expertise in industrial relations.

l The capacity to stage an ‘investment strike’, whereby the multinational refuses to invest any
additional funds in a plant, thus ensuring that the plant will become obsolete and economically non-
competitive.
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Many of the points made by Kennedy would now be recognized as characteristics of the process
described as offshoring, as presented later in this chapter. This topic will remain a key issue
within the broader debate concerning globalization and the employment consequences of glob-
alization. For reviews of offshoring, see Auer et al.,45 Cooke,46 and Pyndt and Pedersen.47

Another issue reported by trade unions is their claim that they have difficulty accessing
decision-makers located outside the host country and obtaining financial information. For
example, according to Martinez Lucio and Weston:

Misinformation has been central to the management strategy of using potential investment or disin-
vestment in seeking changes in certain organizations . . . For example, in companies such as Heinz,
Ford, Gillette and General Motors, workers have established that they had on occasions been misin-
formed by management as to the nature of working practices in other plants.48

The response of labor unions to multinationals has been threefold: to form international trade
secretariats (ITSs); to lobby for restrictive national legislation; and finally, to try and achieve
regulation of multinationals by international organizations.

International trade secretariats (ITSs)
ITSs function as loose confederations to provide worldwide links for the national unions in a
particular trade or industry (e.g., metals, transport and chemicals). The secretariats have mainly
operated to facilitate the exchange of information.49 The long-term goal of each ITS is to
achieve transnational bargaining with each of the multinationals in its industry. Each ITS has
followed a similar program to achieve the goal of transnational bargaining.50 The elements of
this program are: (1) research and information, (2) calling company conferences, (3) establishing
company councils, (4) companywide union–management discussions, and (5) coordinated bar-
gaining. Overall, the ITSs have met with limited success, the reasons for which Northrup51

attributes to: (1) the generally good wages and working conditions offered by multinationals,
(2) strong resistance from multinational firm management, (3) conflicts within the labor move-
ment, and (4) differing laws and customs in the industrial relations field.

Lobbying for restrictive national legislation
On a political level, trade unions have for many years lobbied for restrictive national legislation
in the USA and Europe. The motivation for trade unions to pursue restrictive national legisla-
tion is based on a desire to prevent the export of jobs via multinational investment policies.
For example, in the USA, the AFL–CIO has in the past lobbied strongly in this area.52 A major
difficulty for unions when pursuing this strategy is the reality of conflicting national economic
interests. In times of economic downturn, this factor may become an insurmountable barrier for
trade union officials. To date, these attempts have been largely unsuccessful, and, with the
increasing internationalization of business, it is difficult to see how governments will be per-
suaded to legislate in this area.

Regulation of multinationals by international organizations
Attempts by trade unions to exert influence over multinationals via international organizations
have met with some success. Through trade union federations such as the European Trade
Union Confederation (ETUC) the labor movement has been able to lobby the International
Labor Organization (ILO), the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD),53 the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the
European Union (EU). The ILO has identified a number of workplace-related principles that
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should be respected by all nations: freedom of association; the right to organize and collectively
bargain, abolition of forced labor and non-discrimination in employment. In 1977 the ILO
adopted a code of conduct for multinationals (Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning
MNEs and Social Policy).54 The ILO code of conduct, which was originally proposed in 1975,
was influential in the drafting of the OECD guidelines for multinationals, which were approved
in 1976. These voluntary guidelines cover disclosure of information, competition, financing,
taxation, employment and industrial relations, and science and technology.55

A key section of these guidelines is the umbrella or chapeau clause (the latter is the more com-
mon term in the literature) that precedes the guidelines themselves. The purpose of a chapeau
clause is to serve as a summary or ‘lead-in statement’ for guidelines or agreements. For the
OECD guidelines this clause states that multinationals should adhere to the guidelines:

within the framework of law, regulations and prevailing labor relations and employment practices, in
each of the countries in which they operate.

Campbell and Rowan56 state that:

employers have understood the chapeau clause to mean compliance with local law supersedes the
guidelines while labor unions have interpreted this clause to mean that the guidelines are a ‘supple-
ment’ to national law.

The implication of this latter interpretation is significant: a firm could still be in violation of the
OECD guidelines even though its activities have complied with national law and practice. Given
the ambiguity of the chapeau clause and the fact that the OECD guidelines are voluntary, it is
likely that this issue will continue to be controversial.

There is also some controversy in the literature as to the effectiveness of the OECD guidelines
in regulating multinational behavior.57 This lack of agreement centers on assessments of the var-
ious challenges to the guidelines. The best known of these challenges is the Badger case. The
Badger Company was a subsidiary of Raytheon, a US-based multinational. In 1976 the Badger
Company decided to close its Belgian subsidiary, and a dispute arose concerning termination
payments.58 Since Badger (Belgium) NV had filed for bankruptcy, the Belgian labor unions
argued that Raytheon should assume the subsidiary’s financial obligations. Raytheon refused,
and the case was brought before the OECD by the Belgian government and the International
Federation of Commercial, Clerical, Professional and Technical Employees (FIET), an interna-
tional trade secretariat. The Committee on International Investments and MNEs (CIIME) of the
OECD indicated that paragraph six of the guidelines (concerned with plant closures) implied a
‘shared responsibility’ by the subsidiary and the parent in the event of a plant closing. Following
this clarification by the CIIME and a scaling down of initial demands, Badger executives and
Belgian government officials negotiated a settlement of this case.

Blanpain59 concludes that the Badger case made clear the responsibility of the parent com-
pany for the financial liability of its subsidiary, but that this responsibility is not unqualified. As
to whether the Badger case proved the ‘effectiveness’ of the OECD guidelines, Jain60 and Camp-
bell and Rowan61 point out that the Belgian unions devoted considerable resources to make this
a test case and had assistance from both American unions (which, through the AFL–CIO, lob-
bied the US Department of State) and the Belgian government in their negotiations with the
OECD and Badger executives. Liebhaberg62 is more specific in his assessment:

Despite an outcome which those in favor of supervision consider to be positive, the Badger Case is a
clear demonstration of one of the weaknesses in the OECD’s instrument, namely that it does not rep-
resent any sort of formal undertaking on the part of the twenty-four member states which are signato-
ries to it. The social forces of each separate country must apply pressure on their respective
governments if they want the guidelines applied.
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A recent development with the OECD guidelines has been the follow-up procedures. The system
of National Contact Points promotes observance of the guidelines by MNEs operating in or
from the governments’ territories. It appears that this system is now having some influence on
MNE behavior in the industrial relations area. In May 2011 Ministers from OECD and devel-
oping economies agreed on new guidelines to promote more responsible business conduct by
multinational enterprises, and a second set of guidance designed to combat the illicit trade in
minerals that finance armed conflict. The OECD statement noted that:

Forty-two countries will commit to new, tougher standards of corporate behavior in the updated
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises: the 34 OECD countries plus Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, Latvia,
Lithuania, Morocco, Peru and Romania. The updated Guidelines include new recommendations on
human rights abuse and company responsibility for their supply chains, making them the first inter-
governmental agreement in this area.

The Guidelines establish that firms should respect human rights in every country in which they op-
erate. Companies should also respect environmental and labor standards, for example, and have
appropriate due diligence processes in place to ensure this happens. These include issues such as
paying decent wages, combating bribe solicitation and extortion, and the promotion of sustainable
consumption.63

Recognizing the limitations of voluntary codes of conduct, European trade unions continue to
lobby the Commission of the European Union to regulate the activities of multinationals.64

Unlike the OECD, the Commission of the EU can translate guidelines into law, and has devel-
oped a number of proposals concerning disclosure of information to make multinationals more
‘transparent’. These are discussed in more detail in the next section.

REGIONAL INTEGRATION: THE EUROPEAN UNION (EU)

Regional integration such as the development of the European Union (EU) has brought significant
implications for industrial relations.65 In the Treaty of Rome (1957), some consideration was
given to social policy issues related to the creation of the European Community. In the EU, the
terms ‘social policy’ or ‘social dimension’ are used to cover a number of issues including in partic-
ular labor law and working conditions, aspects of employment and vocational training, social se-
curity and pensions. There have been a number of significant developments in EU social policy
over the past four decades. The Social Charter of the Council of Europe came into effect in 1965.
In 1987, the major objective of the implementation of the Single European Act was to establish
the Single European Market (SEM) on 31 December 1992, in order to enhance the free movement
of goods, money and people within the SEM. The social dimension aims to achieve a large labor
market by eliminating the barriers that restrict the freedom of movement and the right of domicile
within the SEM. The European Community Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers
(often referred to simply as the Social Charter) was introduced in 1989, and has guided the devel-
opment of social policy in the 1990s.66 Naturally, the social dimension has been the subject of
much debate: proponents defend the social dimension as a means of achieving social justice and
equal treatment for EU citizens, while critics see it as a kind of ‘social engineering’.67

The current treaty for the EU is the Treaty of Lisbon which came into force in December
2009.68 The Treaty of Lisbon guarantees the enforcement of a Charter of Fundamental Rights
that covers civil, political, economic and social rights, which are legally binding not only on the
EU and its institutions, but also on the member states as regards the implementation of EU law. It
also reaffirms important steps to outlaw discrimination on the grounds of gender, race and color
and mentions social rights applied within companies, e.g. workers’ rights to be informed, to nego-
tiate and take collective action – in other words, the right to strike. The European Commission
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department responsible for social policy is the Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs
and Inclusion.69 For many firms, whether non-European MNEs with businesses operating within
the EU or smaller European firms, the legal complexity of operating within the EU increases the
utility of belonging to an employer association such as the Federation of European Employers
(www.fedee.com) to facilitate the challenge of managing across European national boundaries
and accessing relevant information.

The issue of social ‘dumping’
One of the early concerns related to the formation of the European Union was its impact on
jobs. There was alarm that those member states that have relatively low social security costs
would have a competitive edge and that firms would locate in those member states that have
lower labor costs. The counter-alarm was that states with low-cost labor would have to increase
their labor costs, to the detriment of their competitiveness. There are two industrial relations
issues here: the movement of work from one region to another and its effect on employment lev-
els; and the need for trade union solidarity to prevent workers in one region from accepting pay
cuts to attract investment, at the expense of workers in another region.

With the expansion of the EU in 2004 to include ten new members (most relatively low-
income states, some of whom are still working to overcome the heritage of state socialist eco-
nomic systems and limited recent experience with parliamentary democracy) there has been an
increased sensitivity to the problem of social dumping.70 This is particularly so since the global
financial crisis in 2009. An internet search using the term ‘social dumping’ will turn up web-
pages reflecting concerns from multiple perspectives – trade union, societal and business. We
examine these multiple perspectives in the next section of this chapter where we look at the issue
of monitoring global HR practices.

CODES OF CONDUCT – MONITORING HRM
PRACTICES AROUND THE WORLD

An issue that has been somewhat overlooked in the IHRM literature is the need to monitor the
HRM practices used in a variety of social, legal and regulatory contexts. This is of particular
relevance to MNEs involved in cross-border alliances in industries such as textile, clothing and
footwear (TCF) and other consumer goods industries such as electrical goods where MNEs do
not establish their own manufacturing operations. A critical issue in the management of the
international supply chain is ensuring that quality standards are met. This has been problematic
for some MNEs with global brands such as Nike, Levi Strauss, Benetton, Reebok and Adidas. A
major management challenge for these firms has been the reaction of Western consumers to alle-
gations of unfair employment practices used by their subcontractors in countries such as India,
China, Turkey, Indonesia, El Salvador, Honduras, the Dominican Republic and the Philippines.

Various MNEs have been accused of condoning work practices such as the use of child labor,
long working hours for minimal pay and unsafe working environments – conditions that would
not be permitted in the home countries of leading Western MNEs. Public uproar in the 1990s
resulted in various actions by governments, the United Nations and non-government organiza-
tions (NGOs) to try to enforce codes of conduct also for subcontractors through their multina-
tional partners.71 Some multinationals, with corporate reputations and valuable brands at
stake, quickly introduced their own codes of conduct.72 These codes of conduct included, for
example, acceptable working conditions, no child labor and minimum wages. There is now a
universal standard, similar to the ISO 9000 quality standard, called the Social Accountability
8000, whose principles are drawn from the UN human rights conventions.73
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While the code of conduct approach initially appeared to handle the public relations issue,
ongoing enforcement has proven difficult. The role of HRM related to a global code of conduct
may include the following:

l Drawing up and reviewing codes of conduct.

l Conducting a cost-benefit analysis to oversee compliance of employees and relevant alliance
partners.

l Championing the need to train employees and alliance partners in elements of the code of conduct.

l Checking that performance and rewards systems take into consideration compliance to codes of
conduct.

IHRM in Action Case 9.2 illustrates one example of a firm that has established a global code of
conduct. On the basis of this case, you can discuss what internal and external effects such a code
of conduct may have for the MNE.

Non–government organizations (NGOs)
The globalization of trade and business has provoked a vigorous debate within national states,
and often is expressed in anti-globalization rallies and protests. The activities of environmental
groups such as Greenpeace highlight how these organizations have also become international-
ized. They tend to have national ‘managers’ in various countries, and variations of structural
forms for coordination and accountability. Aid agencies such as the Red Cross, the Red Cres-
cent, World Vision and Médecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors without Borders) are prominent
examples of NGOs. They may utilize different organizational structures and have members who
may internalize to a greater degree the shared values and beliefs due to the nature of the organi-
zation’s mission and activities, than may be found in a for-profit multinational. Nonetheless, in
terms of global control and operations, there may be similar managerial concerns to those of,
for instance, oil companies. Physical risk – such as the danger of staff being taken hostage, and
of having property damaged – is common to firms operating in hostile contexts. As Fenwick74

identifies, non-profit organizations have been largely ignored in IHRM research, possibly
because IHRM ‘reflects the traditional management ethos of effectiveness and efficiency rather
than the non-profit ethos of values-driven, charitable and philanthropic ideals’.75 It would seem
that the need to broaden the focus of the IHRM field to include NGOs will be necessary, as the
impact and influence of NGOs is more than likely to continue well into the twenty-first century.
For an excellent review of the role of NGOs in international business, see the paper by Lambell
et al. (2008) in the Further Reading list at the end of this chapter.

MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES IN
‘OFFSHORING COUNTRIES’

The concept of offshoring and its strategic importance
Even given global economic irregularities, offshoring continues to be an important trend for
reaching competitive advantage in the globalized economy.76 In this section we will give special
emphasis to the context of host countries, which are typical recipients for offshoring activities
of MNEs. For these offshoring countries we will discuss HRM implications,77 because this
trend leads to a revolution in the global division of labor. New interfaces emerge that need to be
managed.78
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IHRM in Action Case 9.2
Degussa’s global code of conduct

The firm

Degussa group is a multinational corporation with a market leadership position in the sector of specialty chemistry.
The group is represented worldwide on all five continents and based in more than 300 locations. The cornerstone for
Degussa was placed in 1843 in Frankfurt, Germany; after several acquisitions, today 44000 employees work for this
company worldwide. Since June 2004, the Degussa group has been a 100 per cent subsidiary of Rag AG. Due to its
important size and long history as well as its broad international experience, Degussa operates relatively independ-
ently from the parent company. Key production facilities, sales and marketing offices of Degussa can be found in
around 60 countries, whereas the business activity focuses on Europe, North America and Asia. In 2005, Degussa
generated sales of EUR 11.8 billion; almost three-quarters of this sales volume were generated outside of Germany.

The organization

Degussa has a decentralized organization within a global business framework. This is achieved through business
units, which have full accountability for local operations. However, to maintain strategic control of its international
business, strategic management decisions are mainly made in the headquarters – this philosophy is also reflected in
the structure of the management board which consists solely of German managers.

To foster a corporate strategy and a new corporate culture known as ‘Blue Spirit’, a set of supporting principles
including Degussa’s Global Social Policy, guiding missions which are incorporated in management practices (e.g. a
bonus system for executives linked to corporate goals) as well as a Global Code of Conduct were developed. The
aim is to bring together several different corporate cultures and to create one company in which every employee at
every site feels as though he or she is part of a common whole.

The Global Code of Conduct

The Global Code of Conduct aims at supporting the employees in their daily work and providing them with reference
points. In the course of growing globalization, the variety of relevant markets and cultures has increased. The expect-
ations of employees as well as customers are becoming more complex and different national and cultural back-
grounds gain importance in the day-to-day work in this multinational company. The Code of Conduct is binding for
every Degussa staff member and is applied in all subsidiaries as well as in the parent company. In addition, the code
includes guidelines which control interactions with the corporate environment as well as with the public and govern-
mental agencies or institutions. Even in countries (like for example India) where local rules and laws have other stand-
ards, the Global Code of Conduct is enforced. In case regional requirements go beyond the Degussa Code, the firm
is forced to adapt to these conditions and has to include respective deviations within the Code.

Every employee worldwide is expected to comply with the Global Code of Conduct. Degussa has appointed various
compliance officers in different units to ensure that the rules are respected. In addition, these officers might answer any
related questions to assist employees in complying with these rules. Beyond this, local HR departments offer training
sessions, information and publications to ensure that all employees are familiar with the Code. All employees are
encouraged to name strengths and weaknesses and to actively participate in the continuing further development of this
Global Code of Conduct.

Content of the Global Code of Conduct: compliance rules for the Degussa group

1 Scope and objectives

2 Business conduct

(Continued)
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Unfortunately, there is no common or globally-accepted definition for the term ‘offshoring’.
Frequently, it is used as a subcategory of outsourcing, which can be defined as ‘the act of trans-
ferring some of a company’s recurring interval activities and decision rights to outside providers,
as set in a contract’.79 Depending on whether these offshoring activities are equity-based or not
we can differentiate between captive offshoring, i.e., involving an affiliated firm, and outsourc-
ing with a non-affiliated firm. While offshoring has a long tradition, for example, in the auto-
mobile industry, it has recently gained importance in the service industry and especially in the
information technology (IT) sector.80 The main locations for service offshoring activities of
European companies are the United Kingdom, Ireland, Spain and Portugal in Western Europe
and Poland, Hungary and Romania in Eastern Europe. Nearly half of the projects go to Asia.81

In India the development of offshoring was a result of strong support by the government to help
the country meet those requirements that have an impact on the choice of the location for offshored
activities. This choice depends on costs (labor and trade costs), the quality of institutions (particu-
larly legislation) and infrastructure (particularly telecommunications), the tax and investment re-
gime and the skills of the employees (particularly language and computer skills).82 A prominent
example for offshoring activities are international call-centers. However, offshoring of services also
includes more sophisticated, high value-added activities, such as accounting, billing, financial anal-
ysis, software development, architectural design, testing, and research and development.83

As mentioned previously, in this chapter we will concentrate on the two most important
countries for future foreign operations, India and China. Although it is beyond the scope of this
chapter to deliver an encompassing description and analysis of the employment relations sys-
tems and approaches to HRM, we will analyze the situation with respect to offshoring and draw
implications for HRM in each country. Finally, emerging issues for HRM in offshoring coun-
tries will be discussed.

(Continued)

2.1 Managing business transactions

2.2 Business relations

2.3 Conflicts of interest

2.4 Insider trading

2.5 Maintaining the confidentiality of internal information

2.6 Political involvement and contributions

2.7 Ethics

3 Technical issues

3.1 Competition and antitrust law

3.2 Foreign trade, export and terrorism controls

3.3 Tax law

3.4 Environmental protection, safety, occupational health and quality

3.5 Data protection

3.6 IT security

4 Practical implementation of compliance rules

Source: Based on information obtained from Degussa’s website, and ‘Consult’ – Kienbaum Kundenmagazin, Kienbaum
Human Resources Management Consulting, 1/2007, pp. 1–7.
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Offshoring and HRM in India
India has developed a flourishing business process outsourcing (BPO) industry84 and respective
competencies. The technological infrastructure and the qualification as well as the motivation of
the employees are perceived as benefits by Western investors and partners.

Furthermore, each year 3.1 million graduates enter the workforce and 20 per cent of the pop-
ulation speaks English.85 Indian graduates are prepared to work for salaries which are lower
than those of their Western counterparts. To capitalize on this cost advantage, US firms such as
IBM, Hewlett-Packard and Electronic Data Systems have outsourced software development to
Indian suppliers.86 Other multinationals, such as General Electric, have used the availability of
a highly educated yet relatively cheap labor force to establish their call centers in various parts
of India. Local staff employed in these call centers are trained to speak English complete with
particular accent and use of appropriate idiom, so that US, UK and Australian customers are of-
ten unaware that their local call has been diverted to a call center in India.

However, problems have also been reported from Indian BPOs and many of them are associ-
ated with HRM issues. For example, annual personnel turnover rates range from 20 to 80 per
cent and a shortage exists considering the high demand for a skilled workforce, especially in mid-
dle management. As some HR managers have reported, only half of the candidates even show up
for a job interview.87 This shortage and the high demand for skilled workers have led to an annual
increase in salaries of between 10 and 20 per cent. Consequently, the significant cost advantages
of offshoring to India are in danger. Additional issues are the problems of worker dissatisfaction
and conflicts caused by stress as well as cases of reported sexual and racial abuse.88 All of these
factors can lead to a decrease in productivity and thus, to further financial losses.89

These findings are confirmed by the results of an empirical study conducted by Mehta et al.,
who concluded that HRM issues are perceived as a major weakness in BPO firms.90 This repre-
sents a challenge to the HRM of BPO firms. As reported by Sparrow and Budhwar,91 the Indian
HRM policies and practices are still very much influenced by the caste system, social relation-
ships and politics:

At times, selection, promotion and transfer are based on ascribed status and social and political con-
nections, so there is a strong emphasis on collectivism – family and group attainments take prece-
dence over work outcomes . . . Motivational tools are more likely to be social, interpersonal and even
spiritual. In such conditions, the employee’s orientation emphasizes personalized relationships rather
than performance.92

These issues lead to a HRM system, which is characterized by informalities and less rationality.93

This might contradict the previously discussed attempts for a global standardization of HRM poli-
cies and practices by MNEs.94 However, a study conducted in 51 BPO companies situated close to
New Delhi revealed that the work settings were designed to guarantee maximum customer satis-
faction. Furthermore, the authors discovered a more formal, structural and rational approach to
HRM – similar to those in developed countries. Nevertheless, with respect to HRM practices and
their effects on the employees, weaknesses have also been identified. The emphasis on career devel-
opment and training was lower than in Western firms. Further HRM issues to be addressed in the
future included: increasing attrition rates, the prevention of psychological and stress-related prob-
lems, more flexibility in the workplace (part-time jobs do not currently exist), and the creation of a
more interesting work environment to help build long-term relationships with well-qualified
employees.95 Only if the employees’ needs are met by HRM measures is retention possible.96

Offshoring and HRM in China
China is one of the fastest growing economies in the world. It is a country well-known for inex-
pensive manufacturing, although costs in this sector are reported to be rising.97 Currently,
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salaries in China are even lower than in India. However, the total number of graduates is only
half that which India produces, and the percentage of English-speaking graduates is also much
lower.98 While Chinese universities produce a high number of science and technology graduates,
students come from an educational system in which they were rarely encouraged to take initia-
tive and deliver creative solutions although these are major requirements by MNEs.99 Conse-
quently, the Chinese economy suffers from a skills shortage similar to that in India, especially
for those jobs which require both technical as well as management know-how.100 Similar turn-
over rates and the same tendency of increasing salaries for highly skilled employees can also be
observed in China.101 Reported problems or barriers to working with local entities not only
include difficulties of staff recruitment and retention, but also problems in cross-cultural com-
munication, poor working practices in supplier firms and corrupt staff behavior.102

For Western MNEs who are planning to offshore activities to China, it is important to
understand the role played by network connections called guanxi: dyadic personal relation-
ships between people. Tung and Worm103 explain that while these relationships bear similar-
ities to the Western practice of networking, there are differences: guanxi relationships are
contingent upon conditions such as asymmetry, reciprocity and necessity. The authors stress
the importance of guanxi for successful business operations in China but recognize the diffi-
culties this poses for Western managers. They suggest that hiring practices for key positions
should take into account prospective Chinese employees’ guanxi. The difficulty is being able
to assess the extent to which prospective employees have guanxi that would be valuable in
their enterprise.

Multinationals find that they need to invest in training so that employees learn how to
properly use equipment, operate systems and the like. What actions can these firms take to
gain the benefits of this investment in human capital? Obviously it is not easy to prevent
employees from leaving the operation. The poaching of skilled employees is a significant prob-
lem for MNEs in China. Shanghai Bell was an early entrant into the Chinese market and
became the ‘academy for the industry’, experiencing high staff turnover to both Chinese and
foreign-owned competitors.104 In post-reform China, employees tend to change jobs frequently
in pursuit of higher wages, and not in an effort to develop their skills.105 To a certain extent,
this may be traced back to the employment system that existed prior to reforms associated
with the transition to a market economy. Guaranteed continuation of employment, along with
various welfare and benefits offered to employees, such as accommodation, medical treatment,
childcare and pensions, has been referred to as the iron rice bowl.106 In exchange for job secu-
rity, employees had little freedom to move to another work unit – that is, they were unable to
quit or transfer jobs and were locked into a dependency relationship with their enterprises.
Respectively, managers were deprived of their right to fire or lay off unqualified or non-
productive employees.107

While companies operating in China are endeavoring to reduce their attrition rates, through
the provision of additional benefits and staff development programs, Chinese employees are be-
ginning to recognize compensation differentials and that is having an impact upon job attitudes.
A fair environment and good management practices are emerging as the essential tools for
retaining Chinese employees, rather than above-market compensation alone. Goodall and Rob-
erts,108 in their study of a European oil company operating in China, cite the example of one
employee who found that being part of a wider organizational network was incentive enough to
stay with the multinational.

The above-mentioned recruitment, qualification and retention problems require HRM prac-
tices which meet the needs of highly skilled human resources socialized in the Chinese context.
However, HRM in China has only recently evolved and is challenging the former administrative
system.109 The transition is difficult because of the previous strong influence of the state and a
current highly competitive situation:110

Until quite recently, the personnel function in SOEs [state-owned enterprises] was confined to job
allocation, personnel record filing, and the provision of welfare benefits. The primary task for personnel
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management was to keep the employees politically and ideologically sound. Many of the HR practices
which are familiar to their western counterparts were beyond the experience of personnel staff in
China.111

From this analysis Cooke derives key features that describe the current state of HRM in China:112

l There is no systematic approach for linking HRM with the business strategy.

l Despite a surplus of labor, many companies face recruiting and retention problems.

l There is no systematic link between performance management, reward and long-term motivation.

l There is a lack in coherence and continuity of enterprise training.

However, research also shows differences between different types of enterprises.113 Venter114

points out that resource-rich companies, often characterized by foreign ownership, have a more
encompassing approach to HRM, which includes formal education as a selection mechanism
selecting the educational elite and continuing to develop them through extensive training pro-
grams. To cope with the problem of high turnover rates it is suggested that procedural justice as
well as measures for increasing commitment within the organization may be helpful.115 To sum
up, employee needs must be met by respective HRM practices and the creation of a satisfying
work environment.

Summarizing emerging issues
From this brief analysis of the situation in offshore countries, important issues emerge with
respect to the role of HRM as well as skill shortages and the resulting consequences.

A possible role for HRM. As we have seen from the discussion above, offshoring activities can
fail. Common reasons for this include the unsatisfactory quality of products or services, prob-
lems of management control, the rapid turnover of local staff and language problems. A CIPD
survey on Offshoring and the Role of HR conducted in more than 600 British companies
revealed that the involvement of the HR department in offshoring decisions and processes was
limited. Based on the survey results CIPD identified the following roles for HRM:116

l Consultation with unions/employee representatives.

l Manpower planning, considering the scope for employee redeployment.117

l Contributing to the internal communication strategy.

l Identifying training needs.

l Designing new jobs which stem from offshoring operations.

l Highlighting potential risks, such as the implications of employment regulation both in the home
country and in foreign locations.

This discussion clearly shows that there are still starting points for strengthening the local HRM
systems in Indian and Chinese firms. This measure would be further supported if HRM played a
more important role in offshoring decisions and processes.

Skill shortages and the resulting consequences in a broader regional context. Skill
shortages represent a major problem in the offshoring countries of India and China. According to a
widely publicized PriceWaterhouseCoopers survey118 41 per cent of 153 respondents from all over
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the world have reported problems in recruiting technical talent in emerging countries. Even more
companies (47 per cent) find it difficult to retain well-qualified staff. However, this is not a phenom-
enon that only exists in these countries. For a long time, skill shortage has also been the focus of dis-
cussion in the context of developed Western countries – examples include Ireland119 and Canada.120

Coping with skill shortages: The role of returning HCNs. Another important issue that
might be addressed when discussing skill shortages in emerging countries points to a group of peo-
ple who originate from these countries, have studied abroad and return back to their home coun-
tries. These individuals have been described as ‘ex-host-country nationals’ (EHCNs) by Tung and
Lazarova121 in an empirical study of EHCNs in Central and Eastern Europe. They state that espe-
cially in these transitional economies ‘where there is a significant shortage of local talent . . .
EHCNs appear to be a good source of supply for much needed competencies and skills to enable
these countries to survive and thrive in the global economy’.122 This is confirmed by Saxenian:
She states that if those highly skilled employees decide to return home they are accelerating the
technological developments in their home countries.123 In her research, she discusses the cases of
China and India. In an empirical investigation of Chinese university students in Canada, Tung
found that the majority was receptive to the idea of returning to China.124 However, in their study
of Eastern European EHCNs Tung and Lazarova report re-adaptation problems when EHCNs
return to their home countries. This indicates that there is a risk whether the EHCNs will stay in
their countries of origin and whether they will be as effective and successful as they are supposed
to be. If they decide not to return to their home country after their studies there is a danger of
‘brain drain’.125 This is critical in a situation of skill shortage in an emerging country.126 The find-
ings by Tung and Lazarova of reintegration problems for EHCNs have important implications for
HRM practitioners because they indicate that EHCNs might expect to be treated in a similar way
to expatriates with careful reintegration into their countries of origin. According to Tung and Laz-
arova, returning HCNs can be regarded as a ‘brain gain’ and represent a valuable measure to cope
with the challenge of skill shortages in host-country locations.

SUMMARY

In this chapter we have covered a range of institutional issues that confront MNEs in the global
environment in which they conduct their business. In terms of international industrial relations,
the discussion surrounding the formation of regional economic zones such as the European Union
and the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)127 supports the conclusion that transnational
collective bargaining has yet to be attained by trade unions.128 As Enderwick129 has noted:

The international operations of MNEs do create considerable impediments in effectively segmenting
labor groups by national boundaries and stratifying groups within and between nations. Combining
recognition of the overt segmentation effects of international business with an understanding of the
dynamics of direct investment yields the conclusion that general multinational collective bargaining is
likely to remain a remote possibility.

Enderwick argues that trade unions should opt for less ambitious strategies in dealing with mul-
tinationals, such as: (1) strengthening national union involvement in plant-based and company-
based bargaining; (2) supporting research on the vulnerability of selective multinationals; and
(3) consolidating the activities of company-based ITSs. Despite setbacks, especially with the re-
gional economic integration issues discussed in this chapter, it is likely that trade unions and the
ILO will pursue these strategies and continue to lobby where possible for the regulation of mul-
tinationals via the European Commission and the United Nations.

It is also likely that opponents of globalization will continue to attempt to influence public
opinion in the developed economies with campaigns against selected MNEs with industrial
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relations policies and practices being a particular target. The campaign against Wal-Mart, utiliz-
ing the documentary film Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Price is an example of such a cam-
paign. One of the key points made in the film is that Wal-Mart employees have either poor
medical coverage or none at all. However, as the business magazine Fortune130 notes:

In a globalized economy, American companies can’t continue paying the world’s highest health-care
costs. Don’t blame Wal-Mart; blame America’s inability to devise a national health care plan that takes
the burden off employers.

With globalization, what was once a domestic issue has now become in part an international
issue and in turn raises public policy questions as to what health-care costs can US firms be
expected to fund in a globalized economy.131 With continuing change impacting on MNEs due
to globalization and the pressure to reduce costs by offshoring, the risks to corporate reputation
inherent in failure to comply with internal and external codes of conduct are unlikely to dimin-
ish and these factors will be ongoing issues in the foreseeable future.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 Why is it important to understand the historical
origins of national industrial relations systems?

2 In what ways can trade unions constrain the
strategic choices of multinationals?

3 Identify four characteristics of MNEs that give trade
unions cause for concern.

4 How have trade unions responded to MNEs? Have
these responses been successful?

5 What evidence is there to show that corporate
codes of conduct are effective?

6 Compare the industrial development qualities of India
and China from a global HR director’s perspective.
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CHAPTER 10
IHRM TRENDS AND
FUTURE CHALLENGES

Chapter Objectives

In this final chapter, we identify and comment on observed trends and future directions regarding:

l International business ethics and HRM.

l Mode of operation and IHRM.

l Ownership issues relating to IHRM requirements of organizations other than the large multinational,
such as non-government organizations (NGOs).

l Safety, security and terrorism issues.
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INTRODUCTION

In this book, we have explored the IHRM issues relating to managing people globally. To that
end, we have focused on the implications that the process of internationalization has for the
activities and policies of HRM. We now turn our attention to developments that have not previ-
ously been emphasized in the general IHRM literature and the challenges they present to IHRM:
international business ethics, mode of operation, nongovernment organizations (NGOs), and the
developing role of IHRM in contributing to safety, security and dealing with global terrorism. In
a sense, a number of these topics reflect what some Japanese MNEs refer to as the ‘general
affairs’ aspect of IHRM – in Japan it is common to use the term ‘Human Resources and General
Affairs’ for the HR function1 because there is an expectation that the human resource function
will be the first line of defense in dealing with unpredictable and emergent issues from the many
and varied environments and constituency groups that make up the complexity of MNEs.

In the sections that follow we return to a discussion of some issues that distinguish HRM in
MNEs and revisit the framework of strategic HRM in MNEs presented in Chapter 1 – see Figure
10.1. These topics include issues associated with external factors and organizational factors that
impact on the HR function and practices as these issues relate to strategic HRM in the MNE.

External factors: International business ethics and HRM
Global business organizations face a key challenge: should they apply their own values every-
where they do business, irrespective of the cultural context and standard of local practices? To
appreciate the dilemma, take the situation of a multinational that has assigned a PCN to manage
its operations in a host country where bribery is commonly practiced, child labor is used and
workplace safety is inadequate by Western standards. Whose standards should prevail? Should
they be the standards of the MNE’s parent country or the host country?

FIGURE 10.1 A model of strategic HRM in multinational enterprises

External Factors

• PESTLE
• Organizational  links with other
 MNEs and with national
 goverments
• Asymmetric events
• Environmental dynamics

• MNE balance of global integration
 and local responsiveness
• MNE structure
• Firm size and maturity
• MNE Strategy
• Corporate governance
• Headquarter’s international
 orientation
• MNE culture

• Global corporate HR role
• HR practices
• Crisis management and
 coordination

Organizational Factors

HR Function

• Financial performance
• Social performance
• Enterprise resilience

MNE Performance

Source: De Cieri, H. and Dowling, P. .J. 2012. ’Strategic human resource management in multinational enterprises:
Developments and directions’, In G. Stahl, I. Björkman and S. Morris (eds) Handbook of Research in International
Human Resource Management, 2nd Ed. (Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar). Reproduced with permission from
Helen De Cieri and Peter J Dowling.
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There are three main responses to this question. The first involves ethical relativism, the sec-
ond ethical absolutism and the third, ethical universalism. For the ethical relativist, there are no
universal or international rights and wrongs, it all depends on a particular culture’s values and
beliefs. For the ethical relativist, ‘when in Rome, one should do as the Romans do’. Unlike the
relativist, the ethical absolutist believes that ‘when in Rome, one should do what one would do
at home, regardless of what the Romans do’. This view of ethics gives primacy to one’s own
cultural values. Opponents of this view argue that ethical absolutists are intolerant individuals
who confuse respect for local traditions with ethical relativism. It must be noted that while
some behaviors are wrong wherever they are practiced (e.g. bribery of government officials),
other behaviors may be tolerated in their cultural context (e.g. the practice of routine gift giving
between Japanese business people). In contrast to the ethical relativist, the ethical universalist
believes there are fundamental principles of right and wrong which transcend cultural bounda-
ries, and that MNEs must adhere to these fundamental principles or global values.

The existence of universal ethical principles can also be seen in the agreements that exist
among nations that are signatories to the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights and a
number of international accords such as the Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises adopted
by the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The need for interna-
tional accords and corporate codes of conduct has grown commensurately with the spread of
international business and the considerable growth of offshoring (as noted in Chapter 9), but
translating ethical principles and values into practice in the international business domain is an
enormous task in the absence of a supranational legislative authority. Efforts to make progress
in this area have centered on regulation, the development of international accords and the use of
education and training programs.

New global developments on the criminalization of bribery
Bribery and corruption tend to top the list of the most frequent ethical problems encountered by
international managers.2 Bribery involves the payment of agents to do things that are inconsis-
tent with the purpose of their position or office in order to gain an unfair advantage. Bribery
can be distinguished from so-called ‘gifts’ and ‘facilitating’ or ‘grease’ payments. The latter are
payments to motivate agents to complete a task they would routinely do in the normal course of
their duties. While most people do not openly condone bribery many argue for a lenient
approach based on the view that bribery is necessary to do business (the ethical relativist’s argu-
ment). However, it is now generally agreed that bribery undermines equity, efficiency and integ-
rity in the public service; undercuts public confidence in markets and aid programs; adds to the
cost of products; and may affect the safety and economic well-being of the general public.

For these reasons, there has been an international movement to criminalize the practice of
bribery. In 1977 the United States enacted the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) to prohibit
US-based firms and US nationals from making bribery payments to foreign government offi-
cials. In addition, payments to agents violate the Act if it is known that the agent will use those
payments to bribe a government official. The Act was amended in 1988 to permit ‘facilitating’
payments but mandates record-keeping provisions to help ensure that illegal payments are not
disguised as entertainment or business expenses. The FCPA has in the past been criticized for
placing US firms at a competitive disadvantage since European and Asian firms did not face
criminal prosecution for paying bribes to foreign officials3 but the evidence on the competitive
disadvantage of the FCPA is mixed. The FCPA has also been criticized by some for being ethno-
centric while others see this law as evidence of moral leadership on the part of the USA.4

In the absence of adequate international self-regulation to control bribery and corruption,
the US has lobbied other nation-states over many years to enact uniform domestic government
regulation to provide a level playing field. These efforts met with some success in December
1996 when the United Nations adopted the Declaration Against Corruption and Bribery in
International Commercial Transactions which committed UN members to criminalize bribery
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and deny tax deductibility for bribes. A year later, the Declaration was endorsed by 30 OECD
member nations and four non-member nations with the adoption of the Convention on Com-
bating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions (OECD Con-
vention). Under the OECD Convention members agreed to establish domestic legislation by the
end of 1998 criminalizing the bribing of foreign public officials on an extraterritorial basis. The
OECD Convention came into force in February 1999 and as of 2009 had been ratified by 38
countries. Each member state is required to undergo a peer review and to provide a report
reviewing its implementation of the Convention. Country reports are available on the OECD
website. The OECD Convention requires sanctions to be commensurate with domestic penalties
applicable to bribery of public officials.

Given the seriousness of offences and penalties in the OECD Convention, it is imperative that
enterprises involved in global business take active steps to manage their potential exposure.
Also, although the OECD Convention currently addresses the supply side of corruption in the
public sector, it is likely that the scope of the Convention will be expanded to include bribery in
the private sector as well as the demand side of bribery. HR professionals have an important
role to play in instituting a strategic plan for legal compliance and developing corporate codes
for voluntary compliance. They can also provide training in understanding the difference
between corrupt bribery payments, gifts, and allowable facilitation payments and the develop-
ment of negotiation skills to handle problem situations that may arise in sensitive geographical
regions and industries. The debate over payments to foreign officials is likely to continue for
many years to come.5

The Berlin-based non-government lobby group, Transparency International (TI) publishes an
annual Corruption Perceptions Index. The index measures perceptions, not actual levels of cor-
ruption for over 50 countries and is based on international surveys of business people and finan-
cial journalists. Each country is scored from 10 (highly clean) to 0 (highly corrupt). Table 10.1
shows the country rank of the top 20 least corrupt countries in descending order from the 2010
index. Denmark, New Zealand and Singapore (all small population advanced economies) are the
top equal-ranked three least corrupt countries. The countries perceived to be most corrupt are
Guinea, Iraq, Myanmar and Haiti which are ranked at the bottom of the list of 163 countries.6

The public and financial consequences of a bribery scandal can be significant for an MNE.
The IHRM in Action Case 10.1 provides a sense of the actual and reputational costs of unethi-
cal conduct for a MNE. This case was first made public in late 2006 and in December 2008 US
authorities fined Siemens a record US$800 million and German authorities issued a fine for 395
million Euros over the failure of its former board to fulfill its supervisory duties. The total cost
of this case for Siemens was 2.5 billion Euros. Action was also taken against individual Siemens
managers by German authorities in early 2010 when two former managers were given sus-
pended prison sentences and large fines for their roles in this corruption scandal.7 Recently, The
Economist magazine entered into the debate on international bribery and corruption, noting
that ‘Firms are increasingly fed up with the way America’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) is written (confusingly) and applied (vigorously)’.8 Comparing the FCPA to the recent
British Bribery Act passed in 2010 which covers both domestic and international bribery cases,
The Economist stated that although the British law makes no allowance for ‘facilitation pay-
ments’, it does allow a ‘compliance defense’ that allows a firm to avoid the harshest penalties if
the wrongdoer is a junior employee and the firm otherwise has a strict anti-bribery policy that is
clearly communicated to employees and effectively administered.

Ethics-related challenges for the HR function of the
multinational enterprise
Managers involved in international business activities face many of the same ethical issues as
those in domestic business, but the issues are made more complex because of the different social,
economic, political, cultural and legal environments in which MNEs operate. Firms which opt
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consciously or by default to leave ethical considerations up to individual employees not only
contribute to the pressures of operating in a foreign environment (and perhaps contribute to
poor performance or early recall of the expatriate), but also allow internal inconsistencies that
affect total global performance.

When MNEs select international assignees, their ability to manage with integrity could be a
job-relevant criterion and any pre-departure training or orientation program should include an
ethics component that includes discussion of ethical dilemmas that expatriates may encounter. In
designing training programs to meet the challenges of multinational business, the HR function
should not only raise the issue of cultural relativities but also the extent to which moral impera-
tives transcend national and cultural boundaries. To avoid the temptation to cut ‘ethical corners’,
expatriates should not be placed under unreasonable pressure to deliver good financial results and
they must be given feedback and reinforcement. Performance appraisals, compensation programs
and regular trips home are important instruments in developing and maintaining ethical cultures.

The difficulties involved when massive, highly standardized firms attempt to be sensitive to
local customs and values while becoming more international, is personified by Wal-Mart, the
giant US retailer. The highly successful low-cost strategy (with its attendant standardization,
scale and scope economies) that characterizes this would-be MNE has become a magnet for
concerns, protests and social commentary all over the world. Issues related to offshoring

TABLE 10.1 Transparency international corruption perceptions index 2010

Country rank Country/territory 2010 CPI score*

1 Denmark 9.3

New Zealand 9.3

Singapore 9.3

4 Finland 9.2

Sweden 9.2

6 Canada 8.9

7 Netherlands 8.8

8 Australia 8.7

Switzerland 8.7

10 Norway 8.6

11 Iceland 8.5

Luxembourg 8.5

13 Hong Kong 8.4

14 Ireland 8.0

15 Austria 7.9

Germany 7.9

17 Barbados 7.8

Japan 7.8

19 Qatar 7.7

20 United Kingdom 7.6

*The 2010 Corruption Perceptions Index measures the perceived levels of public sector corruption in 178 countries
around the world. It scores countries on a scale from 10 (very clean) to 0 (highly corrupt).

Source: Adapted from Corruptions Perceptions Index at http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2011/results/. Copyright 2011
Transparency International: the global coalition against corruption. Used with permission. For more information, visit
http://www.transparency.org.
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procurement (especially from China) are increasingly generating problems in terms of highly
publicized product recalls that indicate multi-faceted problems that are not limited to one func-
tional management area such as supply chain management. For an excellent analysis of the
interconnection of supply chain management issues with other functional areas of management,
see Lyles et al.9 The consequences of a relentless low-cost strategy on direct employee and

IHRM in Action Case 10.1
‘Too Little Too Late?’ Siemens belatedly wakes up
to reputation risk

Dateline: Frankfurt

It is a dense, dramatic account of police raids, arrests and the investigation into allegations that at least 200 million
Euros ($265m) was siphoned out of secret bank accounts in Liechtenstein, Austria and Switzerland. A page-turning
airport thriller? No, the 20-F filing submitted by Siemens, a German conglomerate, to the Securities and Exchange
Commission in Washington, DC on 11 December. At the same time, the firm restated its earnings to take account of
uncertainties over transactions being investigated by state prosecutors in at least three countries.

The purpose of these murky dealings remains unclear: was it a case of self-enrichment by crooked employees or
something more sinister – carefully laundered bribes to win Siemens business in some of the 190 countries in which
it operates? Siemens insists that it was a victim of crime not an accessory to it. It is investigating 420 million Euros of
suspicious payments to consultants over the past seven years. Meanwhile, six present and former employees,
including one former board member arrested on 12 December, are in custody.

In the flow of adverse publicity since police raided 30 of its offices a month ago, Siemens has tried to show that it
is taking appropriate action. It announced the formation of a ‘task force’ to clarify and standardize its employees’
business practices. It also appointed an ombudsman to encourage internal whistleblowing. But for Transparency
International (Tl), an anti-corruption campaign group, this was not enough. It had already suspended Siemens’s
membership of its German chapter in 2004 because of the company’s reluctance to be transparent about an unre-
solved bribery case in Italy. (The case was settled last month without admission of guilt.) Siemens’s sluggish reaction
to investigations in Liechtenstein triggered a letter last month from Tl warning that the firm’s membership would be
liable for termination after 15 December.

At an emergency board meeting this week Siemens announced new measures to show how determined it is to
change its culture. It appointed a law firm to investigate the company’s compliance and control systems. And it
appointed Michael Hershman, an anti-corruption expert and one of the founders of Tl (a nice touch), to review anti-
corruption controls and training at Siemens. Some of Siemens’ problems stem from the 1990s, before Germany and
other nations signed the OECD’s anti-bribery convention in 1999. Yet the Italian case post-dates the convention and
another case in Greece concerns preparations for the 2004 Olympics. Siemens and the Munich prosecutors point to
evidence that in the latest shenanigans the suspects ‘banded together’ to defraud the firm. There is only so much
one can do, sighs a Siemens’ spokesman, against ‘criminal energy’.

But even poor supervision and control, rather than connivance with bribery, are bad enough. It cannot help
appearances that Heinrich von Pierer, who was chief executive of Siemens in the 1990s before bribery was outlawed,
still heads the supervisory board. He was supposed to steer the company through its transition to OECD anti-bribery
rules and compliance with America’s Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which requires greater disclosure and personal responsi-
bility from executives. Worst of all for Germany’s reputation as export champion of the world is the suspicion that it
may owe some of its prowess to secret bank accounts and slush funds.

Source: Update based on Economist, 16 December 2006, Vol. 381, Issue 8508, pp. 65–6. ª The Economist,
London, 16 December 2006.
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contractor wages, health-care benefits, working conditions and job security, and the competitive
impact of Wal-Mart’s ‘super-stores’ on traditional local retail establishments, city center infra-
structure and small-population communities have initiated a worldwide discussion of the eco-
nomic, social and political consequences of global business.10

Little is presently known about the evolving roles and responsibilities for HRM in balancing
the economic imperatives of cost control and global standardization with the social and institu-
tional realities of citizenship in a widening range of diverse contexts – particularly in terms of
the development of labor sourcing, compensation and employee relations strategies.11 However,
it seems clear that these are likely to remain dominant issues in international business in the
twenty-first century – particularly with regard to the complex issue of evaluating the overall per-
formance of foreign subsidiaries and their senior management team.12

Organizational factors: Structure, strategy and IHRM
We have stressed the need to broaden the scope of IHRM beyond that of subsidiary operations.
While not downplaying its importance, for many MNEs, managing and staffing subsidiary units
is only one aspect of international business operations, though the weighting given to subsidiary
management will vary significantly according to the nature of international activities and the
size of the internationalizing firm (see Chapters 1 and 3). The fact that external parties are
involved in contractual modes, joint ventures and strategic alliances imposes management and
HR constraints that are not usually present in wholly owned operations. While the HR implica-
tions of international joint ventures have received considerable attention in the literature,13 there
remains a need for studies that consider the HR implications of contractual modes where
the firm is operating at arm’s-length. Training, for instance, is often an important part of con-
tractual modes, playing a key role in the transfer of technology and systems, inculcation of com-
pany culture, and acting as a screening process (for example, in selecting suitable franchisees).
As a result, staff may be primarily involved in short-term assignments to deliver training in for-
eign locations, rather than as traditional expatriates.14

Non-government organizations (NGOs)
We have already identified the importance of NGOs in Chapter 9 when discussing the impor-
tance of the institutional context in influencing the strategies and decisions of MNEs. We noted
that the globalization of trade and business has provoked a vigorous debate within national
states with events such as anti-globalization rallies and protests. The activities of environmental
groups illustrate how these organizations have also become internationalized and interact with
the key MNEs in a range of global industries. For example, a visit to the home page of Green-
peace International illustrates the range of issues and industries that this NGO is focusing on
and the key MNEs in various global industries that Greenpeace is seeking to influence. Recently,
the importance of NGOs was recognized by The Global Journal (http://theglobaljournal.net)
which released its inaugural ‘‘Top 100 NGOs’’ list. The top 10 NGOs in this list contain some
well-known NGOs such as The Wikimedia Foundation (#1), Oxfam (#3) and Care Interna-
tional (#7) but it also contains NGOs that are less familiar such as BRAC (formerly known as
the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee) which is now a global organization with over
110 million beneficiaries. This diversity of activities and focus across a range of industries fur-
ther illustrates the impact and influence of NGOs which will continue to be of importance to the
activities of MNEs.
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External factors: Challenges in an uncertain world: Safety, security
and counterterrorism15

Traditionally, many domestic and international human resource managers have been responsible
for legal compliance and training issues related to safety in the workplace.16 As national and inter-
national regulations related to workplace safety expanded, specific professional standards of prac-
tice, reporting mechanisms and roles were specified in the area of corporate risk management.17

Risk categories associated with natural disaster protocols, emergency and disaster preparedness
plans for MNE plant and facilities, workplace violence policies, industrial theft and sabotage pro-
tocols, and ‘hardening’ individual facilities to enhance in-house security have emerged and a grow-
ing body of professional and academic literature exists. Less clear are the particular roles,
expectations and portfolios of responsibilities that IHRM managers and directors have been called
upon to incorporate into their existing responsibilities. Intuitively, in smaller MNEs – operating in
less sensitive industries and less turbulent markets – the IHRM generalists will be called on to
incorporate these protocols by outsourcing technical security systems and personnel as required.18

In larger organizations, particularly MNEs operating in more public and sensitive industries and/
or more socially and politically turbulent regions of the world, significant investment in develop-
ing integrated, coordinated and specialized risk management practices within the HR function is
warranted. Many MNEs have developed their own idiosyncratic systems and processes in
response to a history of ‘critical incidents’ which the firm has experienced over years or even deca-
des – e.g. the kidnapping of an executive, a natural disaster impacting a key facility, or an airline
or private aircraft disaster that decimated the executive cadre of the MNE.

Not surprisingly, executives in most MNEs are unwilling to discuss the protocols, processes, sys-
tems and structures in place in this sensitive area. More recently emerging risk categories relate to
cyber-terrorism, political terrorist groups targeting specific firms and industries and the risks inherent
in pandemics, such as SARS, avian flu and airborne contaminants (as discussed in Chapter 1). For a
recent overview of the area of conflict, security and political risk in international business, see the Spe-
cial Issue of Journal of International Business Studies edited by Henisz, Mansfield and Von Glinow.19

As a working set of corporate risk assessment categories, a starting point for a MNE-specific
audit, would include the following five areas:

l In-facility emergency and disaster preparedness – including being in compliance with local safety
laws and standards (e.g. occupational safety and health administration rules in the USA), creating a
command center and triage area, protocols for transport-evacuation and the systematic location of
employees, liaison with public-sector emergency workers and media relations.

l In-facility security – comprised of perimeter security, search protocols into and out of facilities
(truck inspections, deliveries, etc.), internal search protocols (lockers, etc.), bomb threat
procedures, risk control for violence in the facility and threats to management (including training on
warning signs, protection of property and equipment and safeguarding executives), protection and
lighting in parking areas and the use of cameras in the workplace.

l Industrial espionage, theft and sabotage – activities to secure internal communications (emails,
telephones, etc.), open records protection, employee privacy regulations, clearly defined physical
inspections and search processes.

l Cyber-terrorism – hardware, software and human systems to deal with hacking, information theft,
internal sabotage, the sabotage of software systems and the development and maintenance of an
architecture of back-up systems and multiple independent operations for information systems.

l Out-of-facility fire and travel risks – providing traveling managers with portable five-minute air packs,
travel policies prohibiting employees staying in hotel rooms above the seventh floor (most aerial
ladders on fire trucks only reach to the sixth floor), policies prohibiting top-level managers from
traveling on the same airline flight/private aircraft, hotel evacuation training if traveling teams of
employees are staying at the same hotel.20
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According to Czinkota et al., analytically, IHRM managers may be able to assess the potential
risk from terrorist threats at three levels of analysis: primary – ‘at the level of the individual per-
son and firm’; at the micro level – ‘specific regions, industries or levels in international value
chains’; and at the macro level – ‘the effect of a terrorist attack on the global environment . . .
the world economy, consumer demand for goods and services, and reactions by supranational
organizations such as the United Nations’.21 As an example of micro-level risk analysis, the
travel/hospitality industry is particularly sensitive to terrorist events or natural disasters that
may inhibit travel in general, travel to a certain region or country, or to specific travel destina-
tions.22 On the primary and micro levels:

It is useful to distinguish the most vulnerable links in firm’s value chains. From the individual [firm’s]
perspective, it is more useful to view terrorism at the micro level wherein input sourcing, manufactur-
ing, distribution, and shipping and logistics are likely to be the most vulnerable areas.23

There is little doubt that terrorism is perceived to be a significant threat by MNEs. The World
Economic Forum Global Risks Landscape 2011 report rated the perceived likelihood of terror-
ism as ‘Very likely’ and the perceived financial impact was approximately US200 Billion.24 A
Delphi study in 2008 by Czinkota and Ronkainen found that the five business functions within
MNEs that will have the most influence on global business in the future will be: 1. Logistics;
2. Marketing; 3. Human Resources; 4. Finance; 5. Communications.25 By systematically analyz-
ing people and processes, IHRM professionals may contribute to ‘stabilizing risk’26 through rec-
ommendations that ‘harden’ processes in the value chain, recruit people with capabilities and
skills relevant for these kinds of processes and train employees in these processes and systems.

In a similar vein, Gillingham presents risk analysis in terms of partitioning security risk into
an external environmental dimension (geographic region of operation) and an internal firm
dimension (industry, firm media profile, national affiliation associated with the MNE). Low-risk
firms in low-risk environments do not need to invest as heavily in security systems and proto-
cols. High-risk firms in low-risk environments should follow security strategies that focus on
hardening individual sites. Low-risk firms in high-risk environments can follow security strat-
egies that disperse activities across the region and build redundant infrastructure, so that value
chain activities in the high-risk region can be provided by out of region units. High-risk firms in
high-risk environments must invest much more in quite elaborate risk management strategies.27

Much remains to be understood in this rapidly evolving area, and the expectations, standards
and practices of IHRM executives and professionals as they relate to safety and security are in
flux. According to Czinkota et al.:

In depth case studies on firms directly affected by terrorism will also serve to provide grounded infor-
mation as to the nature of the relationships between types of terrorism and their specific effects, and
facilitate the development of models and theory.28

A similar conclusion can be reached in terms of the need for a better understanding of these
challenges facing IHRM in MNEs.

The evolving field of IHRM
The field of IHRM has been criticized as being slow to develop as a rigorous body of theory.
There are a number of reasons for this. One reason is that compared to studies in one national
context, there are major methodological problems involved in the area of international manage-
ment and IHRM. These problems greatly increase the complexity of doing international
research and, as Adler29 noted some years ago, it is often quite difficult to solve these problems
with the rigor usually required of within-culture studies by journal editors and reviewers.
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A second reason why IHRM has developed rather slowly as a field of study is that until rela-
tively recently, many management and HR researchers have regarded the IHRM field as a mar-
ginal academic area. This attitude was reflected in the relatively small number of courses in
IHRM in business school curricula – a situation which is now changing, particularly in business
schools in Europe and the Asia-Pacific. A strong positive development was the establishment of
a dedicated journal in the field (International Journal of Human Resource Management) in
1990 by the late Professor Michael Poole at Cardiff University in the United Kingdom. This
journal has had a significant impact on the development of research in the field of IHRM. A
more recent very positive development has been the decision of the Human Resources Division
of the Academy of Management to offer an International HRM Scholarly Research Award.30

An increasing number of books which have focused on HRM in particular regions such as Latin
America,31 Central and Eastern Europe,32 the Middle-East,33 Europe,34 Africa35 and the Asia
Pacific region36 have also made a valuable contribution to the IHRM literature.

The evolving role of the HRM function in MNEs
As presented in Chapter 1, the sheer complexity of the HRM function in MNEs has led to a
fundamental re-examination of the purposes, actors, roles and relationships between line man-
agers and staff HR specialists, between subsidiary HR staff and corporate HR specialists,
between MNE employees and outsourced contractors, and between the various HR actors
within the MNE hierarchy (e.g. HR managers on the Board of Directors, at Vice President
level or reporting directly to a board member).37 Clearly, disentangling the complex relation-
ships between those institutional, industrial and historical contingencies that may contribute
to the pattern of IHRM philosophies, strategies, policies, practices and capabilities of an
MNE, industry or nation remains a rich area for future research. It does appear very likely
that the challenges of international business will continue and IHRM issues will remain high
on the ‘problems list’ of senior managers of MNEs. A recent McKinsey survey of forces
reshaping the global economy noted that sourcing talented employees was a major concern.
Asked where they would find the talent they need, respondents most often mentioned recruit-
ing talent from emerging markets to work there (44 per cent), new talent entering developed
labor markets (41 per cent) and talent from developed markets deployed to emerging markets
(35 per cent). More than all other respondents, North American respondents were counting
on sourcing talent in developed economies.38

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Throughout this book, we have endeavored to highlight the challenges faced by firms as they
confront human resource management concerns related to international business operations.
This chapter has been concerned with identified trends and future challenges – both managerial
and academic – that are likely to have an impact on IHRM, as a function and as a scientific field
of study. We specifically addressed:

l International business ethics and HRM.

l Modes of operation other than wholly owned subsidiaries, and the IHRM activities that are required,
such as training for contractual and project operations.

l Ownership issues relating to family-owned firms, and non-government organizations (NGOs) and
the IHRM challenges specific to these organizations as they grow internationally that have remained
relatively under-identified, despite their continuing importance in international business and global
activities.
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l The complex assessment and planning activities related to safety, security and counterterrorist
efforts.

l Research issues in IHRM, and developments that are endeavoring to assist in understanding the
intricacies and interrelationships between the IHRM function and IHRM activities, firm
internationalization and strategic directions and goals.

A consistent theme throughout this book has been the way in which IHRM requires a broader
perspective of what operating internationally involves, and a clear recognition of the range of
issues pertaining to all categories of staff operating in different functional, task, and managerial
capacities is essential. As Poole39 stated in his editorial in the first issue of the International Jour-
nal of Human Resource Management in 1990: ‘international human resource management
archetypically involves the world-wide management of people in the multinational enterprise’.

This sixth edition marks over 20 years since the publication of the first edition of this text-
book in 1990. Since such a period of time is often recognized as a milestone into adulthood in
Western societies, IHRM researchers and academics should indeed celebrate the ‘coming of age’
of this discipline area. People issues in MNEs have never been as strategically, economically,
socially and environmentally critical as they are today. Practitioners – both specialists
and executives – have a vast array of technical, conceptual and programmatic resources at their
fingertips. Massive governmental and consulting systems may be tapped. Academics may pur-
sue in their research and teaching activities any one of a number of functionalities in IHRM,
across cultures, regions, institutional contexts, levels of economic development and industries.
The number of choices is indeed daunting.

Given this period of time we should both celebrate the success of the discipline area and be
wary of the dangers of prematurely deciding that we have uncovered the last word on what
IHRM is or presume we have discovered the ultimate model of IHRM. It may be that for now an
open, systematic, comprehensive, curious and engaged state of mind (those qualities many
researchers have associated with successful international careers in industry) is more critical to the
continued effective development of the discipline area of IHRM than any single model, research
stream or perspective.40

In Chapter One we stated that IHRM came out of three areas – cross cultural manage-
ment, comparative industrial relations and HRM and HRM in multinational firms. Just as all
rivers have one or more headwaters – streams or creeks that begin the river – so IHRM has a
number of potential points of origin. In the nineteenth century there was a great rush to discover
the source of the Nile River. What the scientists, explorers and adventurers did at the end of
their search was to come to grips with a vast, complex and changing ecosystem. What started
out as a journey to a specific, unknown destination became an increasingly sophisticated geo-
graphical odyssey that continues in Africa to this day. The ongoing process of discovery, a map-
ping of the complexities of IHRM, the challenges to our existing corporate and academic
systems and models of people processes resulting from international activities, and the difficult
choices practitioners must make every day in order to pursue MNE goals make up the only rea-
sonable conclusions we can draw about this fascinating and compelling academic field after
over 20 years of observation.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 What is your view of international initiatives to
criminalize foreign bribery?

2 Identify a number of HRM problems that typically
arise with expatriate assignments. In what ways
might the core ethical values and guidelines identified
in this chapter apply to them?

3 Beyond checklists and systemic analysis, what
actions can MNEs take to reduce risks related to
terrorism? What roles can HRM take in these
processes?

4 What IHRM activities would be pertinent to the
sending, by Médecins Sans Frontieres, of a medical
team into a country such as Bangladesh?
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CASE 1

SPANNING THE GLOBE

By Allen D. Engle, Sr.

Eric Christopher, Associate Director for Global HR De-
velopment at Tex-Mark, was sitting in his car in an
early-morning traffic jam. He had thought that by leav-
ing his home at 7:00 a.m. he would have been ahead of
the heavy commuter traffic into San Antonio’s city cen-
ter. The explanation for the long queue was announced
by the radio traffic service. A large, portable crane, used
to set up concrete barriers around road works, had
overturned, and inbound and outbound traffic would
be at a dead stop for at least an hour.

Eric had ended up at Tex-Mark, a computer input-
output manufacturer and supplier, through an indirect
career route. Brought up in the Hill Country Village dis-
trict of San Antonio, Eric had graduated from Churchill
High School and Baylor University in Waco, Texas with
a major in History and a minor in Spanish. His maternal
grandmother lived in Tennessee, but was born and
grew up in Edinburgh, Scotland and Eric had spent
several summers while in high school and at university
backpacking around Europe.

His facility for languages was impressive and he
had an excellent working use of Spanish, French,
Italian and German. He could converse in Cantonese,
as the result of working in a noodle restaurant during
university and had started a tutorial course in Mandarin
last fall.

Upon graduation, Eric backpacked around Europe
and South America until his money ran out. Returning
to Dallas he took a ticketing job with SouthWest Air-
lines and was quickly moved to the training unit. After
four successful years at SouthWest, he was contacted
by a headhunter about a position as Global Develop-
ment Assistant with Tex-Mark. The promised combi-
nation of global travel, more money and a return to
San Antonio proved irresistible, and Eric had been with
Tex-Mark for five years now. His career progress to
date was outstanding, despite the extra workload self-
imposed by undertaking MBA studies at UT, San
Antonio as a part-time student.

Tex-Mark had started out as a ‘spin off’ firm from
IME Computers in the late 1970s. Patents combined

with an excellence in engineering, an outstanding insti-
tutional sales staff, cost-sensitive production and pric-
ing, all combined to make Tex-Mark a major force in
the printer and optical scanner industry. Tex-Mark
inherited a production facility in San Antonio from IME,
but the company also had international production
facilities operating in three countries: Monterrey, Mex-
ico, Leith, Scotland, and more recently in Jaipur, India.
A major new facility going was planed to start produc-
tion in Wuhu, China late next year.

Research and new product development activities
were split between the home offices in San Antonio, a
printer center in Durham, North Carolina and an optical
research ‘center of excellence’ in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Major sales, distribution and customer service centers
had recently expanded into Asia and are now located
in Rheims in France; in Memphis, Tennessee; in
Sydney, Australia; in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; in Hong
Kong and in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Faced with the long delay, Eric turned the radio
volume down, turned up the air conditioning, and
telephoned his office on his hands-free car phone to
advise them of his situation. Fortunately, his personal
assistant was already at work so Eric was able to
rearrange his schedule. He asked that the 10:30
meeting with Fred Banks, a Plant Engineer recently
repatriated from Jaipur, be pushed back an hour. His
major concern was a teleconference meeting at 2:00
with his Director who was currently visiting the sales
center in Memphis, and the other four members of
executive career development team in San Antonio.
The general topic was a review and evaluation of
training and development strategies for expatriate
professionals and managers resulting from Tex-
Mark’s growth and the new production shift to Asia.
Eric had indirectly heard that Juanita Roberto, the
Vice President for HR wanted costs cut and her dele-
gates on the team would be pushing for streamlined
(Eric had mentally translated that as cheaper) training
programs, shorter expatriate assignments and a
faster appointment of HCNs whenever possible.
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While Eric had prepared for this crucial meeting,
he needed incorporate some information from his
office files.

The radio announcer broke into Eric’s thoughts,
commented that overextension or carrying too much
weight probably caused the crane to overturn. ‘I can
identify with that’, Eric thought to himself.

Eric’s meeting with Fred Banks had not gone well.
Fred was one of the last of the ‘IME legacies’, an IME
engineer that had stayed on with Tex-Mark after the
spin off in 1978. Fred had been a bright and promising
young engineer back then, and was one of the first
people chosen to go to Scotland in 1983. He was so
successful in bringing that facility on line in an eleven-
month assignment that he was made lead engineer of
the team that went into Mexico in 1989. The three-
year Mexican project did not go as smoothly. Certainly
there were many unavoidable economic uncertainties
during that period.

Reviewing the files, Eric felt a large part of the prob-
lem was that Fred’s team did not relate well to their
Mexican counterparts. Furthermore, the Tex-Mark
team did not treat the local and national government
agencies with enough respect and sensitivity. Eric
noted that permits and authorizations that should have
taken weeks instead took six months or more.

After the Mexican project Fred stayed in San Antonio
with occasional trips to Durham, North Carolina. His
assignment to India in 1999 was by sheer chance, as a
last minute replacement for another engineer whose fa-
ther was diagnosed with a serious cancer some two
weeks before the family was to set off on assignment.
Eric had helped design the pre-departure training pro-
gram for the original candidate and had even included a
one-week visit for the candidate and his wife.

Today Fred was angry and disappointed that an
18-month assignment in India had turned into a 3-year
assignment, and that a research position in Durham
‘promised’ to him by a previous V.P. (two V.P.s ago)
was filled by a younger Durham resident employee.
Eric bluntly countered that the 18-month assignment
had become a 3-year assignment largely due to Fred’s
unwillingness to train and hand over responsibilities to
local engineers and his inability to work constructively
with district and federal regulators in India.

The conversation took a hostile turn and although
Eric did not lose his temper, he was troubled by Fred’s

final comment: ‘If this is how you treat the people will-
ing to go abroad, you’ll never get your best engineers
to leave San Antonio’.

Preparing for the 2:00 meeting, Eric reviewed the
unofficial, yet ‘standard’ expatriate training program he
had been instrumental in developing over the last three
years (See Exhibit A). Though Eric recommended that
all pre-departure activities should be undertaken, it
was not compulsory.

With the Chinese operation adding to the number of
expatriate destinations, Eric realized Tex-Mark should
have a more formal policy regarding international
assignments. Feedback regarding the interviews and
conversations with Tex-Mark employees with country
experiences was mixed. Some had developed into lon-
ger term mentoring arrangements but other expatriates
had found it not useful. Still, it was a low cost way of
providing information. Language courses were prob-
lematical. On too many occasions, there was not the
time – employees left the country midway through their
language courses. He recalled the idea of more ‘exten-
sive’ assignments requiring more ‘complete’ and ‘rigor-
ous’ preparation from an MBA course he took last year.
Obviously, China is a more challenging and difficult
assignment than France, but can we differentiate treat-
ment on the grounds of cultural difficulty?

More importantly, Eric asked himself, how can I
suggest we make our training more rigorous given
Juanita Roberto’s focus on cost? Even if I win on this
point, what will I answer when asked what methods or
activities make up more ‘rigorous’ training? Finally,
what is the role of language training? Eric knew not
everyone took to languages the way he did and that
Mandarin is not Spanish.

Finally, is now the time to raise the issue of repatria-
tion? The meeting with Fred had been disturbing.
Eric knew that the current debriefing and counselling
sessions had a reputation for being more ‘tell and sell’
than a meaningful exchange of ideas and insights.
Top management had recently signalled this as a
growing ‘problem’. Eric had planned to gather data on
repatriate turnover. Perhaps this should be given a
higher priority. After all, how could Tex-Mark decide
to plan for international assignments, involving more
TCN movements, and the transfer of HCNs into its
U.S. operations for training and development, without
considering repatriation?
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In the role of Eric:

1 Summarize your thoughts on the problems at
hand, alternative solutions and your strategy on
how to proceed at the forthcoming meeting.

2 How will your proposal solve the problems you
have defined?

3 How can you defend your solution from budgetary
concerns? In what way is your approach both a
solution to the problems of expatriates at Tex-Mark
and a good economic investment?

Step back out of role and answer
the following:

1 Does Eric’s personal background assist in his
assessment of the problems he faces?

2 Would you have approached this situation
differently? If so, what benefits would your different
approach provide for Tex-Mark?

EXHIBIT A Tex-Mark Corporation

Policy for Expatriate Preparation and On-Assignment Support

Pre-departure Activities:

1 ‘Country briefings’. Outsourced to a consulting firm in San Antonio that had experience dealing with
the countries in which Tex-Mark operated. Tex-Mark was prepared to pay for four sessions each
lasting one hour.

2 ‘Reading Assignments’. Three to four books (depending on region of assignment) on national or
regional culture and/or doing business in the focal region. Accompanying spouses/partners had
access to a similar library.

3 Interviews and conversations with Tex-Mark employees with country experiences.

4 Language courses. Attendance at elective ‘survival level’ language classes. These courses last from
8 to 12 weeks, with 3 course meetings a week. Tex-Mark will pay for spouses/partners as well.

In Country Training and Development:

Upon arrival, Tex-Mark staff in the local operation will assist the accompanying spouse/partner with job
search activities. They will assist with finding children acceptable schooling situations. Where possible, Tex-
Mark staff will endeavour to provide a social support network.

Repatriation:

Upon return all expatriates are required to go through a debriefing and career counselling session with HR
staff. This should be held within two months of the person’s re-entry to the home location.
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CASE 2

QUALITY COMPLIANCE AT THE HAWTHORN ARMS

By Allen D. Engle, Sr.

Sitting in his room at the Hawthorn Arms Hotel in
Shannon, Ireland, waiting for a morning flight to
London and then on to Marseilles, Alistair Mackay
reflects on how uninspiring hotel rooms are. He had
just completed a series of meetings with Irish officials
in Limerick, concluding with a debriefing session over
a Guinness with his Irish colleagues to plan their next
move. Negotiations over a potential contract were
proceeding well but there would be labor implications
that would require a formal response. Consequently,
Alistair had missed the last evening flight out to
London. ‘Another night away from the family. Thank
goodness I am not missing our wedding anniversary
tomorrow. I must remember to find something really
special in the duty-free shop’.

Six months ago, Alistair was appointed Director
of Personnel Development, European Division, for
Trianon, an Anglo-French avionics firm. Trianon had
begun as a subcontractor for the Concorde, and grad-
ually had gained a reputation in the 1970s and 1980s
as a high quality, if sometimes undependable subcon-
tractor for major French and British aerospace defence
contractors. Attempts to expand into civilian markets
by gaining contracts for the original European Airbus
were unsuccessful, though today nearly 30 per cent
of Trianon’s sales are through civilian contracts. Now,
under new executive management, Trianon is focused
on major navigational display contracts for the next
generation of Airbus production. Prior to joining
Trianon, Alistair had worked in the legal department of
a Scottish bank. European Union employment require-
ments had become his speciality, and provided a
springboard into his current position.

His cell phone rings, and he receives an unex-
pected call from his colleague Henri Genadry, General
Director of Joint Ventures, Mergers and Acquisitions,
Display Division. Henri informs him that the expected
outright purchase of a scanner-cathode ray tube
production facility in Veceses, outside of Budapest,
Hungary was not going ahead. Instead, the decision
had been made at corporate headquarters in Marseilles

for a ten-year joint venture with a Hungarian govern-
ment backed firm.

Henri goes on to explain that the Hungarian control
and equity interests in this project are expected to
make ministry officials in Budapest happy. Henri was
hopeful the decision will make executives and adminis-
trators at Malev, the state supported airline, friendly to
Trianon in the long term. ‘We will now need a ‘‘Quality
Compliance Manager’’ for a three-year assignment in
Hungary. It is an important position as we will need to
keep tight control on this joint venture operation. There
will be some travel to France and Germany – at least in
the first year – until we see how things are working out
with these new partners.’

Alistair asks, ‘When do you expect this ‘‘Quality
Compliance’’ manager to be available?’ There is a
pause on the other end of the line after which Henri
blandly responds, ‘Five or six weeks if we are to meet
corporate timetables. We expect the person to be in
on the ground so to speak. We will need a realistic
assessment of current processes for a start. The per-
son will need to be familiar with the joint venture’s
objectives and targets. We have some details through
the due diligence process but skills audits were some-
what rushed.’ Alistair then asks that details, including
a job description, be emailed to his intranet address.

‘Well’ Henry admits, ‘this is out first joint venture
the firm has been involved in outside of the UK,
Germany or France. The job description will be very
precise on the technical – ‘‘quality’’ side, but vague on
the administrative – ‘‘compliance’’ side. You may need
to fill in the missing pieces as you see fit.’

After a few more minutes of general chatting, Henri
finishes the phone call. Alistair plugs his laptop into the
telephone port on his room’s desk, and after a few
false starts, logs on to the secure corporate website
and accesses three personnel files from a folder he
had prepared some weeks ago in expectation that he
would be asked for a decision. Of course, he had
expected the position to be that of Project Engineer in
an operation that the firm would have 100 per cent
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ownership. Now he was looking for a Quality Compli-
ance Manager in a joint venture.

Alistair doesn’t like making these kinds of decisions
when feeling so remote and ‘disconnected’ from the
firm. He considers calling his friend and mentor,
Gunther Heinrich in Frankfurt Germany and asking him
about the Hungarian project, as the German based-
divisions had more experience dealing with Hungarian
issues. He looks at his watch. It was 22.30. ‘Not a civi-
lized time to call anyone, let alone Gunther’. Alistair
knew that Gunter’s wife Britt had presented them with
a son three weeks ago, and they were having trouble
getting the child to sleep through the night. ‘I will call
him from the airport and set up a meeting. I will have
the job description by then.’

He is also feeling uncomfortable with the process
he was going through. Surely we can do better than
react like this after the event. Why were we not part

of the decision-making process on the Hungarian
venture?

* * * * * * *

1 Consider the three candidates in Exhibit A. If forced
to make a decision tomorrow, which candidate
should Alistair choose for the job? What major
factors should determine his choice?

2 We are told nothing of the process that Trianon
uses to recruit candidates for this level of final
selection. Given what you know about the firm from
the case, outline a general recruitment and
selection process for Trianon. Describe how your
proposed process fits with ‘best’ selection
practices as well as the strategic needs of this
company.

3 Should HR staff be involved in strategic decisions
relating to international business operations such
as finalising a joint venture agreement?

EXHIBIT A Alistair Mackay’s Short List of Possible Candidates

First Candidate: Marie Erten-Loiseau. Born in Prague, her family moved to Toulon when Marie was 12 years
old. Brought up in France, she was educated as an aeronautical engineer in France and Germany. Marie
worked for Trianon for 13 years, in two divisions within France and Germany with increasing levels of project
responsibility. Her leadership of two projects over the last three years in Lodz, Poland, and two sites in
Czechoslovakia has been marked by remarkable success. Married, her husband is semi-retired. They have
one child in university.

Second Candidate: Janos Gabor. Born in Gyor, Hungary, Janos was educated at University of Pécs,
Hungary. He has a good background in the production of cathode ray tube and display systems
technologies, albeit from the central European perspective. He has worked at Trianon for nearly four years,
and has just been transferred into the cathode ray tube division as a Senior Engineer. His family is reportedly
very well connected with national government officials, particularly the old, ex-party members of multiple
ministerial bureaucracies. Janos is single.

Third Candidate: Sinead Marrinan-McGuire, a production engineer on loan to Trianon’s London office for
joint venture analyses and ‘due diligence’ reviews on technical and legal grounds. She has spent three years
in the R&D development team in Dublin and London, working on the very technologies to be applied in this
Hungarian joint venture project. Alistair met and talked with her today in Limerick and was very impressed
with her understanding of corporate level concerns and strategic issues. Most of her career has been in
Ireland and around London, with only short, tactical trips to France. Married, her husband is a solicitor in
Dublin. They have three children, ages 7, 9 and 13.
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CASE 3

WOLFGANG’S BALANCING ACT: REWARDING
HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVES IN A DISPERSED YET
INTEGRATED FIRM1

By Marion Festing and Allen D. Engle

Healthcare – a successful global
player in the pharmaceutical
market

Healthcare is one of the largest European pharmaceu-
tical companies. The headquarters is situated in
Hamburg, Germany, and today there are about 200
subsidiaries all over the world. In 2005, throughout
the globe 30 000 people were working for Healthcare.
Net sales amounted to E5.9 billion, with a net profit
ofE750m.

The company was founded more than 100 years
ago. It started in a small shop in Elmshorn, a little town
north of Hamburg. In the beginning, the main business
was retailing with only a small part of the product
range resulting from in-house production. The founder
himself had a background in pharmaceutics. He was
very dedicated to science and naturally interested in
research and the development of new drugs.

Over the years in-house-production was expanded
and soon the founder distributed his products all over
Germany and later on in many European countries.
Overseas, the activities started in the USA with a small
affiliate in New York. Over time Healthcare acquired
several local pharmaceutical companies, which later
became 100 per cent subsidiaries. Today, the US
market is one of the core markets for Healthcare.
However, the first affiliate in the USA was only the be-
ginning of the firm’s globalization. After this initial suc-
cess, Healthcare began to enter other lucrative
markets of the world – such as Japan, China, Latin
America and Australia.

Over time the headquarters in Germany grew dra-
matically. Headquarters’ activities centered on
research, and the production and distribution of phar-
maceutical products that were now largely developed

within the firm. While in the past the product range
was highly differentiated, today Healthcare concen-
trates on a few business areas such as oncology or
dermatology. Within these business areas the firm is
now recognized globally as one of the industry’s lead-
ers. The firm intends to continue to build and extend
this leading position in these worldwide specialized
markets.

Discontinuous changes in the environment – such
as increasing costs for research and development and
increasing pressure on prices due to cost containment
by national authorities, and generic competition – have
forced innovative pharmaceutical companies such as
Healthcare to operate their key business processes
globally. The firm has developed a multi-centered com-
pany in order to ensure the effective utilization of the
resources and provide nimble market penetration and
product ramp up. Critical capabilities include corporate-
wide R&D processes, a concentration on a few produc-
tion sites with worldwide supply responsibility and a fast
penetration of the key markets. These capabilities will
allow Healthcare to ensure the faster and more cost-
effective development of innovative products, reduce
production costs and thereby provide for significant
sales growth and increased profitability.

In the past, Healthcare’s situation was character-
ized by worldwide activities but mainly local business
processes (e.g. development and production focusing
on local/regional markets). Local issues were aggre-
gated to the four significant regions in which
Healthcare has organized operations. These regions
are Europe, USA/Canada, Latin America and Asia
Pacific. Consequently, the human resource manage-
ment (HRM) processes were adapted to country – or
region-specific conditions, and global integration was
not a major issue. For example, executives and high
potentials were recruited, selected, assessed and
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compensated based on different regional standards.
International human resource (HR) activities concen-
trated only on a few international managers that acted
as coordination agents.

Wolfgang Hansen: the new
HR manager

Wolfgang Hansen has been recruited as a new HR
manager at Healthcare. Wolfgang holds a Master’s
degree in International Management from the Univer-
sity of Hamburg. During his studies he has participated
in a study-abroad program spending a year in London.
He has specialized in Human Resource Management
and Compensation Strategies. Wolfgang’s initial
assignment upon graduation was in the HR depart-
ment of a medium-sized German technical company.
However, he missed the international dimension in this
job and decided to pursue an executive MBA with a
transnational orientation in order to prepare for this
ideal career. His first job after having completed his
transnational MBA program was at Healthcare.

For one year Wolfgang has been with Healthcare,
beginning as an HR manager. Three months ago he
was placed in charge of global compensation poli-
cies, with the newly created title of ‘Personalreferent
für globale Vergütungsstrategien’. His first project is

reviewing existing policies and practices. He has been
asked to make a series of recommendations on fur-
ther coordination of global pay systems at the next
meeting of the Board of Directors in Frankfurt in
January. Preparing the Board meeting, Wolfgang
reviews a series of documents such as recent annual
reports, the Leadership Competency Set, the new
Global Performance Management System and firm-
internal strategic documents on the development of
the corporate and HRM strategies. Each document
set has been placed in its own folder. These six fold-
ers contain the following items:

Folder one: the Healthcare Group

In 2012, Healthcare again had a very successful
year and reached records for key financial ratios (see
Table 1). Thus, the firm was well prepared for reaching
new ambitious targets for 2013. The Healthcare
Group’s very positive business development is based
on the sustained growth of their top products in all im-
portant markets (see Table 2). Both the strategic reor-
ientation and the improvement in operational efficiency
have contributed to the growth of their business.
Healthcare’s aim is to create a solid base in order to
further improve the company’s profitability by optimiz-
ing the cost structure.

TABLE 1 Key data on the Healthcare Group

Values expressed in Em 2012 2011 Change

Net sales 634 583 þ 8%

Gross profit 3 951 3 625 þ 9%

R&D costs 981 916 þ 7%

Operating profit 891 736 þ 21%

Net profit 750 577 þ 23%

Return on sales 12.5% 11.2% þ 1.3%

Cash Flows from operating activities 982 702 þ 40%

Basic earnings per share (E) 3.33 2.52 þ 23%

Total equity 3 134 2 725 þ 15%

Equity ratio 52.6% 47.5% þ 5.1%

Personnel costs 1 376 1 336 þ 3%

Number of employees (annual average) 30 680 29875 þ 2 7%
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Folder two: personnel structure of
the Healthcare Group

The Healthcare Group has employed 32 185 people
worldwide as of 31 December, 2012, which is an
increase of more than 10 per cent compared to the
previous year (28 854). The number of employees
working for the headquarters of Healthcare increased
by 232 and now accounts for roughly 33 per cent of
the Group’s worldwide personnel, while the number of
employees worldwide increased by 3331 employees

(see Table 3). Personnel costs have risen accordingly
amounting to 1699 Em in 2012 (see Table 4).

Folder three: the leadership
competence set the Healthcare
Group

The corporate leadership competency set defines the
critical competencies managers need to possess to
master the future challenges of the Healthcare Group.

TABLE 4 Personnel costs of the Healthcare Group

in Em 2012 2011

Wages and salaries 1 365 1 266

Social security and support payments 272 269

Pensions 62 61

Total 1 699 1 596

TABLE 2 Net sales by region of the Healthcare Group

in Em % of total

2012 2011 2012 2011

Europe 2 512 2 394 42% 44%

USA/Canada 2 079 1 856 35% 34%

Asia Pacific 308 275 5% 5%

Latin America 667 565 11% 10%

Other Activities 365 326 6% 6%

Total 5 931 5 416 100% 100%

TABLE 3 Employees by region of the Healthcare Group in 2012

2012 2011

Healthcare Headquarters 9 853 9 621

Europe 8 732 7 956

USA/Canada 4 869 4 523

Asia Pacific 2 569 1 956

Latin America 3 706 2 944

Other employees 2 456 1 854

Total 32 185 28 854
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They have been developed based on an analysis of
the business needs and by asking key players and
HR people in nearly all locations of the company
worldwide for their contributions. They are the basis
for all HR practices and policies and are intended to
ensure consistency across businesses and locations.
They are comprised of business-related competen-
cies, people-related competencies and personal
competencies:

Business-related competencies include:

l Achievement orientation. Sets and works towards
achieving challenging business objectives and
targets and delivers outstanding results of the
Healthcare Group.

l Innovation and change. Identifies the need for
change and generates novel ideas to create or
improve processes, systems, or products. Builds
commitment to change.

l Decision-making. Makes sound, timely and
courageous decisions while balancing the risks
and benefits to the Healthcare Group.

People-related competencies include:

l Team leadership. Inspires team members to
maximize team output by providing clear
direction, empowering them, establishing oneself
as a leader and balancing team resources with
assignments.

l Capability development. Develops people and the
organization to ensure that the Healthcare Group
has the capabilities needed for future success.

l Relationship building. Establishes mutually
trusting relationships with people both inside and
outside of the Healthcare Group in order to foster
open communication and advance the goals and
business.

l Impact and influence. Influences others to gain
their support for driving the Healthcare Group’s
strategy and goals forward and enters conflicts if
necessary

Personal competencies include:

l Business understanding. Demonstrates an
understanding of the implications of the
Healthcare Group’s strategies, industry
dynamics, market trends, the competitive

environment and one’s function/profession in
the accomplishment of business objectives.

l Analytical thinking. Approaches situations by
identifying the best information available and
systematically assessing it for meaning and
impact.

l Self-development. Maintains a critical awareness
of one’s own working style and performance.
Takes steps to build strengths and addresses
development needs in line with the strategic
objectives of the Healthcare Group.

Folder four: corporate human
resource policies

The corporate human resource policies, which center
around these leadership competencies are outlined in
Table 5. These policies have triggered changes in the
structures and processes of HR as practiced across
the firm’s regions.

Folder five: the global performance
system

Within the context of the new strategic orientation
Healthcare has also implemented A global performance
system, comprised of common standards for individual
performance management, as well as a bonus system
common to all executives. With this new global per-
formance system Healthcare intends to strengthen the
performance culture within the company and facilitate a
common orientation for all managers.

The individual performance management system
contains two elements:

1 Goal setting and appraisal. The new system
ensures that every manager gets a precise
orientation on expectations and priorities, clear
feedback on individual achievements and
contingent rewards.

2 Leadership feedback. In order to ensure a
systematic development of each manager the
system envisages a differentiated feedback on
leadership behavior (based on the corporate
leadership competencies), identification of
development needs and a real consensus built for
targeted development activities.
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The individual performance management is based on
consistent goal categories, a rating scale, a template
and a performance management cycle which is stand-
ardized at all sites, and coordinated to critical corpo-
rate processes. To ensure equal application, all
managers belonging to the target group are trained on
the system, its philosophy, procedures and goals.

Closely linked to the individual performance system
is the compensation policy of the firm and the newly
developed bonus system. The compensation policy is
characterized by a balance of corporate standards
and local applications for cash-related compensation.
Fringe benefits are organized solely on a local or re-
gional level.

The most centralized compensation element is
long-term incentives. Following traditional industry
practice, Healthcare grants share options to its manag-
ers. The size of the options is largely dependent on the
level of management the position holds in the hierarchy.
For every level a possible range of options is defined.

With respect to base pay and short-term incentives
the situation is different. Global standards define an ori-
entation for the level of total cash (fixed pay plus vari-
able pay) to local/regional market standards. This
means that the total cash a manager receives depends

mainly on his or her local/regional compensation levels.
Corporate standards define the market standards
(based on target benchmark firms and target quartile
positions). Pay level is largely defined according to local
standards, while taking into consideration Healthcare’s
industry-specific positioning targets.

The bonus of managers at Healthcare is based on
three components:

l Individual component. Based on results of six to
ten individual objectives in the respective area of
responsibility. The weight of this component is
50 per cent.

l ‘My unit’ component for regions, countries, global
business units or regional business units. Reflects
the performance of the organizational unit a
manager is responsible for or working in. The
weight of this component is 25 per cent. The goal
achievement is measured by deviation between
contribution margin and net sales goals and the
actual numbers. Note that for Headquarter
functions (e.g. controlling or HR), which have no
profit and loss account the ‘my unit’ component
is replaced by an additional individual component,
which accounts for 25 per cent as well.

TABLE 5 HR policies of the Healthcare Group

HR area Policy direction

Recruitment of key talents Good recruitment practices
Strategic workforce planning

Management development Corporate management development system base on
corporate leadership competency set

Transfer/mobility Enhanced cross-functional mobility
Well-balanced cross-regional mobility

Executive compensation Attractive and competitive compensation
Aligned bonus system

Pension system Move to a defined contribution systems

Organizational development Clear structures, efficient processes
Corporate announcements on managerial and structural
changes

Performance management Balanced goal setting
Measuring performance
Clear feedback
Linkage to variable pay
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l ‘Broader Context’ component. This reflects the
joint responsibility for performance of a higher
organizational level, i.e. the corporate level. The
weight of this component is 25 per cent. The
evaluation of goal achievement on corporate
level is based on the degree of corporate goal
achievement. Corporate goals are decided by
the Board each year, the leading parameter is
corporate contribution margin.

Both the ‘broader context’ and the ‘my unit’ compo-
nents are leveraged. As a consequence, a goal
achievement of, e.g. 120 per cent will lead to
200 per cent pay out for this component. On the
other hand a goal achievement of less than 100 per
cent will decrease the pay out for the respective
component significantly. In this manner unit and
broad context components have potential variance
in payoffs and/or shortfall that are disproportionate
to their simple weights. For every component a pay-
out is calculated, the sum of the three components
is the total bonus a manager receives

Folder six: an overview of the
corporate and HRM strategy

As stated above, the competitive situation in the phar-
maceutical industry has required Healthcare execu-
tives to redesign cross-border activities. While the
company has always been active in a high number of
foreign markets, business processes were traditionally
locally oriented in the past. Wolfgang recalls a typology
of international firms developed by Christopher Bartlett
and the late Sumantra Ghoshal. Thinking in student
terms, realigning or rebalancing Healthcare’s pay sys-
tem means increasing global integration. In an abstract
sense, Healthcare is attempting to develop a transna-
tional strategy now by globally integrating certain activ-
ities while leaving room for local responsiveness.
Figure 1 shows the developments in Healthcare’s
cross-border strategy.

This tendency is reflected in the HR strategy. While
recruitment, selection, performance management and
compensation policies for executives were designed
according to local standards in the past, these proc-
esses are replaced by new solutions. These solutions
focus on furthering global consistency of HR systems
in order to respond to strategic changes on the corpo-
rate level. The overall goal is to strengthen an aligned

performance orientation and to support global coordi-
nation, which is essential for globally integrated busi-
ness processes. Elements indicating a stronger global
integration include the above-mentioned common set
of leadership competencies. This concept has been
developed by the headquarters’ HR department in
cooperation with local HR representatives and manag-
ers from different regions and business units.

Bumps on the road to international
coordination at Healthcare Group

Some of his colleagues in the HR department have
told Wolfgang about problems with a standardized
compensation model, which was supposed to be
implemented two years ago. Healthcare’s aim was to
have the same compensation system in each country.
They wanted to have the highest possible degree of
standardization in order to make transnational proc-
esses easier and more efficient. They planned to split
the salary in two parts: 65 per cent fixed income and
35 per cent variable income depending on individual
performance. The plan was to introduce this system
not only for managers but for all employees.

FIGURE 1 Recent developments in the
internationalization strategy of Healthcare
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c Healthcare’s future situation
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Shortly after announcing the new plans, several of
Healthcare’s regional HR managers and employees
vocally opposed the new system. In France, managers
even called for a strike. In Germany, the situation was
difficult as well because the worker’s council (Betriebs-
rat) did not agree to the new system and many nego-
tiations followed. Many employees were frightened by
the new ‘risky’ system as they had become depend-
ent on a high percentage of fixed (guaranteed) income.
They panicked at the thought of losing nearly half of
their income and were afraid that they would never
reach the 100 per cent they gained before.

As a consequence the implementation of this sys-
tem was never realized. In designing the new compen-
sation system, Healthcare’s management board had
only considered economic issues, while disregarding
existing, yet unspoken cultural frames of reference and
perceptions. Wolfgang knew he had to be careful to
avoid oversimplification and an overstandardization,
and develop a more country-specific system which
could be adjusted to local characteristics.

From his international background Wolfgang knew
how important it is to include his HR counterparts from
the different countries and regions in the process of
further developing the HR policies and systems. This
would allow him to more accurately understand the
cultural and legal particularities at hand as well as
ensure him a higher level of political support in Health-
care’s regions and countries.

For example, as a first step, Wolfgang has been in
close contact with the HR representatives in the most
important strategic markets, which currently are the
USA and Japan. Here, he has negotiated exceptions
for the standardized currency base of performance-
based pay elements. He has learned that the local cur-
rency is most important because local managers are
not used to considering a foreign currency and would
not accept this as a major element of the compensa-
tion system.

Another issue for discussion was the percentage
dedicated to fixed and variable pay. Wolfgang had
problems understanding the Japanese opposition to
the new global performance management system.
During Healthcare’s yearly HR conference he felt that
Mr. Okubayashi, the Japanese head of HR at Health-
care, was not happy with the global performance
system but did not really engage in discussions about
how to improve or adapt the system. Thus, one
evening Wolfgang invited him for dinner in a nice
sushi bar in Düsseldorf where Healthcare’s yearly HR

conference took place. Over innumerable cups of saki
Okubayashi patiently outlined traditional compensation
systems in Japan. Upon sobering up the next day
Wolfgang slowly realized that given culture and firm
traditions it would be very difficult to introduce a high
level of variable pay based on individual performance
in Japan. He attributed this to a higher level of risk
aversion characterizing the Japanese culture as com-
pared to many other cultures. From his studies he
knew about the Hofstede’s dimensions describing cul-
tural differences. As he recalled one of them was
uncertainty avoidance. This points out the extent to
which people are risk averse or are prepared to take
risks. He thought that risk-taking managers were
probably ready to accept large incentive payments
while risk-averse managers were not prepared to
accept a high income variability, which may be
involved in performance-based pay. The latter may be
the case in Japan.

When Wolfgang talked to the American head of
HR at Healthcare, Thomas Miller, in a very late after-
noon video conference, he received a different mes-
sage. Miller loudly and repeatedly asserted that, from
an American perspective, the global performance
management system suggested by the headquarters
was ‘wimpy’ and would not reward the outstanding
achievements of ‘franchise player’ star managers.
Compared to the big US pharmaceutical companies’
percentage of variable pay for top managers, Thomas
declared the monetary incentive system of Healthcare
‘ridiculous’ and demanded a higher proportion of vari-
able pay. Wolfgang had to turn the video link sound
down twice by the end of the web-enabled telecon-
ference meeting. Was this a sign of a higher level
of risk taking as a result of the underlying culture in
the USA?

Step-by-step Wolfgang learned how important it is
to ensure acceptance in the important strategic mar-
kets and to consider local labor market regulations. He
came to realize that country-specific determinants
such as cultural values or the legal environment of the
firm must be considered if problems with cultural ac-
ceptance or legal conflicts are to be minimized. This
newly acquired awareness made his mandate even
more complicated. He had some general ideas about
the contextual situation in some countries, yet he was
unaware of the conditions in other countries. Imple-
menting a new system always runs the risk of losing
political support and insulting the perspectives of the
local HR administrators and the business unit heads.
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Thinking about the positive effects of the interna-
tional HR conference as well as his individual discus-
sions with Okubayashi and Miller, Wolfgang took the
opportunity of visiting some of Healthcare’s subsidia-
ries and taking out the HR managers for lunch. He dili-
gently tried to identify their relative positions as to the
strengths and weaknesses of the current compensa-
tion system and collected ideas for his presentation to
the board.

Conclusion: a not so happy
Christmas

It is Christmas Eve. Wolfgang is sitting in a newly built ski
hotel in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, overlooking the snowy

mountains and preparing the final draft of his presenta-
tion for the management board meeting at the begin-
ning of January. The six file folders lay spread out across
the large blonde ash table and even across the oak floor
as thick, heavy snowflakes silently fall outside. He is
thinking about reorganizing Healthcare’s compensation
system. His task is to find the right mixture of standardi-
zation and flexibility. On the one hand, he has to imple-
ment a new compensation system in order to reduce
costs. On the other hand he has to take into account
the traditional local HR practices. As he considers all he
has learned at Healthcare over the last few months, he
asks himself a series of questions. A visual learner,
Wolfgang writes out a chart on a writing tablet that cap-
tures his sense of integration and local responsiveness
atHealthcare. Wepresent his sketch as Figure 2.

FIGURE 2 Balancing global integration and local responsiveness in Healthcare’s compensation strategy

 

• Variable pay through
 ranges within the bonus
 potential
• Broader Context
 Component (reflecting
 group or division
 performance), in case of
 regional level
• US and Japanese currency
 bases for calculation of
 short-term incentives
• Fringe benefits

 

Global Integration Responsiveness

Global consistency,
according to

MNE’s strategic
requirements

Localization,
according to cultural

and institutional
environmentPay mix
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Global consistent policy for Local adaptation for

• Compensation elements
 including variable pay
 elements (reflecting a rather
 risk-taking orientation) and
 fixed pay (reflecting a rather
 risk-averse orientation)    
• Short-term incentives
• Individual (reflecting
 individual performance) and
 My Unit Component
 (reflecting group
 performance)
• Standardized long-term
 incentives
 (reflecting corporate
 performance)

 

Healthcare‘s transnational Strategy

Healthcare‘s Pay Strategy
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Question block A: standardization
vs local responsiveness of
compensation systems

Wolfgang reconsiders the degree of global standardi-
zation and local responsiveness of the current global
compensation system.

1 Should he move some of the existing pay elements
across the T account in Figure 2, shifting them from
globally standardized to locally customized?

2 Should he add or delete some existing practices
from the T account?

3 Should he change the weights or emphases
(percentages) of existing elements of the pay
system?

Question block B: job-based vs
competency-based compensation

It Healthcare’s job-based pay dominated the existing
system, while other approaches such as competency-
based compensation have not been pursued, then
what advantages might a competency based system
have for Healthcare?

1 How can the firm communicate to the
geographically dispersed executives the need to

acquire and maintain those management
competencies that have been defined in the
competency set (in folder three)?

2 Would a purely competency-based pay system be
somehow more flexible?

3 But then again, what about the standardization
Healthcare has just achieved through standardizing
the job descriptions across units?

4 How would he take these three competency
categories and use them to develop a series of
measurable, behavioral indicators to be used to
assess an executive’s contributions to Healthcare?
In what sense should these new behavioral
indicators be customized to local (regional)
contexts? How can Wolfgang go about this
process to ensure a balance of organizational
standardization and local relevance?

Frustrated with the complexities he is facing, Wolfgang
is planning a telephone conference with regional com-
pensation administrators and other executives in order
to expand his analysis with this group and to build po-
litical support for a new policy Does he have the time
to deal with all the inevitable differing perspectives that
will emerge, and can they together create a systematic
set of recommendations before his report is due to the
Healthcare board? As a member of Wolfgang’s tele-
phone conference please comment on the question
blocks A and B.

NOTE AND REFERENCE
1. The authors would like to thank Frank Kullak, Judith

Eidems, Susanne Royer, Andrea Nägel and Sinnet
Lorenzen for support.
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CASE 4

STRATEGIC FORECASTS AND STAFFING FORMULATION:
EXECUTIVE AND MANAGERIAL PLANNING FOR
BOSCH-KAZAKHSTAN1

By Marion Festing and Manfred Froehlecke2

Introduction

Personnel planning and staffing issues are critical suc-
cess factors in foreign subsidiaries of multinational
enterprises. They must be designed in the context of
corporate goals and issues and the specific situation
in the host country. From a firm-internal perspective,
human capital/talent planning and staffing decisions
are related to a company’s corporate strategy and
embedded in the corporate human resource strategy.
Thus, planning and staffing decisions must be coordi-
nated with other HR activities within the MNE, such as
human resource development. This perspective must
then be balanced with a careful consideration of the
particularities in the host-country context and the avail-
ability of qualified individuals within the external labor
market.

In this case study, we will first outline the company
background and then describe the situation in the
country of interest, which is Kazakhstan. Based on
this information it is your part to take the role of
a Bosch corporate HR manager. You are sup-
posed to analyze both, the company and country-
specific context, and outline a proposed model for
personnel planning and staffing of the Bosch subsidi-
ary in Kazakhstan. By drawing on the Ethnocentric,
Polycentric, Regiocentric, Geocentric (EPRG) Model
of Perlmutter (see Chapter 5), please decide which
staffing strategy would be the best choice. Discuss on
this basis how many expatriates and how many local
employees you would plan in a short- or medium-term
at the different hierarchical levels. If you should per-
ceive any further information needs please explicitly
define a realistic set of supporting assumptions.
Please justify your decision. Which are the advantages
and disadvantages of your decision?

Company Background: Robert
Bosch Group3

The Bosch Group is a leading global manufacturer of
automotive and industrial technology, consumer
goods and building technology. It was founded in the
year 1886 by Robert Bosch (1861–1942) and was
called ‘Workshop for Precision Mechanics and Electri-
cal Engineering’. The Bosch Group today comprises a
manufacturing, sales and after-sales service network
of over 350 subsidiaries and regional companies and
more than 15000 Bosch service centers in roughly
150 countries.4 One statement by the founder Robert
Bosch is important to understand the HR philosophy
characterizing this MNE: ‘It is my intention, apart from
the alleviation of all kinds of suffering, to promote the
moral, physical and intellectual development of the
people’. In fiscal 2010, some 283507 employees gen-
erated sales of 47.3 billion Euros.5

FIGURE 1 Bosch sales by region in 2010

Europe
59%

1Including other countries

Americas
18%

Asia Pacific1

23%

Source: Robert Bosch GmbH (2011: 18)
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Even if 77 per cent6 of the business volume has
been generated outside Germany (see Figure 1), about
40 per cent of the total numbers of employees are
working in Germany (see Table 1).

Executive and Managerial Planning
(EMP)

The international executive and managerial planning
(EMP) activity at Bosch is part of the Strategic Planning
Process of the company. Once a year, the global ex-
ecutive staffing needs for selected countries are
derived from each division’s long-term strategic plan-
ning activities. Starting from the current local structure,
the required number of managerial positions is deter-
mined within the parameters of a rolling eight-year
forecast. Various measures are taken to meet the
managerial staffing needs. They can be short-term
(e.g. hiring of managerial staff from the external labor
market, assignment of expatriates) or rather medium/
long-term (e.g. development of high-potential employ-
ees – see the employee development discussion
below) or special programs like Junior Managers Pro-
grams (JUMP).

The EMP is carried out using a standardized tool
from the divisional HR department in cooperation with
the various regional HR departments. Aggregated
results are analyzed from division-, regional- and
Robert Bosch World (corporate) levels. Continuous
comparisons of the planned versus actual labor staff-
ing situations provide feedback on those assignments
which have to be initiated or redefined.

The planning period of eight years consists of two
parts: The input for the first four years stems from
business plans and succession planning. Forecast for
the last four years is based on more global-macro

assumptions, e.g. changes in the leadership projected
at a figure of 5 per cent. Therefore, EMP is linked to
instruments of employee development in the Bosch
Group.

Employee Development in the
Bosch Group

Bosch understands that employee development is a
continuous process of maintaining and further devel-
oping those employeeś qualifications needed to cope
with present and future challenges. A major principle in
this respect is the promotion of employees from within
Bosch rather than the acquisition of new hires from
outside.

HR departments support employees and manag-
ers by providing tools and programs and giving guid-
ance. The universally standardized systems and
processes for employee development are depicted in
Figure 2.

An important procedure for the development of
employees is the Management Potential Review (MED,
see Figure 2),7, which is conducted on a worldwide
level. It pursues the following objectives:

l Full utilization of the company’s reserves of high-
potential employees without compromising
performance standards.

l Staffing requirements and development planning
(middle and upper management) for the
upcoming four years (succession planning – see
EMP above).

l Consistency in planning and a systematic
tracking of employee development and career
advancement measures.

l Use of overseas assignments, project tasks, and
cross-functional moves as common development
measures.

Employees who show an above-average development
potential with regard to specialist and management
positions will be systematically prepared for the next
management level by way of the ‘Manager Develop-
ment Plan’ (MDP). Besides outstanding performance,
Bosch expects ideal employees to meet a task or role-
relevant personality profile, show a preparedness to
take on new tasks and greater responsibilities, general
mobility potential as well as a willingness to take on

TABLE 1 Bosch Employees by Region

Worldwide 283507

Europe 186602

Of these in Germany 113557

Americas 33689

Asia-Pacific (including other
regions)

63 216

Source: Robert Bosch GmbH (2011: 19)
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international assignments. MDP is a prerequisite for
promotion into managerial ranks.

The preparation of the MDP candidates is a mixture
of on-the-job and off-the-job measures with the goal

of bringing the employees into the next management
level in no more than four years. In many cases the
achievement of the career advancement objective is
connected with a transfer to a new assignment.

FIGURE 2 Instruments of Employee Development

Performance discussion
with each associate
Once a year between
associate and supervisor

Individual development
discussion upon request of
Associate, supervisor or
HR department at greater
intervals

Management potential review
(MED) all associates
Once a year between
supervisors and HR department 

Leadership development center
new members of MDP

Results
Potential analysis
Advice on strength and growth
potential
Suggestions for development and
career activities

Career advancement discussion
only with members of MDP
Subsequent to admission to
MDP and (if possible)
Subsequent to participation in
leadership development center

Decision on admission to manager development plan (MDP)

Results
Goal achievement over the past year
Goal agreement for the coming year
Feedback on performance
Measures: maintaining/improving
performance

Results
Associate’s personal development
goals over the next three to five years
Strengths and growth potential
Developmental activities

Results
Evaluating potential
Supplemental development activities
Planning for staffing needs

Results
Agreement of career advancement
goals and suitable measures over a
period of up to four years 
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Talent Management

As stated before, Bosch mainly relies on hiring and
developing talent from within the firm. Consequently, it
is important to focus on the acquisition of qualified uni-
versity graduates and professionals to meet a wider
range of potential future managerial requirements.
Besides direct entries and local programs, Bosch has
a standardized Bosch-wide entry program for junior
managers (JUMP).8 The goal of the program is to
recruit junior managers (master’s degree with up to
three years of professional experience) with the poten-
tial to assume a middle management position in six–
eight years.

The program lasts one and a half to two years and
is comprised of three to four stages, including a six-
month stay abroad as well as a cross-divisional
assignment. This form of training emphasizes a com-
mon set of worldwide standards, experiences and
activities, and is designed to permit more rigorous and
systematic preparations for a range of management
tasks.

Expatriates

Currently more than 2200 expatriates9 are working for
Bosch worldwide. An expatriate, as defined by Bosch,
is an employee working for more than 24 month out-
side his or her home country with special contractual
conditions (contract in the host country for a limited
period of time – normally three to five years – special
allowances for hardship, cost of living, etc.). Over
1100 Germans are working in more than 40 countries,
approximately 400 employees from Bosch subsidia-
ries are working in Germany (inpatriates) and roughly
400 Third Country Nationals (TCNs) are assigned to
locations outside their home countries for limited peri-
ods of time. A majority of these employees were
assigned due to technical and process expertise, yet
some assignments were made for career development
or training reasons. Two thirds of the expatriates are
assigned in managerial ranks.

Bosch requires all top managers, beside their other
experiences, to have at least two years’ international
working experience. This international experience is an
explicit prerequisite for promotion.

Country-specific features of
Kazakhstan10

Kazakhstan is located in Central Asia with China,
Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan as
neighbor states (as shown in Figure 3 below). It covers
a total of 2 727 300 sq. km.

The population is 16.4m. inhabitants (January 1,
2011) including a wide ethnic diversity (with 64.03 per
cent Kazakhs, 24.78 per cent Russians and Ukrainians,
11.19 per cent other ethnic minorities). 54.5 per cent
live in cities.11 Main religions are Islam (70.2 per cent)
and Christianity (26.2 per cent).12 The state language
is Kazakh but Russian is used in everyday business
by most of the people and has a status of an official
language. Kazakhstan became independent from the
former Soviet Union in 1991 and is now is a republic
characterized by an authoritarian presidential rule. The
capital is Astana.

Economic data: The economic situation of the
country can be described by a GDP of roughly 148.1
billion US Dollars in 2010 versus 115.3 billion US Dol-
lars in 2009. The country has an unemployment rate of
5.8 per cent (2010), an economically active population
of 8.6 million persons and comparably low labor cost.
The average salary equaled in 2010 to about 527 US
Dollars per month. The export volume in 2010
amounted to 59.8 billion US Dollars.13 Main exports
include oil, ferrous and nonferrous metals, machinery,
chemicals, grain, wool, meat and coal.

Education system: The education system is one
of the major concerns of the country. However, this
was not reflected in the public expenses for education.
Today, the education system consists to a high degree
of private education institutions. Funding of research
is low and these institutions are dependent on foreign
investments. However, a reform of the education sys-
tem is one part of the strategic planning of the Kazakh
Republic. To date, the Universities have been restruc-
tured according to the guidelines of the Bologna
Reform. Even if a relatively high number of persons
hold a University degree, companies have problems
finding adequately prepared personnel that have skills
sets which correspond to the company’s needs.
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Your Task: Executive and
Managerial Planning (EMP) for a
subsidiary in Kazakhstan14

The Board of Management of the Bosch Group has
requested an EMP for Kazakhstan in line with the
yearly Strategic Long-term-planning (eight years fore-
cast – see the third section above). The plan should
predict the demand for executive staffing at all levels
and for all divisions. It should also specify how the
demand will be met, including staffing sources such as
the use of expatriates, local management develop-
ment plans (MDPs), special programs, e.g. JUMP or
external hires.

As seen from Bosch’s corporate perspective, the
situation in Kazakhstan is as follows:

l There are four production sites in different rural
locations. Each one belongs to a different product
division: Gasoline, Bosch-Rexroth, Security
Systems and Diesel motors.

l Organizations are characterized by different
market/product maturity stages: Gasoline,
Bosch-Rexroth, Security Systems are
consolidated. Only a small or no growth in
headcount is planned over the next ten years. In
contrast, Diesel is still growing fast (present
headcount plus 30 per cent estimated in the next
three years).

FIGURE 3 Kazakhstan’s geographic location

KAZAKHSTAN
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l The labor market for qualified managers and
specialists is very small. External hires in
Kazakhstan will take much longer to begin work
than in equivalent hiring processes operating in
Germany. Local candidates have very little
mobility and largely lack broader national or
international experiences.

l Bosch’s major production sites are by and large not
attractive locations tomost qualified employees.

The high numbers of expatriates were the result of the
rapid in-country growth especially for the Diesel site.
Higher management positions are currently all filled by
expatriates.

Taking the role of HR manager at Bosch you must
address the following three questions:

1 Considering the facts about Kazakhstan, please
discuss which staffing strategy – according to the
EPRG Model by Perlmutter – would be the most
suitable for Kazakhstan. Please justify your answer.

Comment on advantages and disadvantages of
your decision.

2 Analyze the company and country-specific
situation by using the steps outlined in Figure 4.
Plan the number and nature of short/medium-term
(2013–2016 as well as long-term (2017–2020)
staffing requirements for Bosch Kazakhstan in
analogy to the strategic company goals. The
staffing plan should consider the sources of staffing
(expatriates, employees of the local Management
Development plan or special programs such as the
JMP program or external local staff).

3 Fill in your figures in the planning chart below (see
Figure 5).

4 Finally, prepare an action plan describing how you
will meet managerial staffing targets. Look
especially at information provided in the ‘Employee
development’ and ‘Talent management’ sections
of the case for activities and timetables. Write down
your action plan.15

FIGURE 4 Form for situation analysis

Scan environmental
conditions

Evaluate corporate
strengths and
constraints 

Develop objectives
and goals 

Develop
strategies

Case Study: Executive and Managerial Planning Kazakhstan

Describe the corporate
philosophy1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Case Study: Managerial Planning Kazakhstan

Total headcount

Middle(#/as % of total employees)

Upper(#/as % of total employees)

115/  1,50 % 

54 /   0,71 %

3   /   0,04 % 

1. Personnel structure Actual 2007

8523

70/ 0,82 % 

3/ 0,04 % 

Headcount fluctuation

Backfill

Additional needs from M&A projects

11 0 4 0

24 2 50 36

0 0 0 0

Comments

2. Staffing needs

 

2007-2010 

middle upper low middle

2011-2014 

Total staffing needs 

Expatriates 

External hires

Local MDP members

Development programmes (DP,TP)

3. Staffing sources

Staffing total

Legende: MDP –management development programme; DG = development group; IDP – International Development Programme, TP = Trainee programme 

74 35 36 2 203

Lower (#/as % of total employees)

0

2

0

upper

34

40

0

low

7632
151/ 1,77 % 

542

2

Lower 5 lower management

Middle 5 middle management

Forecast 2014* Comments

*01.01.FY 

35 36 254274

Upper 5 top management

203

0(0%)

49 (24 %)

154 (76%)
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FIGURE 5 Planning chart

Sources

Expatriates

Local MDP attendents

Staffing need

Total Staffing need

MM UM LM MM UMLM

35 36 2

Development Program (JMP)

20354274

Current 2013–2016 Prognosis 2017–2020

Total

External hires

Source: List of Bosch-specific abbreviations and definitions:
MDP/DG: Management-Developing-Program/Development Group
JMP ¼ Junior Managers Program
LM ¼ Lower Management, MM ¼ Middle Management, UM ¼ Upper Management
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CASE 5

LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL? MANAGING COMPLEX
EMPLOYMENT EXPECTATIONS1

By Maike Andresen2

Akiko Nishimura is upset and exhausted. She pre-
pares a fresh juice and wants to relax a bit. It is three
o’clock in the afternoon and she just came back to her
apartment situated in a suburb of New Delhi. Today
she had an appointment with her HR manager, Mrs
Puja Malik, that lasted three hours. Akiko is more than
upset about the offer the HR manager made and does
not understand the world any more.

Akiko is 40 years old and was born in Tokyo. After
her studies in management at the University of Tokyo
and Wharton Business School in the USA she started
her career with a German multinational manufacturing
company in Tokyo in the controlling department. Two
years ago her boss offered her to go on an expatriate
assignment to New Delhi, India, in order to gain inter-
national experience and develop her talent further. Her
husband Hiroshi and two daughters, at that time 12
and 10 years old, immediately agreed to change loca-
tions and followed her. Hiroshi interrupted his career
as a broker in a multinational bank.

After two years in New Delhi, Hiroshi still could not
find an adequate job. Although the whole family
enjoyed living in India and Akiko liked her job, Hiroshi
became impatient and could not stand his inactivity
any more. Through a former client he got to know
about a challenging job opportunity in Singapore and
successfully applied for the position. Akiko shared
Hiroshi’s happiness and felt that she wanted to follow
him to Singapore. So she contacted her HR manager,
Puja Malik, a few weeks ago and started to talk to vari-
ous people within the organization in her personal net-
work, to find out what the options would be and let
people know that she is looking. Yesterday, Puja Malik
called her and asked for an appointment. They met
today in order to talk about several opportunities and
the conditions. Whereas the positions were very
appealing to Akiko, the conditions were absolutely
unreasonable in her perspective. After two hours Akiko
became angry, but her HR manager defended the

offer with the restructuring of the company and new
policies that came up. ‘As you know, Akiko, the com-
pany started up as a technology venture about 120
years ago with its production located in Germany. In
order to be profitable their production and sales
needed to increase. Due to limitations in the home
market, they expanded internationally in the 1920s
starting with France and quickly followed by several
other countries in each of the five continents. In the
1970s the company employed 300000 people, with
more than two-thirds of these outside Germany. Due
to this extensive expansion worldwide as well as an
increasingly diverse product line, the idea of controlling
the entire organization from the German headquarters
was seen as an impossible task. There was a need to
organize into smaller, more flexible and more manage-
able units. Hence, the decision was made to set up a
‘‘national organization’’ in every country where there
were active enterprises. These national organizations
were supported by the international organization at
headquarters. In the course of the last 20 years these
national organizations grew to be very independent.
The executive board saw the need to start focusing on
a more user-oriented policy of globalization. In this
reorganization process the product divisions gained a
more prominent role in the structure. Today, you still
see a clear role of both the product divisions but also
the country organizations in the corporate structure.’
Puja Malik points a finger at the annual report and out-
lines the organizational chart. (see Figure 1.)

Puja Malik continues: ‘Although the company
wants to act as one company, it always has to focus
on the challenge to work with three quite independent
sectors. Today, the company is situated in around 60
countries worldwide with more than 116000 employ-
ees. The HR department is currently involved in a
change process, moving toward offering more serv-
ices from shared service centers. One reason for this
is the request to be more effective and efficient in the
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process especially with the vision to be ‘‘one com-
pany’’.’

Up to current time, when people have been moving
across countries through the company, the standard
has been that people mostly moved on a home-based
expatriate contract. This rule also applied to Akiko
when she expatriated to New Delhi. However, her HR
manager recently informed her that there are new rules
and that according to this new policy her expatriate
contract would not be renewed when going to
Singapore. Puja Malik argues: ‘I think in terms of trans-
fer, until a few years, we were quite generous with our
expat policy. So when there was a need to, let’s say,
shift talent – just like you, Akiko –, or people with
scarce knowledge around the globe we just gave
them an expat package. But I think people in general
are more open for moving around the globe, instead of
going a few years and then wanting to come back. I
can see that more people are looking for a career
across borders. And this may not be in the form of full
expat packages in our company.’

Puja Malik obviously sees the need to give a further
explanation. She adds that after a long upturn period,
the company also has to face the problems of the cur-
rent economic crisis. This tendency is now forcing the
company to rethink their strategy in regards to what
they are providing for their employees who are going

abroad in order to manage the costs involved. Until
recently handling international assignments mostly
with expatriates seemed the right way of doing things.
But the company is facing a new population, those
who stay abroad for a longer term or even perma-
nently. ‘You need to know, Akiko’, Puja Malik goes on,
‘we have employees that have been in the same coun-
try for eight years on an expat package. But they are
not expats anymore! And then you have the globetrot-
ter, those who have had three or four different expat
assignments. So they have left their country for more
than ten years and we don’t know when and if they
are coming back. What do you do with them?’

Puja emphasizes that this change was placing the
company in a position where they were forced to go
through and analyze their current policies in regards
to international mobility. The intention was to create
a cost effective alternative for this new emerging
population.

Akiko’s first expatriate assignment
to New Delhi

Akiko thinks back to her first move from Tokyo to New
Delhi. Things were dealt with differently two years ago.
She was part of the talent pool (and still is) and

FIGURE 1
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received special treatment. Today this expatriate pop-
ulation comprises about 750 people.

The company uses expatriation for two main rea-
sons: First, as a career assignment for talent to gain
international experience and, second, as a job assign-
ment to transfer knowledge across borders. Whereas
the company wishes to have 70 per cent of expatriates
in a career assignment and 30 per cent on a job
assignment, it is now evenly distributed. Moreover, to
be able to give an international assignment to as many
employees as possible, the company has implemented
a policy saying that assignments should be a maximum
of three years, and that one employee should not
cumulate too many different assignments. Although
originally Akiko asked for an assignment of five years in
order to facilitate the change of jobs for her husband,
this request was turned down. She remembers that
she has been told ‘If you stay longer in a country, then
you block the career of someone else’. Akiko agreed
and signed a contract for three years.

Her expatriate package is home based. This means
that she was meant to return home to Tokyo after the
assignment, Akiko was kept under her home social se-
curity, health insurance and pension plan. The expatri-
ate package comprises all the usual expatriate facilities
and services. Akiko got to know that this expatriate
package has additional cost for the company of about
three times the base salary. That is also why the com-
pany wants to limit the extent of these expensive expa-
triate assignments only to critical positions.

‘Akiko’, Puja Malik argues, ‘the company has
created different types of packages for different types
of international work. When you move to Singapore,
the balance between the business and the employee

interest leans more in the direction of you. Hence, we
offer a different contract and package to you that is
called local international contract.’ Akiko knows what
all this is about and she gets upset. She feels that the
company wants to minimize a number of costs by
making some of them optional. She thinks that this is
not fair as she is still growing in her career and inves-
ting a lot into the company in terms of energy and
working hours while giving up her easy life in Tokyo. It
was the firm’s idea to send her to New Delhi! More-
over, her husband risked his career and her two
daughters had to change school and lost contact with
their grandparents back in Tokyo.

What is this new Local International
Policy about?

Puja Malik expands on the new policy: ‘The local inter-
national policy came about last year as a response to
an emerging need especially in Asia. We saw that
owing to globalization there were many foreigners
coming here on an expatriate assignment, and many
of these foreigners also had a wish to stay. This
resulted in a need for using a locally based contract,
but that would still attract foreigners to travel. As a
pure local contract would not be able to attract these
employees, we decided to provide some extra benefits
to these local international hires. The local international
contract fits between an expatriate and a local pack-
age. Even though these transfers are partly employee
initiated, we provide a slow landing into the new coun-
try. This means that the host country provides some
kind of support.’ (see Figure 2.)

FIGURE 2 The Local International Policy

Costs to be covered by the company:

l Individual host country based salary and incentives according to local scheme.

l Settling-in allowance (to cover the incidental miscellaneous expenses of a move, e.g. temporary
accommodation and meals on arrival, school uniforms and books for school-age children).

l Medical check up.

l Visa and permits (based on country standards).

l Travel costs (outward journey; one home trip during first year).

l Optional: Allowance for housing and school (!50% after year 1, 0% after year 2).

l Optional: Retention bonus.

l Optional: Allowances according to local needs.
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Akiko understands that the thought behind the
local international package is to provide an alternative
to the expatriate package for those cases where it is a
permanent relocation of an international manager. As
the local international package is really a locally based
package, the salary is also based on the local salary
system in the host country. Puja Malik adds: ‘For the
expat package, you know from your own experience,
Akiko, that we have a balance sheet approach, where
we want to ensure that the purchasing power from the
home country is maintained in the host country . . . But
for the local international contract, we do not want to
link to the home country.’ Akiko sees a major problem
in that and immediately asks what would happen if an
international hire moves from a high income country to
a low income country and Puja Malik confirms that this
would lead to a lowering of the salary although the
company is aware of the fact that under these condi-
tions it might be difficult to attract foreigners on a
purely local salary.

Akiko is irritated and concludes that she would
not accept a decrease in her income when going to
Singapore. Still she wants to understand why all this

happens. ‘Puja, apart from the salary level, what do
you mean by the ‘‘slow landing’’ that you mentioned
before?’ Puja replies, ‘This means that in addition to
your salary, the company will give you some extra ben-
efits such as relocation support, settling-in allowance
and one home trip during the first year.’ Puja points to
her computer screen and shows Akiko what she can
expect when moving to Singapore:

Akiko becomes aware that in contrast to her cur-
rent expatriate contract no pre-assignment visit is
paid for, she needs to arrange the house hunting,
negotiation, school search, etc. by herself and all ‘nor-
mal’ costs of living, such as housing or schooling, are
to be handled by herself; any financial support ends
after two years when she will be on a normal local
contract. ‘But, Puja, why does this new rule apply to
me? I am currently on an expatriate contract – why
should I opt out of it now?’ Akiko interjects. ‘This is’,
replies Puja, ‘due to our rules. The following elements
justify a local international contract: The person in
question is an internal employee who is relocated.
And the person is not what the company considers a
talent or a top potential employee. Your case, Akiko,

FIGURE 3
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is exceptional as you are a talent or top potential but’,
Puja Malik emphasizes, ‘your relocation to Singapore
is not a career or job assignment. You know, Akiko,
your position in Singapore could just as well be filled
by a local employee. In addition, we expect these
employees to localize.’ Akiko intervenes resolutely:
‘But things can change fast and I might want to make
another move after three to five years if a great oppor-
tunity comes up!’ Puja Malik reacts: ‘Yes, but for the
time being we treat it like a permanent relocation.
And, finally, it is based more on your own initiative
and decision to move. Look and see – this is our de-
cision tree.’ (see Figure 3.) Once again, Puja Malik
points to her computer screen where she uploads the
decision-making tree on assignment type.

Puja Malik stresses that these decisions are not easy
to make. She illustrates that first of all, in a constantly
changing environment it is of key importance for the
company to keep their employees mobile. Akiko under-
stands that in a localization process it is therefore of
great importance to think ahead whether the person
that is to be put on a local contract is likely to get a new
assignment in another country later on in his or her
career. If first a person is localized, the bonds to the
new country may often be stronger as some might buy
a house or send the children to local school.

‘So, you see, we have our idea and rules. However’,
Puja Malik adds, ‘I have to admit that I and some of my
colleagues in other countries alter the content of the
package, and thereby also the applicability, according
to where one is coming from. We say that we have a
local international contract, but it might not be applica-
ble for Chinese or Indians to Singapore because these
are lower salary countries. I mean, the high salary in
Singapore should be able to take care of your cost of
living without having to compensate it . . . The business
unit in Singapore may just pay for the one way ticket
and the shipment to get you there, but they will not be
giving you support for the housing and education.’

It seems Puja Malik is in her element as she contin-
ues without drawing a breath: ‘By the way, a major
challenge with the local international contract appears
to be its applicability in China! China has a lower
income rate and a lower social security system than
other countries. A current solution to this issue is to
provide some extra support for those on a local inter-
national contract in China, like extension of education
support and housing. Nevertheless, there are still
some issues regarding social security which needs to
be addressed. With China having much lower social

security, the risk is that we might lose possible
employees as they feel they are sacrificing too much of
their own security. This is also the case for pension.
In some countries, foreigners are not obliged to con-
tribute to state pension, and in others they are not
allowed. Local international employees are therefore
given a cash equivalent to the state pension and
are encouraged to invest in a private fund. But this is
a different story. In principle, we need for a more
standardized practice when it comes to pension in the
future . . .’

Do these new rules make sense?

Akiko zones out at this point in the extensive conver-
sation and does not follow Puja Malik’s explanations
as attentively as she should do. She realizes that some
of the challenges of her local international package will
only be apparent after the first year when the scaling
down starts and the package becomes more like a
local package. At that time she will truly start to notice
the difference. Before this point, the package is very
similar to her current expatriate package. ‘I will practi-
cally be ‘‘poorer’’ after the scale down of the benefits’,
Akiko reflects silently. ‘The only way out would be to
start looking for another local international assignment
elsewhere to start on a full local international package
again or to go on an expatriate assignment. But
Hiroshi and the two girls will not like it.’

She starts to think about her family: ‘The two girls
will perceive the language barrier to be very scary
when going to Singapore. They will need to attend the
international school – at least in a transition period.
The company needs to realize that it’s not just about
moving an employee, it’s about moving a whole fam-
ily!’ Akiko sees the relocation of the family as the big-
gest hurdle for her. ‘We need to feel safe, and know
that we are covered if anything happens.’ Akiko
remembers her relocation to New Delhi two years ago.
Just the practical things that needed to be taken care
of when they moved seemed endless: where to live,
schooling, visa, etc., all the paperwork they needed to
fill out. Meanwhile they had to deal with a new lan-
guage and new customs.

Akiko summarizes in her mind: ‘These are very
practical things that will not be organized for me when
going to Singapore. I will have to do everything on my
own. So that will be a big challenge and it is very time
consuming, keeping me from doing my actual job!’
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She realizes the difference between moving as an ex-
patriate and moving on a local contract. Moving on ex-
patriate conditions means that more or less everything
is taken care of by the company, whereas going on a
local contract you need to take care of most things
yourself.

Akiko is startled out of her thoughts. ‘Akiko?’ Puja
Malik looks directly into her eyes. ‘Just let me be very
honest. Of course, corporate has made it very clear
that the number of people put on expat contracts has
to be reduced. The background for this is to cut down
the costs for these very expensive expatriates. But it is
also about creating more equity with the local employ-
ees. Put yourself into the shoes of the local employees.
Would you, as a local person, accept that you cease-
lessly earn less than a foreigner although you do the
same job?’ Akiko murmurs: ‘No, of course not’. She
thinks that this is an interesting and important aspect.

She asks herself which contract her husband
would get according to this system when going to
Singapore. Akiko gazes at the decision tree on the
computer screen. She realizes that as Hiroshi is
changing employers and would therefore enter the
company as a new employee, he would automatically
get a local contract without any extras. The family’s
situation would be even worse! She asks herself
whether this new further distinction of different types
of assignments is really fair or whether it is about creat-
ing a second and third class of expatriates.

Akiko feels that she is not concentrated any more
and is overloaded with information. And somehow she
is also overtaxed by these implications. She does not
really know what to do. She wants to finish the conver-
sation but Puja Malik already continues. ‘I think that in
these localization processes it is important that the
pros and cons are explained carefully to people
because things are difficult to compare. You need to
understand that you will maybe have to give up some-
thing, but in return get something else. For example
you might face a decrease in salary in return for a more
favorable pension model, social security system or
lower cost of living. It takes a lot of time and needs to
be explained by someone who has a deep under-
standing of all the aspects that are part of a package.’
For a second Akiko wonders whether Puja Malik is
fishing for compliments and is expecting her to admire
her competence. Akiko decides not to react at all.

Puja Malik continues to lecture about the policies:
‘For some it might be an attractive opportunity to
organize themselves, but for others this will definitely

be something they expect the company to take care
of. And of course we need to be self-critical: Even if
this approach seems more simple it is unclear whether
such a policy corresponds with the present culture of
the company where it is an aim to take care and sup-
port people in a moving process. We need to explain
to people what the consequences might be’, Puja
Malik repeats herself.

Akiko takes the chance to end the appointment
and stresses that the most important factor with
regards to the conversion in contracts has to do with
communication. She feels that the loss of the benefits
she will receive on a local international contract will not
affect her much if she receives adequate information
about what a change in contract will involve before the
move. Akiko stresses that, ‘It is more important to be
clear on managing expectations, from both sides since
the very beginning, than the actual amount in the end’.
She stands up, says goodbye to her HR manager Puja
Malik and leaves the office silently. She is confused
and feels that she is not in the mood to continue her
daily work today. Akiko decides to go back home to
her apartment situated in a suburb of New Delhi and
to talk to her husband Hiroshi tonight about the situa-
tion in order to get an additional perspective.

Assignments

1 Describe the content of a ‘traditional’ expatriate
package, and the reasons of the company to
provide such benefits! What limitations do you see
in this contract when it comes to handling the
company’s emerging needs?

2 Make a SWOT analysis of the Local International
policy using information from the case study.

3 Compare the employers’ and employees’ needs
regarding international mobility on a local
international contract. What elements would have
to be included in a package if they were to answer
to these needs?

4 To what extent do you believe the distinction
between the three groups of assignment packages
(expatriate contract for expatriates, local
international contract for local international hires
and local contract for external international new-
recruits) to be fair? To this end (a) refer to equity
theory and determine the referent person in each of
the three cases and (b) discuss the role of
procedural justice! What can the company do to
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provoke positive behavioral intentions in reaction to
the packages?

5 What does the company need to take into
consideration in order to make the Local

International policy for this new international
employee population be applicable on a global
basis? Formalize your arguments and propose a
suggestion of a policy framework.

NOTES AND REFERENCES
1. Copyright Maike Andresen 2011.
2. The case study is inspired by a project done by an

international group of four students – Camille Devautour,
Tobias Falck, Christina Lindner, and Jenny Karine

Sundsbø – within the framework of the, ‘Master
Programme in European Human Resource Management’
(www.ehrm.de).
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CASE 6

EXPATRIATE COMPENSATION AT ROBERT BOSCH GMBH:
COPING WITH MODERN MOBILITY CHALLENGES1

By Ihar Sahakiants, Marion Festing, Manfred Froehlecke

‘I would rather lose money than trust.’
Robert Bosch

It was raining in Stuttgart. The new task which Klaus
Meier, an employee of Robert Bosch GmbH’s German
headquarters’ central International Assignments
department, received last week from his direct super-
visor Michael Stein was simultaneously interesting and
extremely challenging: a new international assignment
policy had to be designed for the whole Bosch Group.

The importance of a new international assign-
ment policy is hard to overestimate. First it may be
useful to take a look at some statistics for 2010 from
the latest annual report of the Bosch Group.2 The
report, citing 2010 as ‘a year of historic recovery’ after
‘recession on a historic scale’, highlighted that Bosch
Group sales had skyrocketed by about 24 per cent
to 47.3 billion euros. About 41 per cent of the
company’s total sales were made outside Europe.
(see Figure 1.)

Out of 283 597 worldwide employees, 169 950 – or
about 60 per cent of the total headcount – were
located outside Germany, the home country of the
corporation. Moreover, 34.18 per cent of these per-
sonnel were located outside Europe. (see Figure 2.)

Statistics on the importance of international opera-
tions for Robert Bosch were indeed impressive, but
the figures on international mobility within the Bosch
Group were even more so. In 2010, there were
approximately 2200 executives on international proj-
ects requiring relocation to a foreign country and last-
ing over two years, while the number of inpatriates
from Asia, the Americas and Europe on assignments
in Germany over the same two-year period reached
400 employees.

Each new location and new market meant addi-
tional flows of expatriate and inpatriate employees
within the Bosch group. Klaus opened pages 12–13
of the report, which described the highlights of 2010
with respect to new markets, particularly noting:

l January 18. New presence in Southeast Asia:
Bosch Communication Center opens branch in
the Philippine capital Manila;

l May 13. Bosch steps up its activities in Southeast
Asia: new headquarters opened in Singapore;

l July 5. Indian software subsidiary expands its
operations: Robert Bosch Engineering and
Business Solutions opens location in Vietnam;

l September 13. Market entry in China. Bosch
delivers 40 000 start-stop systems to the
automaker ChangAn;

l October 11. Bosch builds new plant in India:
Packaging Technology invests four million euros
in a facility near Goa; SB LiMotive opens a new
production plant: in Ulsan, Korea, lithium-ion
battery cells for hybrid and electric vehicles will be
manufactured;

l November 16. New proving ground in Japan: in
the north of Hokkaido, an extended proving
ground has been inaugurated – twice as big as the
predecessor.

(Robert Bosch GmbH, 2011: 12–13)

Although a whole range of issues related to interna-
tional mobility needed to be addressed in the new
international assignment policy, Klaus wanted to start
with the financial aspects of the operation. As an inter-
national mobility professional himself, he knew only
too well about the high costs of expatriation. These
costs included not only expensive expatriate compen-
sation packages, but also huge administration
expenses and the costs of expatriate failure, e.g. the
premature termination of an assignment. These total
costs had the potential to make long-term assign-
ments prohibitively expensive.
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To gain an overview of the situation at Bosch, Klaus
planned to study the details of several actual assign-
ments in various locations. First of all, he examined the
personnel file of Hendryk van den Bosch, an old friend
of his. He took the first and the last balance sheet cal-
culations prepared for Hendryk’s international assign-
ments: an inpatriate assignment to Germany in 1999
and an expatriate assignment to Korea in 2009.

Hendryk van den Bosch started his career at
Robert Bosch BV, Noofddorp (Netherlands) as a SAP
project coordinator in 1994. In only two years he
became manager of the data processing department
for the regional subsidiary in Holland. From 1997, he
was responsible for the whole Benelux region (Belgium,
the Netherlands and Luxemburg). In 1999, he accepted
the position of system planning department manager at
the company’s headquarters in Stuttgart, Germany.

The balance sheet calculation for his new position
in Germany was a standard one used for expatriate
assignments within the Bosch Group. (see Figure 3.)
At that time, there was no single currency in Europe.
Thus, according to the company rule, expatriate com-
pensation had to be paid in the host country, although
calculated both in Holland Florins (HFL) and Deutsche
Marks (DEM) – the national currencies before the
Euro. In doing so, 35 per cent of the net income was
guaranteed in the home country currency in order to
minimize any currency exchange risks for the expatri-
ate employee. The host country currency portion of
pay was adjusted at the end of each year to eliminate
possible negative effects arising from exchange rate
fluctuations. Klaus knew about the importance of cur-
rency adjustment for expatriates. Although the
exchange rate between HFL and DEM had been
relatively stable over the years, it was a big issue in

many other countries, where the exchange rate of
local currencies fluctuated significantly in relation to
the Deutsche Mark or Euro.

The host country component of Hendry’s net salary
(65 per cent of the salary paid in host-country cur-
rency) was adjusted for cost-of-living expenses, on
top of which a foreign assignment bonus was pro-
vided. There were no further costs related to the for-
eign assignment in the host country. It was Hendryk’s
decision to remain in the Dutch social security system
in accordance with Regulation (EEC) No. 1408/71,3

while housing expenses in Germany were covered by
the employer. As the rent costs in the home country
had been previously borne by Hendryk from his net
income, and would not be incurred during his assign-
ment in Germany, a housing expenses ‘Rent in Home
Country’ equivalent (i.e., an equivalent apartment rent
in the home country to the amount of 18 600 Holland
Florins [HFL]) was deducted from the benefits compo-
nent. Hendryk’s rent in the host country was therefore
zero because, in line with the assignments guideline,
this amount was paid directly by Bosch.

On September 1, 2003, Hendryk van den Bosch
returned back to Stuttgart, Germany, as the Head of
the Organization and Information Systems unit from
his most recent assignment in Brazil. In 2009, he was
expatriated again, this time to Korea as Regional Sales
Director.

FIGURE 1 Bosch Group sales by region, 2010
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Source: Robert Bosch GmbH (2011: 18)

FIGURE 2 Headcount at Bosch Group by region, as per
January 1, 2011
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FIGURE 3 Balance sheet for the assignment to Germany4

Remuneration for International Assignments

Surname:
Surname:
Home country:
Family status

van den Bosch
Hendryk
Holland
Married

+ Annual bonus
= BIVE II
× work time factor 40.0   /  40.0 1.00
= BIVE III
– Income Tax
– Employee’s social security contributions to pernsion insurance
– Employee’s social security contributions to unemployment insurance
– Employee’s social security contributions to health insurance
= Net domestic equivalent

155 000

HFL

155 000

155 000
46 945
13 801
3 316
1 715

89 223

Gross domestic salary equivalent salary (BIVE I)

18.12.1998
01.01.1999

Germany

1=
DEM
0.8872

Date:
Key Date:
Host country:

Home country annual salary

+ Employee’s social security contributions to pension insurance
+ Employee’s social security contributions to unemployment insurance
+ Employee’s social security contributions to health insurance
Total net remuneration including home country social security

90 889
12 244
2 942
1 522

13 801
3 316
1 715

43 628

Total net remuneration

Payment of Expatriate Salary

31 000
0
0

18 600
12 400 11 001

0
0

+ Foreing assignment bonus
+ Child allownace
+/– Company car
– Rent in home country

+ Rent in host country
+ Extra costs in host country

Benefits component

× Cost of living index: Home country = 100, Host = 101.4182
57 995 51 453

52 183
65% of net domestic equivalent

Host country component

31 228 27 706

11 001

107 597

38 707

35% of net domestic equivalent (guaranteed in HFL)

(Total guaranteed in HFL)

Of which amount guaranteed in HFL

Host country component
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The pay calculation for his assignment to Korea
was more complex. (see Figure 4.) At that point,
Hendryk had two children, which meant additional
expenses in the host country as well as the loss of
child allowance in Germany (then 1848 Euros per
child, per year). However, the latter was compensated
by Robert Bosch GmbH in accordance with internal
company policy, while housing expenses in the host
country were again borne by the company.

A couple of years prior to that, several changes
were introduced in the assignment policy, triggered ini-
tially by increasingly refined market data comparisons.
For instance, a change of the cost-of-living data pro-
vider made it possible to make a differentiated use of
indices and technically sophisticated and detailed cal-
culations. Although this also contributed to a reduction
in assignment costs for the Bosch Group, the primary
goal of these changes in the compensation policy was
to offer assignment conditions in line with local market
conditions.

According to the new policy, the foreign assignment
allowance was determined and frozen at the beginning
of the assignment. As such, cost-of-living calculations
were based on two indices: a more generous Standard
Home Base Index and a so-called Cost Effective Home
Base (CEHB) Index. The Standard Home Base Index
was used in the first and second years of the assignment
whereas, only starting from the third year, expatriate
compensation was calculated based on the CEHB
Index. The decision to use the latter index was based on
the assumption that costs of living decreases during the
course of an assignment. This logic was based on the
notion that, over time, an expatriate employee would be
expected to use less expensive shopping opportunities
and to refrain from expensive imports by increasingly
using cheaper local products. However, calculations for
the first year were also based on the CEHB Index in
order to indicate to the expatriate his future income and
to make clear that using the Standard Home Base Index
represented more generous support at the start of an
international assignment. Therefore, the difference
between CEHB-based and Standard Home Base
Index-based income was compensated as a cost-of-liv-
ing supplement. Furthermore, lump sum payments were
used in order to facilitate cost control.

Klaus knew all too well how a group discussion on
ways to reduce expatriation costs might proceed. One
of the proposed solutions was to use increasingly alter-
native forms of international assignments, including
short-term international assignments lasting up to one

year, frequent flyer assignments, commuter and rota-
tional assignments, global virtual teams, etc. Many of
these forms became more and more popular due to the
rapid development of telecommunication technologies
and transport, and theywere used increasingly at Bosch.
Moreover, one of the explicit goals of the Bosch Group
was to increase the percentage of local senior executives
in its foreign locations to at least 80 per cent. However,
although it was a strong cost-reducing factor, this meas-
ure could not possibly hinder the rapid increase of stand-
ard expatriate assignments given the importance of
international markets. Thus, Klaus had to consider first
and foremost a number of cost reduction opportunities
related to standard expatriate assignments.

Based on an analysis of multiple sources stemming
from the academic literature, as well as management
consulting and practitioner publications, Klaus made a
list of feasible potential cost-reducing solutions. In
order to form an idea of the prevalence of these meas-
ures among leading international companies, he
checked the latest ‘Global Assignment Policies and
Practices’ survey by KPMG.5 He started his analysis
with the top five positions on the list:

l Relocation allowance. A way to reduce costs
related to the relocation allowance is to provide
lump sum payments at the beginning and at the
end of an assignment. According to the KPMG
survey about 54 per cent of all companies,
including 47 per cent of European participants,
implement this policy. Only 13 per cent of
respondents worldwide do not provide any
relocation allowance at all.

l Efficient calculations of the cost-of-living
allowance. There is a clear trend among
multinationals to increasingly implement an
‘efficient purchaser index’ in their cost-of-living
calculations. According to the KPMG Survey,
32 per cent of all responding companies use this
index, a 10 per cent increase since 2003.

l Cap on allowances. Capping expatriate
allowances makes it possible to reduce
significantly the overall costs of foreign
assignments. All allowances, including the cost-
of-living, hardship or other company-specific
allowances can be frozen for expatriates with an
expatriate income exceeding a certain level. The
KMPG survey shows that the majority of
companies still do not cap the major allowances.
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FIGURE 4 Balance sheet for the assignment to Korea

Remuneration for International Assignments 2009
Name

Personnel number

Job level

Sending unit

Receiving unit

Family status

No of accompanying children

Hendrik van den Bosch

70186740

SL3

DS

RBKR

With spouse in Host

Country

2.0

Reason for calculation

Valid from

Comment

Foreign assignment allowance

COL-factor CEHB

Exchange rate

Start of assignment

1/1/9

Start of assignment

20.00% frozen at start of contract

1.4189

1 EUR 1 281.000

 KRW

EUR KRW
Basic calculation – home country annual salary

Expatriate salary

Payment of expatriate salary

65% of host country (spendable) component 73 087

42 845

42 845
3 570

5 000

50 222

27 736

15 849
3 696

600
3 810
5 904

439
51

15 240

93 624 956
1 448 180

690 000

179 339 646

115 005 136

115 005 136
9 583 761

13 860 959

54 884 573
169 889 709

+ Cost of living supplement
35% of home country (savings) component (of net = guaranteed in home currency)

Total net remuneration in host currency

Total net remuneration in host currency including home social security
Amount guaranteed in home currency incl. social security

Expatriate allowances
 + Foreign assignment allowance
 + Child allowance
 + Compensation for Bosch Vorsorge Plan
 + Additional payments I
 + Health insurance
 + Reimbursement minimal contribution to health insurance
 + Reimbursement minimal contribution to nursing care insurance
 – Standard deduction for home country housing costs
 + Extra costs in host country
Amount guaranteed in host currency
Amount guaranteed in home currency

 + Employee’s social security contributions to pension insurance
 + Employee’s social security contributions to unemployment insurance

6 328
1 049

8 106 168
1 343 769

Payment of amount guaranteed in home currency annual
Payment of amount guaranteed in home currency monthly
Remaining amount paid in host currency annual
Remaining amount paid in host currency monthly

One time payments on beginning of assignment
Relocation allowance
Electrical allowance

× working time factor (40.0–> 40.0 hours)

− Income Tax (III/2.0)
− Reunification surcharge
− Employee’s social security contributions to pension insurance
− Employee’s social security contributions to unemployment insurance
− Employee’s social security contributions to helath insurance
− Employee’s social security contributions to nursing insurance

Comparative Gross domestic salary (BIVE I)
BIVE II

127 000
127 000
127 000
127 000
34 984
1 656
6 328
1 049
3 370

367
79 246

BIVE III (total gross)

Comparative net domestic salary
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l Housing allowance and/or costs. There are
several ways to reduce housing costs. Oneway is to
select residence areas comparable to those used by
local employees in comparable positions, thus
avoiding expensive residence areas usedmainly by
expatriate employees. Another way is to follow the
recommendations of housing data providers and to
offer additional incentives for finding housing less
expensive than the standard cost recommendations.
However, as reported by KPMG, the overwhelming
majority of companies (82 per cent) still do not
provide this type of incentive.

l Travel expenses. There is a trend to provide
‘economy’ class travels to expatriate employees.
About 56 per cent of companies surveyed by
KMPG implement such a policy, 3 per cent more
than in 2010.

Many of the above cost reduction measures were al-
ready being implemented at Bosch. Apart from the
allowances, yearly ‘economy’ class flights to the home
country had become the standard option for company
travel. However, longer flights for business reasons
can still be carried out using business class. The chal-
lenge, however, was to further improve existing poli-
cies by comparing several cost options, data
providers and outsourcing alternatives. This would be
just the first step towards designing an all-encompass-
ing assignment policy, as further steps would analyze
tax-efficient ways of providing expatriate perquisites,
as well as organize taxation and social security cover-
age during international assignments in cooperation
with a team of international legal advisors.

Nevertheless, enthusiastic and confident of suc-
cess as he was, Klaus knew that designing a new
international assignment policy was going to be a long
and drawn out process involving multiple calculations
as well as negotiations with colleagues and external
mobility services providers. This was especially the
case because the cost issue was only one aspect of
the wider issue of the coordinated and strategically
effective use of international assignment. There were
many more related concerns – such as motivating
potential expatriates, the impact of international
assignments on professional careers, repatriation
management, dual-career issues, and family income.
The more Klaus thought about it the more he saw the
linkages and implications operating across multiple HR
practices and multiple product and geographic units.

The rain had passed through the city and shafts of
sunlight appeared through the grey clouds. Klaus
recalled the themes of ‘courage, curiosity and change’
at the recent corporate meeting he had attended in
Berlin. The Berlin conference was one of some 850
activities staged worldwide in 2011 to mark the 125th
anniversary of the Bosch company and the 150th an-
niversary of Robert Bosch’s birth. He returned to his
desk and began working to apply these themes.

Questions:

1 Why did Bosch state the cost-of-living allowance
amount as a CEHB-based sum and a separate
cost-of-living supplement in the first and the
second years of the assignment in the balance
sheet for Korea?

2 Which expatriate compensation elements at Bosch
Group were already based on cost reduction
considerations listed in the case study? Please
suggest ways in which these could be improved
further.

3 What further cost-reduction measures could be
implemented?

4 Do you believe it was possible to design a Bosch
Group international assignment policy covering
both expatriate and inpatriate employees at all
international locations?

5 One of the measures used to reduce the costs of
expatriation was to outsource elements of the
administration function to external service
providers. Please discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of such a policy.

6 Do you believe that alternative assignments can
substitute for traditional expatriate assignments in
the long run? Please discuss the major
opportunities and barriers.

7 What are the major barriers to the localization of
expatriate managers?

8 Many international companies do not provide any
additional foreign assignment allowances (e.g.
relocation or hardship allowance). Do you think it
would have been feasible to implement this system
at Bosch? What would be the related advantages
and disadvantages?
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NOTES AND REFERENCES
1. While general information about the Bosch Group and

sheets for calculating expatriate salaries reflect real
Bosch examples, the Klaus Meier story regarding his
task to further develop the organization’s international
assignment policy has been invented for instructive
reasons.

2. Robert Bosch GmbH. (2011). Annual Report 2010.
Retrieved October 10, 2011, from http://www.bosch.com/
worldsite_startpage/flashbook/GB2010_EN.pdf.

3. Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 of the Council of 14 June
1971 on the application of social security schemes to
employed persons and their families moving within the
Community applies to the member states of the
European Economic Area (currently the 27 European
Union [EU] member states as well as Iceland,
Liechtenstein, and Norway) and Switzerland. According

to the Regulation, a person is subject to the legislation
of the member state he or she is currently employed in.
Exceptions to such provisions are stipulated in Article
17 of the Regulation. Posted workers on temporary
assignments in one of the member states could be such
an exception.

4. BIVE is a German-language abbreviation internally used
within the Bosch Group and denoting comparative
gross domestic salary. As no bonus was provided and
the hours worked equalled to the predetermined plan,
the same amounts were indicated under BIVE I, BIVE II,
and BIVE III.

5. KPMG. (2011). Global Assignment Policies and
Practices. Survey 2011. Retrieved October 12, 2011,
from http://www.kpmginstitutes.com/taxwatch/insights/
2011/pdf/gapp-survey-2011.pdf.
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CASE 7

BALANCING VALUES – AN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE ON
CORPORATE VALUES FROM SCANDINAVIA

By Martine Cardel Gertsen and Mette Zølner

ACT 1

Bangalore, October 17th 2012, 8.45 AM

Amrita Chopra, a senior financial manager in Pharmaz
India, is sitting in the back seat of one of the company
cars while the driver slowly but skilfully manoeuvres
the car forward through Bangalore’s dense traffic
jam, using the horn diligently. This morning, Amrita is
on her way to a meeting with her new immediate
superior, a recently arrived expatriate, Niels Nielsen.
He has told her that he wants them to discuss the
alignment of local work procedures with Pharmaz’ cor-
porate values.

Pharmaz India

Pharmaz India in Bangalore is a subsidiary of multina-
tional pharmaceutical company headquartered in
Denmark. Pharmaz employs around 6000 people,
2500 work in Denmark, the rest in subsidiaries in
more than 30 countries around the world. Pharmaz’
top management, and the CEO in particular, like
to characterize the company as ‘value-driven’. At
Pharmaz the corporate culture is taken very seriously,
not least at the headquarters. It has developed slowly
as the company has grown over the years, for the first
many years primarily within the borders of Denmark.
But now, as the company finds itself in a process of
rapid globalization, the headquarters is making very
conscious efforts to disseminate the corporate culture
across borders.

Pharmaz is strongly focused on research, and this
is reflected in its corporate culture and values. The
company attempts to create a learning environment
for all employees, not just those working in R&D.
Pharmaz’ website and latest annual report state:
‘New ideas are our business and what we live from.
Therefore our corporate culture strongly encourages all

our employees, regardless of their position, to learn
continuously and to work together creatively’. In ac-
cordance with this ideal, three corporate core values
have been formulated:

l Empowerment, implying that all employees
should be able to make independent decisions
within their respective areas of responsibility.

l Equal opportunities for all employees to develop
their competences and advance in their careers.

l Openness in communication between employees
at all levels in order to further free exchange of
knowledge and ideas.

Pharmaz India has been in existence since 1983, but
until 2005 it was a local sales office with 10–15
employees. The local management was allowed con-
siderable latitude since the subsidiary’s strategic im-
portance to the company was limited. In 2005 this
situation changed when Pharmaz established an off-
shore financial services center in Bangalore. This loca-
tion, known as the ‘Silicon Valley of India’, offers low
costs and qualified, English-speaking professionals in
the relevant fields. The process was initiated with two
local employees, and gradually, more employees were
recruited to form teams responsible for registration of
invoices and various accounting and controlling tasks.
At first, the center only performed tasks for the head-
quarters in Denmark. After a couple of years, the cen-
ter began expanding more rapidly, and tasks requiring
collaboration with employees in other subsidiaries
were gradually introduced. Today, the center employs
50 people and this number is expected to grow to
more than 130 employees in the course of the next
two years as more financial activities will be transferred
from other parts of Pharmaz to India.

In 2007 Pharmaz acquired a part of a locally owned
Indian company in order to be able to establish its own
production facilities, including some R&D activities, in
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Bangalore. The acquisition added more than 100
employees to Pharmaz India’s workforce. So today
Pharmaz India comprises, in addition to various staff
functions such as HR, a production unit, a R&D
department, a sales department and a financial serv-
ices center. The subsidiary employs more than 200
and according to Pharmaz’ plans, a considerable
number of new people will be recruited in the years to
come, not just in the services center. Thus, Pharmaz
India has achieved crucial strategic importance and
has become a center for growth. This increased focus
on Pharmaz India means that the management at
headquarters is very keen that the corporate values of
empowerment, equal opportunities and openness are
fully implemented, or ‘lived’ as the top managers like
to put it, in the subsidiary.

The senior financial manager and
the challenges she is facing

Amrita Chopra is 45 years old and she has worked for
Pharmaz for three years. One of the company drivers
takes her to the office in the morning around 8 am and
picks her up in the evening around 6 pm. Although
she lives only 20 km away the journey takes about an
hour. She prefers not driving herself on the bumpy and
chaotic roads where holes in the asphalt, motorbikes,
bikes, dogs, cows and pedestrians abound. Amrita
also appreciates the opportunity to arrive home with-
out being too stressed, especially because she has a
family to take care of; she is married and has two sons
who are 12 and 15 years old.

The financial services center where Amrita works is
divided in two sections: one providing financial serv-
ices to the headquarters and subsidiaries in Europe,
and one providing services to the Pharmaz’ subsidia-
ries Asia, the US and Latin America. Amrita heads the
first section where currently 20 people work; they are
divided into 4 teams. As for Amrita’s background, she
has a master’s degree in finance from a reputable
Indian University and is a chartered accountant. She
was born in Delhi where she lived until she got married.
Her husband is in the hi-tech business, and Bangalore
seemed to be the best place for him to be in terms of
enhanced chances for career progress, so the couple
decided to move there.

Until Amrita got the job as a senior financial
manager with Pharmaz, she worked in the finance
department of a locally owned IT company. She

achieved good results in her former job, but she often
felt that she had to struggle to obtain respect in the
company that was very male dominated and managed
in a way she thinks of as ‘traditionally Indian’. She was
the first employee ever in the company to take mater-
nity leave and some of her male colleagues seemed
genuinely surprised when she came back to work after
her leave. She did not receive any training, the pay
was average, and her working hours were long. Still,
she was not unhappy in her former job. Her work was
interesting and she always felt that she had the sup-
port of the CEO who did his best to help her when
problems occurred. By comparison, Pharmaz offers
more advantageous working conditions. The salary is
better, though admittedly not quite as good as in
some other international companies in the area. Amrita
has been on various types of training in Denmark and
she appreciates that the company invests in her pro-
fessional development in this way. At Pharmaz there is
a lot of talk about work–life balance, especially from
the headquarters. The idea is that employees should
be able to have shorter working days and more flexibil-
ity in their schedules because of more efficient organi-
zation of work. As a manager Amrita is rarely able to
leave very early, but her working days are still shorter
than they used to be, which makes is possible for her
to spend more time with her family.

Although Amrita likes her job, her family is her first
priority. Her husband earns enough for all of them
to live comfortably, and she has at times been
tempted to stay at home and be a full-time housewife.
But it seems to her that it would somehow be a waste,
considering her education. Also, since they live with
her in-laws, there is always someone at home to
look after the children and the house. And they have
a live-in maid who does most of the housework.
Like her own family, Amrita’s in-laws are quite liberal
in their attitudes to women’s role. When they moved
in, they told Amrita: ‘You just go ahead and look for a
job; we will take care of the children’. Amrita is glad
that they have given her this opportunity to continue
her career.

Still, life in Pharmaz is not uncomplicated. Amrita
finds that the corporate values are in line with her own
ideas of what management ought to be, at least
ideally, but she finds them difficult to implement in an
Indian context. As a middle manager she often feels
squeezed between the headquarters’ wishes and the
expectations of her employees. Visiting managers
from headquarters have voiced that they find her
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management style a little too authoritarian and have
encouraged her to ‘act more like a coach, delegate
more and give fewer orders’. Amrita argued that as
the senior financial manager, the results of the section
are her responsibility. Therefore, she sees it as her job
to tell her subordinates what is good and what is not
good enough so that they can improve their perform-
ance. The managers from headquarters answered that
of course she should intervene if someone kept
making mistakes, but in general, they believed the
employees would learn more from being empowered
to work independently. Amrita was – and remains –
unconvinced, but as a manager in a subsidiary she
feels compelled to follow directions from the head-
quarters. So she delegates more and gives fewer
orders. Yet, her employees complain that she expects
too much of them when she tries to adjust her behav-
ior to the headquarters’ suggestions in this way. If she
leaves it up to them how carry out their tasks and how
to organize their work, some of them just keep coming
back to her and ask for directions anyway. Others
appear to interpret this approach as an indication that
she does not find their work important and conse-
quently, they get very little done. There are exceptions,
of course – a few of the most competent financial ana-
lysts seem to thrive without managerial interference.

Instilling and maintaining a collaborative spirit in the
teams can be quite a challenge, too. At the moment
three of the teams function well, but the situation has
become quite tense in the fourth team. Recently, the
team has made a few regrettable mistakes that
appeared to be due to internal misunderstandings and
lack of communication. Amrita has been told that this
resulted in open quarrels between the team members,
but she did not witness this herself. So far, no one has
been willing to tell her exactly what the problem is and
the team leader, Balvinder Singh, is evading her ques-
tions. It is clear to her, though, that communication
has not flown easily between the team members since
the arrival of her section’s newest employee, Shankar
Savarkar, a competent chartered accountant. Shankar
comes from a Brahmin family and thus belongs to
the highest ranking caste according to the traditional
Indian view. Amrita is concerned that he tends to act
in a rather standoffish manner with Balvinder and two
other members of his team, and she has noticed that
he never eats lunch with them. She thinks that the
team members’ different backgrounds may be at the
root of the team’s problems, even though she feels
that this ought not to be so in a professional working

environment. It is a delicate issue. According to Indian
legislation, the higher castes are not to enjoy any spe-
cial privileges in the workplace, and caste is never
openly discussed in Pharmaz. Amrita is at a loss what
to do to address the team’s difficulties.

The car arrives at Bangalore’s largest technology
park and stops at the entrance to wait while the secu-
rity guards check the vehicles in front. Next to the line
of cars employees queue up and move slowly through
the gates as the guards finish checking their entrance
cards. As a senior manager and a familiar face, Amrita
simply nods to the security guards and her car enters
the technology park which offers quite a change of
scenery compared to the buzzing, dusty road, lined
with the shacks of the poor in front of the larger
houses. In the park, all the buildings are tall and sleek,
constructed in glass and steel, and between them the
green lawns are dotted with well-kept flower beds.

The company car lets Amrita off in front of the
building where Pharmaz India is located, now occupy-
ing three full floors. Amrita gets out of the car, habitu-
ally taking care not to disarrange her clothes in the
process. She almost always dresses in a traditional
Indian sari, and today she has chosen one of her best,
a bright pink one, to feel as confident as possible dur-
ing the important meeting. She wears a bindi (a dot of
color, usually red, applied in the center of the forehead)
of a matching shade. Her hair style is the same as
always: a long black plait. Generally, the employees
in Pharmaz dress smartly, but relatively informally. A
few women wear jeans and Western-style shirts or
blouses, but the majority are dressed traditionally in ei-
ther a salwar kameez (loose trousers and a long tunic)
or a sari. The men wear shirts with long sleeves and
dark trousers, but normally, jackets and ties are only
worn for the occasions of important external meetings.
Amrita takes the lift to go to the 9th floor where the fi-
nancial services center is located.

On her way to the meeting she stops by to say hello
to the regional manager, Ganesh Karanth. The regional
manager has been in Pharmaz India since the subsidi-
ary was founded and has worked his way to the top.
His long career in Pharmaz has given him a lot of insight
into the company and Amrita likes talking things
through with him before important meetings such as
the one she has today. She would like to get an idea of
what the rest of the management in Pharmaz India
thinks of Niels’ approach and plans. Also, she would
like to ask the regional manager for advice on how
to solve the problems in Balvinder’s team. Although
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Ganesh has of course never said so, she knows that
he is a Brahmin because of his name, his food prefer-
ences and his social network of other Brahmins.
Amrita would not want to raise the topic of caste
explicitly with Ganesh. But she thinks that he will
understand without her having to spell it out. And she
has seen him chatting with Shankar several times, so
he may already be familiar with the situation in the
team. But unfortunately, Ganesh is not in his office this
morning.

Niels texts her that he is delayed. Stuck in a traffic
jam. Amrita asks the new ‘chai wallah’ to bring her a
tea. He is a thin, quiet man of middle age, and as
she expects him to speak poor English she addresses
him in Hindi. She is still not comfortable with the local
language, Kannada, since she is not from Bangalore
originally. Not that it matters very much in her daily life;
otherwise, she would probably have learned it by now.
But most people in the fast-growing city of Bangalore
seem to be from somewhere else, especially the pro-
fessionals. English is Pharmaz’ official corporate lan-
guage and here, everybody, except the ‘chai wallahs’
and the janitors, speaks it fluently and use it for all
work-related purposes. Amrita gets her hot tea, and
as she sips at her cup absentmindedly she is getting
increasingly impatient and nervous.

The expatriate finance director and
his plans

Amrita is always apprehensive before meeting with
Niels, and she knows that today’s discussion will be
difficult. His direct and demanding way of communi-
cating was initially a bit of a shock to Amrita and sev-
eral of her colleagues, and she still finds it a challenge.
Niels urges and expects a free exchange of ideas, and
Amrita finds that discussions with him can be quite
inspirational. He is good at showing his appreciation
when he likes the viewpoints and ideas presented.
Sometimes, however, he can be difficult to convince.
This, in Amrita’s experience, is especially the case
when your arguments refer to the particularities of the
Indian context and the need to bend Pharmaz’ corpo-
rate values in order to put them into practice in a realis-
tic manner.

Niels took up his position as finance director in
Pharmaz India three months ago. He is Danish, 40
years old, and he already has many years of experi-
ence in Pharmaz, not only from headquarters, but also

from the subsidiaries in Mexico, China, and Spain. He
insists that everybody should use his first name and
dislikes it when subordinates address him ‘Sir’. Amrita
remembers when he first corrected her in this regard
with the explanation that ‘what counts and deserves
respect is not a person’s title, but his or her skills and
competences’. Niels’ management style is strongly
embedded in the company’s ideas about empower-
ment, equal opportunities and openness. And, in line
with Pharmaz headquarters’ aspirations, he never
misses a chance to practice these values conspicu-
ously within the Indian organization. Though Niels’
knowledge of the organizational context is limited after
just three months in Bangalore, he has strong opinions
about what to do and what not to do. He believes in
implementing the corporate culture by managing
explicitly through the values, for instance with a view to
speeding up decision-making processes by minimiz-
ing control and bureaucracy. As far as practically
possible, he believes that decisions are to be made by
the people who will carry them out and live with them
in their daily work. Now, he finds that the time has
come to reorganize the work processes in the financial
services teams so that they reflect Pharmaz’ business
model and values better. And he has decided to start
with the four teams in Amrita’s section.

Amrita is not against changes being made in her
teams, but she hopes to be able to make Niels realize
that you cannot go all the way with Pharmaz’ manage-
ment style and values right away. Moreover, she
would also like to use the opportunity to suggest that
a way of motivating employees to accept more
responsibility in their daily work would be promotions
and prices. She has already mentioned this idea briefly
to Niels, but she is not sure what he thought about it.
He seemed to find it a bit amusing, somehow, so
maybe he just did not get the point. So this time, per-
haps, she should also emphasize that promotions and
prices can be important instruments for Pharmaz to
use in order to retain their qualified employees in the
competitive and dynamic Bangalorian labor market for
financial experts.

Question:

l Identify the main issues raised and discuss how
they may be explained in terms of the cultural and
institutional contexts of Pharmaz in general and
Pharmaz India in particular.
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ACT 2

Pharmaz India’s office in Bangalore, October 17th
2012, 9.30 AM

Amrita and Niels meet to discuss challenges and
possible courses of action

Niels arrives 30 minutes late. He is dressed in jeans, a
short-sleeved blue shirt and sandals. Amrita reflects
that with his laidback attire, one could almost mistake
him for one of the American tourists she saw in Goa
last month when she spent a long weekend there
with her family. He apologizes so profusely for having
kept her waiting that it almost makes Amrita feel as if
he is the subordinate and she the superior. Although
it makes her slightly uncomfortable, it also makes
her feel that he respects her as a person. So she is a
little more at ease when Niels comes straight to the
point and addresses the issues he would like to see
solved.

Niels begins by showing her a long e-mail sent to
him by Sebastian Skram, the corporate finance direc-
tor. It is in Danish (and Amrita is tempted to remind
him that the corporate language is English, but she
checks herself), so Niels translates for her. The mail
reads:

Dear Niels,
[Some initial small talk about the bleak weather
in Copenhagen and inquiries about the well-
being of Niels’ family; he leaves this part out
when translating to Amrita.] As you no doubt
remember, we took some measures last year
here in the corporate finance department at
headquarters to make sure that our corporate
values of empowerment and open knowledge
sharing are implemented as fully as possible.
Among other things we redefined the team lead-
ers’ job descriptions so that they now spend
less time on supervision and more time on de-
velopment of new services and procedures in
dialogue with our colleagues from the depart-
ments involved. They do, of course, still involve
themselves in the teams’ task, especially the
more complex ones, but they spend less time
following up and checking the team members’
work. Although this means that an occasional
minor error slips through from time to time, we
have found that it has freed a lot of resources
for more creative purposes. In addition, we have

also introduced a team bonus to promote the
collaborative spirit. It is a very minor part of the
employees’ pay, so the psychological aspect of
the incentive has probably been more important
than the money in itself. The team leaders as
well as the team members find that the changes
have made their jobs more interesting – as
clearly reflected in our latest employee satisfac-
tion survey. I mentioned this to Emil [Emil
Bistrup, the corporate CEO of Pharmaz] when
we had lunch together yesterday, and he was
very enthusiastic about it – you know how much
weight he attaches to our corporate values. He
suggested that similar efforts are made in the
financial services center in Bangalore; with the
plans for its growth it will soon be more impor-
tant to the company that our corporate finance
department here. I promised to take it up with
you, but I realize that other measures may be
more appropriate in Bangalore, so I leave that
up to your judgement entirely. What matters is
the result: the best possible implementation of
our corporate values. If you believe it will be
helpful I’m sure we can find the means in the
budget to put the center’s employees through a
more elaborate course in our corporate values.
Anyway, think about it and let me know what
you plan to do and how I can assist you.
Best regards,
Sebastian

The mail makes it clear to Amrita that the financial
services center has the attention of the top manage-
ment, and although this may be an advantage in her
future career, she cannot help feeling a little apprehen-
sive about it. Also, she finds it puzzling that the corpo-
rate finance director appears to say in his mail that he
does not see an occasional error as a problem. She
thinks that is a risky attitude in a finance department,
but she decides not to mention this to Niels as she
does not wish to appear overly critical of her superiors.
She asks Niels what he intends to do, and he says that
the mail only underlines the need for changes that
would be necessary anyway. He elaborates: The
growth plans for the financial services center mean that
the future and present employees need to be empow-
ered to work out more solutions independently – or
together in their teams, but without constant managerial
input and follow-up. As long as the center’s tasks pri-
marily consisted in invoicing for the headquarters and
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other relatively routine oriented tasks, this was less im-
portant. But now the center is expected to carry out
more and more complicated tasks, not just for the
headquarters, but also for many different subsidiaries.

Colleagues from all over the world call the center
when they need help to solve a wide variety of financial
issues. And Niels has received some complaints that
although everybody is very friendly on the phone, it
sometimes takes several days to get an answer to a
fairly straightforward question. Niels knows that the
center’s employees have all been very carefully
selected and as he sees it, their technical qualifications
as financial experts cannot be questioned. So the
problem, he says, is not that they are unable to
respond, but rather that their work procedures are too
bureaucratic and that the employees do not feel
empowered to do much without the explicit approval
of their team leader. In many cases they will also wait
for the approval of their senior financial manager,
Amrita. He would like her to spend less of her time
exercising micromanagement and more time on
actively empowering her subordinates.

In addition, Niels goes on, it has been mentioned
by several of the center’s users that the team mem-
bers do not seem to know very much about each
other’s work, so when the person they have talked to
previously is off or at a meeting, no one else on the
team seems to be able to help them or to know any-
thing about the issue. He concludes that more knowl-
edge sharing is called for – in line with Pharmaz
corporate principles.

As always, Niels Nielsen asks Amrita for her opinion
and feedback on his thoughts. The question is how he
and Amrita can ensure that the employees get the cor-
porate values under their skin and act accordingly,
ideally without even thinking about it? Amrita feels
embarrassed because her management style has
been criticised, and she finds it difficult to come up
with solutions right away. She tells him that in principle,
she agrees, the values are not implemented fully, and
some changes may be called for. She does not, how-
ever, believe that another course in the corporate val-
ues – which the employees have been told about so
often that they know the exact wordings from the an-
nual report by heart – will change very much. Niels
agrees; something else is needed to teach the
employees how to ‘live’ the values.

Amrita tells Niels that she has actually done her
best to put the corporate values, especially the value
of empowerment, into practice in her dealings with her

subordinates. She has left a lot up to them and given
fewer orders. But so far, it has not been a success.
Indeed, the latest anonymous employee satisfaction
survey in her section showed, as Niels already knows,
that she was rated poorly as a manager. Naturally, this
worries and frustrates Amrita. Previously, she was
rated much better, and she thinks that her low score
can be attributed to the attempts she has made to
empower her subordinates. With some exceptions,
Amrita does not believe that the employees in her sec-
tion share Pharmaz’ ideas of what a boss should be
like. She suspects that they expect a good boss to
know all the answers and not wait for the employees
to come up with good ideas. He or she should take on
the responsibility for everything, give explicit orders
and follow them up. When Amrita thinks back of her
own experiences in the Indian educational system, she
tells Niels, she does not find their attitude very surpris-
ing. She believes it may be different in some educa-
tional institutions today, but the way she remembers it,
she was not rewarded for being critical or coming up
with new approaches when doing her assignments,
on the contrary. The easiest way to get good grades
was to stick as closely as possible to the teachers’ or
professors’ exact instructions, maybe even repeating
their wordings where appropriate. Amrita is not con-
vinced that all her subordinates are eager to take on
more responsibility in daily work.

Niels reflects on this. Her interpretation of her low
score surprises him. He finds it strange that employ-
ees should complain about a boss who gives them
too much freedom, but on the other hand, what she
says may make sense here in India. He thinks to him-
self that he has probably been too optimistic – the
implementation of Pharmaz’ corporate culture will take
time and hard work. Niels says to Amrita that he
appreciates that she has taken headquarters’ wish to
practice empowerment seriously and that she should
not be discouraged; they must expect the process to
take some time. And maybe she went about it too
abruptly so that her subordinates felt suddenly left to
their own devices? Amrita nods, this could well have
been the case. Niels specifies that empowerment
does not imply that the employees are expected right
away to be able to figure everything out entirely on
their own, but he would like her to coach the employ-
ees so that they understand why things are done in
certain ways. The idea is to explain the background
and the reasoning behind Pharmaz’ business model,
financial guidelines and principles for collaboration so
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that they will, eventually, be able to reason in the same
way themselves and make more independent deci-
sions. Amrita is still hesitant, but says that maybe, after
a phase of very close managerial monitoring to help
employees understand how to adapt to the new
demands, Niels’ ideas might work, eventually.

Amrita has given less thought to the value of open
communication and knowledge sharing, but she tells
Niels that sometimes it is a little difficult to motivate
team members to share what they know. All her
subordinates have good credentials and experiences
from other off-shore centers. As she and Niels
both know, the labor market for professionals in
Bangalore is highly competitive, and generally, her
employees are eager to advance their individual
careers. This may lead some of them to view knowl-
edge as a strictly personal resource that can be
depleted if it is shared with colleagues. Amrita realizes
that this is not the way Pharmaz would see it, but in a
sense, she understands her employees’ concerns in
this respect. After all, colleagues are competitors,
too, since not everyone is likely to get promoted to
head a team, for instance.

Another problem, as Amrita sees it, is that the orga-
nization is very flat compared to most Indian compa-
nies. There, it is clear who refers to whom in the
hierarchy, and when you make progress in your work,
you are promoted to the next level on the career lad-
der. At Pharmaz, her employees are all officially ‘finan-
cial analysts’, even the team leaders, although their
wages are higher. Amrita believes that it would have a
motivating effect to introduce more titles. It would give
people something to work towards and it would make
them feel appreciated, in a manner visible to all,
also to their family and friends outside the company,
when they reach a goal. Why should the team leaders
not be called ‘financial managers’, for instance? And
the best of the team members ‘senior financial ana-
lysts’? She has suggested this to headquarters before,
but was told that her idea did not fit into Pharmaz’ title
structure.

Amrita also suggests that they could nominate an
‘employee of the quarter’ in the services center and
give him or her a small symbolic prize, maybe a small
amount of money, as well as a certificate to frame and
hang on the wall in his or her cubicle. She believes that
her employees would appreciate such a gesture, and
she also knows that they would probably like to be
able to attach such a certificate to their CVs to docu-
ment that they have done well.

Niels ventures a remark there is no tradition for
prices at Pharmaz’ headquarters and that there, most
people would find it presumptuous or even slightly
ridiculous to flaunt such a certificate on their wall.
Otherwise, he listens carefully without interrupting.
Finally, he says that he finds her ideas interesting, also
considering that a couple of the center’s most qualified
and ambitious financial analysts have recently handed
in their resignations and accepted positions with
major US-owned companies. Then Niels asks Amrita
to come back the following week with a proposal for
integrating Pharmaz’ values, especially empowerment
and knowledge sharing, in a more explicit manner in
her section. Also, he asks her to elaborate on her
ideas about how to motivate and retain employees.

Question:

l Imagine yourself in Amrita’s position. Which
proposal would you make to Niels Nielsen and
how would you argue in order to convince him?

ACT 3

Pharmaz India’s office in Bangalore, January 17th
2013, 2.00 PM

Amrita and Niels meet to evaluate the process so far

Amrita and Niels are seated at the meeting table in
Niels’ office. They have been told to expect a visit from
Sebastian, the corporate finance director, next week.
In preparation, he has asked them to evaluate the last
three months’ developments in the center so that they
can discuss the progress made, especially as to the
implementation of the corporate values, and decide
what else needs to be done.

Amrita has worked very hard to change the way in
which her section works. She suggested in her pro-
posal that new job descriptions would have to be writ-
ten for everyone, specifying exactly their areas of
responsibility and explaining the types of decisions
they would be expected to make on their own. Also,
each team is to hold a short meeting every morning to
inform each other of what they are doing, and every-
one is expected to contribute. Other than that, Amrita
suggested that as a first step, most of the focus
should be concentrated on the team leaders to make
sure that they understand what empowerment and
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knowledge sharing means and that they practice it in
their teams. They have all read about the values and
attended several presentations of them, so the chal-
lenge is the daily practice, not the theory. Therefore,
Amrita suggested in her proposal that she should ded-
icate some days each week to follow a team leader,
observe his or her work, and afterwards discuss with
him or her how the corporate values can be promoted
more. Niels accepted Amrita’s suggestions in these
respects and told her to go ahead.

This afternoon Amrita tells Niels that she is satisfied
with the results. The employees appear to be much
happier now that it has been made clearer to them
what Pharmaz expects from them. Some still ask their
team leaders or Amrita for approval before they make
decisions or send their reports to the center’s users,
but most do it less frequently now. And all the team
leaders try hard to follow Amrita’s new directions. Niels
replies that Amrita has done a good job, but adds that
when he saw the many pages with job descriptions
she has produced he could not help worrying that they
are creating more bureaucracy instead of reducing it.

Amrita argues that they are necessary: if empower-
ment is to make sense to her subordinates, they must
know exactly what they are empowered to do. Other-
wise, it is just an abstract notion. Also, when Niels
comes to visit Amrita’s section he has noted that she
monitors the team leaders very closely indeed and
gives them detailed instructions on how to plan their
days and how to delegate tasks to different team
members, for instance. To Niels, this close monitoring
does not seem like empowerment, and he knows that
Sebastian would probably agree. But after six months
in Bangalore, Niels begins to feel that it may not be
worthwhile insisting on implementing the corporate
values in completely the same manner as at headquar-
ters. Maybe different versions of empowerment, equal
opportunities and knowledge sharing are possible –
and even necessary? He shares these thoughts with
Amrita who is clearly pleased that he finally under-
stands this. Niels is not so sure that Sebastian will
agree, though. It may not fit his vision of Pharmaz as a
global, value-driven company – they will have to dis-
cuss it next week.

In accordance with Amrita’s suggestion, Niels intro-
duced a more differentiated title structure for the cen-
ter in late October. He is not personally enthusiastic
about it, and he finds that in principle, people ought to
pay more attention to the content of their job than
to the title it entails. This is also an opinion he has

frequently heard expressed by his colleagues at head-
quarters. But he decided to be pragmatic in this
matter. After some months in the center he was
already well aware of the local employees’ impatience
to advance visibly in the company hierarchy, so he did
not doubt that Amrita was right in assuming that new
titles would have a motivational effect and probably
result in more willingness to take on responsibility. But
at the same time, he was wary of creating titles that
would be incompatible with the company’s overall
global title structure and create misunderstandings in
other parts of the organization. Now, the team leaders
have been promoted to ‘financial managers’, and the
best of the team members have been encouraged to
apply for positions as ‘senior financial analysts’. Sev-
eral local employees, including all the team leaders,
have expressed their satisfaction with this decision,
and although it is too early to judge the effect for sure,
Amrita tells Niels that the team leaders are eager to
prove that they have earned their promotions. So Niels
believes it was the right thing to do, although some of
his colleagues at headquarters have been joking a bit
about the apparent inflation in titles in Pharmaz India.

Niels was very surprised, however, when he was
approached the other day by Pavan Surin, one of the
team leaders in Amrita’s section, who suggested that
the title structure should be expanded further. He felt
that he needed an additional category between ‘finan-
cial analyst’ and ‘senior financial analyst’ in order to be
able to reward a team member who was very good,
but not quite at the ‘senior financial analyst’ level.
Frankly, Niels found this slightly ludicrous – how many
hierarchical levels are necessary in a team of five peo-
ple? One for each individual? But since he knows
Pavan to be competent and respected by his col-
leagues, he would like to discuss it with Amrita before
dismissing it altogether. And since he has consistently
told all his subordinates to feel free to approach him
any time with any ideas they might come up with as to
how the center’s work can be improved, he thanked
Pavan for his suggestion and promised him that he
would give it some thought.

Amrita is not very pleased that Pavan chose to dis-
cuss this directly with Niels instead of taking it up with
her first. She knows better than to mention this to
Niels, however. She knows that he sets great store by
the corporate value of ‘openness in communication
between employees at all levels’, and she does not feel
like being lectured about it. She hesitates to take a
very firm stand regarding Pavan’s suggestion, but as
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she says to Niels, he is probably right that the intro-
duction of an additional step on the career would moti-
vate some team members.

In her proposal to Niels, Amrita suggested the
introduction of a reward system where employees are
rated for their performance by their immediate superi-
ors in order give a bonus prize to the employee with
the highest score each quarter. In this matter, Niels did
not quite follow her suggestion. He felt that a reward
system would indeed be appreciated by the local
employees, and he had been told that it is customary
in most companies in Bangalore. He worried, how-
ever, that Amrita idea would not be conducive to team
work. Therefore, he has devised a system where
people are not only rated by their superiors for their
individual performance, but also by their colleagues for
their ability to share knowledge and collaborate. In this
way the reward system can serve not just to motivate
hard work, but to promote Pharmaz’ values of open-
ness and knowledge sharing, too. The system was
introduced recently so no one has received a bonus
prize yet. When it was presented he felt it was well
received, but Niels is eager to hear Amrita’s opinion on
whether or not it has had any impact yet.

Amrita tells him that she believes the employees
are genuinely happy with the introduction of a bonus
prize, something which they had long found to be
missing in Pharmaz. But she proceeds to tell him of a
problematic recent episode: Balvinder’s team has
been given a special assignment by headquarters. It
consists in a thorough, critical financial analysis of a
business unit in Germany that is experiencing some
severe difficulties. The financial report will form part of
the basis of the strategic decision as to whether or
not to close the unit down. Because of his excellent
qualifications, Shankar has been asked to take on
the main responsibility for this task, and he has very
happily accepted. The problem is that he has become
very possessive of this task and discloses next to
nothing about it at the team’s daily morning meetings.

Balvinder finds – and Amrita agrees – that everyone on
the team could learn something about Pharmaz’ busi-
ness from this important, strategic assignment. There-
fore, he asked Shankar last week to involve his
colleagues and delegate some of the less complicated
tasks involved. This, however, did not happen. When
the team leader took it up with Shankar again after
some days, he seemed rather annoyed. Amrita, who
overheard their conversation as she passed Shankar’s
cubicle, was shocked to hear Shankar tell Balvinder
that he intends to rate him as poorly as possible – and
tell Shivesh [one of his colleagues on the team] to do
the same – if he keeps nagging him. Balvinder has not
brought the issue up with Amrita, but she would like to
do something about it. When she raised the issue dur-
ing an informal chat with Ganesh this morning, he
defended Shankar. He pointed out that he has excep-
tional qualifications and is very hardworking, so he will
be able to do the job better and faster on his own with-
out spending time on involving the others. Amrita had
to agree, this is probably true, but somehow she finds
it beside the point.

Niels says that they have to find a way to deal with the
problems in Balvinder’s team, but he needs some time to
think about it. Right now, they have to decide what to tell
Sebastian about their progress, the issues that remain to
be solved and their suggestions for future action.

Questions:

Step out of Amrita’s role and answer the following:

1 Do you feel that the measures taken to implement
the corporate values and reorganize work in the
financial services center have been appropriate?

2 Would you have done anything differently?

3 How should one proceed now to achieve the best
possible result for Pharmaz India’s financial
services center?
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CASE 8

JUST ANOTHER MOVE TO CHINA? THE IMPACT OF
INTERNATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS ON EXPATRIATE
FAMILIES

By Yvonne McNulty

Lisa MacDougall looked at her desk calendar and real-
ized it was the first year anniversary of her employment
at John Campbell College. ‘How ironic’, she thought,
‘that I might resign today, exactly one year after I started
here’. As her colleagues dropped by her office through-
out the morning to discuss a new research project that
she was leading, Lisa felt both elated and sad. She was
excited to be embarking on a new chapter in her career,
but upset to be leaving behind her first full-time job in
nearly a decade. To ease her mind, she took a morning
tea break at the campus cafeteria and ordered a latte.

Then her cell phone beeped to alert an incoming
message from her husband, Lachlan. As she nervously
picked up the phone and read the four-word message –
‘it’s done, go ahead’ – she realized in that instant that
there was no going back now: Lachlan had just signed a
two-year contract with his employer to move their family
to China, and it was happening in six weeks’ time.

Taking a deep breath as she walked back to her
office, the first task was to write a resignation letter, after
which Lisa emailed her boss to request an immediate
meeting to tell him she was leaving. Although he took the
news in his stride, Lisa knew her boss was upset to be
losing her after only a year. The college was building up
its research agenda and Lisa, along with a couple of
other early career researchers, had been employed as
an integral part of that plan. Lisa knew that her leaving
would likely disrupt those plans a little but, she reminded
herself, if her boss had ever really understood what
made her tick, he perhaps could have seen it coming.

Although it had been roughly six months in the plan-
ning to move to China, the decision to go had not been
an easy one to make for the MacDougalls. This sur-
prised Lachlan and Lisa given that they were seasoned
expatriates who had moved internationally, as a mar-
ried couple, at least twice before – first, from Sydney to
Chicago and then Philadelphia, and six years later a
second international move to Singapore, their current

home. After 12 straight years ‘on the road’ and two
successful international moves on two continents
under their belt, the anticipation of a third move – to
China no less – seemed simple enough, and in many
ways it was. Good for Lachlan’s career? Check – yes.
Good for their two young daughters? Check – yes.
A wonderful, perhaps life-changing cultural experience
for the whole family? Check – definitely, yes. Yet in
many ways this move was anything but simple; there
were so many issues to consider, and so many impor-
tant decisions to be made that would likely impact their
family for years to come, if not for the rest of their lives.

Foremost in Lisa’s mind was whether she could
work in China. The mere thought of being a stay-at-
home ‘trailing spouse’ again was out of the question.
Another concern was going back to the transience of
living in rented housing again; needing permission from
a landlord to put up a picture or paint the walls would
be hard to get used to after having lived in their own
home in Singapore for the past four years. Then there
was the children’s education and the change to a new
school. This would be the MacDougall’s first interna-
tional move with school-aged children and Lisa had no
idea whether international schools in China offered the
types of music and sports programs her children
enjoyed. As she mulled over the China decision, Lisa
also reflected on what had drawn their family into the
expatriate life to begin with. Doing so, she hoped,
might help her to understand how their past might now
be drawing them to a new adventure in Shanghai.

All expatriate journeys start
somewhere, and some even in
childhood

To many of their friends, Lachlan and Lisa seemed to
be made for each other. That they married quite soon
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after they met, and very soon after that left on their
first international assignment to Chicago, came as no
surprise to anyone. Lisa was born and raised in
Melbourne as the daughter of European migrants
and, after an eight-year commission in the Royal
Australian Navy living and working on naval establish-
ments all over Australia, she settled in Sydney at the
age of 26 to pursue a career in management consult-
ing. She met Lachlan on a rather ordinary Saturday
morning at a café in Mosman, when he politely asked
if he could borrow the International Herald Tribune
when she was done reading it. Lachlan wasn’t born
in Australia; he’d come to Sydney some seven years
earlier as a UK backpacker on a three-month holiday
that turned into a year-long sojourn, then permanent
residency, and finally citizenship. Born and raised
mostly in Scotland as the eldest son of a second-
generation property developer, Lachlan was an archi-
tect by trade with a Bachelor’s degree and an MBA
from Heriot Watt University. He’d had an interesting
childhood, having moved house (and school) a dozen
or more times around Scotland and Ireland as his
father bought and sold various properties to expand
the family business. Although his father had hoped he
would take over the business one day, Lachlan had
other ideas.

When exactly does a global
career begin?

Their first move to Chicago was a completely out of
the blue opportunity but one that Lisa and Lachlan
accepted immediately and without hesitation. They
were newly married, had no family ties in Sydney, and
shared a mutual love of travel. Lachlan had changed
careers a year earlier into the IT industry and now
worked for a large American technology company with
offices around the globe. Although the Chicago job
was on local terms – no ‘expat package’ – the com-
pany was willing to pay relocation expenses, and US
salaries were much higher than those in Australia. With
an expensive mortgage and looking to kick-start a
second career, Lachlan knew the opportunity was too
good to pass up. Lisa needed no convincing – moving
to the US was the fulfillment of a life-long ambition to
live and work overseas and she didn’t really care
where that was. So, they rented out their house and
waved goodbye to friends with the promise to ‘be
back in two years’.

It didn’t take long once in Chicago for the
MacDougall’s to realize that their ‘two year plan’
wasn’t going to happen. Lachlan was an instant suc-
cess in his new role, while Lisa relished in her new-
found status as ‘trailing spouse’. Despite that Lisa was
not permitted to work in the US (they had not known –
nor thought to ask – about the availability of work per-
mits for accompanying partners when they accepted
the job), she nonetheless found herself loving the free-
dom to explore a new city without the constraints of a
busy, all-consuming and demanding job. They didn’t
need her salary anyway; Lachlan’s career was flourish-
ing, so much so that within 18 months of arriving in
Chicago, he was promoted into a regional US role and
offered the opportunity to move to Philadelphia. They
gladly accepted the move even though, again, it was
on local terms with only relocation expenses paid by
the company.

By the time they arrived in Philadelphia, Lisa knew
that something had changed for her and Lachlan.
Their expected return to Sydney in a few months
time was no longer something they talked about.
Instead of renting an apartment they bought a house
on the ‘main line’ in leafy, middle class Montgomery
County about 30 minutes drive from downtown
Philly. They replaced their IKEA household goods
with more expensive, longer lasting pieces of furni-
ture, bought two cars and adopted a dog. Rather
than seek out an expatriate community, they joined
Bryn Mawr Country Club where they made many
American friends and became active in golf and sail-
ing. Because Lachlan’s salary was on local terms,
they lived and acted like locals, and immersed them-
selves in the local community with a mindset that
they were ‘here to stay’. Of course, that would never
be the case, given that their H1B visa restricted them
to a maximum of six years residency in the US. But
they had another four-and-a-half years until the visa
expired, and they intended to stay in Philadelphia
until the very last month.

Their move to Asia four years later was, of course,
necessary as their US visa was about to expire with no
opportunity to renew. By now the MacDougall’s had
an 11-month old daughter, Amelia, who had been
born in Philadelphia. Leaving the US was hard for Lisa;
their family had put down so many roots over the past
six years and made so many American friends, and
although they did have the opportunity to apply for a
green card which could provide permanent residency,
to the surprise of their friends the MacDougall’s
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rejected this option in favor of another international
move. They chose Asia because it would be good
for both their careers and yet still close enough to
Australia to maintain family and professional ties with-
out having to repatriate. Lachlan approached his com-
pany about an internal transfer, and secured a new
role in Singapore.

Singapore had been everything Lachlan and Lisa
had hoped for and they had lived there – again, on a
local package – much like they had lived in the US:
they bought a condo, secured permanent residency,
sent their daughter to a local pre-school, hired a maid
and joined a local sailing club. Work permits for
spouses were easy to get in Singapore so Lisa had
been able to secure part-time employment. Because
he had Permanent Resident status, Lachlan had been
able to change employers three years after moving
there and was now a regional expert in his field, being
routinely approached by headhunters trying to poach
him to accept other job offers. The expatriate commu-
nity was very well established, so the MacDougall’s
enjoyed a thriving social life. And it was here, in
Singapore, that their second daughter, Emily, was born.

Now, a third move to China was looming, and as
Lisa reflected on their expatriate life so far, she knew
that this move, more than any before, was a game
changer – for her, for Lachlan, and most importantly,
for their family. They didn’t have to leave Singapore;
they were permanent residents and they owned their
own home, so they could stay as long as they
wished and life there was very good. It became
abundantly clear that moving to China was a choice
unlike any other they had had before. Lachlan’s
employer had asked him to consider a transfer to
Shanghai – on a local-plus package no less, with
housing and schooling – but if he did not wish to go
the company maintained there would be no reper-
cussions, as he was their most senior Asia executive
and they didn’t want to lose him. China was, none-
theless, a key strategic market for the company and
Lachlan was, by all accounts, perfect for the job. Lisa
considered that her husband’s career would
undoubtedly flourish if they went to China, but she
was struck by the fact that, his career aside, there
was no other compelling reason to leave Singapore.
With this in mind, she knew that if they were to move
again, it would need to benefit everyone in the family
and not just one person.

Being a dual-career trailing spouse
is harder than you think

In the months leading up to the China decision, Lisa
spent a lot of time reflecting on her trailing spouse jour-
ney, trying to piece together what it all meant and what
it could mean in a new city like Shanghai. She knew
now that without a doubt she was, and probably
always would be, the trailing spouse in their family, the
person whose job would not take them to their next
destination, and whose career would require more
compromises than Lachlan would need to make in his.
After all, he was now a Regional Vice President for an
SME technology firm in Singapore and earning more
money than she could ever hope to even as a tenured
Professor, and that was ok with both of them; his ca-
reer supported their lifestyle, and she supported their
growing family. She was surprised that her trailing
spouse status didn’t seem to bother her anymore,
whereas even a year earlier it had been all she could
think about.

Since marrying Lachlan and moving to Chicago,
Lisa had not worked full-time for over a decade. The
first six years they had spent in the US had been chal-
lenging. Chicago had been easy, almost like a long holi-
day, but that had changed once they moved to
Philadelphia and committed to staying in the US for the
full duration of their visa. The career she had put ‘on
hold’ back in Sydney, with the intention that she would
return to it in a couple of years, was now a thing of the
past. With no prospects to legally work in Philly, a
husband frequently away on regional business trips,
and a waning interest in charity work (which she
stereotyped as something ‘old ladies’ did), Lisa found
herself increasingly frustrated and constrained by a
trailing spouse life that she had once so willingly
embraced. She was bored. Life seemed dull, meaning-
less and oppressive – and she hadn’t yet reached the
age of 35! Without a business card and a job title, she
felt invisible at the many functions she attended as
‘Lachlan’s wife’. Instinctively she knew that their deci-
sion to move to Philadelphia had resulted in a major
loss of her identity, much of which Lisa painfully realized
had been tied up in a career that was now impossible
for her to continue. She had two choices – commit to a
life of resigned acceptance as ‘Mrs Nobody’ until they
repatriated, or do something about it.
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Like many trailing spouses often do, Lisa resolved
her boredom by turning a negative situation into a life-
affirming achievement: she went back to school and
obtained a doctorate. On the advice of her doctoral
supervisor, she chose a field of research she knew
something about – expatriates. As it turned out, Lisa
loved research and was quite good at it. Being an
‘insider’ to the expatriate community had many advan-
tages – invitations to speak at international conferen-
ces, opportunities to write about her research for
industry periodicals, and the chance to start a global
mobility website. Slowly, year by year, as her research
progressed and her expatriate journey continued, Lisa
built a new career for herself and, as she would soon
discover, a relatively portable one at that.

It was telling that when the move to Singapore
arose she was the one pushing them to go, rather
than repatriating to Sydney as Lachlan had thought
they would do. As a ‘global mobility academic’, she
perceived there would be few negatives – personally
or professionally – if they undertook another interna-
tional assignment, and she had been right: In
Singapore she had easy access to a work permit and
so was able to do part-time consulting for major cor-
porations as well as adjunct teaching. When she grad-
uated with her PhD, Lisa took a tenure-track position
at John Campbell College with the intention that she
would spend between three and five years there
before considering a move elsewhere. It had been
important that she re-enter the full-time workforce, not
only professionally but also for her self-esteem and
confidence. She felt a deep obligation to financially
contribute to the family again, to regain some balance
and equality in her marriage, and to be a strong role
model as a working mother for her two young daugh-
ters. Like many trailing spouses before her, Lisa
believed that the longer she remained a ‘supportive
non-working wife’, the harder it would be for her to
have a ‘voice’ in major family decisions where financial
considerations would be an over-riding concern.

Now all her thoughts turned to Shanghai. It seemed
quite remarkable that in little more than a decade both
she and Lachlan had somehow turned their ‘expatriate
adventure’ into thriving global careers – and they
weren’t done yet. She already had two job offers to
consider at local Universities in China, having inter-
viewed with institutions when the family went on their
familiarization trip a couple of months earlier, but these
were predominantly teaching jobs much like the one at
John Campbell had turned out to be. Getting a spouse

work permit in China would be relatively simple so
she found out, but her passion was research and, if she
stood any chance of building an academic career, she
needed to be in a job that allowed her to publish in good
journals. As a foreigner in China with only ‘hobby’ man-
darin to get her by, how quickly could she establish a
new network of contacts to find such a job? And what
employment stereotypes and barriers would she face
as an ‘expat wife’? Although another international move
would certainly deepen Lisa’s mobility knowledge and
experience, moving to China was a career risk – and
one that she wasn’t sure she needed to take.

Raising ‘third culture kids’

The children were also a major source of concern to
Lisa. Their daughters, Amelia and Emily, were now six
and seven years of age and had been born overseas.
Although they had dual-citizenship (Australian and
British), the girls had never really known a home other
than Singapore and had been attending ‘real’ school
there for nearly two years. In fact, it had taken nearly
two years on a wait-list to get the girls into their school –
United World College of South East Asia (UWCSEA) –
given it was the best international school in the region.
As parents, Lisa and Lachlan were drawn to UWC
because it was well known for striking a balance
between a ‘privileged childhood’ and a focus on service
to the global community. UWC also paid special atten-
tion to the needs and interests of ‘third culture kids’
(TCKs). Although Lisa didn’t consider herself a school
‘snob’, the reality was that there was only one UWC in
Asia, and it wasn’t in Shanghai. Given her deep theoret-
ical knowledge about TCKs, along with the fact that
she and Lachlan were raising two of their own, Lisa
knew that Singapore meant a lot to her children and
that they had incorporated its culture into their everyday
life and sense of who they were. But Amelia and Emily
had simultaneously developed a sense of relationship
to all of the cultures they identified with – where they were
born, where their extended families lived and they fre-
quently vacationed, where mum and dad came from –
and they didn’t really have full ownership in any. In reality,
their sense of belonging was mostly in relationship to
others of an experience similar to theirs – mum and dad,
each other, school friends, teachers – a special kind of
‘in-group’. Was this a good or a bad thing?

On the one hand, Amelia and Emily were construct-
ing and reconstructing their identity during the
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formative ‘fragile’ years of their childhood and at the
same time across various foreign cultures. Lisa recog-
nized that ‘home’ for her children would likely be an
emotional place that couldn’t be found on a map, and
that the question ‘where am I from?’ would require a
response from an atlas, not an anatomy book! She
also recognized that children don’t move by choice
and they aren’t trained for it; they experience the same
losses as adults but very often cannot articulate their
feelings. Having been a listening ear to a number of ex-
patriate friends over the years whose own children
had experienced unresolved issues of grief resulting
from the relentlessness of frequent goodbyes, Lisa
was keenly aware that her girls would likely have simi-
lar experiences, and it was a distressing thought. Was
it fair to impose these sorts of stressors on her children
and at such a young age? What long lasting impact
would it have on their emotional and psychological
well-being as they moved into adulthood?

On the other hand, Amelia and Emily seemed to pos-
sess more than a text-book understanding of global cul-
ture; they were living it every day. With frequent
international travel, access to foreign languages, and ex-
posure to transition and change, they had a rare oppor-
tunity to see the world in a way that was closed to most
people their age. Lisa was proud that her children inte-
grated well in their community, but she knew that they
would never fully penetrate the local culture because it
would never be their ‘passport country’. She also knew
that her children were likely developing a deep sense of
rootlessness and possibly a migratory instinct that
would be exacerbated by each and every subsequent
international move. These weren’t negatives per se, as
Lachlan had grown up much the same in Scotland and
Ireland, and it could well be that in these formative years,
Lachlan and Lisa were already setting up their children
for their own global careers, which by all accounts they
perceived to be a positive outcome. Still, did they have
the right to be making decisions for their children that
could impact their adult life in such unimaginable ways?
Would their children’s lives be better if the family lived in
one neighbourhood, in one city, close to their relatives
and friends, and never moved?

Yes, Money Does Actually Matter

Lisa’s last remaining concern about moving to China
centered on their financial situation. The relocation

package offered to Lachlan included a housing allow-
ance, school fees, and tax equalization benefits as part
of a ‘local-plus’ arrangement. For all intents and pur-
poses the compensation package for the China move
was attractive given that for the past 12 years Lisa and
Lachlan had been expatriates on local terms, with no
additional benefits. Tax equalization was especially
beneficial given that China’s income tax rate was
approximately 50 per cent compared to 20 per cent in
Singapore; for this reason Lachlan had nominated
Singapore as his home-country and purposely
retained his and Lisa’s Singapore permanent resi-
dency (PR) status. But, in doing so, the MacDougall’s
soon discovered that departing Singapore as PR’s
was a more complicated process than they had antici-
pated. Because they were non-citizens of Singapore,
the MacDougall’s would be required, by law, to settle
their tax bill with the Singapore government in advance
of their temporary two-year absence, including taxable
income on stocks and shares offered as part of
Lachlan’s pay-for-performance salary scheme that
would be accrued over the ensuing two years. This
included existing as well as anticipated stocks and
shares.

Although the technical details of Singapore’s tax
laws were complicated and for the most part beyond
Lisa’s basic understanding, the final outcome for the
MacDougall’s was that their tax bill prior to departure
was significantly large, taking into account both their
taxable earnings. Additionally, Singapore law dictated
that Lachlan’s existing and anticipated company
shares and stocks would need to be frozen during
their two-year absence (i.e. they could not sell them) in
order to mitigate any financial windfall he might other-
wise accrue. In theory it sounded reasonable enough,
but the reality was that the MacDougall’s could
emerge from their China assignment in two years time
with shares worth only half the value, without any op-
portunity to stem the loss by selling them. As a senior
vice president, Lachlan’s share portfolio was substan-
tial; about 20 per cent of the MacDougall’s overall net
worth consisted of company shares. Given the
ongoing economic crises in Europe and the United
States, and their impending retirement in 15 years
time, Lisa wasn’t sure it was worth the financial risk to
lock in their company share portfolio at the existing
share price and to possibly suffer a loss that could be
difficult to recover.
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Coming Full Circle to Embrace
Shanghai

As Lisa drove home from John Campbell College hav-
ing resigned from her job earlier that day, she turned
on the car radio and listened to a BBC World Service
program in which well-known author and publisher,
Robin Pascoe, was being interviewed about her newly
released book on ‘Global Nomads’. As Ms. Pascoe
recalled her life as a foreign service spouse, raising
two children in four Asian countries during the 1980s
and 1990s, and spoke of the many times she had rein-
vented her career as a journalist, author, public
speaker, and now publisher, Lisa was struck by how
common global careers had become, and by women
no less. Although she herself had at times felt some-
what alone in her own journey as a trailing spouse,
Lisa nonetheless knew that international mobility was
inevitable for many employees as talent management
became critical for multinational firms. She and
Lachlan were no exception to this phenomenon: they
may not have intentionally set out to pursue global
careers a decade earlier, but once they had arrived on
the international labor market it made sense that they
remain there. They had benefited immensely by doing
so, despite the many personal and professional hur-
dles she had overcome, and even though repatriation
to Australia had been an ongoing talking point for
years over the dinner table, somehow it just never
seemed to factor into any of their plans.

Lisa now clearly saw for the first time that moving
to China signaled an important change in their family
dynamic: the MacDougall’s had acquired the relatively
rare skill of ‘family mobility’ and she instinctively knew

that it was a skillset likely to be highly sought after by
many global companies. Their ‘united nations’ global
family was, in reality, a valuable commodity. Although
she had always had the opportunity to return to a
relatively comfortable and stable ‘north shore life’ in
Sydney had she wanted to, Lisa had never really
seriously considered it an option; instead, she knew
now that she and Lachlan would probably pursue
global careers in one form or another for the rest of their
lives, as would their children. As Ms Pascoe continued
to tell her story on the radio, Lisa began to slowly
let go of her fears and to once and for all embrace
the Shanghai opportunity. And then she began to
wonder . . . retaining their Singapore permanent resi-
dency status might not have been necessary after all,
given that there were so many other cities they could
move to when the Shanghai assignment was complete.

Questions:

1 In what ways does the MacDougall family
represent a rare and valuable resource to a
multinational firm?

2 Reflecting on Lisa’s dual-career trailing spouse
journey, how would you have approached the
situation differently?

3 What problems do you foresee for Amelia and
Emily if the MacDougall family undertakes another
move after Shanghai?

4 Although not discussed, what impact do you think
international mobility has had on the MacDougall’s
marriage?
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Glossary

Achievement culture focuses on status achievement,
people are judged based on what they have achieved, in
other words the goals they have fulfilled recently. (p36)
Acquisition occurs when one company buys another
company with the interest of controlling the activities of
the combined operations. (p84)
Ad hoc see Tax, ad hoc
Affective dimension refers to intercultural competence
reflecting the emotional attitude towards a foreign
culture. (p130)
Agents of socialization approach is based on assumptions
that appropriate behavior will have been instilled in the
local workforce through training programs and hiring
practices, and that the multinational’s way of operating
has been accepted by the local staff in the manner
intended. In this way, the multinational’s corporate
culture will operate as a subtle, informal control
mechanism – a substitution of direct supervision. (p48)
Artifacts are described as visible organization structures
and processes. (p38)
Ascriptive culture the status is ascribed from birth by
characteristics such as origin, seniority, and gender. (p37)
Assertiveness is the degree to which individuals are
assertive, confrontational, and aggressive in their
relationship with others. (p36)
Assertiveness, GLOBE study is ‘The degree to which
individuals are assertive, confrontational, and aggressive
in their relationship with others’. (p35)
Asymmetric events have been described as threats that
our political, strategic and military cultures regard as
unusual. (p16)
Balance Sheet Approach The basic objective is to ‘keep
the expatriate whole’ (that is, maintaining relativity to
PCN colleagues and compensating for the costs of an
international assignment1) through maintenance of
home-country living standard plus a financial inducement
to make the package attractive. This approach links the
base salary for expatriates to the salary structure of the
relevant home country. (p221)
Base salary In a domestic context, base salary denotes the
amount of cash compensation serving as a benchmark
for other compensation elements (such as bonuses and
benefits). For expatriates, it is the primary component of
a package of allowances, many of which are directly
related to base salary (e.g. foreign service premium, cost-
of-living allowance, housing allowance) as well as the
basis for in-service benefits and pension contributions.
The base salary is the foundation block for international

compensation whether the employee is a PCN or TCN.
(p217)
Best practice A method or technique that has consistently
shown results superior to those achieved with other
means, and that is used as a benchmark
(Businessdictionary.com). (p121)
Boundary spanning refers to activities, such as gathering
information, that bridge internal and external
organizational contexts. Expatriates are considered
boundary spanners because they can collect host country
information, act as representatives of their firms in the
host country, and can influence agents. (p121)

Boundaryless careerist is the highly qualified mobile
professional who builds his or her career competencies
and labor market value through transfers across
boundaries. (p201)
Bribery involves the payment of agents to do things that
are inconsistent with the purpose of their position or
office in order to gain an unfair advantage. Bribery can
be distinguished from so-called ‘gifts’ and ‘facilitating’ or
‘grease’ payments. (p270)
Bureaucratic control system Control of an organization
and the individuals that make up the organization
through systems of standardized rules, methods and
verification procedures. Bureaucratic control is used to
ensure efficient operation of large organizations, where
face-to-face communication is not possible or practical
and informal methods of enforcing compliance may not
be sufficient (Businessdictionary.com). (p154)

Centralized . . . . (p51)
Centralized practice Management practice in which all
or most decision-makers (who have the authority, control
and responsibility for the entire organization) are located
in one central office (Businessdictionery.com).
Chaebols Korean conglomerates. (p69)
Change facilitator . . . . (p93)
Chief Executive Officer or subsidiary manager, who
oversees and directs the entire foreign operation. (p156)

Cognitive layer relates to culture-specific knowledge. (p130)
Collaborator . . . . (p93)
Collective bargaining process between an organization’s
management and a trade union representing its employees,
for negotiating wages, working hours, working conditions
and other matters of mutual interest. To the management,
this process presents (usually) one set of people to
negotiate with; to the employees, it gives greatly enhanced
bargaining-power. Collective bargaining is the
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fundamental principle on which the trade union system is
based (Businessdictionary.com). (p161)

Collectivism, Hofstede study personal or social
orientation that emphasizes the good of the group,
community, or society over and above individual gain
(Businessdictionary.com). (p31)
Communication medium A medium through which a
message is transmitted to its intended audience, such as
print media or broadcast (electronic) media
(Businessdictionary.com). (p166)

Communitarianism is about the rights of the group or
society. It seeks to put the family, group, company and
country before the individual. It sees individualism as
selfish and short-sighted. (p36)

Commuter assignments special arrangements where the
employee commutes from the home country on a weekly
or bi-weekly basis to the place of work in another
country. Cross-border workers or daily commuters are
not included. Usually the family of the assignee stays in
the home country. (p118)

Compensation Sum of direct benefits (such as salary,
allowances, bonus, commission) and indirect benefits (such
as insurance, pension plans, vacations) that an employee
receives from an employer (Businessdictionary.com). (p60)
Competency base salary compensation given on the
basis of an employee acquiring a critical skill or
knowledge (Businessdictionary.com).
Competency-based assessment . . . . (p161)
Confucianism dynamics, Hofstede study this dimension
essentially reflects a basic orientation in the life of people,
which can be either more long-term or short-term in
nature. (p29)
Contextual goals attempt to take into consideration
factors that result from the situation in which
performance occurs. (p163)
Contractual assignments used in situations where
employees with specific skills vital to an international
project are assigned for a limited duration of six to twelve
months. (p119)
Corporate culture or organizational culture, is the sum
total of an organization’s past and current assumptions,
experiences, philosophy and values that hold it together,
and is expressed in its self-image, inner workings,
interactions with the outside world, and future
expectations. It is based on shared attitudes, beliefs,
customs, express or implied contracts, and written and
unwritten rules that the organization develops over time
and that have worked well enough to be considered valid
(Businessdictionary.com). (p48)
Cost-of-living allowance the cost-of-living allowance
(COLA), which typically receives the most attention,
involves a payment to compensate for differences in
expenditures between the home country and the
foreign country. COLA payments are intended to
compensate for cost differentials between an
expatriate’s home and host country, for example, the
costs of transportation, furniture and appliances,
medical, alcohol and tobacco, automobile
maintenance, and domestic help. (p218)

Country-of-origin effect refers to the extent to which
multinationals are shaped by institutions existing in their
country of origin. (p51)
Cross-cultural management studies aim to describe and
compare the working behavior in various cultures. (p23)
Cultural awareness training program seeks to foster an
appreciation of the host country’s culture so that
expatriates can behave accordingly, or at least develop
appropriate coping patterns. (p176)
Cultural intelligence is a specific form of intelligence
focused on capabilities to grasp, reason and behave
effectively in situations characterised by cultural
diversity. (p130)
Culture consists in patterned ways of thinking, feeling,
and reacting, acquired and transmitted mainly by
symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of
human groups . . . , including their embodiments in
artefacts; the essential core of culture consists of
traditional [. . .] ideas and especially their attached
values . . . (Kluckhohn and Kroeber, 1952: 181). (p22)
Culture shock a phenomenon experienced by people who
move across cultures. The new environment requires
many adjustments in a relatively short period of time,
challenging people’s frames of reference to such an extent
that their sense of self, especially in terms of nationality,
comes into question. People, in effect, experience a shock
reaction to new cultural experiences that cause
psychological disorientation because they misunderstand
or do not recognize important cues. (p190)
Cyber-terrorism hardware, software and human systems
to deal with hacking, information theft, internal
sabotage, the sabotage of software systems and the
development and maintenance of an architecture of back-
up systems and multiple independent operations for
information systems. (p275)
Decentralized practice subsidiaries have decision-making
power and are assigned accountability and responsibility
for results. It is accompanied by delegation of
commensurate authority to individuals or units at all
levels of an organization even those far removed from
headquarters or other centers of power
(Businessdictionery.com). (p65)
Development aims to increase abilities in relation to some
future position or job. (pp92, 174)
Developmental assignments focuses on focusing on
in-country performance and the acquisition of local or
regional understanding by the assignee. (p156)
Diffuse culture is characterized by: a large private life that
includes a relatively large number of people; small public
space that is difficult to enter (e.g. an outsider needs a
formal introduction from a mutual friend in order to do
business with a particular manager); indirect
communication! does not always say what is really meant;
no clear distinction between work and private life. (p36)
Direct costs of expat failure include airfares and
associated relocation expenses, and salary and training.
The precise amount varies according to the level of the
position concerned, country of destination, exchange
rates, and whether the ‘failed’ manager is replaced by
another expatriate. (p128)
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Disaster protocols Planned steps taken to minimize the
effects of a disaster, and to be able to proceed to business
continuity stage (Businessdictionary.com). (p275)
Domestic Human Resources Management is involved
with employees within only one national boundary. (p3)
Education allowances provision of education allowances
for the children of expatriates is frequently an integral
part of an international compensation policy. Allowances
for education can cover items such as tuition (including
language classes), application and enrolment fees, books
and supplies, meals, transportation, excursions and
extra-curricular activities, parent association fees, school
uniforms and, if applicable, room and board. (p219)
Emic refers to culture-specific aspects of concepts or
behavior. (p10)
Emotional culture In affective cultures, an emotional
basis is accepted as a part of business life and emotions
are freely expressed across many social contexts. (p36)
Equity . . . . (p6)
Equity mode involves a foreign direct investor’s purchase of
shares of an enterprise in a country other than its own. (p83)
Equity, compensation Degree to which the actual pay of
an employee matches what he or she thinks to deserve.
High pay equity means high employee satisfaction with
his or her job, low pay equity increases the potential for
absenteeism, grievances, strikes and turnover
(Businessdictionary.com). (p217)
Ethical absolutist believes that ‘when in Rome, one
should do what one would do at home, regardless of
what the Romans do’. (p270)
Ethical relativist there are no universal or international
rights and wrongs, it all depends on a particular culture’s
values and beliefs. For the ethical relativist, ‘when in
Rome, one should do as the Romans do’. (p270)
Ethical universalist believes there are fundamental
principles of right and wrong which transcend cultural
boundaries, and that MNEs must adhere to these
fundamental principles or global values. (p270)
Ethics The basic concepts and fundamental principles of
right human conduct. It includes study of universal values
such as the essential equality of all men and women,
human or natural rights, obedience to the law of land,
concern for health and safety and, increasingly, also for
the natural environment (Businessdictionary.com). (p268)
Ethnocentric Staffing key positions in domestic and
foreign operations are held by managers from headquarters
(PCN – Parent Country Nationals). Subsidiaries are
managed by staff from the home country. (p110)
Ethnorelativism An acquired ability to see many values and
behaviors as cultural rather than universal. It is characterized
by adjustment to foreign cultures and integration. (p135)
Etic refers to culture-common aspects. (p10)
ETUC European Trade Union Confederation. (p249)
EU the European Union. (p249)
Expatriate is an employee who is working and
temporarily residing in a foreign country. (p3)
Experiential market knowledge is knowledge gained
through experience operating in the chosen market. (p96)

Extended international assignment up to one year. These
may involve similar activities as that for short-term
assignments. (p110)

External control, Concept of nature This dimension
describes the concept of nature and refers to the extent to
which societies try to control nature. These societies
believe they can influence their environment and others to
achieve their goals. (p36)

External Recruitment The assessment of the current
available pool of job candidates, other than existing staff,
to ascertain if any are sufficiently skilled or qualified to
fill and perform existing job vacancies. When a business
engages in external recruitment, a head hunter might be
used to facilitate the search, contact and recruitment
process (Businessdictionary.com). (p124)

Extrinsic rewards A reward that is expected by an
employee and does not lead to his or her greater
satisfaction (Businessdictionary.com). (p50)

Feedback In an organizational context, feedback is the
information sent to an entity (individual or a group)
about its prior behavior so that the entity may adjust its
current and future behavior to achieve the desired result
(Businessdictionary.com). (p164)

Feminine orientation, Hofstede study is based on the
assumption that values can be distinguished as more
masculine or more feminine. The feminine orientation
contains preferences for life quality, modesty and
interpersonal relationships. (p27)

Field experience see preliminary visit.
Foreign service inducement Parent-country nationals
often receive a salary premium as an inducement to
accept a foreign assignment. (p218)
Foreign subsidiary A partially or wholly owned company
that is part of a larger corporation with headquarters in
another country (Businessdictionary.com). (p154)

Functional assignments described as more enduring
assignments with local employees that involve the two-
way transfer of existing processes and practices. (p156)
Genchigenbutsu stressing that production problems can
only be analyzed and solved at the source and not behind
a desk.

Gender Egalitarianism, GLOBE study is the degree to
which a collective minimizes gender inequality’. (p35)
Geocentric Staffing approach, the MNE is taking a global
approach to its operations, recognizing that each part
(subsidiaries and headquarters) makes a unique
contribution with its unique competence. Subsidiaries
are usually managed by TCN – Third Country
Nationals. (p115)
Global industry one in which a firm’s competitive
position in one country is significantly influenced by its
position in other countries. Examples include commercial
aircraft, semiconductors and copiers. (p11)
Global innovator provides significant knowledge for
other units. (pp54)
Global mindset requires a HR manager to think globally
and to formulate and implement HR policies that
facilitate the development of globally oriented staff. (p15)
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Going Rate Approach with this approach, the base salary
for the international transfer is linked to the salary
structure in the host country. (p221)
Greenfield A type of venture where finances are
employed to create a new physical facility for a business
in a location where no existing facilities are currently
present. (p68)
Guanxi dyadic personal relationships between people in
China. (p257)
Hard goals are objective, quantifiable and can be directly
measured – such as return-on-investment (ROI), market
share, etc. (p163)
Hardship premium to compensate for challenging
locations. (p218)
Heterarchy is a structural form in which a MNC may
have a number of different kinds of centers apart from
that traditionally referred to as ‘headquarters’. (p64)
High context communication in high context cultures, a
more indirect form of expression is common, where the
receiver must decipher the content of the message from its
context. (p37)
Home leave allowances a provision for home leave
allowances where employers cover the expense of one or
more trips back to the home country each year. (p219)
Home-country effects refers to the extent to which
management practices in multinational companies’
subsidiaries are influenced by the home-country
environment. (p52)
‘Honeymoon’ or ‘tourist’ phase refers to an upswing of
mood upon arrival in the assignment country that
produces what has been referred to as the. (p130)
Host country Is the country where MNC is operating in
and has established a foreign subsidiary. (p2)
Host-country effect refers to the extent to which
management practices in multinational companies’
subsidiaries are impacted by the host-country context.
(p51)
Host country nationals (HCNs) . . . . (p47)
Housing allowance the provision of a housing allowance
implies that employees should be entitled to maintain
their home-country living standards (or, in some cases,
receive accommodation that is equivalent to that
provided for similar foreign employees and peers). (p218)
Human resource refers to the accumulated stock of
knowledge, skills and abilities that the individuals
possess, which the firm has built up over time into an
identifiable expertise. (p2)
Human Resources Management refers to those activities
undertaken by an organization to effectively utilize its
human resources. These activities would include at least
the following: human resource planning, staffing
(recruitment, selection, placement), performance
management, training and development, compensation
(remuneration) and benefits, and Industrial relations. (p1)
Humane Orientation includes the degree to which a
collective encourages and rewards individuals for
being fair, altruistic, generous, caring and kind to
others. (p35)

Humane Orientation, GLOBE study includes ‘the degree
to which a collective encourages and rewards individuals
for being fair, altruistic, generous, caring, and kind to
others.’ (p35)
ILO International Labor Organization. (p249)
Implementer relies heavily on knowledge from the parent
or peer subsidiaries and create a relatively small amount
of knowledge themselves. (p55)
In-facility security comprised of perimeter security, search
protocols into and out of facilities (truck inspections,
deliveries, etc.), internal search protocols (lockers, etc.),
bomb threat procedures, risk control for violence in the
facility and threats to management (including training on
warning signs, protection of property and equipment and
safeguarding executives), protection and lighting in
parking areas and the use of cameras in the workplace.
(p275)

In-Group Collectivism is the degree to which individuals
express pride, loyalty and cohesiveness in their
organizations or families. (p35)
In-house security The prevention of and protection
against assault, damage, fire, fraud, invasion of privacy,
theft, unlawful entry and other such occurrences caused
by deliberate action. (p275)
Index of transnationality is an average of ratios of
foreign assets to total assets; foreign sales to total
sales; and foreign employment to total employment.
(p12)
Indirect costs of expat failure or ‘invisible costs’ are
harder to quantify in money terms but can prove to be
more expensive for firms. (p128)
Individualism is about the rights of the individual. It
seeks to let each person grow or fail on their own, and
sees group-focus as denuding the individual of their
inalienable rights. (p26)
Individualism, Hofstede study describes the extent to
which individual initiative and caring for oneself and the
nearest relatives is preferred by a society. (p26)

Industrial espionage theft and sabotage – activities
to secure internal communications (emails, telephones,
etc.), open records protection, employee privacy
regulations, clearly defined physical inspections and
search processes. (p275)
Industrial theft Criminal act of dishonest assumption of
the rights of the true owner of a tangible or intangible
property by treating it as one’s own, whether or not
taking it away with the intent of depriving the true owner
of it (Businessdictionary.com). (p275)
Information speed This dimension focuses on whether
information flow in groups is high or low during
communication. (p37)
Innovator . . . . (p92)
Inpatriate refers to the transfer of subsidiary staff into the
parent country (headquarters) operations. (p3)

Institutional collectivism, GLOBE study describes the
degree to which organizational and societal institutional
practices encourage and reward collective distribution of
resources and collective action. (p35)
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Institutionalism perspective indicates that institutional
pressures may be powerful influences on human resource
practices. Elements which are relevant to HRM are, for
example, the characteristics of the education system or
the industrial relations system. (p50)
Integrated player creates knowledge but at the same time
is recipient of knowledge flows. (p54)
Intellectual capital collective knowledge (whether or not
documented) of the individuals in an organization or
society. This knowledge can be used to produce wealth,
multiply output of physical assets, gain competitive
advantage, and/or to enhance value of other types of
capital (Businessdictionary.com). (p161)
Intercultural . . . . (p130)
Intercultural competence is defined as the ability to
function effectively in another culture. (p129)
Internal control, Concept of nature This dimension
describes the concept of nature and refers to the extent to
which one accepts they can only control themselves and
accepts they have no control over their environment. For
example in the religion of Islam, they have a saying ‘If it’s
Allah’s will’. (p37)
Internal Recruitment The assessment of an employer’s
current staff to ascertain if any current employees are
sufficiently skilled or qualified to perform required job
vacancies. When a business engages in internal
recruitment, a current employee might be reassigned to
the new position by giving them either a promotion or an
internal transfer (Businessdictionary.com). (p124)
International base pay for key managers, regardless of
nationality, that is paid in a major reserve currency such
as the US dollar or the Euro. This system allows MNEs to
deal with considerable variations in base salaries for
managers. (p232)
International cadre usually refers to a group of high
potential employees who have been selected for
specialized management training to enable the MNE to
continue to expand its international operations. (p187)
International Human Resources Management covers all
issues related to managing the global workforce and its
contribution to firm outcomes and includes comparative
analyses of HRM in different countries. (p1)
International joint venture is a separate legal
organizational entity representing the partial holdings of
two or more parent firms, in which the headquarters of at
least one is located outside the country of operation of
the joint venture. This entity is subject to the joint control
of its parent firms, each of which is economically and
legally independent of the other. (p91)
Internationalization process theory which is derived from
the behavioral model of uncertainty avoidance, suggests
that specific features of the owner or founder of an SME
have an impact on the internationalization process of this
particular enterprise. (p96)
Intrinsic rewards An outcome that gives an individual
personal satisfaction such as that derived from a job well
done (Businessdictionary.com). (p50)
Investment strike refers to the act of some multinationals
whereby, the multinational refuses to invest any

additional funds in a plant, thus ensuring that the plant
will become obsolete and economically non-competitive.
(p248)
Iron rice bowl guaranteed continuation of employment,
along with various welfare and benefits offered to
employees, such as accommodation, medical treatment,
childcare and pensions. (p257)
Kaizen the continuous improvement philosophy. (p72)
Knowledge in an organizational context, knowledge is
the sum of what is known and resides in the intelligence
and the competence of people (Businessdictionary.com).
(p89)
Laissez-faire see Tax, Laissez-faire
Lobbying The act of attempting to influence business and
government leaders to create legislation or conduct an
activity that will help a particular organization. People who
do lobbying are called lobbyists (Businessdictionary.com).
(p247)
Local innovator subsidiaries engage in the creation of
relevant country/region-specific knowledge in all key
functional areas because they have complete local
responsibility. (p55)
Local plus approach is one in which expatriate employees
are paid according to the prevailing salary levels,
structure, and administration guidelines of the host
location, plus provided ‘expatriate-type’ benefits such as
assistance with transportation, housing, and dependents’
education in recognition of the employee’s ‘foreign’
status. (p224)
Local responsiveness is to respect local cultural values,
traditions, legislation or other institutional constraints
such as government policy and/or education systems
regarding HRM and work practices. (p52)

Local staff or Host Country National (HCN) is an
employee who is a citizen of a country in which an
organization’s branch or plant is located, but the
organization is headquartered in another country
(uslegal.com). (p47)
Long-term international assignment varies from one to
five years, involving a clearly defined role in the receiving
operation (eg. a senior management role in a subsidiary).
The long-term assignment has also been referred to as a
traditional expatriate assignment. (p226)
Long-term, Confucianism dynamics in this dimension are
characterized by great endurance and/or persistence in
pursuing goals, position of ranking based on status,
adaptation of traditions to modern conditions, respect of
social and status obligations within certain limits, high
savings rates and high investment activity, readiness to
subordinate oneself to a purpose, and the feeling of
shame. (p29)
Low context communication the players tend to
communicate more to the point and verbalize
all-important information. (p37)
Macro level terrorist threats are threats of a terrorist
attack on the global environment. (p276)
Masculinity, Hofstede study is based on the assumption
that values can be distinguished as more masculine or
more feminine. The masculine orientation comprises the
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pursuit of financial success, heroism and strong
performance approach. (p26)
Matrix Structure an organizational structure that
facilitates the horizontal flow of skills and information. It
is used mainly in the management of large projects or
product development processes, drawing employees from
different functional disciplines for assignment to a team
without removing them from their respective positions.
Employees in a matrix organization report on day-to-day
performance to the project or product manager whose
authority flows sideways (horizontally) across
departmental boundaries. They also continue to report
on their overall performance to the head of their
department whose authority flows downwards
(vertically) within his or her department. (p62)
Mental programs . . . . (p24)
Mentor is usually in a more senior position than the
expatriate, from the sending work unit, and often knows
the expatriate personally. The rationale behind the use of
a mentor is to alleviate the ‘out-of-sight, out-of-mind’
feeling discussed earlier through the provision of
information (such as, workplace changes) on a regular
basis, so that the expatriate is more prepared for
conditions faced upon re-entry. (p191)
Merger is the result of an agreement between two
companies to join their operations together. (p84)
Merit base basing an employee’s salary on his or her
performance, over a predetermined period and according
to an agreed upon criteria (Businessdictionary.com).
(p160)
Micro level terrorist threats are threats at specific regions,
industries or levels in international value chains. (p276)
Monochrome concept of time A monochrome concept of
time is dominated by processes, where one thing is done
after the other. (p37)
Multicultural Celebrating human diversity by willingly
promoting legal, political, and social recognition of
cultural, ethnic, linguistic and religious differences. (p93)
Multidomestic industry one in which competition in each
country is essentially independent of competition in other
countries. Traditional examples include retailing,
distribution and insurance. (p4)
Neutral culture tends to express little emotion; business is
transacted as objectively and functionally as possible.
(p36)
Non-equity cross-border alliance is an investment vehicle
in which profits and other responsibilities are assigned to
each party according to a contract. (p83)
Non-expatriates people who travel internationally but
are not considered expatriates, as they do not relocate to
another country. Popular terms for these employees
include ‘road warriors’, ‘globetrotters’, ‘frequent fliers’
and ‘flexpatriates’ (p122)
OECD the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. (p249)
Offshoring of labor work done for a company by people
in another country that it typically done at a much
cheaper cost (Businessdictionary.com). (p243)

Operative is the individual whose assignment is to
perform functional job tasks in an existing operational
structure, in generally lower level, supervisory positions.
(p156)
Organizational culture is defined as the sense of common
identity and purpose across the whole organization. (p17)
Parent-country nationals (PCN) (see Expatriate). (p3)
Particularism pays more attention to individual cases,
deciding what is good and correct depending on
relationship and special friendship arrangements. (p36)
Partnership role . . . . (p92)
Pay strategy defined in terms of a series of interlocking
strategic choices on the basis of pay (job versus skill,
performance versus seniority), unit of aggregation.
(paying individuals, groups, organizations, short- versus
long-term orientation to pay), patterns of variation in pay
(variability or risk in pay, hierarchical versus egalitarian
pay orientation) and an overall focus on internal equity –
as captured by job evaluation systems – as opposed to
external equity – as captured by market surveys. (p232)
Performance management is a process that enables
company to evaluate and continuously improve
individual, unit and corporate performance, against
clearly defined, pre-set goals and targets. (p150)
Performance Orientation is defined as the degree to which
a collective encourages and rewards group members for
performance improvement and excellence. (p35)
Performance Orientation, GLOBE study is defined as ‘the
degree to which a collective encourages and rewards
group members for performance improvement and
excellence’. (p35)
Performance related-pay is a financial reward system for
employees where some or all of their monetary
compensation is related to how their performance
is assessed relative to stated criteria
(Businessdictionary.com). (p90)
Polycentric Staffing approach involves the MNE treating
each subsidiary as a distinct national entity with some
decision-making autonomy. Subsidiaries are usually
managed by local nationals (HCN – Host Country
Nationals), who are seldom promoted to positions at
headquarters, and PCNs are rarely transferred to foreign
subsidiary operations. (p110)
Polychrome concept of time processes actions occur at
the same time. (p37)
Power Distance, GLOBE study is defined as ‘the degree
to which members of a collective expect power to be
distributed equally’. (p26)
Power distance, Hofstede study represents the scale on
which the members of a culture accept that power is not
distributed equally in institutions. It expresses the emotional
distance between employees and superiors. Power
inequality exists in many cultures, but may be more or less
pronounced from culture to culture. (p26)
Pre-departure training A set of training programmes
provided before expatriate depart for their overseas
assignment, designed to increase the success of
expatriate’s in their international assignments; training
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might include, cross cultural and language training,
business etiquettes, etc (Referencebusiness.com). (p60)

Preliminary visit to the host country is a well-planned
visit for the candidate and spouse provides a preview that
allows them to assess their suitability for and interest in
the assignment. Such a visit also serves to introduce
expatriate candidates to the business context in the
host location and helps encourage more informed
pre-departure preparation. (p180)
Primary terrorist threats are threats at the level of the
individual person and firm. (p285)
Processes refer to activities that firms use to convert the
resources into valuable goods and services. (p89)
Psychological contract The unwritten understandings and
informal obligations between an employer and its
employees regarding their mutual expectations of how
each will perform their respective roles. Within a typical
business, the psychological contract might include such
things as the levels of employee commitment, job
satisfaction and the quality of working conditions
(Businessdictionary.com). (p7)
Recruitment is defined as searching for and obtaining
potential job candidates in sufficient numbers and quality
so that the organization can select the most appropriate
people to fill its job needs. (p92)

Redundancy Elimination of jobs or job categories caused
by downsizing, rightsizing or outsourcing
(Businessdictionary.com). (p247)
Regiocentric Staffing approach reflects the geographic
strategy and structure of the MNE. Like the geocentric
approach, it utilizes a wider pool of managers but in a
limited way. Staff may move outside their home countries
but only within the particular geographic region. (p114)

Relocation allowances Items typically covered by
relocation allowances include moving, shipping and
storage charges; temporary living expenses; subsidies
regarding appliance or car purchases (or sales); and down
payments or lease-related charges. (p219)

Remuneration reward for employment in the form of
pay, salary or wage, including allowances, benefits (such
as company car, medical plan, pension plan), bonuses,
cash incentives and monetary value of the noncash
incentives (Businessdictionary.com). (p155)

Repatriation the activity of bringing the expatriate back
to the home country. (p189)
Resources are defined as tangible assets such as money
and people, and intangible assets, such as brands and
relationships. (p89)

Reverse diffusion the transfer of management practices
from foreign locations to the headquarters. (p52)

Risk management the identification, analysis, assessment,
control, and avoidance, minimization or elimination of
unacceptable risks. An organization may use risk
assumption, risk avoidance, risk retention, risk transfer,
or any other strategy (or combination of strategies)
in proper management of future events
(Businessdictionary.com). (p275)

Role plays acting out a role player’s actions in a
simulated situation such as a training program
(Businessdictionary.com). (p179)
Rotational assignments employees commute from the
home country to a place of work in another country for a
short, set period followed by a break in the home
country. The employee’s family usually remains in the
home country. (p118)
Selection is the process of gathering information for the
purposes of evaluating and deciding who should be
employed in particular jobs. (p124)
Selection criteria List of knowledge, abilities, experience
and skills one must have in order to perform the job
successfully. (pp110, 129)
Self-initiated assignments While standard expatriations
are usually initiated by the organization, self-initiated
assignments are initiated by the individual. (p119)
Sensitivity training training designed to make people
more aware of group dynamics and their own behavior,
interpersonal traits, and role within a group
(Businessdictionary.com). (p179)
Short-term international assignment up to three months.
These are usually for troubleshooting, project supervision
or a stopgap measure until a more permanent
arrangement can be found. (p118)
Short-term, Confucianism dynamics are characterized by:
personal candour and stability, avoiding loss of face,
respect of social and status obligations without the
consideration of costs, low savings rates and low
investment activity, expectations of quick profit respect
for traditions, and greetings, presents and courtesies
based on reciprocity. (p29)
Six Sigma quality control Originally developed in 1986
by Motorola, the business management strategy is now
used in many different industries in an effort to improve
the quality of products or services produced by the
business through the removal of defects and errors. The
strategy involves creating groups of people within the
business or organization who have expert status in
various methods, and then each project is carried out
according to a set of steps in an effort to reach specific
financial milestones. (p54)
Social dumping the movement of work from one region
to another and its effect on employment levels; and the
need for trade union solidarity to prevent workers in one
region from accepting pay cuts to attract investment, at
the expense of workers in another region. (p252)
Soft goals tend to be relationship or trait-based, such as
leadership style or interpersonal skills. (p163)
Software of the mind . . . . (p24)
Spatial orientation The focus of this dimension is on the
distance between people of various cultures when
communicating. Distance that is adequate for members of
one culture, may feel intrusive for members of another
culture. (p37)
Specific culture is characterized by: a small private life
that is kept private; large social/public life that is very
open to others; extroversion; ‘no nonsense ! direct in
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communications; clear distinction between work and
personal life. (p36)
Spouse assistance help guard against or offset income lost
by an expatriate’s spouse as a result of relocating abroad.
(p220)
Standardization-localization A system of processes and
procedures that operates effectively in multiple countries
by exploiting local differences and interdependencies and
at the same time sustaining global consistency. (p53)
Strategic assignments refers to high-profile activities that
focus on developing a balanced global perspective. (p156)
Strategy implementer . . . . (p93)
Strikes collective, organized, cessation or slowdown of
work by employees, to force acceptance of their demands
by the employer (Businessdictionary.com). (p246)
Structure reproducer carries the assignment of building or
reproducing in a foreign subsidiary a structure similar to
that which he or she knows from another part of the
company. (p156)
Sub-optimizing Knowingly accepting less than the best
possible outcome or output, in order to avoid unintended
adverse effects of trying harder (Businessdictionary.com).
(p247)
Tacit knowledge Unwritten, unspoken and hidden vast
storehouse of knowledge held by practically every normal
human being, based on his or her emotions, experiences,
insights, intuition, observations and internalized
information. Tacit knowledge is integral to the entirety of
a person’s consciousness, is acquired largely through
association with other people, and requires joint or shared
activities to be imparted from on to another. (p121)
Tacitness . . . . (p121)
Tax equalization firms withhold an amount equal to the
home-country tax obligation of the expatriate, and pay
all taxes in the host country. (p5)
Tax protection the employee pays up to the amount of
taxes he or she would pay on compensation in the home
country. (p228)
Tax, ad hoc each expatriate is handled differently,
depending upon the individual package agreed to with
the MNE. (p228)
Tax, laissez-faire employees are ‘on their own’ in
conforming to host-country and home-country taxation
laws and practices. (p228)
Technical assignments refers to -short-term knowledge
transference activities, (p156)
The costs of expatriate failure can be both direct and
indirect. (p128)
Third country nationals (TCNs) . . . . (p47)
Trade Unions An organization whose membership
consists of workers and union leaders, united to protect
and promote their common interests. The principal
purposes of a labor union are to (1) negotiate wages and
working condition terms, (2) regulate relations between
workers (its members) and the employer, (3) take
collective action to enforce the terms of collective
bargaining, (4) raise new demands on behalf of its
members and (5) help settle their grievances. (p241)

Traditional expatriate assignment . . . . (p117)
Training aims to improve employees’ current work skills
and behavior. (pp92, 174)
Transnational is an organizational form that is
characterized by an interdependence of resources and
responsibilities across all business units regardless of
national boundaries. The term has also become a
descriptor of a particular type of multinational, one that
tries to cope with the large flows of components,
products, resources, people and information among its
subsidiaries, while simultaneously recognizing distributed
specialized resources and capabilities. (pp54, 64)
Transnational corporate is a commercial enterprise that
operates substantial facilities, does business in more than
one country and does not consider any particular country
its national home (Businessdictionary.com). (p49)
Troubleshooter is the individual who is sent to a foreign
subsidiary to analyze and solve a particular operational
problem. (p156)
Turnover rates A human resources metric which
expresses the number of employees lost through firing,
attrition and other means compared to the total number
of employees in the company (Businessdictionary.com).
(p256)
Uncertainty avoidance, GLOBE study includes ‘the
extent to which a society, organization, or group relies on
social norms, rules, and procedures to alleviate
unpredictability of future events’. (p35)
Uncertainty avoidance, Hofstede study represents the
extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened
by uncertain, ambiguous and/or unstructured situations
and try to avoid them. Cultures with strong uncertainty
avoidance are characterized by strict beliefs and
behavioral codes and do not tolerate people and ideas
that deviate from these. In cultures with weak uncertainty
avoidance, the significance of practice exceeds the
significance of principles and there is high tolerance for
deviations. (p26)
UNCTAD the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development. (p249)
Universalism is characterized by the logic: ‘What is good
and right can be defined and always applies’. (p36)
Values are the way in which employees think about
what they do and why they do it. Values shape
employee’s priorities and decision-making. (p89)
Virtual assignees monitoring and evaluating a physically
and geographically distant group of employees. (p161)
Virtual assignments where the employee does not relocate
to a host location but manages, from home-base, various
international responsibilities for a part of the
organization in another country. In this case, the
manager relies heavily on communications technologies
such as telephone, email or video conferences. Visits to
the host country are also necessary. (p119)
Workplace violence Expression of physical or verbal
force against other people in the workplace. Workplace
violence activities range from threats and verbal abuse to
actual physical contact and assaults that cause physical
harm to other people (Businessdictionary.com). (p275)
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